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THE COUPLED HOLE--PHONON SYSTEM AND
MINORITY-ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN p-GaAs

K. SADRA and B. G. STREFT4AN
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Microelectronics Research Center.

The University of Texas at Austin. Austin. TX 78712. US.A

`R ceit ed 16 Ju1t 1991; in ret ised form 13 Januarj 19921

Abstract-We present a Monte-Carlo stud4 of minority-electron transport in p-GaAs including d~namtc
screening and plasmon-phonon couping using a phenomenologically damped quasi-nonequilbrium
two-band dielectric function. Calculated mode spectra contain the acoustic and optical plasmons of the
to-component hole plasma, and suggest that despite the role of the acoustic plasmon, plasma oscillations
do not extend to wave vectors as large as the inverse screening length. Furthermore. we find no evidence
of the drag effect For heavy dopings. calculated high-field minority-electron drift seu'aitics are
significantly larger :han experimental ,aljes. indicating that further work is required to achieve a true
understanding of minority-electron transport.

INTRODLCTION plasmon cut-off wave vector q, = r- was required to

obtain agreement with experimental values. Interest-
During the last few years. minority electron transport ingly, this relation differs from that used by
has been the subject of a number of experimental and Taniyama et al., q, = 2nr,". It appears then that
theoretical investigations, not only because of its there is no consensus on what the proper theory for
relevance to bipolar devices, but also because of its minority-electron transport is. In fact, there may
importance as an interesting problem in semiclassical be disagreement over what constitutes a theoretical
transport theory. The first measurements of minority- explanation of :xperimental data.
electron velocity-field characteristics[I]. performed As noted in our earlier work[3], a number of
on lightly-doped In 0,,Ga 4,,As, suggested that the theoretical issues deserve further investigation,
high-field drift velocity of minority electrons is among them the effect of dynamic screening and
significantly larger than that of majority electrons. plasmon-phonon coupling in the two-band hole sys-

C!
Later, Monte-Carlo simulations of Osman and tern. Despite the contributions of a number of inves-
Grubin[2] indicated that statically screened electron- tigators[5-10], a comprehensive treatment of dynamic V
heavy-hole interactions do not account for sufficient screening and plasmon-phonon coupling is still lack-
minority-electron energy loss to explain large high- ing. To us, the use of a cut-off wave vector, an
field velocities at low hole concentrations. They did, artificial, vaguely defined, yet sharp dividing line
however, show larger high-field velocities for min- between excitations of collective and single-particle
ority electrons than majority electrons. Sadra et character, is fundamentally dissatisfying. Given the
al.3,4] took statically-screened multiband processes inherent vagueness in the position of the cut-off, its
into account and found that although minority-elec- value can be adjusted to fit any given measurement.
tron energy loss was enhanced, it was still too small The treatment of these excitations is even less appeal-
to explain the measurements. Subsequent calcu- ing when. as is usually the case. the plasmon is taken
lations by Saito er al.[5] also showed larger minority- to extend to the cut-off wave vector undamped and
electron drift velocities than majority electron values. undispersed. We believe that a theory of minority Acession For
In 1990, new experimental results[6] showed that, at electron transport should not rely on a cut-off wave
least in GaAs. the high-field minority-electron drift vector, particularly if calculated results are sensitive I NTIS MAR&I
velocity is in fact lower than the majority-electron to its value. Fortunately, the frequency- and wave- DTIC TAB E]
value. Taniyama et al.[7] performed Monte-Carlo vector-dependent dielectric function provides a natu- Unaamaovnoed 0
calculations of minority-electron velocity-field ral framework for removing the cut-off wave vector. Justification
characteristics and found reasonable agreement with The dielectric function gives the complete spectrum of
measurements. However. the agreement was obtained plasma excitations, from collective to single-particle,

by replacing the heavy-hole effective mass with the with dispersion and damping, for all wave vectors. As By
light-hole value in the calculation of the screening the wave vector increases and the plasma can no Ditr -.ibutio_/
length. More recently, Lowney and Bennett(81 calcu- longer sustain collective oscillations, modes gradually Availability Code49
lated the mirority-electron mobility and found that a disappear in the calculated spectra. The dielectric - an--- o -
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function is also a natural vehicle for including the where the maximum is with respect to q. and then
often-neglected effects of light holes, among them the transforming to k" = k + q, we find an upper bound
rise in the plasma frequency and the appearance of on the scattering rate given by,
the acoustic plasmon. 2 dh,[

In this paper. .c report bipolar Monte-Carlo P(kJ - j 2-" - f~k'
simulations of steady-state minority.electron trans- A
port. including dynamic screening and plasmon- X in((")+ 11 21e," VO J( , - E,-+ l,
phonon coupling given by a phenomenologically (k'-kl)
damped quasi-nonequilibrium two-band dielectric (4)
function. A similar treatment has been recently used Following the standard techniquel12, 131 we omit
in connection with electron transport through an the degeneracy term I-flk') from the integrand
equilibrium hole plasma in heterojunction bipolar and include it directly in the Monte-Carlo simulation.
transistors[l I]. However, it has not been extended to Integrating over Aw, transforming the integral over
the problem of interest here, that of steady-state k' to spherical coordinates with the polar axis along
minority-electron 'elocity-field characteristics. We and integrating over the azimuthal angle we
begin with a presentation of the theoretical formu-
lation and the relevant comp,,!ational issues, and
then proceed to describe the results and discuss their P(k) el k'd k' d cos
implications. _27r'Akff

2. THEORETICAL FORML LATIONFXk~k')+Yfk, k')cos•÷ ik.k )cos'

The Monte-Carlo model employed in this study is k k: + k: - 2kk' cos. J
identical to that described in our earlier work(4l 4n1(E, - E, )}*•1 + I(Ek - E, Y hi. (5)
except for the addition of degeneracy. and the in-
clusion of dynamic screening and plasmon-phonon Integrating over cos4 and transforming back to
coupling in lieu of statically screened multiband w = Efk') - E(k), we find:
carrier-carrier and polar carrier-optical-phonon e.m*, E A
interactions." Degeneracy is included in the simu- P(k) < 2'hýk dco[n(w) + I]Ev. w
lation following the standard technique(12, 13]. As
for dynamic screening and plasmon-phonon coup- x [I + 2x'(E - ha)] x / {X[k. k'(o))
iing. our approach is to use the simplest possible
formalism, while maintaining frequency and wave- + Yfk, k'(w)]A 1k. k' co))
vector dependence. as well as some measure of exter-
nal damping. The treatment is described below. + Z[k. k'(w )JA :(k, k '(0 )]I'n ik + k'(o)

For a carrier with wave vector k and energy E, the k-- k'(w)
rate of scattering by the coupled phonon-carrier
system is given b% [14]: { Yfk, k'(co)] + Zfk, k'(wo)]A[k, k(w)]}),

2n C d_3q -`d(hw) (6)
P(k) = h (2n)-1 -( ,t) . 2--- where

x (n((0) -t 12 Im -IIk() 1m*( o)[ 'E-hjjh 7

q Tq.c) Pre- and post-scattering effective masses and non-

x (5(k, k + q)6[E(k + q) - Elk) + Aow, (1) parabolicities m*, m0', a and %' allow the application

where 4T(q, w) is the total dielectric function of the of eqn (6) to electrons in nonparabolic bands and to
crystal and in the standard approximation, the over- inter- and intraband scattering of holes.
lap factor I has the form: In the random phase approximation, the total

dielectric function of a semiconductor can be written
"S(k, k') = X(k, kV) -- Y(k, k')cos as the sum[ 15):

+ Z (k, k ')cos• 4, (2) (T (q, a)) = (L (q. a)) ý- f, (q. wo ) + Eh(q. 0, (8))

and ; is the angle between k and k'. We use the usual where c and f, are the contributions of free electrons
values for X, Y and Z for electrons and holes[3,4] and holes, respectively. The contribution (L Of the
Defining: crystal in the absence of free carriers is[16]:

E(0) a max m[ , (3) L,(q,w)=e, .°0 _i (9)
(T(q, co) 1 (9

+The material parameters used in this study are identical to where y is the inverse of the nonelectronic LO-
those used in our earlier work, except for the new phonon lifetime, which we take to be 4.0 ps at room
parameters reported in this text. temperature[171. Treating the limit of low minority
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electron concentrautr.,. .,,e ignore the free electron once and the remaining portions of all the mintcgrands
contribution. For the ho~e contribution, we use!18li are cakil.tied in a vectorizcd lashion It is then

possible i., perform the complete calculation of the
,(q. o) - dielectrit tunction at an aserage rate of 150 MF LOPS

on a smwtc CRAY YMP processor Higher FLOP
1 ik -. kq) rates ai, attainable for very smooth distribution

Eik - - EIk):-T" -h. (I0) function, or at the cost of larger memory We

%here indices i and.; span the heavy- and light-hole calculitic t -Iq,()) for q _< 3 x l•- cm . ýh 10

bands. N ote that the - . ýrlap factor G is twice as large wih 6I A Igle-h0le ; t! o i !irst he re

as the standard Monte-Carlo overlap factor :4 since formed t) single-hole simulation ih tirsi per-

G ad Iaresummed nrd averaged over initial spn fre oobtain the steady-state light- and hea'.N-
tand t aresummed . aegd overi spin hole distributions. Periodically. the simulation is

states, respetive Fo ra collisionless plasma. u -. 0 interruplcd and t, and the associated upper bound on
and eqn (10) already includes intrinsic or Landau the hol" scattering rate are reevaluated using the
damping. For a plasma of partIlles undergoing scat-tering, extrinsic or c.:+lisional damping should be convergii.i distribution functions. Only intraband

terms arc included in the calculation of , in the hole
included as well, A simple and widely-used approach simulatiois to avoid problems associated with.
is to include collisiona, damping by interpreting 2 as crudely speaking, identifying the scattering holes
a phenomenological damping term of the order of the interchakging bands with the scattered holc[19J In
inverse relaxation time In our calculations, we take the statical y-screened pair-scattering picture. it isz• to be 5 x 1025s S:gnificantly larger values are tesaial-cendpi-cteigpcue t•
unphysical; values up :o an order of magnitude easy to find the single scattering huic and change its

state. In the present dynamic treatment. however. the
smaller do not produce appreciably different min- identities of the holes involved in the scattering of the
ority-electron results: and much smaller values are scattered hole are somewhat obscured and further
unphysically small and cause severe difficulties in mixed by the damping term. If. in the single-pair

numerical integration of eqn (10). picture. most interband processes are viewed as cssen-
The theory outlined above is applicable to equi- tially a light hole and a heavy hole exchanging states.

librium hole plasmas. Here. to obtain some measure the net effect can be regarded as small. It should be
of the effect of the nonequilibrium nature of the hole clear that ignoring the interband contribution to the
plasma, we take a auasi-nonequilibrium approach:
plasma, ue take aimulate nonequilibrium approaes- dielectric function is not equivalent to ignoring inter-
we use the simulated nonequilibrium hole distri- band hole scattering events. Interband hole scattering
bution functions in eqn (10). This seemingly benign is included, as in our previous papers, for ionized-
complication creates inordinate difficulties. Evalu- impurity scattering, acoustic deformation-potential
ation of eqn (10) for a numerically-known simulated scattering, and nonpolar optical-phonon scattering.
distribution function is extremely difficult. particu- Also included are interband hole-coupled-mode scat-
larly for small 2. Furthermore, in spherical bands, the tering events in which the scattering of the Monte-
spherical symmetry of equilibrium distribution func- Carlo hole does not involve interband transitions of
tions allows us to calculate t, only as a function of o other holes, but involves phonons and or intraband
and [qJ. Under an applied field, however, only cylin- transitions of other holes. It will be shown below thatdrical symmetry remains, necessitating evaluation oftrniosofthrol.Itwlbehwneowha

within our treatment, the details of the hole distri-
t , as a function of (.) and two components of q. say bution do not appear to affect minority-electron
IqJ and r, where k"is the polar angle of q around the results appreciably. As such, ignoring the interband
direction of the applied field.t The problem is corn- contribution to the hole dielectric function in hole
pounded by the fact that numerical integration is not
entirely suited to efficient vector processing. Fortu- simulatoi e istialyions equential.The finail hole distributions obtained from the hole
nately, if all additive terms in eqn (10) are separated simulati-is are used to calculate , including both
and regrouped according to the band ioff(k) and the intra- and interband terms, and the upper bound on

integral over k is transformed to spherical coordi- the mn.1 iteron terind te given by on

nates with q as the polar axis, the azimuthal integral for sub.equent minority-electron simulations Inter-

becomes independent of :qI and ow and the remaining banrds terms are no longer problematic since a low

multiplicative portions of the integrand become inde- concentration of minority electrons will not affect the

pendent of the dtstnbution function. A vector majority hole distribution significantly. making the
double-integration algorithm can then be used to mjrt oedsrbto infcnl.mkn h

identification of scattering holes unnecessary, During
evaluate c, at a few thousand points (fqI,cw) at the both electron and hole simulations, the coupled-mrdc
same time. Each time the integrands are required at energy v, first chosen according to the dtributirn
a given point, the azimuthal integral is evaluated only defined b'v the integrand of eqn (6). This is done using

a search 'able containing values of

tNote also that the properl (,t-q, -o))- w(q 0)) pro-
vides a factor of tv.o reduction in the required compu- d(0) = dw[n(o) + l]"F(w) (lt,)
tational effort. J
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and the rejection tci.hnique lot the rest of the inte- the ,p, ,pvrrd ,hi;%n in Fig 2 are
grand. for which an upper hurund is tabulatedt tot 1 -aic., *rt, i,,ý C arrultionlN for I = 12• k% cm
E. The mode energý un~qucly determine, the 5•ihiW , .o 1 P = I" i ! a, de'crbcd aboe Nkihout inter-
k . N,',t the polar angile i u, chosen according to the erm,. * hc mode spectra exhibit a ,n-a31 degree
distribution gixen b,% the `.;dependent p-arl (it oh tit .ieir. th -he addition of' inerband terms.
integrand in eqn ti, The azimuthal angle it uOn- M.leer. .ir.otropI, effects are all but oser, helmed
forml% distributed bcticen 0 and 2ir. Finally. the hii 'tcic mnorit-lec,:tron sNimulations performed wsith
exact contribution ot tht, :%ent to the rate integral is ,.q. ,.'- .nd i q., gii-c %ery similar results.
esajuated using the dielecitic function, and the rcjec- indicating that tithhm this treatment, minorite elec-
tion technique is uýed to dc.ide whether or not the lniom ,re lnot s,:riou..ls affected b> the direction in
scatteri'ng es.ent occurs. N ti h the holes trasel This rather interesting results

,in agrcemenrt with the observations of Lo\eJo)
a- .22j concerning the apparent absence of a signifi.

3. RESt LTS ANt)D DISCL-SS1ON, . .t drag effect on the minorit-electron mobility.
although the absolute salue of the moblities calcu-

We begin by considering the major features of the lated here are higher than the measured \alues (see
spectrum of the mode strengths[20] lm[ - IK(4.t)of below). Lok -temperature experiments on modu-
the light- and heasy-hole plasma. where K =. (,,. lation-doped quantum wells have shown that if mim-
Figure IA depicts the mode strength spectrum for the ority electrons are effectively decoupled from
fictmous cae of equal light and heavy hole concen- phonons and ionized impurities and only interact
trations. p. = p, = 10 cm '_ For simplicity and clar- oih majorit% holes. and if the majority hole distrn-
it%. xwe have used room-temperature Fermti-Dirac bution is sufficientl anisotropic, minority electrons
distributions and ignored overlap factors and inter- are drasticall\ affected by the motion of the holes.
band excitations. The modes of the system are those ceen to the point of exhibiting negatise mobility at
of a two-component plasma[21]: a heavily-damped :ow fl -ds[23] As we will see, at p = 10W cm-.
acoustic mode with linear dispersion for small q and phonon scattering is quite weak Within the present
an optical mode at the optical plasma frequency treatment. strong static screening reduces the import-

Wria, = f (, - '0 . where t%, = e:p.,, m and ance of ionized-impurity scattering as well. Minority
C):. = ,p. i, nz*. Due to the large light-hole concen- electrons are then coupled mostly to the hole gas,
tration. (-)Op is sufficiently high to allow the tvwo although not as exclusively as the case above Also.
modes to be widely separated and distinct. As the the hole distribution is onl. weakly anisotropic. even
light-hole concentration decreases IFig. IB). uop at 12 kV cm It remains to be seen whether or not
decreases and the two modes approach each other. a more sophisticated treatment of the drifting nature
For a realistic mix of light and heavy holes, of the hole plasma produces different results.

p= (" ,*,) 2 pý and!,.-,- " - 10icm--. furth-r de- Tyv..al ,nodc strength spcctra for p = 1.5 x 10',

crease in wop together with phenomenological damp- 1.5 x l0" and 101 cm*r are shown in Figs 3-5. We
ing results in a joining of the two modes into the begin by considering the long-wavelength region. At
characteristic two-lobe spectrum of Fig. IC. The p = 1,5 x 10'cm 1. the low-energy plasmon-like
presence of the acoustic plasmon then serves to mode appears at more or less the optical plasma
extend plasma modes to somewhat higher wave vec- frequency and the high-energy mode is slightly
tor!. It should be noted that because of their small above it. As the concentration increases to
effective mass, and despite their relatively small con- 15 x I0 cm 3, both the plasmon-like and pnonon-
centration. light holes raise the plasma frequency by like modes rise in energy. At p = 10 " cm -, however.
some 20% and should therefore not be ignored. the uncoupled optical plasma frequency is already
Addition of overlap factors does not alter the spec- above wto. resulting in a phonon-like mode below
trum of Fig. IC significantly. Figure ID depicts the 1140 and a plasmon-like mode above it. In the small-
effect of the interband terms, which result in a slight wavelength limit, screening effects are negligible and
shift of the peak to lower energies. an overall ex- the small-wavelength phonon-like mode approaches
pression of its strength, significant broadening, and an unscreened phonon. Figure 3 demonstrates this
the appearance of a high-energy tail due to interband behavior clearly, indicating some screening of the
transitions. phonon line at intermediate wavelengths.+* As the

concentration rises, the phonon line is increasingly

screened. although it still approaches the unscreened

*We have performed simulations in which the free-carrier case for sufficiently large q. It should be noted that

contribution to the dielectric function is ignored. The plots of m[ - 1, K(q. o))] do not give a direct indi-
resulting scattering rates, drift velocities, etc. are in cation of the effectiveness of various modes in elc-
excellent agreement with those obtained in simulations tron scattering. As eqn Il) indicates, the long-range
using the traditional phonon scattering treatment

*lt is imperative to %tew the phonon line with sufficient nature of the Coulomb term q : results in the

energy resolution as to avoid erroneous conclusions disproportionate importance of the small-q region.
concerning its behavior. (Equally important are the effects of the boson
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Fig, 2. Thecoupled-modestrength spectrum for p = 10"cm 'and~ I ZkV cm 'without (A) and with
(B) interband contributions. Positive and negative q-value% are parallel and antiparallel to t he applied hield,

respective])

population favoring small-w events and the require- mode spectra of Figs 3-5 also appear in Fig. 6. The
ments of energy and momentum conservation.) At scattering rate density exhibits distinct features corre-
p - lO"Icm-', then, phonon scattering is expected to sponding to the plasmon-like modes, vhich increase
be essentially inoperative. in energy with the concentration. The effect of the

In Fig. 6. we have plotted the simulated minority- phonon-like modes diminishes as the concentration is
electron scattering rate density, the rate of minority- increased. Due to the boson population, there are
electron scattering by the coupled hole--phonon many scattering events at small (a. Figure 7 deptcts
system per unit mode energy. Major reatures of the the minority-electron energy loss rate density, the rate
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Fig. 5. The coupled-mode strength spectrum for p - 10" cm-. 1- 12kVcm" ' and r- x

however, theoretical characteristics are in striking ment is inadequate The large cakulated velocities
disagreement with experimental data, exhibiting sig- are a consequence of strong energy relaxation, pre.
nificantly larger high-field drift velocities. We focus venting the heating of electrons and their transfer
on these higher hole conce'-trations because they to upper valleys, coupled with insuffi•ient forward
provide more stringent tests of the ability of the momentum relaxation. which allows the development
theory to describe the interactions of minority elec- of a highly anisotropic distribution A companison
irons with holes. It is reasonable to expect that once of the theoretical and expenmental dnft velocities
the theory is able to explain the experimiaital data at of Figs 9 and 10 suggests that the present treat-
the higher hole concentrations, an explanation of the ment results in significantly smaller forward momen-
data at p = 10" cm - would be naturally afforded. turn relaxation than what is required to explain
Although experimental problems such as the likely the measurements. Furthermore, a comparison of
presence of large quantities of interstitial Be at the peak fields suggests that the c-1culated minority-
p - 10"cm-n may be invoked to explain away some electron energy loss is perhaps somewhat too
of the discrepancy, it is clear that the present treat- largi

10t tO,

t B .

"'"" . "

0 1 2 3 4 0 I 2 3 4
CO/ W LO / "'o.

Fig, 6 The simulated rate of scattering of r.valley minority Figý 7 The simulated rate of energy loss by r-valley
electrons by the coupled hole-phonon system per unit mode minority electrons to the coupled hole -phonvni system per
energy forp- 1.5 1O cm-i (+,phononpeak labeled A). unit mode energy p l.Sx 10"cm (+, phonion peak
1.5 x 10"cm - (0. phonon peak labeled B) and 10"cm - labeled A). 1.5 x 10"cm '(CD. phonon peak labeled B) and

(0. phonon peak labeled C)., 0*'cin-' (0. phonon peak labeled C)
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electric field ( kV / cm I Fig 10 Velocity field characteristics of minonty electrons

Fig. 8. Velocit.-field characterstics of minority electrons for p = N, = 10" cm . The line is experimental data from
forp =N., = 1.5 x 0"cm '. The line is experimental data Ref 191 and calculated points are marked

from Ref 16] and calculated points are marked

shifts that, at least in some approximation, satisfy the
Our hea%%-doping results are essentially similar to Friedel sum rule. Not every screening length will

those Cf Saito el al.[5]. and differ from those reported satisfy this constraint,
by Taniyama el a14[71. Saito et al. used a somewhat In Fig II. we have plotted available experimental
simpler treatment and calculated high-field drift vel. values for the minority-electron mobility, together

ocities far in excess of experimental results. Taniyama with values calculated by us and by Lowney and
et aI.[7] argued that the static screening length of the Bennett[g8 Our calculated values are in agreement
two-component p-type system is not equal to the with the results of Lowney and Bennett for the
heavy-hole value alone. They replaced the heavy-hole plasma cut-off wave vector q, - 0.5 r, ,. To the extent
effective mass with the light-hole value to calculate that mobility values alone can be used as indicators.
the proper screening length and obtain agreement our treatment. which includes dispersion and intrinsic
with experiment. We believe that this procedure is and extrinsic damping. suggests that plasma modes
unsatisfactory. The correct static screening length of extend only so far in wave vector as to correspond
the two-component system for arbitrary degeneracy to an effective cut-off at 0.5 r, ' Accordingly,
is quite easy to calculate. and has been used by us in although extending some effective cut-off to r,-' may
this work and in previous publications[3l. Both light- be eventually borne out by an improved treatment of
and heavy-hole contributions are included, and the the dielectric function, it is not supported by the
interband contribution is zero due to the orthogonal- present treatment. This is not necessarily surprising.
ity of same-k states in the two bands. The heavy-hole The argument that a plasma cannot support oscil-
contribution is dominant, indicating effective static lations with wavelengths much shorter than the
screening by heavy holes. Therefore, although the screening length does not necessarily mean that it
light-hole contribution is not included in most papers does support undamped and undispersed oscillations
and the treatment is not always extended to arbitrary all the way down to the screening length. Extrinsic
degeneracy, all workers employ essentially the same damping can destroy plasma oscillations at shorter
theory of static screening. Furthermore, the screened
potential must result in light- ane heavy-hole phase

6000

2.0 5000 o

1.8 00 4000
1.60
1.4 3000

1.2 0 2000
S 1.0
4= 0.8 0 j 1000

V 0.6 0°

0.4 1014 10 1 0is !1019 1I02

0.2
0.0 acceptor concentration j cm

0 2 4 6 8 I 0 1 2 Fig. I I Theoretical and experimental values of the min-
electric field ( kV / cm ) onty-electron mobility. Emp~y squares are experimental

Fig. 9. Velocity-field characteristics of minority electrons points[24], filled circles are our calculated results and dashed
for p = N= 1.5 x 10ilcm '. The line is experimental data and solid lines are Lowney and Bennett's value for

from Ref. [61 and calculated points are marked. q, - 0.5 rS' and r-", respectively[8J.
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wave vectors Even in the collisionless case, the In summary, we have calculated velocity--field
statement q. z r may not rest on firm ground. In a characteristics of minority electrons in p "-GaAs in-
p-type plasma. the screening length is essentially cluding dynamic screening and plasmon-phonon
determined b- heavy holes, whereas light holes coupling using a phenomenologically damped quasi-
and interband transitions provide additional nonequilibrium two-band dielectric function. Our
channels for intrinsic damping at shorter wave vec- results suggest that under conditions of interest here,
tors. We beiese that these issues are strong incentives the drifting nature of the hole gas does not affect the
for pursuing calculations of the complete mode minority-electron drift velocity seriously. Moreover,
spectra using progressively improved dielectric func- calculated velocities are significantly higher than ex-
tions. perimental values, indicating that larger forward

We now turn to a critical evaluation of the treat- momentum relaxation is required to account for the
ment used in this work, and attempt to chart the road experimental data.
for future improvements. When all electrons are
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We review measurements of abrupt transitions in III-V compound semiconductors and
heterostructures, including abrupt interfaces as found in quantum wells (QWs) and high electron
mobility transistors (HEMTs), and abrupt doping profiles such as delta doping. The interface
quality of QW and HEMT structures can be studied using photoluminescence (PL). Several
methods are employed to characterize the abrupt doping profiles of delta-doped structures. Hall
and Shubnikov-de Haas measurements are used to extract the 2D carrier concentrations in detail.
C-V profiling is employed to study the carrier profiles normal to the dopant plane. The actual
dopant distribution can be obtained by secondary ion mass spectrometry or by combining C-V
profiling with theoretical calculations. The resolution of these measuring techniques will be
discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION pacitance-voltage measurements, which is C-V profiling.

Abrupt transitions in IllI-V compounds, including abrupt The C-V profile widths of the delta doping are much less

heterojunctions and doping profiles, have been of increasing than the Debye length, which is the resolution of conven-

importance in high speed electronic and optical device fabri- tional C-Vprofiling. This suggests that electrolyte C-V pro-

cation and design. The rapid development of advanced semi- filing, with resolution typically larger than 50 A, is not useful

conductoz growth technologies, such as molecular beam epi- for such abrupt doping profiles. The actual dopant profile
taxy (MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition widths are of the same order as the carrier profiles, as veri-

(MOCVD), has greatly improved the crystal quality and fied by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS).' How-

reliability of materials. This leads to nearly ideal hetero- ever, to quantitatively evaluate the actual doping distribu-

structures with abrupt interfaces. The interface roughness tions, theoretical calculations combined with measurements

plays a dominating role in determining the performance of such as C-V profiling, Raman spectroscopy,'" and SdH

heterostructure electronic and optoelectronic devices. To in- measurements, are still under study, It is believed that the

vestigate the properties of the abrupt interfaces, photolumi- dopants are confined in the regime where quantum size ef-

nescence (PL) at low temperatures, typically liquid helium fects occur.

or liquid nitrogen temperature, is a sensitive and powerful
tool."' The PL spectra can provide information about the II. ABRUPT INTERFACES
interface quality as well as two-dimensional electron (hole) III-V compound semiconductors provide a variety of lat-
gas (2DEG). tice-matched heterostructures with abrupt interfaces, and a

Extremely abrupt doping in III-V semiconductors has range of band discontinuities. The most widely studied ter-
been demonstrated by delta-doping, also called atomic layer nary and quaternary alloys are in the lnAlGaAs and
doping. Abrupt doping with donors such as Ge,3 Si,4'5 and Se InGaAsP systems, and most recently the InGaAsSb system.
(Ref. 6) in GaAs, and Si (Ref. 7) in InGaAs, has been stu- This variety of materials results in a wealth of applications in
died, and p-type doping using C (Ref. 8) and Be (Ref. 9) in high speed electrical and optical devices, such as high elec-
GaAs has been reported. The physics and applications of tron mobility transistors (HEMTs) and quantum well
delta doping in III-V compounds and heterostructures are lasers. The layer abruptness of such heterostructures play an
very interesting and have been reviewed in several recent important role in determining their performance. For exam-
articles.""'. In this doping technique the dopants are ideally pie, in HEMT structures, imperfection of the interface along
deposited onto a single plane by interrupting epitaxial which the 2DEG conducts, reduces the mobility of the
growth. The dopants are subject to diffusion and segregation 2DEG due to the interface scattering of carriers. For optical
during growth, "'` and therefore it is important to subse- devices employing quantum well structures, interface
quently measure the doping distribution. Hall measure- roughness as well as layer mixing results in optical spectral
ments of delta-doped semiconductors have shown high two- linewidth broadening.
dimensional carrier concentrations" and enhanced Photoluminescence (PL) is a nondestructive technique to
mobilities. Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) measurements assert measure radiative transitions in semiconductors, and is espe-
the existence of a two-dimensional electron gas in the delta- cially useful in compound semiconductors. For QW struc-
doping layer," and are used to calculate the subband carrier tures, the PL spectra can extract important information
concentrations associated with the 2D system."' Along the such as recombination mechanisms," interface roughness,2'
growth direction, the carrier profiles are extracted from ca- and the impurities in the QWs.-'2"' The lowest subband tran-
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ý Icentrations, as verified by Hall measurement. The ratio of
a xO.2 linewidths at 77 and 4.2 K is linearly dependent on the Hall

mob;lities, and indicates the crystal quality since the 4-K PL
"spectra is sensitive to the interface scattering while the 77 K
linewidth is not. The 4.2-K PL spectra can also predict the
Fermi energy position in the MDQWs.

S:zb.! III. DELTA DOPING

Delta doping in compound semiconductors produces the
. rnarrowest doping profile reported so far, and has realized

novel electrical and optical devices, such as 6-FETs (delta-
doped field effect transistors) ,913' and saw-tooth superlat-
tice lasers."' Delta doping has exhibited 2D carrier concen-

C x13tration much higher than that achieved by uniform doping.
For Si-doped GaAs, delta doping has demonstrated' 2D
electron densities > l X 10' cm -, as ccitpared to the sa-
turation concentration about 1.7X 10" cm-' in uniformly
doped GaAs. The strong localization of carriers about the
dopant plane, as shown in Fig. 3, gives a strong screening

0 effect of the ionized impurity scattering to the free carriers,d X4 resulting in enhanced carrier mobilities. The use of
delta doping in modulation doping devices 32.33 such as
MODFETs has demonstrated improved transconductance
and therefore current driving capability due to high density
2DEG, as verified by experiments and theories."' Delta

- doping can also be employed in submicron devices to im-
680 700 720 740 760 780 800 prove short channel effects. It has been shown in conven-

Wavelength (nm) tional HEMT devices that the carrier mobilities are drasti-

Fic. 1. PL spectra from four quantum wells with different thickness. Sam- cally reduced at high electric field,3" setting a lower limit on
pies weregrown b) MBEat As cracking temperatures of increasing order of the channel length. Devices using the delta-doping plane as a
(a). (b), (c). and (d)L corresponding to the increase of AsO. Significant conduction channel such as 6-FETs,35 however, suffer much
degradation of the PL spectra is observed in the presence of AsO while the less reduction of carrier mobilities at high field. The 6-FETs
AsO cannot be detected by RGA (Ref. 25). show better performance than the conventional HEMT, in

submicron channel length regime. Recently, delta doping in
quantum wells39 has been employed in FET device fabrica-
tion"' since the quantum wells provide additional carrier

sition of QWs corresponds to a distinct peak distinguished confinement, yielding improved breakdown voltages.
from the bulk material signals.' 9 This peak can therefore
accurately determine the thickness of the quantum well."4

The linewidth of the QW peak is a sensitive index of the IV. CARRIER CONCENTRATIONS
interface roughness. For AIGaAs/GaAs QWs grown by mo- The 2D carrier concentrations in the delta-doping layer
lecular beam epitaxy, our group has demonstrated strong are of great importance and provide the current flow used for
dependence of PL spectra on the QW degradation induced devices. The understanding of the 2D carrier system can be
by AsO from the As, cracking source,2 ' while the AsO can- of great help in optimizing device design and fabrication.
not be detected by residual gas analysis (RGA). Figure 1 Hall effect measurement is by far the most common tech-
shows broadening of linewidth and reduction of intensity in nique to measure free-carrier densities and mobilities in
PL spectra, as a function of AsO content. In electrical de- semiconductors at weak magnetic fields,4' typically of the
vices using HEMT or MDQW (modulation-doping quan- order of kilogauss. Measured Hall concentrations of about
tum well) structures, PL spectra can provide information of 10'" cm- 2 have been reported for Si delta doping in GaAs,s
the two-dimensional electron (hole) gas.2f Our group has as compared to Hall concentrations of < I X 1012 cm- 2 for
illustrated the relation between the PL spectral linewidth AIGaAs/GaAs HEMTs. The Hall mobilities of Si delta dop-
and the 2DEG densities for AIGaAs/GaAs (Ref. 27) and ing in GaAs are enhanced compared to that of equivalent
pseudomorphic AIGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs MDQWs.Y" The uniform doping, due to strong screening of Coulombic po-
FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the 77-K PL spec- tential induced by the ionized Si dopants. Moreover, the low-
tra can accurately measure the 2DEG densities, as illustrat- temperature Hall concentrations of delta-doped GaAs show
ed in Fig. 2(a). This is due to the linewidth broadening in- dependence on the applied magnetic field.42 This results
duced by the thermal motions of carriers. This technique from the fact that in the delta-doped samples there are sever-
provides a nondestructive method to extract the carrier con- al conduction channels with different carrier mobilities,"3
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FIG. 2I ( a) A PL spectrum ofa SiDQW from which the Fermi energy position can be extracted, (b)7"7-K PL linewidth$ as a function of sheet carrier density

measured by Hall measurements, -;hewing a good linear dependence, (c) ratio of linewidths at 77 and 4.2 K as a function of 77 K Hall mobility ( Ref. 27 ).

0 GALLIa due to subbands induced by the dopant plane.. A similar

ARSENIC field-dependent effect of Hall concentrations can also be

U SILICON found in Al~aAs/GaAs HEMTs,`- where the carriers in the

U Sa

Calclate layer ar o flydeltd n hugom nte

S weighted sum of the carrier density of each subband, as veri-

maufled by temperature-dependent Hall measurements.'

To investigate the subband system associated with the del-
fita-doping layer, Shubnikov-de Haas measurements can be

oused to extract the carrier concentration of each subband
Al--.from the oscillation period of mandetoresistance versus
o magnetic field. l. The SdH measurement requires high mag-

w netic field, of the order of tesla ea G), and liquid helium
fltemdeytemperat ion. Figure 4 shows typical SdH oscilla-

Fh frtions of longitudinal magnetoresistance versus inverse mag-
Ft. 3Schematic diagram of S. delta doping in GaAs, where the Si dopants netic field for delta-doping structures. The data indicate the
are ideally deposited on a single plane during the epitaxial growth interrup- ep.4E
tion. existence of the 2DEG and separate subbands. Each
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1 ) C- Vprofile with a FWHM of 40,k, for Si delta-doped GaAs (Ref. 53).

2

the electrons are described by wave functions corresponding
to subbands, rather than by dopat distribution functions. 2

( The C--V profiling thus shows the expectation values
through the conventional formulation."3 Theoretical calcu-

S0 " Ni,(i1O 2cm 2l lations demonstrate that the resolution of the C-V profiling

in the delta-doping structures is the spatial extent of the
FiG. 4. SdH measurement of Si delta doping in GaAs. showing the process- ground state wave function,14 typically of the order of lattice
ing of the transverse magnetoresistance p,, to a FFT spectrum, indicating
the location of each subband and its carrier concentration (Ref. 44).

and the C- V depth are illustrated in Fig. 5. The resulting C-
Vcarrier profile, also shown in Fig. 5, exhibits a FWHM of
40 A, much less than the Debye length. The profile width
strongly depends on the dopant diffusion and therefore the

group of oscillations corresponds to one occupied subband substrate temperature during growth.1 5 The C- V profiles of
and subband carrier populations can be calculated from the Be delta doping in GaAs at low growth temperature
oscillation periods. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) tech- < 550 "C are even narrower than that of Si delta doping, as
niques have been employed to expedite the calculation. The illustrated in Fig. 6. The narrowest C-V profile FWHM of
subband mobilities of the 2DEG can also be estimated 12 A yet reported was obtained in delta-doped quantum
through the SdH measurement.4"

V. CARRIER AND DOPANT PROFILES 20 ,M,,,. OO
0Tia 500"C

The actual distributions of dopants and carriers along the $-00 P E
growth direction in delta-doping structures should be mea- F, Ga.:

sured to understand dopant incorporation during epitaxial : 4 - 100. 441
growth and carrier localization mechanisms. Capacitance- 2o too 445

voltage (C-V) measurement is a well-accepted electrical I 2 T,. C 50o

profiling technique for doping in semiconductors.4 " The C- 0 oa1, S. 20
V profiling method measures the free-carrier profile in a cc 08-

Schottky, p - n, or n 'p diode structure, based on the deple- § 04 10
tion approximation. The carrier profile is a good approxima- I
tion to the actual doping profile for homogeneous or slowly
varying doping. The resolution of C-V profiling is of the 0 2

order of Debye length,""'' typically > 50 A. This has in the 0o06 * 00,

past led to a conclusion that carrier profiles any more abrupt 1000 n00 1200 1300 1400 4500 WOO 4

than a Debye length cannot be detected by the C- V measure- DEPTH a(A)
ment. However, this conclusion does not hold in cases for (a) (b)

which extremely sharp variation such as delta doping oc- FiG. 6. (a) TheC-Vprofilewith FWHMof20Aand (b) theSIMSprofile

curs, because of quantum size effects. In delta-doping layers, of the Be delta doping in GaAs grown at 500 C by MBE (Ref. 8).
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4
3 - FIG. 9- Corr mson of FWHM of C- Vprofiles based on theories and experi-

2FWH ments, indicating that the dopants are in fact confined in a monolayer plane
42 4 104A (Ref. 53). The dz represents the FWHM of the dopant distribution.

12 I j I ,

10 (b) 1SOAQW
10 wells,"• as shown in Fig. 7. The additional confinement of

the quantum wells gives rise to much narrower carrier pro-

6 WM 39A files than that of delta doping in bulk materials. Our studies

2 of delta-doped quantum wells have demonstrated a signifi-

0______________ cant narrowing effect of the C- V profiles." Figure 8 shows
that the FWHM of the C-V profiles decreases as the quart-

1 (0 ) IOOA QW turn well width decreases•"
18 The actual dopant distributions of the delta doping are

I important information to determine the dopant diffusion
61 FWHM - 25A during growth or annealing." Secondary ion mass spectros-
4 copy (SIMS) has been used to study the dopant diffusion"

> 2 and verify that the dopant distributions of the delta doping
1 4 are close to a delta function, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The14

12 (d) 50A QW (I resolution of the SIMS technique is limited by roughening of

10 1 the surface and the "knock-on-effect," which tend to in-

s crease the uncertainty and width of the dopant profile.' This

6 FW{M - 27A can be seen in Fig. 6, in which the C- Vprofile shows narrow-
4 er width than the SIMS profile. Theoretical calculations ob-

2 tained by fitting dopant distributions into the C-V carrier
profiles, as illustrated in Fig. 9, reveal that the dopants are

400 500 600 700 spatially confined within a few lattice constants. However,
DEPTH zCV (A) the presence of DX centers for heavily Si doped GaAs may in

fact cause a narrowing effect on the C-Vcarrier profile, indi-

cating that the actual dopant distributions may be widerFiu. 8. The C-V Profiles°f delta dopingin (a) bulk GaAs. Ib) 150OAtQW. than previously assumedP',

(c) 100 A QW, and (dW 50 A QW -samples. All samples were grown at

600"C b) MBE with identical thermal treatment after the delta-doping In conclusion, the measurements of the abrupt transitions
layers were deposited, yielding identical dopant distributions, in III-V materials require high resolution measuring tech-
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Degradation of photoluminescence from quantum wells grown
on top of low-temperature buffers
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The high-resistivity properties of low-temperature (200-300 °C) molecular-beam-epitaxy-grown
GaAs and AIGaAs have great potential for device applications. The purpose of this study is to

examine the effect of low-temperature buffers (LTB) on the crystal quality of epilayers grown

on top. Photoluminescence (PL) from quantum wells grown at regular growth temperatures

(620 °C) is found to be sensitive to changes in crystal quality introduced by the LTB. Limiting
LT AIGaAs buffer thicknesses to a critical thickness is found necessary for growing layers with

good quantum-well PL.

I. INTRODUCTION All samples incorporatef four quantum wells grown on
a LT buffer. The thickness of the LT buffer layer was var-Molecular-beamn-epitaxy (MBE) grown low-temperature ied from 0 to 1.5 pm in different samples. LT GaAs buffers

(LT) GaAs has been found to exhibit very interesting ied from 0t I30andi3fe°C, and LT GaAshuffers

properties. Annealed LT GaAs exhibits high resistivity and were grown at 230 and 300'C, and LT Al0 3Ga0 7As buffers

has been used as buffer layers to reduce sidegating and were grown at 230 and 270 *C. These buffer layers were

backgating of metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors grown on top of a 0.5 pm smoothing layer of GaAs and

(MESFETs) and meta-semctond- obildt transistors.13  were annealed for 10 min at 620 °C under an As2 overpres-(MF.3F~s an hgh-electron-mobiity tasto.- sure. Then four GaAs quantum wells (35, 19, 11, and 5

Other applications include use of the LT layer as an isola- ML) were grown with 200 A AlGaGa0 .,As barriers at

tion buffer layer for solar cells.4 The LT GaAs has also 620 wC on t o th 200 A fou-qantmwl reference

been used as the photoconductor material for TH_ pulses. 5  620 s C on top of the LTB. A four-quantum-well reference

Low-temperature buffers appear to reduce threading dislo- ison studies.

cations in lattice-mismatched devices. 6  Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were done on

These layers have been found to contain about 1-2 the quantum wells at 4.2 K. The 514.5 nm line from an

at. % excess As which forms precipitates on annealing the anina was a s The exit5in sore atopown

layers to about 600 *C.
7-12 The high-resistivity properties argon-ion laser was used as the excitation source at power

have been attributed to the presence of these precipitates in densities of 100 mW/cm2. A typical spectrum for the ref-

both AIGaAs and GaAs. The addition of aluminum ap- erence (no LT buffer) sample is shown in Fig. 1.

pears to increase the resistivity by an order of magnitude
and makes LT AIGaAs preferable to LT GaAs as an iso- I11. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
lation buffer. We observe a degradation in the PL of quantum wells

These LT layers can be used as "active" layers or as on top of LT AIGaAs grown at either 230 or 270'C. In
isolation layers only if the epitaxial films grown on top are fact, PL from the quantum well (35 ML) nearest to the
smooth and free from defects induced by the underlying LTB was not detectable. The spectral linewidth of the 5
LT layer.13 Photoluminescence is sensitive to changes in
quantum-well interfaces and material quality.14"15 The and 11 ML wells increased as the thickness of the LT

rough interface or defects migrating to the quantum-well AIGaAs grown at 230 C increased above 0.75 um, as
interface from the LT s would influence the PL. shown in Fig. 2. The peak luminescence of all the quantum

wells with LTB thicknesses greater than 0.75 pm was red

shifted (Fig. 3). The onset of this shift in the peak energy,

11. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES together with a change in linewidths and a decrease in the
integrated PL intensities, occurred at the same LTB thick-

Semi-insulating (100) GaAs wafers were used in this ness of 0.75 pm. LT AIGaAs grown at a higher tempera-
study. The wafers were first cleaned in de-ionized (DI) ture of 270 °C showed a smaller red shift of peak PL at
water for 2 min and blown dry in dry nitrogen. They were about 1.5 pm (Fig. 4). In this case, the linewidth and the
ther. mounted to molybdenum blocks using indium solder. integrated PL intensity did not change significantly as the
After the cleaning and mounting process, the blocks were LTB thickness increased. The greater degradation of PL
loaded into a Varian Gen I MBE system and outgassed at for lower growth temperatures may be due to greater in-
450 °C for I h. The oxide was desorbed by heating the corporation of As in the lattice.
sample under an As overpressure at 670 *C. The layers The migration of excitons to thicker wells would explain
were grown at an As/Ga incorporation ratio of 1.8 and a the red shifting of the peaks. This thermalization would
growth temperature of 620 °C. The As/Ga BEP ratio was only occur if the growth island size is smaller than the
about 15. The arsenic was obtained from a cracker exciton diffusion length (about 1.3-1.8 um). Quantum
source.16  wells with a ragged interface would experience different
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FiG. I. Typical spectrum for the four-quantum-well structure without a to increased surface roughness and slower recovery of
LT buffer layer. RHEED intensities.

confinements depending on the position of the exciton in
the well. The PL from such structures would result in a IV. CONCLUSION
relatively broad peak due to transitions at different ener-
gies. The experiments found a degradation of PL for quan-

LT GaAs grown at 230 C under the same growth con- tum wells grown on top of LT buffers which had been

ditions did not result in any degradation in quantum-well grown at different temperatures in the range of 230-300 *C.
PL linewidth or the red shift in peaks. All four quantum- The study of LTB material included both GaAs and Al-

well peaks appeared in the spectrum. The integrated PL GaAs. We conclude that surface roughness from the LT

intensity remained approximately constant for all the LT GaAs is not a problem if the buffers are annealed for times

GaAs buffers. LT GaAs grown at 300 °C did not show any long enough for the RHEED intensities to recover. There

degradation for the buffer thicknesses (1.5 pm) studied. is a thickness limit on the LT AIGaAs layers that are

After the 10 min anneal, the reflection high-energy dif- grown under similar growth conditions. This limit appears

fraction (RHEED) (2 x 4) surface reconstruction was to be related to the intrinsic roughness introduced by Al
found to recover for both LT GaAs and LT AIGaAs. and the amount of excess arsenic that is incorporated in the
From qualitative studies of the RHEED patterns, the LT LT AIGaAs buffer. A higher temperature for growth of
AIGaAs layers did not smooth out during the annealing these LT layers appears to reduce the associated surface
period to the same extent as the LT GaAs layers. This is roughness. The reduced surface mobility of Al and Ga at
consistent with the complete disappearance of the first these low temperatures could have a role in thq contribu-
quantum-well PL in the LT AIGaAs layers. The bond en- tion to surface roughness.
ergy for Al-As is greater than Ga-As, which contributes
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quantum-well widths. AlGaAs LT buffer grown at 270 "C,
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Enhancement of carrier concentration and spatial confinement
in molecular-beam epitaxial SI and Be 5-doped GaAs by Increasing
As 4/As 2 flux ratio
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We report the effects of changing As1 /As 2 flux ratio from an As cracking source on Si and Be
8-doped GaAs grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. It is observed that the carrier concentration
increases as the AsV/As 2 flux ratio increases. The spatial confinement of carriers in the 6-doped
induced potential well is also enhanced using high AsVAs2 flux ratio. These effects are
attributed to the enhancement of dopant incorporation by As4 during the 6-doping growth
period.

I. INTRODUCTION higher electron concentrations.8 No similar study has been
done on 8-doped GaAs prior to the present work.

The technique of 8 doping in semiconductors has moti- We report the effects of the Asd/As2 flux ratio on Si and
vated a large amount of research on device applications Be 5-doped GaAs. Hall measurements are employed to
and material studies. By introducing a single plane of dop- measure the free-carrier concentrations, and the spatial ex-
ants into semiconductors, a variety of novel devices have tents of the carrier distributions are characterized by C-V
been suggested.' In practice, the 6 doping is accomplished measurements.
by depositing dopant atoms onto a growth-interrupted
semiconductor surface using epitaxial growth techniques, 11. EXPERIMENTS
such as molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) or metalorganicchemcalvapo deositon MOCV). brup doing Samples were grown in a Varian Gen It MBE systemchemical vapor deposition {MOCVD). Abrupt doping with a structure consisting of a 5000 A undc, A GaAs
profiles with widths on the order of few lattice constants with a s ronsiting of a 5 A u nd Gays
have been confirmed by various characterizing techniques smoothing layer grown at 600 C and a 8-doping layerand theoretical calculations. 2 For example, an extremely sandwiched between two 1000-A-thick GaAs layers grown

narrow capacitance-voltage (C-V) profile with a full at 600 or 550w C. During the 6-doping growth period. the
width at half-maxima (FWHM) of 5 A has been reported Si (Be) shutter was open for 30 (10) s. The GaAs growth

in 6-doped quantum wells.- The abrupt dopant distribu- rate was 1.0 ML/s. The As/As2 flux ratio was adjusted by
tions in 6-doped structures give rise to many interesting changing the cracker furnace temperature. as measured by
phenomena, such as quantum-size effect from the dopant- a pyrometer, The As-to-Ga incorporation ratio is kept con-

dpotential well, enhanced carrier mobilities, and stant at 1.7 by adjusting the sublimator power. Figure I
enhanced carrier concentrations.4 shows the cracker furnace temperature and the As beamMBE is widely employed to synthesize d doping in semi- equivalent pressure (BEP) as functions of the voltage of

conductors, such as GaAs and Si. In 6-doped GaAs, the the cracker power supply. As shown in Fig. 1, the cracker
Ga flux is normdlly turned off to interrupt the GaAs furnace temperature is roughly proportional to the voltage

growth and the dopant shutter is opened, while the As applied to the cracker heating element; therefore, subse-
shutter is kept open to maintain surface stoichiomety. In quent discussions and figures refer to the cracker voltage as

other words, the growth-interrupted surface is exposed to an indicator of temperature. Since As4 has a lower sticking
both As and dopant fluxes during the 8 doping growth coefficient than As2, a high As BEP would imply a high
period. Si and Be are used respectively as donor and ac- As4/As 2 flux ratio for constant As-to-Ga incorporation ra-

ceptor species in 6-doped GaAs. Currently, MBE systems tio, which corresponds to low cracker voltages. Residual
use tetrameric (As4 ) and/or dimeric (As 2 ) arsenic gas analysis (RGA) also confirmed that the relative
sources. In practice, the As. cell consists of an As4 crack- amount of As 4 in the As flux increases as the cracker volt-
ing section and a sublimation section.5 The As flux from age decreases. Hall measurements were performed at room
the As 2 cracking source in fact contains a fraction of un- temperature and no significant carrier freezeout was ob-served at low temperature (77 K). An HP4194 Gain-
cracked As4, and by adjusting the cracking temperature se/medanceoanalyzerasuemployed.to measureaC-
the fraction of As2 in the As flux can be varied. The growth phase/Impedance analyzer was employed to measure C-V
mechanisms of GaAs with As 2 and As4 are different, being profiles at frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to I MHz.
first-order6 and second-order processes, 7 respectively. The
AsZ source has some advantages over the As4 source in Il RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
crystal growth;5 however, for homogeneous Si doping in Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional free-carrier concen-
GaAs, it has been shown recently that the use of a high tration as a function of the cracker voltage at substrate
As,/As2 flux ratio from an As2 cracking source leads to temperatures of 550 and 600"C for Si and Be 6 doping,

$63 J. Vrc. Scl. Technol. 3 10(2), MarlApr 1992 0734-211 X/9210204163-03101.00 ©19•2 American Vacuum Society $63
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S1.2- A the 6-doping growth period As. molecules may have the
following effects versus As, molecules- (I) higher incorpo-

Sration of the dopant atoms onto Ihe surface or (2) a higher
electrical activation or less autocompensaton of the dop-
ants after the deposition of the b-doping layer. In Be b-

C doped samples, it is unlikely that the electrical activation of
Be atoms depends on the species of As after the b-doping

= O~growth period. Previous work8 also indicates that auto-
• compensation of Si in GaAs is a negligible eflect. There-
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fore, the first possibility is the most probable explanation of distributions are broadened when the spacing between Be
the experimental results. Since As 2 is more reactive at the acceptors reaches a minimum.
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Scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy is used to study GaAs multiple pn junction
samples cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum. Direct topographic contrast over the pn junctions can be
observed in the constant current imaging mode. The topographic height in the p-type regions
appears much lower (by about 5 A) than that in the n-type regions. Tunneling spectroscopy
measurements show consistency with the assignment of the p- and n-type regions. We discuss a
possible mechanism for the observed contrast.

Recently, there have been numerous applications of In this letter, we report scanning tunneling microscopy
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to study semicon- and spectroscopy (STM/S) studies of GaAs multiple pn
ductor junctions including homo- and heterojunctions.1-7 junctions. To our knowledge, this is the first STM/S study
The most appealing feature of this approach is the ability of GaAs pn junctions. Our experiments were performed in
to simultaneously investigate both the structural and elec- a UHV-STM system equipped with a unique dual-axis
tronic properties at atomic or nanometer resolution. The sample translation stage (the design and the characterstic
understanding of these properties is very important for the of which will be de-ý ribed elsewhere). GaAs multiple pn
development of ultrasmall devices for modern electronics. junctions were grown using molecular beam epitaxy

Because STM is a surface sensitive technique, one (MBE) with varying doping densities and layer thick-
needs to create a fresh surface which exposes the junction nesses. Si and Be were used as dopants and the layers were
regions. It is generally agreed that the best way to do that grown at 600 C under As-stable conditions. Samples were
is to cleave samples under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The cleaved in UHV with a base pressure of 5 X 10 - 11 Torr or
tunneling tip is then brought into the junction region for less to create (110) surfaces, thus exposing the junction
STM studies. Since the device junction areas are usually area. The tunneling tip was first brought to the sample
less than one micron across, the major technical difficulty within 20 lim from the edge by using an optical micro-
is the precise positioning of the tip in the junction region. scope. Instead of using a UHV-SEM/STM combination,
Many groups have therefore combined STM with a scan- we employed a different edge finding method which enables
ning electron microscope (SEM) 1-2 to help position the tip us to locate the tip over the junction regions very reliably.
in the junction region, with most of the studies concentrat- The details of this method will be described elsewhere.
ing on the heterojunction systems. In fact, it was only after Figure 1 shows a small area of a constant current im-
an UHV-SEM/STM combination had been developed that age taken at the n + substrate right n.xt to the pn junction
the first atomically resolved images of semiconductor het- regions. The image was obtained at a tip bias of + 3 V
erojunctions (AIGaAs/GaAs system) was achieved.' relative to the sample, thus corresponding to that of the As

As for the semiconductor homojunctions, most of the sublattice. 9 The atomically resolved image is used to cali-
studies have concentrated on Si pn junctions,5- 7 although brate the piezoelectric scanner and to characterize the tip
very few were studied with an UHV environment. Further- before the large area scan over the junction is performed.
more, most of those studies relied on biasing the p- and Figure 2(a) shows the grown device structure where the
n-type regions differently in order to observe any contrast area enclosed by the dashed line corresponds to the
between the junction regions. On the other hand, STM scanned area shown in Fig. 2(b). This three-dimensional
studies of the GaAs pn junctions have never been explored (3D) perspective-view image was obtained at tip bias of
except for a study using scanning tunneling potentiome- + 2.9 V, thus cot-responding to the image of the filled states
try.' of the sample. As one can clearly see in this perspective-

STM studies of GaAs pn junctions have a major ad- view image, there is a large topographic height difference
vantage over those of Si pn junctions. Since the intrinsic between the n-type and p-type regions in this constant cur-
surface states of the cleaved GaAs (110) surface are out- rent image. The topographic height in the p-type region
side the band gap, tunneling spectroscopy measures a sur- appears lower than that in the n-type region. It also shows
face band gap which is the same as the bulk band gap.9  a dependence on either the device width or the doping
Furthermore, if there are no extrinsic surface states to pin level, namely, the shorter device region (or higher doping
the surface Fermi level, then the position of the Fermi level level) shows a higher contrast. The largest topographic
relative to the band edge measured by the tunneling spec- height difference is about 5 A. STM images obtained at the
troscopy is the same as that in the bulk.' Thus, the idea of opposite bias (-2.9 V) also show similar contrast.
mapping out the band profile across the pm junction using namely, the topographic height in n-type regions being
scanning tunneling spectroscopy is possible in the cleaved higher than that in the p-type regions.
(110) surface of GaAs. This is certainly not the case for Si. The assignment of the p- and n-type regions was first
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FIG. 1. Top-view STM image acquired at the an substrate right next to aw
the pn-junction regions. The image is obtained at a positive tip bias of 3 V. .
thus corresponding to the As sublattice. The scanning area is 100 by100k

(o Current vs voltage tunneling speLtrao01 .... I .... I .... 1 ""-"I I 1 "-1
based on a comparison of the length scale shown in the Spot 2
image with that of the grown device structure. In addition,
tunneling spectroscopy was used to verify our assignment.o -0 0.3

Two typical tunneling spectra are shown in Fig. 2(c)
which were acquired at the positions shown on the image 0 ----
2(b) labeled as spots I and 2. The voltage scale on the I-V
spectra represents the voltage of the tip relative to the
sample; thus, positive voltages correspond to filled states of -3 -2 . 2 3

the sample. The positions of the band edges (also marked rip bias relative to the sample (V)

on the I-V spectra) are determined as the positions where
there is no detectable tunneling current. The error bar is FIG. 2. (a) The device structure of GaAs multiple pn junctions grown by

estimated to be k 0. 1 eV. As one can see, the spectra show molecular beam epitaxy. The area enclosed by dashed line corresponds to
that the Fermi level is closer to the valence band edge in the STM image shown in (b) (b) A 3D perspective-view STM image of

the GaAs multiple pn junctions acquired at a tip bias of 2.9 V. The
the p-type region, whereas it is closer to the conduction scanning area is 4000 by 4000 A. (c) Tunneling spectra obtained on the

band edge in the n-type region. However, our spectra show p- and n-type regions. The spectra were taken at the locations labeled as

a slightly larger band gap than the bulk band gap of 1.4 eV. spots I and 2 in the image.

The measured gap values are 1.6:10.2 and 1.8+0.2 eV in
the n- and p-type regions, respectively. This may be due to than that of the sample. This will cause the band to bend
the effect of the tip-induced band bending in the measure- downward resulting in a highly accumulated layer in the
ment. Furthermore, the shift in the spectra acquired at the n-type and depleted layer in the p-type region (until the
n-type region relative to that acquired at the p-type region inversion occurs). A highly accumulated layer in the n-
is only about 0.7+0.2 eV when one uses the assignment of type regions means that there are appreciable occupied
the conduction band edges. This shift is smaller than the states in the conduction band. Since the tunneling occurs
built-in potential. Nevertheless, the spectra show qualita- between the occupied states of the sample and the unoccu-
tive agreement with our assignment of the p- and n-type pied states of the tip, the highest occupied states of the
regions. sample see the lowest tunneling barrier (shown as a thick

We now discuss the contrast mechanism. We interpret dashed arrow in the figure). As a result, the effective tun-
our image by considering both the work function difference neling barrier height for the n-type region is substantially
in the p- and n-type regions and the effect of the tip in- smaller than that for the p-type region. This interpretation
duced band bending. Figure 3(a) shows energy diagrams is consistent with the higher topographic heights observed
of the tunnel junctions at the p- and n-type regions, respec- in the n-type region.
tively. It should be noted that the length scale in the tun- The same interpretation applies for the case when the
neling region (order of 20 A) and the length scale in the tip is negatively biased. Figure 3(b) shows the energy di-
band bending region (order of a few hundred angstroms) agrams for this case where the depletion occurs in the
is not the same. The work function at the p-type region is n-type region and the accumulation occurs in the p-type
higher than that at the n-type region by about 1.4 eV. With region. Since the lowest tunneling barrier height occurs at
the tip biased positively, the Fermi level of the tip is lower the highest occupied states of the tip (shown by the thick
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(a) 0.2 eV," thus pinning the surface Fermi level for both p-
and n-type regions to within 0.2 eV. The lack of the vari-
ation in the surface Fermi level relative to the band edge

0,_ results in little difference in the effective tunneling barrier
heights for the p- and n-type regions. As a result, there is

0, -~ -- 'ittle difference in the observed topographic heights, Inter-
E V ~ mi e~stingly enough. t 3here is a very recent STM study ct'Si pit

ppVV b A v junctions in air'3 with the oxide layer formed on the
s "cleaved Si surface. The basic idea for this work was to use

- -. ttIjp• sample/oxide interface to replace the sample/vacuum in-terface, thus to eliminate the surface Fermi level pinning.
Indeed, it was found that there exist large topographic

(b) height differences of about 5 A (similar to ours) between
the p-type and n-type regions for both the positive and

I It negative tip biases. However, it should be noted that in that
case, the tunnel junction is much less well-defined.

In summary, we have used scanning tunneling inicros-
- copy and spectroscopy to study GaAs multiple pn junc-

-- 1a3V vs= .3 V tions. Direct to topographic contrast over the pn can be
E{vb:.

3
v bobserved in the constant current image. Tunneling spec-

Efamp-e) - troscopy measurement shows consistency with the assign-
P.(pe 5s ment of the p- and n-type regions. We believe that the

n-tye s primary mechanism for the observed contrast is due to the
combination of the tip induced band bending and the dif-
ference in the work function between the p- and n-type

FIG. 3. (a) Energy diagrams of the tunnel junctions with the tip posi- regions. Our study has demonstrated the great potential of
tively biased at the p- and n-type regions. The tip-induced band bendings STM for providing an understanding of the structural and
are also shown. It should be noted that the length scale in the tunneling
region torder of 20 A) aad the length scale in the band bending region electronic properties of semiconductor junctions.
(order of a few hundred angstroms) is not the same. (b) Same energy This work was supported by the Texas Advanced Re-
diagrams of the tunnel junctions as those shown in (a) except that the tip search Program, and by the Joint Services Electronics Pro-
negatively biased. gram under Contract No. AFOSR F49620-89-C-0044. We
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A mechanism for achieving a first-order phase transition in the threshold characteristics of a
laser is discussed, and data demonstrating the effect are presented. It is suggested that a
first-order phase transition can be realized through the design of a laser active region if the gain
medium is localized to a spatial region with longitudinal dimensions much less than the
wavelength of the resulting laser light. Evidence of the first-order phase transition is presented
in the spontaneous emission characteristics of a microcavity semiconductor laser, which shows
a decrease in the separation energy of the quasi-Fermi levels at threshold, along with hysteresis
in the light versus current characteristics.

Early in the study of lasers it was recognized that the ets, the coherence length of each wave packet being deter-
transition from below to above threshold exhibits charac- mined by some characteristic collision time which fully
teristics that can be associated with a nonequilibrium phase breaks coherence in the spontaneous emission. 6 Since the
transition.1-3 In most lasers. threshold resembles a second- spontaneous wave packet in the cavity is a traveling wave,
order transition, but a first-order transition can also be the optical gain felt by the wave packet when passing
achieved in a Fabry-Perot cavity laser system through the through the gain region, i. will be the same for a fixed
use of, for example, a saturable absorber.4 In this letter we number of excited dipoles whether the gain is confined to a
suggest that a more fundamental means exists in which a region of ls<o,, or distributed over a region of length
first-order transition in laser threshold can be achieved, l,>A0. In either case the electric field amplitude is averaged
solely through the passive cavity design and the spatial over a cycle of oscillation to determine the photon-dipole
distribution of the gain medium in the cavity. The design of interaction. However, above threshold the gain from the
such laser cavities has become possible with the advent of thin active region can be increased if the optically thin gain
semiconductor microcavity devices, in which lasing can be region is placed at a standing wave antinode of the laser
achieved using a gain medium which exists in the form of field in the Fabry-Perot cavity. This is considerably differ-
a heterostructure quantum well (QW) with thickness ent from the case for which the gain region is distributed
much less than its emission wavelength. In this letter we over a region ls.A0 in which the optical gain is identical for
present data on such a microcavity laser in which strong the traveling wave packet and the standing wave laser field.
evidence of the first-order lasing transition has been found The change comes quite simply from strategically locating
in the spontaneous emission characteristics of the device's the active dipoles at a standing wave antinode. The result
threshold region. The spontaneous emission characteristics of the change is now an optical gain which depends on the
provide a direct means of analyzing the laser gain behavior light field in the cavity (that is a traveling wave due to
at threshold, since both the spontaneous emission and op- spontaneous emission or a standing wave due to the laser
tical gain depend on the quasi-Fermi level separation in the field), and a hysteresis can be expected to develop in the
QW active region of the semiconductor laser. Saturation threshold, characteristic of a first-order phase transition.
behavior of the gain at threshold is measured for the semi- Gain in the semiconductor laser is characterized by the
conductor microcavity laser and compared to a more stan- separation of the quasi-Fermi levels in the QWs, which will
dard longer cavity edge-emitting semiconductor laser. in turn be controlled by the drive current and the electron-
While the first-order lasing transition is demonstrated for hole recombination rate. Figure 1 shows a qualitative plot
the semiconductor laser, we believe the mechanisms to be of the quasi-Fermi level separation in a laser active region
quite general with potential application to other laser sys- versus drive current for three cases; a nonlasing device
tems as well. with no gain saturation, gain saturation due to a second-

To illustrate the role of the cavity and gain medium order lasing transition, and gain saturation due to a first-
design in controlling threshold characteristics, we consider order lasing transition. When the gain region is distributed
a simple model in which a Fabry-Perot cavity contains a over a distance of Ig > Ao, the saturation in the separation
single optically thin gain region with a thickness lg.<A0 energy of the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels occurs
(gain path of Jr), where A0 is the center emission wave- smoothly at threshold due to the increase of stimulated
length of the active medium. Coherence in spontaneous emission with a clamping of the population inversion, rep-
emission has similar descriptions in either the semiclassical resentative of the second-order phase transition. This be-
or fully quantum mechanical approaches,s and it is illus- havior of the second-order phase transition is typical of the
trative in this discussion to consider the spontaneous emis- more standard edge-emitting semiconductor laser with a
sion from the semiclassical approach. The spontaneous distributed gain region. In the first-order case the gain re-
emission then exists in the cavity in the form of wave pack- quired for lasing decreases above threshold due to the es-
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FIG. I. Plot of the quasi-Fermi level separation in a p-n junction QW
active region vs drive current showing the behavior for a nonlasing device, FIG. 2. Light vs current characteristics for the microcavity laser demon-

a laser with a second-order transition at threshold, and a laser with a strating hysteresis in the threshold characteristics (dashed curve) me*-

first-order transition at threshold. sured normal to the cavity, and also demonstrating a sharp decrease in the
quasi-Fermi level separation (solid curve) for spontaneow% emission mea-
sured out the edge of the cavity.

tablishment of the standing wave lasing field. This results
in a decrease of the quasi-Fermi level separation with in-
creasing drive current just above threshold (Fig. 1 ). In the To isolate the role of the quasi-Fermi levels and gain at

analogy between phase transitions and laser threshold, the lasing threshold, we have made a relative measurement of

population inversion for laser threshold plays the role of the spontaneous emission intensity from the QW active

temperature in an equilibrium phase transition, while the region versus current from below to above threshold. The

coherence length in the electric field is the ordering param- spontaneous emission characteristics provide a sensitive

eter. The population inversion in the semiconductor laser is probe as to the relative quasi-Fermi level behavior in the

given by the quasi-Fermi level separation, so voltage mea- laser active region, and this technique has been used by

sured across the active region of the laser plays the role of others to characterize optical gain in semiconductor la-

temperature. Consequently, whether the phase transition is sers.8 To avoid modulation effects due to cavity filtering,
first or second order in the threshold of a laser diode can be the spontaneous emission is detected from the edge of the
determined by driving the diode with an ideal voltage laser. Figure 2 shows the light versus current charactens-
source and measuring the threshold characteristics in the tics measured continuous-wave (cw) of the spontaneous
light output. A hysteresis will be observable for this ideal emission measured from the device edge (solid curve), as
first-order case, due to the negative resistance provided by well as from the laser aperture (dashed curve). The spon-
the laser diode junction impedance at threshold (Fig. I). taneous emission peak is at -0.98 1m which is also the
We note that a hysteresis in the operating characteristics lasing wavelength. As is characteristic of all these micro-
would not be observed if the laser diode were driven by a cavity lasers, a hysteresis exists in the light versus current
current source even for the first-order transition (from the curve, with the same hysteresis always simultaneously ob-
characteristics of Fig. 1), but instead an increased slope served in the current versus voltage curve. The spontane-
efficiency would be measured just above threshold. ous edge emission of Fig. 2 is measured through a spec-

Complete details of the device structure and operating trometer at a wavelength of 0.965%Sm, well away from the
characteristics can be found in Ref. 7, and we give only a lasing wavelength, to avoid effects of scattered laser emis-
brief description of the devices here. The structures consist sion. Laser threshold occurs at 18.5 mA with the charac-
of a Fabry-Perot microcavity composed of an optical teristic hysteresis in the light versus current curve. In the
wavelength thick A10 6VGao 33As spacer region clad on the cleaving of the device to obtain a measure of the sponta-
substrate side by a 19.5 pair GaAs/AlAs distributed Bragg neous edge emission, some damage occurred giving a non-
reflector (DBR), and on the other side by a combination of radiative current path some distance from the 10 pm laser
a 3 pair GaAs/AlAs DBR and 4 pair CaF 2/ZnSe DBR. At active region. This current path increases the device
the center of the Ak.67Gao.3 As spacer region is an active threshold, and is clearly observed in the spontaneous edge
region consisting of two In 0 2Ga0 $As 60 A thick QWs with emission which only "turns on" above 9 mA. An unmis-
60 A GaAs barriers on either side. The combined thickness takable dip is measured in the spontaneous emission at
of the QW active region is 180 A, compared to the emis- threshold (solid curve, Fig. 2), indicative of the abrupt
sion wavelength from the QWs of A -0.28 rm (inside the decrease in the separation of the quasi-Fermi levels. A hys-
semiconductor material). This system easily satisfies the teresis can be seen in the switching of the spontaneous
requirement, therefore, of a gain region which is optically emission light intensity which occurs concomitantly with
thin. Hysteresis develops simultaneously in both the light the switching in the laser light at threshold. This switching
versus current and current versus voltage characteristics at behavior in the spontaneous emission at threshold is ob-
lasing threshold. served up to the shortest measured wavelength of 9100 A.
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AIGaAs Channelled the bias current into a 10 pm diam active region, but which

Substrate Laser / also allows some leakage current and carrier buildup in the

CW. 285K/ QW region surrounding the ac~uai laser cavity. At thresh-

Laser Edge old the collapsing quasi-Fermi levels pull excess charge
SEmssson (-7856A) into the 10 pm laser active region from the surrounding

QW region. In this case the negative resistance intrinsic to

S/' the laser active region is -amplified" by this additional

I/ .- leakage current.
/ " The switching behavior observed in the spontaneous

Spontaneous emission characteristics of the microcavity laser can be
Edge Emission compared to the more typical behavior expected for edge
(-7700A) emitting lasers with distnbuted gain regions. For compar-

0- 2ison, the spontaneous emission characteristics measured

Current (mA) out the edge of an AIGaAs-GaAs channeled substrate laser
are shown in Fig. 3. The continuous-wave edge emission is
shown for measurements both at the lasing wavelength. in

FIG. 3. Light vs current characteristics for an edge-emitting channeled- which threshold is observed at - 50 mA. and at a some-
substrate laser for both the lasing wavelength at 7856 A. and a much what shorter wavelength of 0.77 •m. The spontaneous
shorter wavelength of 7700 A which shows ideal saturation behavior
indicative of a second-order lasing transition, emission measured at 0.77 pm shows the ideal behavior of

gain saturation expected for a second-order phase transi-
tion, with no change in spontaneous emission intensity

Above threshold the quasi-Fermi level separation increases above threshold.
slightly, with a much smaller slope than that observed be- In summary, we have presented a mechantsm for
low threshold. We find the same threshold behavior in the achieving a first-order phase transition in the threshold
spontaneous emission for other laser microcavity devices, characteristics of a laser. The mechanism is based on the
The saturation of the quasi-Fermi level separation above gain dependence on the lasing mode of light in the ca'ut'
threshold, which shows a slight increase with increasing when the gain region is placed at a standing %ave antinodc
drive current in Fig. 2, will be determined by intraband The semiconductor microcavity laser provides a suitable
scattering rates relative to stimulated emission rate and system for building such laser%. since high gain can be
pump rate. We note that a consistent explanation can be achieved from an optically thin active region. That such
provided only by considering the role of the lasing mode on characteristics might be tied to an intrinsic bistability in
threshold characteristics for the following reasons. The p- the cavity and gain region makes the devices particuiarlN
side mirror of the laser is deposited using electron-beam attractive for large optical systems due to the potential for
evaporation after crystal growth. Therefore we are able to high speed optical switching. However, the mechanisms a'
observe an individual device's current-voltage characteris- discussed in this letter are quite general. and may serve to
tics before deposition of the mirror, and before lasing ac- impact the design of other laser systems in which a first-
tion is observed. The lasing photon energy lies below the order lasing transition is desired
absorption gap of other layers in the semiconductor het- This work has been supported by the Office of Naval
erostructure, which consist of GaAs and AlAs. Switching Research Young Investigator Program, and the Joint Ser-
behavior in the electrical and lasing characteristics is only vices Electronics Program Contract No. AFOSR F492620-
observed at threshold after the p-side mirror reflectivity is 89-C-0044.
increased sufficiently to achieve lasing.

A major drawback to microcavity semiconductos la-
sers is the high electrical series resistance measured in ev- H Haken. Rev Mod Phys 47. 67 (1975)
cry device reported to date. This series resistance, which is 2V. DehGorgio and M. 0, Scully. Phys. Rev A 2. 1170 (T1970)
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Optical Memory Using a Vertical-Cavity
Surface-Emitting Laser

D. L. Huffaker, W. D. Lee, D. G. Deppe, C. Lei, T. J. Rogers, J. C. Campbell, and B. G. Streetmnan

Abstract-Data are presented demonstrating optical switching I.,,•m Me&A

and memory In a bistable vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser. Felt#*" M*

Optical switcbing from lasing to monlasing or from noalasing (AIC.A, Prow)

to lasing in the verticst-cavity lawe is demonstrated using an
AIG&As probe laser at - 0.71 pom.

W JE have recently demonstrated a vertical-cavity sur-
face-emitting laser (VCSEL) that exhibits concomitant

bistable behavior in the light versus current and current
versus voltage characteristics I 1. Such device operation is of
considerable interest for applications of optical switching and Fig. I. Schematic cross-section Inot to scalet o'f the VCSEL structure uwed

in this work. Two modes of optucal switching are poxible by optically
optical memory. It is especially desirable to realize this type addressing either the 10 tim-diameter VCSEL active region (follower modc),
of operation in a VCSEL. given the natural extension to large or off of the VCSEL active region (inverter mode)

area two-dimensional arrays, and the potential ease with
which such a device geometry may be optically probed.
There have been recent reports on optical switching in wave pair of AlAs/GaAs. a 200 A p-type Al 0 67GaojjAs
VCSEL's that incorporate pn-pn-layered structures 121 or etch stop layer, and finally a 600 A n-type GaAs current
optically addressable phototransistors 13]. The device struc- blocking layer. The p- and n-type Al, 67Ga, ,,As confining
ture presented in our work differs from those in terms of the layers and QW active region have a total combined thickness

coupling which exists between the lasing light of the VCSEL of an optical wavelength. The p-type AlAs/GaAs pair is
active region and the electrical switching in the surrounding grown with a graded superlattice between the layers in order
pn-pn-layered structure [I . Bistability in this device struc- t-) minimize series resistance. After selective etching steps to
ture has been described in some detail [I1. however, initial define the 10 Mum-diameter VCSEL active region, a second
attempts to optically switch the device with an external probe MBE growth of two more p-type AlAs/GaAs quarter-wave
were unsuccessful. Here we present the first demonstration of pairs is performed, again with superlattice grading layers

optically switching with an external probe. and demonstrate inserted at each Al, .s/GaAs interface. To form the dielectric
optical memory and an optical inverter, stack deposited on the p-type semiconductor layers of Fig. 1.

The design and fabrication of the VCSEL studied in this we have used either ZnSe/CaF2 or Si/SiO2 quarter-wave
work have been discussed previously [11, 141, therefore, only layers. The ZnSe/CaF2 combination has been found to yield

a brief description of the VCSEL structure is given here. The significantly improved device performance 151.
epitaxial layers of the device, illustrated in Fig. I, are grown Light versus current characteristics of the VCSEL in the
in two different growth sequences using molecular beam operating region around threshold are shown in Fig. 2.

epitaxy (MBE). The layers deposit.2d in the initial growth are Lasing threshold is - 3.4 mA, and a hysteresis window of
composed of a I Mum n+ GaAs buffer, followed by a 21.5 -250 MA in current exists in the threshold region with a
pair n-type quarter-wave stack of GaAs/AlAs, a lower n-type window of - 200 MW in light output power. The lasing
A10 67 Ga 0.33As confining layer, an undoped active region wavelength is - 0.98 Mtm. A hysteresis also exists in the

consisting of two 60 A Ino 2Ga. As pseudomorphic quan- current versus voltage characteristics (not shown), providing
turn-wells (QW's) with three 60 9 GaAs barriers, an upper for -0.5 V of hysteresis from the "on" (lasing) switch
p-type Alo.67Gao.33As confining layer, one p-type quarter- point to the "off" (nonlasing) switch point 11]. As we show

below, the hysteresis in the current versus voltage character-
istics due to the lasing bistability makes it possible to bias theManuscript received !uly 5, 1991; revised September 9. 1991. This work VCEintevlaehsrsswndw(rcrntyte-

was supported through an Office of Naval Research Young Investigator VCSEL in the voltage hysteresis window (or current hystere-
award, the Joint Services Electronics Program Contract AFOSR F492620- sis window shown in Fig. 2) and optically switch the device
89-C-004. and the Army Research Office Contract DAAL 03-88-K-006. from either a lasing state to a nonlasing state (inverter mode),

The authors are with the Microelectronics Research Center, Department or from a nonlasing to a lasing state (follower mode). The
of Electrical and Computer Engineering, The University of Texas at Austin.
Austin, TX 78712. selection of either the follower or inverter mode is made by

IEEE Log Number 9104128. positioning the AIGaAs laser probe beam either on the

1041-t135/91501.00 © 1991 IEEE
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kAft-G&Aa.InO&AS OW VCSEL n.. Inv"(~
0.3 -3OK. CW 1 - -1.44
0.2.-3s d s 3250 ocra 0 F.

ofteactveom- l• region f or the nV Settrmoe as shown l in e Fig.e orteVSLoln•i h m~ oe( ilma•
hy1n~. The foloe mode w has bee achee whileo durre vi ng the0•W i+

VCSEL withv regiofthera ourretwsorcmoe , or a solt whe sourc.f VC( +oot,,
V VCSE,

Fig. 3 shows the optical switching characteristics of the " p s--
VCSEL operating in the inverter mode, with the laser biased for teSo-r

just above the hysteresis window. For this biasing scheme the mm

VCSEL simply switches from above threshold (at - 0.2 mW Fig. 4. Optical memory demonstrated using the VCSEL in the follower
output power) when the probe laser is low to below threshold mode The upper trace shows the current puise applied to the Alfaa prote
(-0.01 mW) when the probe laser is high. without exhibit- laser which switches the VCSEL into the inon (tasing) stale. The lower

trace shows the VCSEL bias current, and the mvddle trae shows the VCSEL
ng meLory, light oipt. An impeance change an the VCSELc cs e be seen in the lower

Fig. 4 demonstrates the function of optical memory using curve at the time of the probe pule. due to the switch fron non*lasang to
the VCSEL in the optical follower mode. For the device bias

measured for Fig. 4 as compared to the device measured for
Fig. 3, a reduced contact dimension in which the contact Aeh i As probe laser and VCSEL blocked, no switching of the
consists of a metallized ring of 60 tm outer diameter and 30 VCSEL occurs, as indicated by the Ge-photodiode resptoe
pm inner diameter has been used, which greatly improves the and the lack of an impedance change in the VCSEL.
device response time. The data of Fig. 4 demonstrate optical Optical memory has been achieved with AIGaAs probe

memory using 3 pts voltage pulses (lower curve, Fig. 4) to pulses as short as 50 ns, which is the limit of the voltage
bias the VCSEL below threshold but in the hysteresis win- pulser used to drive the AIGaAs probe, at the inimium
dow of the voltage current curve. During the 3 ps voltage probe power required for switching. Delay time between the
pulse to the VCSEL, a 200 ns voltage pulse is applied to the leading edge of the optical pulse from the AIGaAs probe and
AIcoaAs probe laser (upper curve, Fig. 4), the optical pulse optical switching of the VCSEL to the lasing state has been
of which (at a wavelength of 0.78 pm) triggers the VCSEL measured to be less than 10 ns, also at the minimum optical
into the "on" (lasing) state. The internal optical latching of probe power required for switching. A delay time of p 100
the VCSEL holds its output above threshold after the 200 ns ns epists for the leading edge of the bias voltage pulse to the
pulse from the AIGaAs probe laser goes low. The middle VCSEL before which the VCSEL cannot be optically
curve of Fig. 4 shows the light output of the VCSEL mea- switched. It is assumed that this delay time arises due to
sured using a Ge photodiode. The VCSEL turns on when parasitic capacitance of the pn-pn region peripheral to the
triggered by the AlGaAs probe laser, and stays on until the VCSEL active region which does not contribute to the device
end of the voltage pulse to the VCSEL. Also observable in bistability, but which must be charged at the beginning of the
the lower curve of Fig. 4 is the increase in current which bias pulse. After the initial charging (on the leading edge of
occurs for the VCSEL when it is switched to the "on" state. the VCSEL bias pulse) this parasitic capacitance does not
The increase in current results from the optical switching of limit VCSEL switching speed.
the pn-pn regions of Fig. I by the VCSEL laser light, which In summary, we have presented data which demonstrate
occurs only in the immediate vicinity of the VCSEL 10 om optical switching and optical memory in a bistable VCSEL.
active region. The impedance change is only observable in These functions are thought to be amportant for such future
these devices at lasing threshold. Using the identical biasing applications as optical computing. The realization of these
scheme of Fig. 4, but with the optical path between the functions in a VCSEL is particularly attractive given the

scem of Fig 4, bu wit th optca pat bewe th fucin inaV i ariual tratv ie h
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natural extension of this device geometr, to large area two- 131 W. K. Chan, J. P. Harbison, A. C. von Lehmen. L. T Florez. C, K

dimensional arrays. Nguyen. and S. A Schvarz, "Optically controlled vurfce-emruttng
lasers." Appl Phys. Lett. vol. 58, pp. 2342-2344. 1991.
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-,-"a"!'• CASCADABILITY OF OPTICALLY LATCHING

VERTICAL-CAVITY SURFACE-EMITTING
120 LASER

d '• "D. L. Huffaker, D. G. Deppe, C. Lei, T. 1. Rogers,

=80 B. G. Streetman, S. C. Smith and R. D. Burnham
nume"icot hih level

errors 4rnjeCtioN
--------- e s .Indexing terms. Lasers, Semiconductor lasers

The cascadability of an optically latching vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser is investigated through the use of a

01 wavelength-tum~ble optical probe. The bistable vertical
0 6 0 7 0 8 C, 9 1 0 cavity laser emits at a wavelength of 0998IAnm. and shows a

Vb e' V sensitivity peak to probe light generated from a grating-
tunable edge-emitting laser in the 0 98 pm wavelen th range.

Fig. 4 Emitt'r rsistance as function of forward bias for t)'pe A frui- The sensitivity peak occurs in a window of -50A around

.istsitr with eniit•.r area of 80 x 5 1im2 the vertical-cavity lasing wavelength, and corresponds to theFahry-Peruot iransmis.,aon window of the surfaee-emittcr
The measured emitter resistance for a type A device with an

emitter area of 80 x 5puml is plotted in Fig. 4. It illustrates
that the calculated R, is much too high for low V&, due to Opticai latching is an important function for the realisation of
numerical errors, whereas the value at high V, tends to be too optical memory. Several reports of various schemes to achieve
low due to high injection effects. In the region in between, a optical latching in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
rather constant value for the emitter resistance is found. Table (VCSELs) have been recently reported [1-4] The realisation
I summarises the results obtained from the three different of optical memory in the VCSEL is particularly attractive
methods. However, the open collector method as well as the because the device geometry is suitable for 2-dimensional
method of Ning and Tang led to ambiguous results. There-
fore, the results had to be matched to the ones measured with arrays. and allows convenient optical addressing. Demonstra-

the ew etho, wich avemorerepoducbleresuts.tions of wavelength tuning across a 2-dlimensional array may
the new method, which gave more reproducible results. also be of use in the parallel transmission of optical data (5].

In the future it may be feasible to cascade optically latching
Table I MEASURED EMITTER RESISTANCES VCSELs of similar wavelength. This operation may be con-

R, Re Re trasted with previously demonstrated optical switching and

New Ning and Open memory using a VCSEL probed at a wavelength outside of

Device method Tang collector the Fabry-Perot reflectivity curve (2]. It has recently been
emphasised that monolithic integration of the VCSEL with a

n 0 a separate pnpn switch provides cascadability due to the wide
Type A wavelength range over which the pnpn can be switched. This

AE = 5 x 5um 2  200 ? 160 may prove to be an inherent advantage over structures in
Type A which the pnpn region is incorporated directly into the device

A, = 80 x 5 pm 2  40 36 40 active region (3, 4]. However, the integration of the pnpn
Type B switching layers directly into the VCSEL active region offers

A, = 5 x 5pm 2  22 15 Is advantages due to the ease of device fabrication, potential for
Type B improved device speed, and denser device packing. In addi-

4, = 80 x 5 pmn2  6 4 5 tion, wavelength sensitivity in the VCSEL switching may also
be a desirable characteristic in some applications. These con-

d etermine siderations have led us to investigate the switching character-
C mnclusittse We have proposed a new method to d his istics of a bistable VCSEL using an optical probe beam with a
the emitter resistance directly from the Gummel plot. This wavelength near the lasing wavelength of the VCSEL. Optical
simple method is based on impact ionisation in the collector- switching is demonstrated at wavelengths inside the stopband
base depletion region, which balances out the external base of the Fabry-Perot cavity, with an increased sensitivity near
current. the Fabry-Perot resonance.

Details of the device structure and fabrication have been
20th February 1992 described previously [8]. The VCSEL emits at a wavelength

R. C. M. Wijburg and i. H. Klootwijk (MESA Research Institute. of 0-98 pm and demonstrates hysteresis in both light against
University of Twente, PO Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The current and current against voltage characteristics. The hys-
Netherlands) teresis in the current against voltage characteristics makes it

possible to bias the VCSEL in the hysteresis window and
References optically switch the device from a nonlasing state to a lasing

I aGreu, ,. E.: *Modeling the bipolar transistor' (Tektronix Inc., state [2]. A schematic diagram of the optical setup used to
Beaverton. Ore., 1976) investigate the VCSEL switching sensitivity to the probe

2 sANSEN. m. c., and m•'yF., R. G,: 'Characterization and measure- wavelength is shown in Fig. 1. The optical probe consists of
ment of the base and emitter resistances of bipolar transistors', an edge-emitting laser with a single 100A Ino ,Ga0 3As
IEEE J. Solid-State Circuits. 1972, SC-7, pp. 492-493 quantum well active region, with one of the facets coated with



an antirellecting film. The probe wavelength is selected VCSEL emission spectrum above threshold is Also shown, to
through the use of an external grating [7]. The laser is tunable specify its spectral location with respect to the sensitivity
from 0 96 to 1 0 rim. Tuning of the probe laser with the exter- peak. The data indicate that the VCSEL is most sensitivt to
nal grating occurs in mode hops of -20 A, which corre- the probe beam near its lasing wavelength, whsere the probe
sponds to weak reflections from the edge-emitting intensity corresponds to - 3.5mW. The probe power required
Fabrv,-Perot cavity. Light emittt-.d from the rear facet of the for switching, therefore, is significant compared to the power
probe laser is focused onto the 10,um active region of the emitted by the VCSEL just above threshold which is
VCSEL. The VCSEL is mounted on a thermoelectric cooler -0ý2rmW [2). However, we have observed selfswitching of the
ITEC) which maintains an operating temperature of -285 K. VCSEL_ in which the light emitted from the device below
The VCSEL and probe output signals are each collected by threshold is coutplod back tinto ithe VC'RL by fsPA~ of ans
.separate Ge photodiodes. external reflector, and triggers the switching process. It thik

external reflector is considered as an external probe source,
VC5EL the light power required for switching is extremely small. It is

not clear at this time what the exact mechanism of this self-
switching is. and whether the switching is either extremely
wavelength sensitive beyond our tuning resolution of wave-
length with the external probe source, or posstbly phase sensi-
tivye.

VCSEL CutPut pro oe output

* probe laser

3.

Fig. I Schematic diaqrarm of experimental setup used ito demionstrate a(Is wie~qt~uwb 'I
* acudahtlrry ý (Sq ,vwn waeeci-rv hteo~ce.rmnisng 0
probe luser 9650 97,50 9852 9''

Wavelength is selected by rotating external diffraction grating to
p- )vide positive feedback io active region probe laser

Fig. .3 Relative probe iniensiltidtarij pointsi n~eesar~i I( opuicatll

Switching of the bistable VCSEL with -0-98pm wave- 5ic CE.auno fwvenqi
length light is shown in Fig. 2. where four traces represent VCSEL lasing specitrum is superimpostd on same wavelength scale
electrical bias pulses to both the VCSEL and the probe. aind for comparison
the corresponding light output from each device. The upper
trace shows the 5Sps pulse to the VCSEL. which biases the To investigatc the mechanism of optical switching when the
device just beow lasing threshold in the hysteresis window external probe laser is used, we have studied the sensitivity of
[8). During the 5pus pulse to the VCSEL, 4 0-25ps bias pulse the current-voltage characteristics to wavelength of the iso-
is applied to the probe laser which drives the probe laser lated pnpn structure which is integrated with the VCSEL [8].
above threshold, as indicated by the two traces labelled probe For this case a region of the pnpn structure is isolated from
current and probe output. The light pulse produced by the the VCSEL active region by etching into the epitaxial layers
probe laser at a wavelength 0-98jurm is seen to switch the creating a deep current blocking trough. Although the
VCSEL into its lasing state, where it remains for the duration current-voltage characteristics of the isolated pnpn layers are
of the electrical biasing pulse to the VCSEL as shown by the quite sensitive to probe wavelengths of -0( 79 pm, we have
trace labelled VCSEL output. round that they are insensitive to 0.981,m light under the

There is significant sensitivity of the VCSEL switching forward biasing condition used in the VCSEL switching
response to the probe laser %tavclcngth in this waivelength experiment. This suggests that the switching due to the
range, due ito the transmission characteristics of the VCSEL_ 0)981m probe light shown in Pig. _2 is likely triggered by
1-ahr'-perot cavity. Fig. 3 shows %he relative probe intens .ity absorption or the probe light in the InGaAs quantum well
t.gtiinsi wA~vclcngth neecded It, SWitch tl, VU'SfE1 'The active region sufficient to drive the V( SFL iihnse threshold.

Irs summary. we have presented daita which demonstrates
______________________________________the cascadability of a optically latching VCSEL at its lasing

ýu~al c Gtr. wavelength, and the sensitivity of the switching to probe light
at other wavelengths. These functions should be useful in
future applications such tis optical computing and memory

5ps -. VCSEL crr
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(4) substitute each bit selected in step 3 with its corresponding
split (if '. choose randomly); assign the resulting subcube to
the task (this is one of 2' subcubes, where r = dimension of the
target prime cube-dimension of the task).

Consider the configuration ({, fl, y, where a = 000"00,
# = O'00*, y = 001"0. For a task requiring a subcube of

BIT DECISION TABLE FOR HYPERCUBE dimension I. the following bi, :.-,cision table is formed:

DECOMPOSITION a 0 0 0 * 0 0 (Target)

C. H. Chang, H. K. Azzam and H. H. Dediu 0 0 0 0
V0 a 1 0

indexinq terms: Parallel processing, Computers ! 0*2 10
S 2 1

A new algorithm for subcube assignment and decomposition
is introduced to solve the fragmentation problem in hyper- The smaller of the two select numbers is in column 4. Henc,
cube (n-cube) processor allocation. The sharing density bit 4 should be selected as target for decomposition. Now wc
vector introduced in the prime cube graph strategy [1] is have to choose from one of the two following subcubes:
used as a vehicle to develop the new algorithm. A bit deci-
sion table is devised to provide the ke/ parameters for deter- (00000) and (00" 100). The second indication bit in the selec-
mining the decomposition. It is proven that the result of the ted column is *, which means either of these two subcubes can
algorithm is at least 22% better than the sharing density be assigned to the incoming task.
vector approach. The three indication numbers are the key to deciding which

bit should be decomposed and which subcube is allocated to
the task. The select value is the number of prime cubes lost in

Terms and definitions: Let a be a prime cube of dimension k in case the decomposition is carried out at the corresponding bit
a given configuration C,. We denote the positions of bits in a in the target and the task is assigned to the subcube with the
that correspond to *s by sl, ... , s, Assume also that a is second indication number (the split). Therefore, minimising
connected to each element of the set C, = {JP. ..... fi}, where this select value assures the minimum loss of prime cubes.
C. is a subset of Cp, and fls are prime cubes. [The zero index.
one index and star index of , at hit s, denoted by ZERO,(i). P'erf'ormance evaluation: We prove in this Section that the
ONE,(i) and *=(i), are integers equal to the numbers of prime result of our algorithm is 22% or more better than the sharing
cubes in C, that contain 0, 1 and *, respectively, in bit s,. density vector approach [I]. Consider the ith and jth bits of

"The bit decision table provides a simplified view of zero and the target prime cube a. For example, let us assume that the
one patterns in a binary subcube representation. The first row number of prime cubes aajacent to a is 10. Also assume that
consists of the bits of the target prime cube. For each prime the total number of ones at bit i in all the adjacent prime
cube adjacent to the target, a row consisting of the bits of the cubes is 4, the number of zeros is 2, and the number of stars is
prime cube is added to the table. What follows is the penulti- 4. At the same time assume that the total number of ones at
mate row (1) consisting of two indication numbers and one bit j in all the adjacent prime cubes is 5 and the number of
indication symbol per column providing a summary of the zeros is 5. According to the SD vector method we s' ould
zero, one, and star statistics in that column. The first indica- choose i although a better decision to choosej is detected by
tion number is min (ZERO.(i), ONE.(i)). Following the indica- the bit decision table,
lion number is a symbol denoted the split, which is equal to 0 When using the bit decision table as opposed to the SD
if ZERO,(i) < ONE,(i), I if ZERO=(t) > ONE,(i), or * other- vector method an improvement occurs with the probability:
wise. The last indication number is a count of the stars in the
corresponding column, *(i). Finally, the last row (S) contains P[V] = (probability of choosing i when using the SD vector
the sum of the first and last indication numbers of each method and choosing i when the bit decision tahle. i'
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Paper 81

Obsrvation of room tImperature quantum conlfned Stark shirt In SPa.pGrz/S! 8ul1i-quats0
Andalib A. Chowdhury, M, Mahbub Rsshed. C. M. Mszar. S. S. Mwuiaza and J. C. Campbell

Microe Ltctropucs RLS orch Cgpjrr, Depwvowmonai qactrical and Ccvmpwsr Eiigi~wetrU,
T7w University of Tw u Amsrir Aa'rn•, TX 78712. (512) 471-8838

Electric flelds applied pependicular to qua.twum wells am ob:arved to MM the aociazed ebcOa.n transiton
energies and optical absorption edges of the sx-ucnxre. This effect L known u the quantum om.iried Stat effect or
QCSE. Although the QCSE his boew sudied extaerively rfr r-V compoun ormiconductor systems( 1]. ob V adont of
the QCSE in Sil.x0ex/Si multi-quantum wells (MQW) has artely been cited[2,3]. Recently. room tmperianw
photocundin for p-i-A photodiodes containing an inulrnsic region compnied of Stl..Oe MQW gown t by RPECVD
(remote plasma enhanced chemical vqapo deposition) have been reporwd(3]. The objective of th& work is to reot the
observation ofa room tanperanur Stark shift in these Sil.xGeo/$l muldt-quan=n weLls The absoptlion edges esnmateL
from the mcard phocurrcu of die revers biased p-i-s diodes show large, lnear shifts of the trn.sition enerps of the
MQWs under applied electric field. The experimentally obtained shift of the taxnstion mealks mhazJbm very well with
Chat calculated from the envelope function qproxlmadon method(5].

Figure 1 shows 4 schematic cross-section of the device studied in this wotr. MQWs grown on unstrained
Si0o8Ge,.2 buffer layers am, used to allow the mm-in to be distributed symmetrically in SiO.60eo,4 end in Si layern. This
allows thick MQW strcrtucm to be grown without the critical thickness limitation over th entire sructurt diknerss. The
band alignment of thewe structures is staggered type 1 (i. e. the band edges of t.e narrower ban S&p Sic. 6 0e0.4 lie above

the respective band edges of the wider gap Si (Fig. 2)). Under applied electric field (C), the chmnge in transition energy

shift may be expressed as AE, + AHH 1 ± e.L (t AE + AHH1 is the shift of minimumw bound state energies). The last
ta'm represents the potential drop between the cnter of two adjacent layers and dominates the expression. The total
energy shift is nearly Linear, leading to large trvnsition slis(4]. Figure 3 shows the measured photocwrtnts as a function
of photon energy under different edecric fields. To eliminate the effect of Increased canner transport am to increased bias.
the photocurrent spectr: were normalized with respect to the wavelength I l9Onn (1042meV), where any chmnges in the
signal with bias had very nall contributions from the QCSE. For the same incident optical power, the photocurrmt (I) is
proportional to (I-exp(-GL))/hv. where a is the arsorpdon coefficient, L is the MQW thickness and hv is the photon
energy. For L<<1/cz, a is proportional to rhv. Ploning Div s a ftmctlon of hlv (Ftgutre 4), it is observed that near 800
meV (the estimated trsition energy of the MQW). a varime as (hv-Ego) 1t 2 for dlfferma appiUed electrc field. FProm
this fit, the absorption edge (Ego) may be esimated at different electric fields. A Ula edge shit towards lower energies
with Increased electric field may be observed in Figure 5. Figure 5 illustrate the good apeanent found betwecn the
experimentaly obtained shift and that calculated within the famework of the envelope unrction opnoxmation[5l.
neglecting intervalley interaction. The bandoffsets were estimated from the combination of seLf-consiswnt ab iiitio
pseudopotential res'uts(6] and the phenomenological deformation poential heory[7). To undrcstnd the spectra at higher
energies, we have subtracted the (hv.E 0)1/2 dependency from the measured da aid obudned the absorption shape of the
Si 0 .1 0e0 .2 buffer layer (Figure 6). The shape obtained in ouw work is similar to that of Brallnsnin, et al. (8]. It is
interesting to note here thai the square root dependence of absorption coefficient oan photon energy (which is incidentally
characteristic of the bulk direct band gap material) is different from that of ret. 2. where Park et al. observed a squae
dependeice. We believe that mom experimental information is needed to undearsnd dhe recombinalon mechani.sm In type
U Sil.xe/Si her0StruCtn1Zre.

In summary. we have demonstrated large linea quantum confined Stark shift in Sil.xGeooi MQWs at room
ternpoert which may prove to be useW in optoclecronic device applications.
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Fig. 1: A SCheMaIC cross-seclion of the device studied. Fig, 2: OCSE in Sil,1Ge1 /Si MO0W. El and NHH are the
minimum electron and hole energy levels in the
quantumn wall.
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Fig. 5: Magnitudei of the absorption edge shift as a function Fig. 6: Sqrt of (photocurrent 'hv) as a function of photon
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zero electric field. the (hv-Ego)112 dependency (Fig. 4) from the

measured results,
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Modeling of the surface states of a terminated superlattce using a muluband Hamiltonian

Andalib A. Chowdhury and C. M. Maziar

Microelectronics Research Center, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712

ABSTRACT

In most electronic bandstructure calculations of semiconductor superlatuces (SLs), periodically extended boundary
conditions are used. However the presence of a terminating layer, which breaks the periodicity of the SL. is expected to
modify the electronic bandstructure. In this work, we report a model for calculating the localized surface-like states of a
terminated SL which includes, for the first time, the nonparabolic nature of the host bandstructurcs by way of band mixing.
unlike the simple one band Kronig-Penney type model. This model is within the framework of the multiband envelope
function approximation, which has proven to be a useful and efficient method for the calculation of SL electronic
bandstructure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor superlattices (SLs) are obtained by growing alternately, layers of different host semiconductors. In the SL,
the charge carriers see in addition to the normal crystal potential, a periodic potential which is due to a series of quantum
wells (QWs) and barriers due to the presence of band offsets and energy gap differences at the heterojunction. When there is
a considerable amount of overlap of wave functions between neighboring QWs, bands of allowed energy levels of
delocalized states are formed with the simultaneous formation of forbidden minigaps (MGs). Superlattices are important
model systems to study bulk crystal properties, due to the correspondence between a miniband of a SL and a band of energy
of a bulk crystal. These artificial structures are currently of great technological interest and importance because of their
promise for flexible tuning of the electronic structure of the resulting system by controlled modifications of parameters
such as layer thicknesses, alloy compositions, strain, growth axis etc.

In order to understand the origin of the fundamental physical phenomena and other interesting optical and transport
properties the SLs exhibit, it is essential to calculate their electronic band structure. In most band structure calculations of
SLs, periodically extended boundary conditions are generally used and the SL is looked upon as an infinite, uniform periodic
structure, so that it is readily amenable to theoretical treatment. In this picture there are allowed bands of extended states
separated by forbidden iaps. The analogous picture for real bulk solid is also the same. But, in a real crystal, due to the
presence of the surface, a perturbation of the band structure at the surface is expected. In the 1930s Tamm t and Shockley 2

modeled the presence of surface boundaries in solids and showed the presence of states inside the forbidden gaps at the
surface. These were called surface states. Although surface science is one of the most fertile fields in physics, these surface
states have not been observed in the pure form Tamm and Shockley predicted.3 This was due to the simultaneous presence
of many effects (such as the presence of foreign atoms) in real surfaces apart from the cases Tamm and Shockley studied.
Also the deviation of the surface potential from that in the bulk was still unknown. Similarly, in the semi-infinite SL
picture where the periodicity of a SL is broken by the addition of an interface, localized surface-like states occur at the
interface. Recently Ohno 3 et al. have experimentally verified the existence of such surface states by simulating an abrupt
higher barrier internal "surface" by terminating a GaAs/AIGaAs SL with an AlAs barrier. They observed, for the first time,
the presence of localized "Tamm"-like "surface" states (called SL surface states) inside the minigaps.
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We believe superlatices can be an excellent experimental tool to study different surface-like bchavior ( and to verify

diffcrcnt theories of surface states ) in a periodic structure such as a semiconductor crystal. This is due to the fact that SLs
allow the construction of an arbitrary model surface for a particular study. As an example, the GaAs/AlGaAs systcm
allows one to rcalizc and manipulatc a widc range of onc dimcnsional potential profiles to simulatc a imodci surface in a
conarollcd manner.

2. MODEL

Recently Steslicka et al. 4 have proposed a simple model to calculate these SL surface states. This model is an extension of
the one band effective mass type method in which the bandstructures of the host materials arc taken to be parabolic.
However this approach fails to describe even the band structure of infinitely long InAs-GaSb SL 5 in which the valence band
maximum of GaSb is higher than the conduction band minimum of InAs. Even for wide band gap GaAs-AlGaAs material
systems, the inclusion of band nonparabolicity has been found to be the primary reason for improved agreement with the
experimental results. 6 Therefore for accurate determination of energy levels, band mixing i.e., band nonrarabolicity should

be taken into account. In this work, we report the calculation of the SL surface states of a terminated SL by including the
nonparabolic nature of the host bandstructures by way of band mixing. We found that the results differ significantly from
those using the simple parabolic band model. The approach used here is similar to that of the one band model but the
Hamiltonian and the boundary conditions used as well as the final results obtained are substantially different as will be
shown below.

Let us suppose that a SL is composed of host materials A and B of thicknesses LA and LB stacked alternatcly one on the

other and the terminated well region is ended by a higher potential Vsc (region C). perhaps representing the vacuum region
(Figure 1). Since the multiband Kane model 7 incorporates both the conduction and the valence bands taking into account

the band mixing, it is most useful for describing the band structure of the host materials. This method has been found to
give more accurate match with experimental results than any other similar methods which neglect the band
nonparabolicity. 6 Using this Hamiltonian (i.e., following Bastard's envelope function approximation formalism), the SL

dispersion relationship is given by

coo(qd) = cos(kALA)Cos(kBLB) - + )sin(kA LA)sin(koLB)

kI 2 P 2  2 ii(1)
E--=.2i =A,B,C3 1 E - Vp. E-V 0 ,.

kA 2 + _1_ [ 2 + I
'~kB1E-VPA +E-VJ E-Vp+ E-VOBI

d= LA +LB

2 !
BCM- 2 + i = A,B,C'E- Vp, E- Vo,

where q is the SL wave vcctor, mi is the band edge effective mass, Vsi,Vpi and Voi are the conduction band minimum,

light hole band maximum and the split-off band maximum respectively of the i layer (i=A,B,C), P is the momentum

matrix element and E is the electron energy. This method is a generalization of the one band parabolic Kronig-Penney type
model applied to a multiband case. The boundary condition used are the continuity of the envelope function and the first
derivative of the envelope function divided by BCMi at a hetero-interface. The last boundary condition reduces for the case

of one band parabolic model to the first derivative of the envelope function divided by the effective mass at the band extrema
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point. When a SL with cyclic boundary conditions is considered, we can apply on the envelope functions lz), the Bloch

condition O(Dz+Jd)=exp(iqjd)V(z). Since the envelope functions must describe an electron having equal probability of being

found in any quantum well of the SL, all the components of q have to be real. But when the SL is terminated, the complex

values of the SL wave vector q may describe states that are physically possible. The envelope function of this type

decreases exponentially as one moves away from the terminating interface towards the SL, and therefore corresponds to a
localized state. Suppose in the nth MG q is given by i qi + n tt/d ( qi > 0, n=O,l ,2,3 ........ ). For complex q, the L.H.S

of(l) becomers (-I)n cosh qid.

From the transfer matrix approach 8 and the Bloch theorem, the wave function at the first well layer is known apart from a
normalization coefficient. Assuming an exponentially decaying function in region C (higher barrier) and applying the above
mentioned boundary conditions at the interface of the terminated well layer and region C, we obtain:

sin(kA LA) + Clcos(kA LA)

Clrosh(kBLB) - C2sinh(kyLy) (2)

C1 = kA * (BCMA) C2 = kA * (BCMA)
kc * (BCMc) C kB * (BCMB)

Now eliminating qi from (1) and (2) gives us the surface states in the nth MG. This solution depends on the depth and the

width of the QWs and on the effective masses at the extrema points of the bulk band structures of the host materials.

3. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the calculated energy levels of InAs-GaSb SL as a function of the SL period. Hatched regions indicate the
allowed energy bands as was calculated in the now classic paper by Bastard. 5 The important result is the presence of the SL
surface stites inside the MGs. Each MG has two energy levels due to the presence of a terminating layer (taken as vacuum).
The shape of these SL surface states closely follow those of the allowed energy bands. The values of tie input parameters
used in this calculation were taken from5 and the value of Vs, used was 4.55 eV. To make comparison with the earlier
report.4 Ae have also calculated the SL surface states of a terminated GaAs-AlxGalixAs SL as a function of the mole

fraction x as ;hown in Figure 3. The barrier height of the internal quantum wells changes as the mole fraction is changed.
As before the hatched regions indicate the allowed energy bands and the dotted lines, the surface states. If these results are

compared with those calculated from the simple one band parabolic model, we notice a downward shift of the allowed
energy bands as expected,8 and consequently a shift of the SL surface states. In addition to this, there are two energy levels
found from the nonparabolic model as opposed to one found from the parabolic model. In Figure 4, the effect of the
variatinn of the barrier width (keeping the well width constant) and well width (barrier width constant) is shown. In both the
cases, the presence of the SL surface states are shown inside the MGs. In Figure 5, a comparison is made between the SL
surface states calculated from a one band parabolic model and the multiband nonparabolic model. The result clearly shows
that the inclusion of nonparabolicity significantly affects the energy level positions of the SL surface states particularly at
the higher lying minigaps. The terminating barrier height Vs, was taken as 4.07 eV for GaAs-AIxGal.xAs SLs in all the

above cases. In Figure 6, the effect of changing the terminating barrier height on the SL surface states are shown. For
terminating barrier heights greater than the internal barrier height, the SL surface states are found above the minibands and
for terminating barrier heights less than that of the internal barriers the surface states are found below the minibands, the
details of which will be published elsewhere. It should be mentioned here that this result is expected from the tight-binding
picture. 3 In this picture, the isolated quantum well energy levels broaden into a miniband as the coupling between the wells
is turned on. But the end quantum well state which has a diffcrent energy level from that of the internal quantum wells (due
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to the difference in barrier heights) does not participate in the formation of the minibands and it becomes a surface state. So,
for terminating barrier higher (lower) than the internal quantum well barrier, the surface state is at higher (lower) energy
than the minibands. Interestingly, we found that one of the SL surface states in each MG does not vary with the variation
of the terminating potential. The other SL surface state disappears as the height of the terminating potential approaches that
of the internal barriers. In all these calculations, a two band model using the conduction band and the light hole valence
bands were used and only the electron energy levels are shown in the figures.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have extended the envelope function approximation model to calculate the SL surface electronic states of a
terminated SL to the case of multiband Hamiltonian to incorporate the nonparabolic nature of the band structure of the host
materials. The surface electronic states derived from the multiband nonparabolic band structure model depart significantly
from those reported for the one band parabolic model. Also, two SL surface states are obtained from the nonparabolic model
rather than one found from the parabolic band model. Therefore band mixing is important for these SL surface states.
Although, only InAs-GaSb and GaAs-AIGaAs SLs have been considered here, this model can be applied to any material
system such as lattice matched Ga0 A47In0. 53 As-inP SL terminated by Aio.481n0.52As barrier. This method can also be
extended for the case of SLs composed of complicated bases ( triangular, parabolic, polytype7 etc.). We believe that this
model should be useful for accurate modeling of transport across a terminated SL and may aid in the understanding and
studying of surface and interface physics.
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Fig. 1: Semi-infinite A-B superattice terminated by C. Vsi is the conduction band minimum in region i (i=A.B,C). L
and Lb are the thicknesses of region A and B respectively.
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Fig. 2: The allowed energy levels of InAs-GaSb superlattice terminated in vacuum, as a function of :he supcrlauticeperiod with equal well and barrier width. The hatched regions are the minihands and the dotted lines correspond to thesuperlattice surface states. The origin of energy is taken at the conduction band minimum of InAs.
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REAL-TIME FEMTOSECOND ELLIPSOMETRY OF SixGel-x EPILAYERS

H. R. CHOO, M. C. DOWNER
Department of Physics, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712

V. P. KESAN
IBM Thomas J.Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

ABSTRACT

We have developed a femtosecond ellipsometer by incorporating ellipsometric probe
optics into a rapid scan femtosecond pump-and-probe experiment. The system allows near
real-time display of the photo-induced reflectivity changes and provides complete
characterization of the time-varying dielectric function. This ellipsometer is used ex situ to
characterize the ferntosecond response of relaxed. MBE-grown SixGel.x alloys over the
complete composition range. The results show that the femtosecond response depends
strongly on alloy composition in optically thick samples- Ge-like samples (x<0.37) show a
characteristic two-component response which may be caused by intervalley L -+ r hole
scattering and impact ionization. For a given alloy composition, the presence of interfacial
strain or surface oxidation strongly alter the fertosecond response.

INTRODUCTION

Noncontact optical probing methods, such as cw ellipsor-etry, are being used
increasingly for in situ characterization and control of epitaxial semiconductor growth in non-
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environments, where electron diffraction cannot be used( I]. An in
situ monitor of the fermosecond optical response of semiconductors could enrich the
diagnostic power of optical probes, since the ultrafast relaxation of photogenerated carriers
can dep:•nd strongly on process-induced defects, interface roughness, surface Fermi level
pinning, and other surface conditions which arise during growthl2J. Nevertheless long data
acquisition times have limited its development as an in situ diagnostic. Moreover, for some
important electronic materials such as the SiOGe I-x alloys, very few quantitative experiments
have measured the ferntosecond response over the complete composition range, even for ex
situ samples.

In this paper we present ex situ measurements of the fentosecond response of MBE-
grown, optically thick, relaxed epilayers over the completz alloy composition range, using an
unamplified colliding pulse mode-locked iCPM) dye laser. In addition we attempt to
understand qualitatively how these responses arise from underlying bulk carrier dynamics.
Finally we show how interfacial strain within the optical probe depth or surface oxidation
radically alter the character of the femtosecond response. In order to achieve complete,
sensitive and rapid optical characterization in these measurements, we have developed a
prototype femtosecond ellipsometer that monitors probe pulses reflected obliquely from the
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samples through ellipsosnetrc optics following extitmton of electron-hole pais by normally
incident pump pulses. Our system achieves nearly real-tune display of the fenitosecond
response by using a navel "rapid scAi" techniquel31 in which pump-probe delay is rapidly
modulated.

EXPERIMENT

A cavity dumped output (-I MHz) from an unamplifted (I'M laser of 620Mm, 80 fs
pulses, is divided into strong pump (-lash and weak probe beams. The probe beam is further
divided into a reference beam and a sample probe for subsequent differential detection. The
probe beam goes through a sequence of polarizer. compensator (quarter waveplate). sample,
and analyzer, The tume delay between pump and probe is introduced by a retroreflector
attached to a rapid shaker. The pump-induced reflectivity change is continuously digiaizeJ
and avel aged by a fast AD converter interfaced to an IBM PC. No lock-in detection is userd.
Real tiror display of reflectivity, change is possible for Ge rich alloys, where the reflectivity
changes are largest. For Si rich alloys. about a minute is usually required to acquire the
reflectivity changes, depending on the pump pulse energy. With motm powerful Ti-sapphire
femitosecond lasers now widely available, we anticipate even greater ease in obtaining teal
tame data acquisition. From the results for different settings of the compensator angle, time-
varying dielectric constants are calculated. Further experiment and calculation detail on the
feirtosecond ellipsownetric procedure will be discussed elsewhere.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. I shows an extample of the measured femrnosecorad response of a series of optically
thick Si.Ge 1 - alloy samples ranging from pure Si to pure Ge. The SixGe I _ epidayers
Were grown by MIKE on Sil 1001 substrates to thicknesses of apptoximately I Ism.
Consequently, the Si substrate and the substmzte-epilayer play a negligible role at our probe
wavelength of 620Mnm The measurements shown were performed in air irnuediately after the
samples were grown, using pump energy -lIii, and a relatively small probe incidence angle

(Oprobe = 300 ., with probe polarization tuned ellipsornetrically to pure linear s-polmnization
For pure Si (x=1 .0) and the St-rich (x Ž 0.5) alloys, the response for these conditions consists
of a pulsewidth-limited reflectivity decrease upon pliotoexcitation (At = 0) of an electron-hole
plasma, followed b-- a slow monotonic recovery governed by ambipolar diffusion, electron-
phonon interaction, and bulk and surface recombrination[ 21. The magnitude of the initial
reflectivity drop increase-s from AR/R - 10-5 at x=1 to &AR/ - 104 at x=0.5. consistent with
the increasing pump absorption coefficient. However, the temporal recovery pattern chariles
very little over this composition range. The pump injects carriers entirely via the indirect L
--+ X valley transiiion in this composition range. Consequently, electrons relax to the X valley
conduction band (CB) minimum, with negligible intervalley transfer of either electrons or
holes.

As Ge content increases further (xc0.5), major changes in the ferniosecond response
become evident. First. the initial signal magnitude begins to increase with (Ic content 0I-x) at
a much faster rate than at lower Ge cov'zentrations. This effect correlate.% with the transition
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from Si-like band structure (X-valley CB minimum) to Ge-like band structure (L valley CB
minimum), which brings about a rapid increase in the pump absorption coefficient a at 2.0
eV. Secondly, at the same crossover composition, a two-component picosecond reflectivity
response appears, evident as a delayed fall time in the x=0.37 sample, and as a prominent
secondary reflectivity minimum for pure Ge. The correlation of this effect with the transition
to Ge-like band structure suggests that the two must be related.

We believe that the two-component response occurs because, as Ge content approaches
unity, direct transitions across the L valley increasingly dominate the pump absorption,
resulting in a large concentration of electrons and holes around the L point. For electrons.
this is the CB minimum. Consequently, little further electron dynamics are expected in the
first few picoseconds. L-point holes, on the other hand, carry excess > I eV, which exceeds
the band gap. They can relax via two processes: 1) impact ionization, in which the L-point
hole scatters to r via creation of an electron-hole pair, and 2) hole-phonon scattering, causing
transfer of the hole from L to f without creating an additional electron-hole pair. Both
processes may contribute to the delayed reflectivity decrease observed in Ge-like samples.
Impact ionization is a source of delayed, secondary carrier generation. Furthermore, the L -+

r hole transfer decreases the hole effective mass mh* which enhances the Drude term
4xNe2 /mh* in the evolving dielectric function, thus also contributing to a delayed reflectivity
decrease.
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Fig.2 Examples of oblique incdent ellipsomeklic probe measutie~neit usiag Pure Go as a sample.
a)Pump Induced reffsctivity changes for different compensator angles. The angles next to each curve
represent the compensator angle settings. Measured results are shown as solid curves. Calculated
responses using the trns-regolved dielectric constants in b) are showna dotted curves. Probe
Incident angle was 670. Po rizer and analyzer were set at 00 and 450. respectively.
b)Calculaled dielectric constant cliwige using the restilts of compenator angle at 300 and 700 ina).

Fig.2a) shows an example of complete characterization of the femitosecond response of
pure Ge using approximately the samne pump energy as in Fig. L. but a more oblique probe
incident angle (0 probe = 67* ) and a variety of cilipsometric settings. For the measured
responses ( solid line ) shown the polarizer and analyzer were set at 0* and.( 450. respectively.
and the compensator angle was varied as indicated in the figure whose definition can be found
in reference 161. T1he pumnping condition is the same for all of the responses. For a uniform,
optically thick sample, any two of these responses can be used to determine uniquely both the
real Ae1(t) and imaginary AE2(t) parts of the evolving dielectric constant at the probe
wavelength. Fig.2b) shows &1 (t) and AE2 (t) extracted from the measured responses at
ecOmpensat,,r 30" and 70*. aClarly the real and imaginary components undergo changes of
comparable magnitude, showing that the Drude dielectric term from the electron-hole plasma
and the interband absorption term both contribute strongly to the observed response, as
expected for above gap probe photons. The extracted Acz1Q) and &2(t) can he used to
calculate the response for other ellipsonrieter settings as a check of internal consistency. The
dashed curves in Fig.2s) represent such calculations, and demonstrate a high degree of
internal consistency in the data

Fig,3 shows several examples of the sensitivity of the femrtosecond response of
Six~e Ix to sample conditions. Curve a) in Fig.3 shows the measured response of a strained.
optically thin (80nm thick) sample Of Si0.75Ge0.25 grown by MBE on Si(100l under the
same conditions and in the same 03- - iber, as the thicker samples described above.
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Fig.3 Rellectiedy responses of strained and oxidized samples a)MBE-grown 80On thick
S 0 .7 5 Ge.25" b)RPCVD-gWovm 0oran thick Sio0.SGe 0 .15. c) Si0.sGe0 .5 aflter exposed to anbient air
for several months. The inset shows the Auger depth profile analysis result. The black dots represent
the ratio of Go to Si Auger signal.

The recovery time is dramatically shortened compared to the relaxed sample. Undoubtedly

this effect is related to the high defect density present in the strained region around the
SiO.7 5 Ge0.2 5/Si interface, which lies well within the optical pumping and probing depths.
The faster recovery can be attributed to trapping of carriers in defect states, leading to
accelerated recombination. In order to check the reproducibility of these effects, a second
Si 0 .85Ge0 1 5 sample of the same thickness and similar composition was grown on SiI 1001
by a different method - remote plasma chemical vapor deposition (RPCVD). Curve b) in
Fig.3 shows that its response is virtually indistinguishable from that of the MBE-grown
sample. This high degree of reproducibility suggests that the faster recovery is caused by
inherent features of the strained interface, independent of details of the growth procedure or

conditions.
Curve c) in Fig.3 shows the measured femtosecond response of the Sio.5Geo. 5 sample

used to acquire the Fig. I data, after the sample had been exposed to ambient air at room
temperature for several months. Clearly the character of the femtosecond response has
changed completely. Not only has the sign and magnitude of the initial reflectivity response
changed, hut a two-component response is now clearly evident, suggesting Ge enrichment
near the surface, possibly caused by Ge diffusion driven by the surface oxidation processl4l.
As a test of this hypothesis. we perforn.cd an Auger depth profile analysisl5l of Ge. Si. and
Oxygen concentration in the oxidized sample, shown in the inset. Enhancements in Ge and
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oxygen concentration near the surface are c'early evident. Nevertheless, we cannot at present
rule out the possibility that the high surface Ge concentration was present in the as-grown

These examples illustrate that subtle changes in sample properties sometimes
significantly alter the femtosecond response of SixGel.x samples, thus demonstrating the
possible diagnostic power of a femtosecond ellipsometer.
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Measurement of Femtosecond Ionization Dynamics of Atmospheric Density Gases
by Spectral Blueshifting

Win. M. Wood, C. W. Siders, and M. C. Downer

Physics Department. Unir'ersity of Texas at Austin. Austin, Texas 78712
(Received 5 August 1991)

The new plasma diagnostic technique of spectral blueshifting of femtosecond pulses is used for the
first time to analyze quantitatively the ionization of noble gases under the influence of intense, fem-
tosecond illumination. The two processes of strong-field tunneling ionization and electron impact ioniza-
tion are found to play competing roles on these time scales.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk. 32.80.-t. 34.80.Dp, 52.25.Jm

Highly ionized plasmas approaching atmospheric den- plasma dynamics and optical nonlinearities of the neutral
sity are a potential future source of coherent x rays [I0, gas. in a wider context, such frequency upshifts might
and a potential medium for charged-particle acceleration also quantitatively diagnose plasma density oscillations in
12). Ionization by intense. femtosecond pulses holds plasma-based particle accelerator schemes (8).
promise for precise control of initial plasma conditions The purpose of this Letter is to demonstrate, for the
(temperature, ionization state, density) [31 which are first time, the quantitative use of this plasma diagnostic
critical to these applications. At the same time, new, technique in analyzing the breakdown of noble gases
quantitative, experimental diagnostics compatible with caused by intense, femtosecond illumination. This will be
the high gas density and ultrafast time scale are needed done in three stages: (1) We report systematic observa-
to measure the ionization and subsequent plasma dynam- tions of the self-blueshifting of laser pulses after ionizing
ics which give rise to these conditions. A number of au- I-S-atm pressure samples of He, Ne, Ar. Kr. and Xe,
thors have shown, both experimentally and theoretically, which reveal a universal, reproducible pattern in the
that a laser pulse which rapidly ionizes a gas experiences shape of the blueshifted spectra. Specifically, with in-
a frequency blueshift caused by the creation of a free- creasing laser intensity, gas pressure, and atomic number,
electron plasma 14,51: the self-blueshifted spectra develop from a near replica of

the incident pulse spectrum into a complex structure con-
-w f 'n J( (1) sisting of two spectral peaks: a narrow peak shifted be-

C 0 81 tween 5 and 10 nm towards the blue from the original

Here, 01o is the angular frequency of the light, / is the spectrum, and a broad peak shifted further towards the
longitudinal distance over which the interaction occurs; blue whose position and width depend strongly on the gas
n - (I - 41/wb) 112 is the index of refraction of the medi- pressure, gas species, and the laser-pulse energy. (2) We
um through which the pulse travels, and is found using report time-resolved spectral shifts of a weak probing
the Drude model (o,, is the plasma frequency.) In exper- pulse which show different temporal evolution for each of
iments which used pulse durations long with respect to these two spectral features. (3) Finally, we piopose a
ion-ion collision times (41, plasma expansion and recom- quantitative, ab initio model which relates these two spec-
bination following the ionization contributed to and corn- tral features to two competing ionization mechanisms:
plicated the phase modulation induced on the pulse. In a collisionless tunneling ionization, predicted to dominate
previous publication [61, we showed for the first time that early in the ionizing pulse profile, and electron-impact
femtosecond pulses, tightly focused to intensities above ionization, predicted to dominate in the maximum of the
the ionization threshold, experience a "pure" blueshift, pulse profile.
i.e.. with no trace of components redshifted from the orig- In our experiments, 100-fs laser pulses with center
inal pulse spectrum, indicating qualitatively that the wavelength of 620 nm and energies up to 0.4 mJ are fo-
phase modulation on the laser pulse is caused entirely by cused at f/5 to a peak intensity of 101`-10-3 W/cm2 into a
ionization. Furthermore. complicating nonlinear optical glass cell containing I-5 atm of He, Ne. Ar, Kr, or Xe.
interactions with neutral gas, which can induce spectral All of the light transmitted through the focal region is
broadening (supercontinuum) and self-focusing on fern- collected and analyzed by a spectrometer. Typically, less
tosecond pulses focused more loosely (below the ioniza- than 1% of the pulse energy is lost in ionizing the gas.
tion threshold) in dense (p > 40 atm) gases 171, were Autocorrelation measurements [6(b)I after the interac-
suppressed at near atmospheric pressures because of the tion region show only - 10% temporal broadening. Fig-
lower density and rapid plasma growth early in the tight- ure I(a) shows the measured spectrum of the ionizing
ly focused pulse (61. This preliminary result suggested pulse after breakdown in 5 atm Kr. As pulse energy in-
that femntosecond time-resolved measurement and anal- creases, the spectrum blueshifts with little change in
ysis of the spectral shifts could measure detailed growth shape until the pulse energy reaches 0. 1 mJ [logio(inten-
dynamics of the ionization front over a broad range of gas sity) - 15.01, after which the position of the peak changes
pressures and gas species, distinct from the subsequent very little. As the energy increases further, a shoulder
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FIG, 1. (a) Spectra after interaction with 5-aim pressure Kr Tirne (19)

as a function of pulse energy. Pulse energy is increasing to-
wards the bottom in step-, or x I0°- •. (b) Spectra after interac-
tion of 0.25-ml pulses in 5-atm pressure of each of the noble FIG. 2. (a) Time-resolved spectra in krypw~n at 5 atm using
gases studied. pump pulse energy of 0.22 mJ. There are 27 fs between spec-

tra. time increases towards the top of the figure. with negative
appears on the blue side of the spectrum, then broadens times corresponding to the probe pulse arriving before the pump
and shifts further towards the blue. Figure I (b) shows pulse. Coincidence of the pump and probe pulses is indicated
self-shifted spectra after ionization of 5 atm of each of by an emboldened spectrum. (b) Energies at 600, 6 10, and 615
the noble gases using 0.25-mJ pulses. The center of the nm as functions of time for time-resolved spectra in 5 arm Kr.

unshifted pulse spectrum is indicated by a vertical line,
showing that a blueshift occurs in all cases. However, the resolved blueshifted spectra a weak probe pulse, derived
shape of the blueshifted spectrum depends strongly on gas from the pump with a beamsplitter, was polarized orthog-
species. In Ar, Kr, and Xe, the narrow, less-shifted peak onally to the ionizing pulse, then copropagated through
and the broad, blue shoulder are clearly discernible, the the focal region before (At < 0), coincident with, or after
latter becoming a separate peak in Kr and Xc. In He and (At > 0) the pump pulse. The probe was separated from
Ne. the blue shoulder is absent, and a different feature the pump after the interaction region by a polarization
--a "'red shoulder" corresponding approximately to the analyzer, and its spectrum recorded for different At. Fig-

unshifted spectrum--appears shos,ting that some of the ure 2(a) shows a series of time-resolved probe spectra re-
initial pulse energy remains unshifted. Although the am- sulting from ionization of 5 atm Kr by a pump pulse cen-
plitude and width of each of these spectral features de- tered at At -0. Coincidence was determined to within
pend on the focal profile, chirp, and other details of the ± 20 fs by slightly turning the pump polarization, and
ionizing pulse, numerous measurements have confirmed then adjusting an optical delay line to maximize the con-
that the qualitative trends shown in Fig. I and described trast of the resulting pump-probe interference fringes.
above are universal, reproducible features of ferntosecond The probe spectra around At -'0 exhibit the same dual
ionization of the noble gases. Modest defocusing of the structure seen in the self-shifted spectrum (Fig. I (a)].
transmitted pulse and a visible breakdown "spark" (i.e., However, close examination shows that the less-shifted
recombinatioti luminescence) always accompany, and are peak and the broad bluer shoulder evolve differently in
precisely correlated with, the onset of the blueshift, con- time. To show this contrast quantitatively, we have plot-
sistent with their common origin in the rapid formation of ted in Fig. 2(h) the area under the spectra in small re-
a reduced index plasma [6], gions around 615, 610, and 600 am. The values at 610

Time-resolved pump-probe experiments show that each and 600 nm display the same temporal behavior. with
of these spectral features also has a characteristic term- maxima at approximately 100 fs before the maximum of
poral evolution within the pump pulse. To obtain time- the ionizing pulse, indicating that the process giving rise
3524
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to the blue shoulder occurs in the early part of the pulse. the range 100-500 eV (III, very close to the electron
The values plotted for 615 nm show a maximum approxi- quiver energy at the peak (370 eV for 1016 W/cm 2 ); (2)
mately 50 fs after the maximum of the pump pulse, indi- N. is large due to the strong-field ionization early in the
cating that the process causing the narrow, less-shifted pulse: and (3) the rms velocity v of free electrons is maxi-
peak occurs near or slightly after the maximum of the mal at the peak of the pulse. Stated from a different
ionizing pulse. A similar time development is observed viewpoint, for the first few charge states, the thresholds

for the two corresponding blueshifted features for Kr and for semiclassical barrier suppression ionization (BSI)
Ar. The single blueshifted peak for He and Ne, on the [131 are less than those for collisional ionization (defined
other hand, evolves early in the pump profile, with little as the intensity at which the quiver energy equals the
or no probe blueshift observed for At > 0. Again. quanti- low-field ionization energy), while for subsequent ioniza-
tative details of the temporal evolution depend on focal tion stages the collisional threshold is reached before the
profile, but the qualitative trends are observed reproduci- barrier suppression threshold [D 31. Estimates of typical
bly [91. ionizing collision times in both He and Ne, where obser-

We now propose a simple, ab initio ionization model vations imply little or no collisional effect, yield r

which accounts for (I) the two blueshifted features ob-
served in Ar, Kr, and Xe, (2) their respective temporal
behavior, and (3) the "unshifted" portions of the spectra
and the absence of the blue shoulder observed in He and
Nc. In the presence of a strong light field, the ionization Krypton 5 atm. (a)

of the atoms can be modeled using the strong-field tun- Wi is5ons

Krainov 1101, which yield similar results for the lowerstages of ionization. The coupled equations governing the SIL

densities Ni of atoms of a particular ionization state i are
written in the following way: - 6ea . Go $00 ala ... 6 £4o

dN, (p,- -N -N, , Wavelength (nm)

dt (2)

The first parenthetical term on the right describes the K5rate of growth or the ith ionization stage, where P& is the Krypton 5 atm.in l,•l\

probability per unit time [101 for electrons to tunnel from No Collsions

k-times ionized parent ions. The second term describes
collisional ionization via electron impact, where N, is the
free-electron density, I,, is the rms electron velocity, and

a is the cross section [III for the process. Intermediate T

resonant states can be ignored under our conditions 1121. - 15 00 6m Co 0 a ,o 640

The density N0(i) of free electrons and the resulting in- Wavelength (am)

dex of refraction n(0) calculated from Eq. (2) yields a -
calculated blueshift upon substitution into Eq. (1). The m 10 Kr 5'atim
model using only the tunneling ionization terms PA ade- (C)

quately describes the observed blueshifting in He and Ne. 1016 W/cm

Because tunneling ionization occurs almost entirely dur- o --

ing the first half of the laser pulse, only the leading edge •
of the pulse becomes blueshifted; the trailing part of the 4- No conc==

pulse remains unshifted, and appears as the spectral e" 2
"red" shoulder observed in the He and Ne gas break- -

down. 01: 2ýdo*. °ii -too
At Ar, Kr, and Xe pressures > I atm and with max-

imum pump intensity, the red unshifted shoulder disap- Trie (fa)

pears, and the entire pulse spectrum is shifted [Fig. I (b)]. FIG. 3. (a) Calculated slf-shifted spectra for ionization of 5
This observation implies that ionization occurs during atm Kr by tOO-Is pulses of varying peak intensities, using Am-

and after the peak of the ionizing pulse, and can be ex- mosov strong-field and collisional ionization terms. (b) Calcu-
plained by including electron-impact ionization [the lated spectra for ionization of 5 atm Kr without collisions in the

second parenthetical term of Eq. (2)]. Collisional ioniza- model. (c) Degree of ionization vs time calculated both with

tion is strongest near the peak of the laser pulse because and without collisions in 5-atm Kr gas peak intensity of 10"
(I ) the cross sections are maximal for electron energies in W/cm".
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"-(NtK,) -1-200 fs, significantly longer than the light 141 E. Yablonovitch. Phys. Rev. A 10, 1888 (1974).

pulse duration. In Ar, Kr, and Xe at 5-atm pressure, (51 S. C. Wilks, 1. M. Dawson. and W. B. Mori. Phys. Rev.

however, these collision times are significantly shorter Lett. 61. 337 (1988).

than the pulse duration (r < 30 fs), resulting in signif- 16) (a) Win, M. Wood. G. B. Focht. and M. C. Downer. Opt.

icant ionization near the peak of the pulse, and a shifting Lett. 13, 984 (1988); (b) M. C. Downer et al., in
iofnth inization hpe pulse and. Proceedings of the Tenth International Conference on

Figure 3(a) shows the calculated spectra after break- Spectral Line Shapes, edited by L. Frominhold and J. W.
Figue (Keto, AlP Conf. Proc. No. 216 (AlP. New York. 1990).

down of 5 atm Kr, for peak intensities ranging from (0'4 [71 P. B. Corkum, C. Rolland. and T. Srinivasan-Rao, Phys.

to 1016 W/cm 2, calculated using Eq. (2) with collisions Rev. Lett. 57, 2268 (1986); J. H. Glownia ef al. J. Opt.

and a simplified cylindrical interaction region with con- Soc. Am. B 3. 1573 (1986); H. 1. Lehmeier, W. Leupach-

stant transverse intensity [14). Figure 3(b) shows the er, and A. Penzkofer, Opt. Commun. 56. 67 (1985).

spectra calculated without collision ionization: Signifi- 181 E. Esarey. A. Ting. and P. Sprangle, Phys. Rev. A 42,

cant unshifted energy remains in these spectra as peak in- 3526 (1990); S. C. Wilks et al.. Phys. Rev. Lett. 62, 2600

tensity increases WFig. 3(b)). With collisions in the mod- (1989).

el, the entire pulse spectrum is shifted, following the same [9) Note that the nonlinear index n, > 0 of the neutral gases

trend as observed in the data. The broad, blue shoulder or ions. if significantly present, would induce a rising in-

d corresponds to dex (redshift) in the leading edge of the pulse and a fall-
observed in the data for Ar, Kr, and Xe coriginds ing index (blueshift) in the trailing edge, contrary to the
strong-field ionization (and thus has the same origin as observed blueshift in the leading edge. which must there-
the blucshifts observed in He and Ne), while the narrow, lore be caused solely by ionization.
less-shifted peak corresponds to slower collisional impact 1101 L_ V. Keldysh. Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 48. 874 (1965) [Soy.

ionization. The calculated temporal behavior of 'he two Phys. JETP 21. 1307 (1965)9; M. V. Ammosov. N. B.
features further corroborates this interpretation. Figure Delon¢, and V. P. Krainov. Zh. Eksp. Teon. Fiz. 91, 2008
3(c) shows the calculated degree of ionization as a fune- (1986) [Soy. Phys. JETP 64, 1191 (1986)].

tion of time in 5 atm Kr illuminated by a 100-fs pulse [I I1 H. Tawara and T. Kato. At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 36.

with a peak intensity of 106 W/cm2 , both with and 167-353 (1987). Impact-ionization cross sections for in-

without collisions. Collisional ionization, like the smaller tensely irradiated atoms and ions are probably larger than

blueshift which it causes, occurs during and after the the values for ground-state atoms and ions given in these

peak of the pulse, and is slower than strong-field ioniza- tables and used in our calculations,

tion, which causes the larger blueshift early in the pulse. P. B. Corkum. N. H. Burnett, and F. Brunel, Phys. Rev.
Tonwhics temporalbehavio r isalsoobsearve in the a ulower Lett. 62, 1259 (1989).
This temporal behavior is also observed in Xe at lower 113) S. Augst. D. D. Meyerhofer. D. Strickland. and S. L.

pressures, and in 5 atm Ar. Because of the tight focus Chin. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1. 858 (1991). For example.

and the early onset of ionization in the pulse profile, the using the SI model, we obtain the following threshold

calculated blueshift is negligibly affected by including intensities for the first seven ionization stages in Kr:

self-phase modulation caused by n 2 of the neutral gas, logio(last)-14.19. 14.54, 14.92. 15.28. 15.45. 15,56,

ions, and electrons, as shown in detail elsewhere 16(b), 16,09 W/cmi. logo(/,,,) -- 14.59, 14.83. 15.01. 15,16.

151. 15.26, 15.32. 15.49 W/cm-.

In conclusion, the model predicts a high rate of ioniza- (141 Calculations which include convolution over realistic

tion early in the laser pulse due to collisionless strong- transverse intensity profiles have also been done and yield

field ionization, followed by collisional ionization at a the same qualitative spectral features as shown in Figs.

lower rate near the peak of the laser pulse, in good agree- 3(a) and 3(b). typically with peaks of somewhat different
widths and amplitudes. Since, however, the geometry of

ment with the data. A more detailed report of the experi- the interaction region is not quantitatively characterized

ments and model will be published separately 1161. because of defocusing. calculations using the simpler

This research was suoported by the National Science geometry are presented to illustrate the essential physics.
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F49620-89-C-0044). induced by light of intensity 1-10"0 W/cm' interacting

with neutral He, Ne. Kr, and Ar (for Xe. nr'"Il
, using measured nkv'lri values (Lehmcier er

(I1 W. W. Jones and A. W. Ali. J. Appl. Phys. 48, 3118 al.. Ref. 171). Taking into account the disappearance of

(1977): J. Peyraud and N, Peyraud, J. Appl. Phys. 43, the neutral gas early in the pulse, and the smaller n!'

2993 (1972). values of the ions, n"l is small compared to , at

121 T. Tajima and J. M. Dawson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 43. 297 the peak of our pulse in all the noble gases. As for the

(1979); P. Sprangle el al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 53, 2146 free electrons, n!""' becomes significant only for relativ-

(1988). istic quiver velocities (IQ- 10" W/cm ;).
(31 N. H. Burnett and P. B. Corkum, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 6, (161 Wm. M. Wood, C. W. Siders. and M. C. Downer (to be
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Optical properties of liquid carbon measured by femtosecond spectroscopy

D. H. Reitze,* H. Ahn, and M. C. Downer
Physics Department, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, 78712

(Received 2 August 1991)

A comprehensive report of femtosecond time-rescved reflectivity and transmission of graphite and di-
amond foliowing optical excitation above critical melting fluences F, of 0.13 and 0.63 J/cmz, respective-
ly, is presented. Normal- and oblique-incidence reflectivity has been measured with 100-fs resolution at
wavelengths ranging from 700 to 310 nm. Within I ps following excitation above F,,, probe reflectance
increases sharply at visible frequencies, remains nearly unchanged at near-ultraviolet frquencies, and de-
pends weakly. on excitation fluence. These optical changes are interpreted as an ultrafast melting transi-
tion from crystalline graphite or diamond to a common, more reflective liquid state. During the first pi-
cosecond following excitation, electron and lattice temperatures substantially equilibrate, and the lattice
melts, before heat conducts out of the absorbing volume or the surface hydrodynamically expands. A
Drude model of the reflectance spectrum I ps after excitation reveals a strongly damped plasma (plasma
frequency-relaxation time product wap-r I), in contrast to liquid silicon (Wi- -5). Inferred electron
mean free paths approach the average interatomic spacing (2 A), implying electron localization. Optical-
ly determined dc resistivities up to 625t75 pfl cm agree with measurements at kilobar ambient pressure,
but significantly exceed resistivities measured and calculated at low pressure. Thus, the attribution
"metal" is questionable for fluid carbon under these conditions. The results demonstrate that fem-
tosecond lasers can extend condensed-matter thermophysics measurements to temperature-pressure re-
gimes inac esible by other methods.

1. INTRODUCTION agreed qualitatively with metallic electrical resistivity
(p-50±20 tflcm) measured by microsecond pulsed

Scientific debate over the properties of the elusive ohmic heating of pyrolytic graphite fibers at low pres-
liquid state of carbon, nature's most refractory material, sure.4 On the other hand, in time-resolved optical
dates back to Ludwig's: 1902 report of increased resis- reflectivity measurements of HOPG melted and probed
tance in carbon rods melted at high pressure. Extensive by 20-ps laser pulses, Malvezzi et al. observed decreased
recent research 2 -20 on high temperature-pressure phases surface reflectivity following excitation above a critical
of carbon, which has been reviewed by Bundy, 2 reflects melting fluence, which they interpreted as the formation
not only the wide-rangtng importance of the problem in of an insulating liquid phase. This interpretation was
condensed matter physics, 2 astrophysics,' 6 and geolo- supported by an optoelectronic switching experiment 9 in
gy,17-1i but the continuing controversy over the basic which picosecond laser-melted HOPG functioned as the
properties of the liquid state. For example, much recent photoconductive gap material in a current transmission
debate has focused on whether liquid carbon is metallic circuit, but challenged by authors 4 who argued that ma-
or insulating, and on how its electrical conductivity de- terial ablation obscured the liquid surface within the 20
pends on temperature and pressure.4- 14 Much of the ps pulse duration, causing a reflectivity decrease unrelat-
controversy stems from the difficulty of creating and ed to liquid carbon.
studying a reproducible sample of liquid carbon in the In an earlier Rapid Communicationl° we briefly re-
laboratory, particularly producing identical samples and ported the first femtosecond time-resolved reflectivity ex-
conditions by different methods. Since the melting tem- periments on HOPG. The current paper is a comprehen-
perature (- 5000 K) exceeds that of any containment sive report of these experiments, augmented with expand-
vessel, and since the solid sublimes at low ambient pres- ed data and analysis. Femtosecond time resolution pro-
sure, long-term confinement at elevated temperature and vides the ultimate "inertial confinement" of a laser-
pressure is impossible. Consequently experiments must melted sample, because there is no time in the first 1-2
rely on transient melting and probing, using methods ps, following femtosecond excitation for atoms to move
such as shock waves,1! pulsed ohmic heating' in high away from the surface. Thus the optical integrity of the
pressure cells,14 and pulsed laser heating.3',5s- 1 surface is preserved, and the question of hydrodynamic

Recent pulsed laser melting experiments 5."82, 1 %ere surface expansion, or ablation, does not arise during this
the focus of a particularly sharp disagreement because of time interval. At the same time, considerable evidence
the apparent contradiction in measured properties. On sugjests that structural disordering, or melting, of the lat-
the one hand, 30-ns laser pulses incident on highly orient- tice-' 22 and equlibration of electron and lattice tempera-
ed pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) created melt depths which tures23 progress substantially toward steady-state during
Steinbeck et al. 5 could explain only by assuming large, this time interval. Thus a critical time window exists
metallic thermal conductivities in the melt. This result during which the optically smooth surface of a quasi-

45 2677 @1992 The American Physical Socici'
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steady-state liquid can be probed. Indeed the fern- ture and pressure. Finally in Sec. V, we analyze the opti-
toswcond experiment- showed sharply increased cal properties of liquid carbon by applying a Drude mod-
reflectivity for several p,:ýoseconds following excitation el to femtosecond reflectance measurements at At - I ps,
aboae the critical melting fluerice. which decayed to the after excitation, and relate this analysis to other measure-
much lower values obser- ed in ps experiments' only after ments4" 14 and theories"'' of the liquid state of carbon.
time delays of 10 ps or more. This pattern closely
matched the reflectisit. response of the much better un- It EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
derstood silicon when irradiated at several times the
melting fluence by a femtosecond pulse, where it is gen-
erally attributed to ultrafast melting into a metallic liquid oriented pyrolytic graphite IHOPGO and 250 jzm thick,

fu .22 type Ila ý100i diamond obtained from Dubbledee Dia-fo llo w e d b y th e s lo w, e r p r o c e s s o f s u r fa c e e x p a n s i on . 2- m o d C r o a i n T e b s c m t ra-p o e te-f b t
Thus these earlier fs experiments defined the time scale mond Corporation. The basic material properties of both
during which the optical properties of the unobscured the HOPG and diamond are described in detail else-

liquid should be measured following melting by a fern- where..5,-.'- Throughout this work. many of the mea-

tosecond pulse. surements were repeated under identical conditions on a

In this paper the measurement and analysis of the opti- reference silicon sample, which, because of its structural

cal properties of femtosecond-laser-melted carbon during similarity and extensive previous -:udies of its fern-

the initial increased reflectivity stage is carried out tosecond melting dynamics-'l':-.2 and equilibrium liquid

in much greater detail. Specifically, time-resolved state (see Ref. 43), served both as a calibration and an aid

reflectance data at a range of probe wavelengths in interpreting results. All measurements were made in

(700> X >310 nm), oblique incidence angles, and pump air. The surfaces of the HOPG samples inormal to the

fluences is reported. Furthermore a dielectric function graphite c axis) were prepared by using tape to peel off

based on the Drude model is .a to the data. From the the first few layers immediately before each set of mea-

model, Drude parameters-conduction electron density surements to expose a fresh surface. The diamond sur-

and collision frequency,-are extracted. There are three faces were prepared by standard optical polishing tech-

motiiations for such detail. Fir-, careful reflectance niques. Laser pulses of 90 fs duration, centered at 620

measurements have historically provided one of the most nm, and up to 0.2 mJ energy 'kere pro% ided by a colliding

important experimental keys to the underlying electronic pulse mode-locked (CPM) ring dye laser' followed by a

properties of liquid metals.24 Second. the recent appear- four stage Nd:YAG pumped optical dye amplifier sys-

ance of molecular dynamics simulations" and a density t operating at a 10-Hz repetition rate.

functional theory7 of the liquid state of carbon provide When freshly prepared surfaces were excited by a 90-fs,

testable predictions of optical properties which can be 620-nm pulse above a critical fluence F,,,, a damage spot

compared directly to our data. Third, the low-frequency appeared. The fluence of incident pump pulses was cali-

limit of the optical dielectric function can be related to brated by measuring their energy with a calibrated photo-

previous measurements 4 '" and calculations'" of the dc diode, while measuring the focused spot size at the sam-

electrical resistivity of liquid carbon. Our results show pIe surface by monitoring transmission through a pinhole

much higher resistisity 'p-6OO ullcm than ohmically (mounted in the same plane as the sample) translated

heated carbon at o1%, pressure4 or liquid silicon and ger- across the focal spot. At each of several fluences thus
manium.' but agree closely with measured resistivity calibrated, a sampling of irradiated spots was examinedm ip- !000 btpcm) of carhon melted by ohmic heating at under Nomarski and scanning electron microscopes, and

high pressure.' 4 Additional new points of the current pa- F,,, was defined as the minimum fluence at which any
per are time-resolved reflectance data of femtose-ond- change in surface morphology attributable to the laser
laser-melted diamond, which closely corroborate the pulse (e.g., amorphization, cratering) was observed.3)
graphite results, an analysis of the morphology of the Measured values of F,,, are reported and discussed in the
damage spot produced above the critical melting fltience next section. F,,, of a reference silicon wafer, measured
and its relationship to ablation, and a quantitative model by the same procedure. agreed with the value 0.1 J/cm2

of the delayed reflectivity decrease as a surface hydro- reported by other investigators for 90-fs, 620-nmS21.11.29

d.namic expansion. pulse. --
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discussed At fluences f > F,,,. the diameter and depth of the

experimental methods. Section III presents experimental craters created by irradiation pulses was measured as a
results of three kinds: (ai postmortem analysis of sample function of fluence in HOPG, diamond, and the reference
damage morphology, (hb .elf-reflectisits and -transmis- silicon sample. The average radius of the damage spot
sion of 90-f4N pulses, and t1, pump-and-probe reflectisity r,,, at each fluence for a common focal spot size was
Lnd transmission measurements of HOPG and diamond determined by examining a statistical sampling of dam-
at sesera! probe wa\elengths and polarizations. Section age spots under a Nomarski microscope. Damage crater
IV discuse, the thermodynamic conditions which exist profiles \%erc mapped with approximately 30-A resolution
in the first picoseconds after intense femtosecond excita- using an Alpha-Step depth profiler. These depth profiles
lion: the rate of hydrodvnamic surface expansion, the es- help in estimating the amount of material removed from
Impated emtent of electronic and structural equilibration the surfacc. and thus in e\aluating the role of ablation in
in the meli prior to surface expansion, and the estimated the experimenlts.
rmagnitude -ind time evolution of the transient tempera- TwFo t)pes of surface reflectance measurements were
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performed: (1) self-reflectance of single 90-fs, 620-nm, diode signal, measured the change in reflectivity (HOPG,
near-normally incident pulses as a function of fluence, diamond) and transmission (diamond). Multiple laser
and (2, pump-probe measur-ments using a 90-fs, 620-nm, shots at each time delay were then averaged. This pro-
normally incident pump pulse and 90-fs probe pulses of cedure corrected for possible surface nonuniformities as
varying wavelength (310 <4P,, < 700 nm), polarization, the sample was rastered, and significantly improved
and incidence angle. In addition, with diamond, signal-to-noise ratio, reproducibility, and accuracy of the
transmission measurements were performed. Self- measured absolute values of surface reflectivity. With the
reflectivity measurements were performed on HOPG by reference silicon sample, this procedure yielded absolute
focusing pulses to 50-Mim diameter at a 100 angle of in- reflectance within 5% of independently measured values
cidence onto the sample surface, collecting and imaging21 (see Ref. 4 3 ).21.22.25 Such measurement accuracy is criti-
the reflected pulses, then detecting only the center of the cal to extraction of accurate Drude parameters, and thus
pulse profile, which was selectivity apertured in the image to conclusions regarding the nature of the liquid state of
plane. This procedure avoided spatial averaging over a carbon. The temporal zero-delay Ito) between pump and
transverse fluence distribution. Thirty shots were taken probe was calibrated to within ± 15 fs by monitoring the
at each fluence, and a matched reference photodiode well-characterized reflectivity response 21

.
22

.
28 of the melt-

monitored the pulse energy incident on the sample to ing transition of the reference silicon sample.
provide normalization against shot-to-shot energy fluc-
tuations, permitting reliable measurement of reflectance III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
changes smaller than 1%. The sample was translated 150
ym after each laser shot to ensure that each shot interro- A. Postmortem analysis of sample damage
gated a fresh region of the surface. A computer con-
trolled the acquisition and shot-to-shot subtraction of the Using the procedure described above, we find the criti-

signal and reference voltages and the movement of the cal damage fluence Fm of HOPG to be 0. 13±0.02 J/cm 2

sample raster stage. The onset of surface morphology for single 620-nm, 90-fs optical pulses, very close to the
changes provided in situ calibration of absolute laser value of 0.14 V/cm 2 determined by Malvezzi et al.8 using
fluence. 20-ps, 532-nm pulses. From known equilibrium material

Pump-and-probe measurements monitored the tem- properties of !4OPG, 5 '2 6 we can calculate the final, equili-
poral evolution of reflectivity changes induced by surface brated surface temperature T" reached slightly below F,
melting. For these experiments, a beamsplitter divided (independent of the dynamical pathway by which it is
the amplified pulses into pump and probe pulses. The reached) by equating absorbed optical energy to the in-
pump beam was sent through a computer controlled opti- tegrated heat capacity:
cal delay line and focused to a spot diameter of 60 .ym T
(HOPG) or 30 ym (diamond) at normal incidence onto I .- R)F,,e =pf00oK C,(T)dT (.)
the sample surface. The probe beam was attenuated to
well below F,. Time-resolved reflectivity and transmis- We assume temperature-independent density p=2.25

sion of diamond was probed only at near normal in- g/2m 3 and linear absorption (a- =300 A), which is
cidence with 620-nm pulses, because of the limited nearly the same for 620 and 532 nm.2 6 A functional form

amount of sample available. Normal incidence of temperature-dependent heat capacity CP(T) below the

reflectivity of HOPG was probed not only at 620 nm, but melting temperature is given by Eq. (9) of Ref. 5, and

at different wavelengths generated either by frequency pump pulse reflectivity R -0.3 at F,, has been measured

doubling in a thin, phase matched potassium dihydrogen directly (see next section). The time constant for vertical

phosphate (KDP) crystal (to produce 310-nm pulses) or heat diffusion out of the absorption volume is approxi-

by white light continuum 32 in a jet of ethylene glycol (to mately 500 ps,21 '" and can be neglected on the time scale

generate pulses at 700 < X < 500 nm). Band-pass filters (- I ps)2 3 on which an equilibrium temperature is estab-

selected the appropriate wavelength for detection. In ad- lished. We obtain Tf-6000 K for both 20-ps and 90-f's

dition reflectance was probed at an oblique incidence an- pulses, 20-50% higher than the high pressure melting

gle (0=50') with s and p polarizations. Steeper incidence temperature,-2 of HOPG. However, the actual tempera-

angles, though valuable for characterizing the dielectric ture is somewhat lower because the interband absorption

function precisely, 25 were avoided because of the much saturates-2. as fluence approaches Fm, reducing the value

greater difficulty of fully overlapping the pump and probe of a by 30-50% in Eq. (1). This simple equilibrium

spots on the sample, and thus in obtaining quantitatively analysis shows '..,e HOPG indeed reaches the melting

accurate absolute reflectance values. The probe beam temperature at F,,, and suggests that melting occurs and
was focused to a spot diameter of approximately 30 jIm causes the damage spot to form at F > F,.
(HOPG) or 15 ym (diamond) in the center of the pump The damage threshold for diamond was measured to be
spot. Acquisition and shot-to-shot normalization were 0.63- 0. 15 J/cm2 for 620-nm, 90-fs pulses. The fivefold
accomplished as described above. As an additional nor- higher value can be attributed to the requirement for
malization, each spot was probed twice: first without, simultaneous absorption of at least three 2.0-eV photons
then with the pump, accomplished by blocking, then to cross the indirect energy gap Eý of 5.48 eV in dia-
transmitting alternate pump pulses with an electronically mond.2' Self-reflectivity and transmission measurements
controlled shutter. The difference between these two sig- presented below indeed confirm that strongly nonlinear
nals, each separately normalized to the reference photo- absorption is present at fluences just below F, although
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the final surface temperature Tf is therefore difficult to terial has been lifted off the surface. The depths increase

co. apute accurately because a depends strongly on the monotonically with increasing fluence, approaching 1000

pulse energy and intensity profile. A at 12 F,. In silicon, on the other hand, measurable
Figure 1 presents measurements of the average damage craters are observed only for F > 2.5F,,, and increase in

spot radius as a function of the fluence of a normally in- depth up to about 6 F,,. At fluences above about IOFo in
cident 90-fs pump pulse focused to a spot radius of 30 /um silicon, surface mounds appear, which may be caused by
on HOPG, or 15 pm on diamond. At Fm,, a small dam- freezing of the molten silicon after being subjected to hy-
age spot (only a few microns in radius) appears in the drodynamic shock from the laser pulse.3 1 The higher
center of the irradiated area. For F > Fmo, the damage ra- threshold for crater formation in silicon can be attributed

dius increases, at first rapidly, then more slowly with in- quantitatively 2
1 to the additional energy required to heat

creasing fluence. For thermal melting by a pulse with the stable liquid to the vaporization temperature, and to

Gaussian spatial profile F =Foexp( -r 2 /po), the damage provide the latent heat of vaporization. Thus for
spot radius should increase with fluence as33 "dam F> 2.15F, the liquid is above the vaporization tempera-

=po[ln(Fo/Fm )]1/2, which is the fraction of the pulse turf. Most carbon phase diagrams,7 on the other hand,

cross-sectional profile in which F > Fm. The curves show that the liquid phase exists in equilibrium only at

through the data points in Fig. I are fits of this formula pressures above 100 atm, and is thus thermodynamically

to the measured damage radii using po= 30 pm (HOPG) unstable at atmospheric pressure, where it tends to sub-

or 15 pm (diamond), which agree with the independently lime. Consequently, material loss to vaporization is ex-

measured pump spot radius. From Fig. I we can deter- pected as soon as the liquid phase is formed at F,. With

mine that for F > 0.4 J/cm2 (HOPG) or 1.5 J/cm 2 (dia- femtosecond excitation at F > F, material loss is prob-
mond), the damage spot encloses > 95% of the energy of ably enhanced compared to longer pulsed excitation, be-
a Gaussian profile probe pulse focused as described cause of the initially elevated pressure (see Sec. IV).

above. However, below this fluence, any fluence depen-
dence to the probe reflectivity must be attributed partly

to the changing size of the melted region. 2.0 F'b (a) ;RAPKI'|E

Figures 2(ai and 2(b) present measured depth profiles .
across the center of representative damage spots induced ". .

by 90-fs, 620-nm pulses in HOPG and silicon, respective- -' . "
ly. Profiles of regions irradiated below Fm show no evi- ."v'

dence of craters in either material. At 2.0 Fm (0.26 7 4.0 " -.

Ji/cm 2 ) in HOPG, a typical crater with a depth of - 300 -

Ak is shown. In silicon, although amorphization, a signa- 0 z0 40
ture of prior melting and rapid recrystallization, is clearly
seen under a microscope in the irradiated region,33 the

depth profile still shows insignificant cratering at 2.0 Fm (b) SIt.ION

(0.2 i/cm2 '. At 4.0 F,,,, a typically deeper and wider 2 ,.
crater is shown for HOPG, whereas the crater shown for T..
silicon at 5.0 F,,, is still small by comparison. The plot of 5.0 Ftb

average crater depth versus fluence (normalized to Fm ) in
Fig. 2(c) summarizes measurements of numerous damage
spots in HOPG (filled squares) and silicon (open squares).

For HOPG, measurable craters are observed at all 20 .30 40

fluences above the damage threshold, indicating that ma-
HORIZONTAl. DISTANCSE qi~m)

1.Oo" 500

.40 Si
40a 0

SS00 .. ".---- "---.. ItOlP4;

0 -1000 . .

0 t 2 3 0 5 10 15
FLLENCE(J/cm2) Normalixed Fluence IlIF.,)

FIG. 1. Acrage radius of damaged area as a function of FIG. 2. Depth profiles of representative damage craters on

pump fluence for HOPG (solid squares) and diamond (open (a) HOPG and (b) silicon for two fluences F above the critical

squares) after photoexcitation by 90-fs, 620-nm laser pulses fo- melting fluence F_,. (c) Average crater depth as a function of
cused to I/e spot radius of 30,um ?HOPG) or 7.5 pm (diamond). F/F,, for HOPG (solid squares) and silicon (open squares).
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B. Self-reflectivity and transmission three-photon absorption model'' yields a three-photon
absorption coefficient y-25 cm 3 /TW 2, although the

1. Graphite data is not sufficiently accurate to rule out the simultane-
ous presence of higher order absorption nonlineraities.Figure 3(a) shows the near-normal incidence self- Precisely at F,, self-reflectivity begins to increase sharp-

reflectivity of the central part of the profile of 620-nm,
90-fs pulses from HOPG as a function of fluence normal- ly, just as observed in HOPG, while self-transmissionis continues to decrease.
ized to F,,. Below F., the measured self-reflectivity is The precise correlation between the self-reflectivity in-
fluence independent and indistinguishable from the valueof 03 masurd fr unxcied OPG.Preisel atFm, crease and the damage threshold in both samples suggests
of 0.3 measured for unexcited HOPG. Precisely at Fm,, that the increase is caused by the initial dynamics of the
however, self-reflectivity begins to rise, reaching a values t in cess ic cureduringthe pumpus asmelting process which occur during the pump pulse, as
above 0.5 at 20F,,. This result contrasts with the self- discussed further in Sec. IV. Measurements of the related
reflectivity response observed by Malvezzi et at.8 using process of two-photon absorption of 4.0-eV femtosecond
532-nm, 20-ps pulses. where self-reflectivity decreases pulses in diamond have been presented elsewhere. 34
above F,,.

C. Femtosecond pump-probe measurements

2. Diamond
I. Graphite

Figure 3(b) shows the self-reflectivity (R) and self-
transmission (T) of near-normally incident 620-nm, 90-fs a. 620-nm wavelength probe, the first 25 ps. Figure 4
pulses in diamond as a function of normalized fluence. In presents the time-resolved reflectivity of 620-nm probe
this case the entire reflected and transmitted pulse ener- pulses from HOPG for the first 25 ps following excitation
gies were monitored, and the plotted R and T values in- above F,. as the pump fluence increase- from 0.5 J/cm2

elude the fraction of pulse energy which was multiply to 20 J/cm'. This time interval is long enough to show
reflected between the faces of the 250-pm-thick sample. all of the major features of the reflectivity response with
At very low fluen,.es 1F <0.01F,) , R + T = 1, signifying relatively coarse time resolution. Beyond At =25 ps, the
the absence of absorption. In the range 0.0IF.. < F < F, visible reflectivity remains nearly constant for approxi-
R remains nearly fluence independent, while T drops mately a nanosecond, as also observed by Malvezzi
sharply to less than T of its low fluence value, a clear sig- et al.'
nature of multiphoton absorption. A fit of the data to a Figure 41a) shows three reflectivity responses corre-

sponding to a common pump fluence (F=0.5 J/cm2 ),
but to three different probe polarizations: s polarized at

0.8 0=50', near normal incidence, and p polarized at 0 50'.

0.7 1a HOP( The measured reflectivities for At <0 agree with Fresnel
equation predictions when the published optical con-

0.6 g stants 2 ' n =2.6, k =1.5 for unexcited graphite at 620 nm
are used. For At >0, the inequality R,(0=50')•" 0.5

VA >RP(O= l0)>RP(0=50') is maintained at all time de-
•= 0.4 *lays. At At =0, reflectivity increases sharply with a pulse

0.3 *, % * width limited rise time to a value roughly 50% higher
0 "m than the initial value. There is a slight "overshoot" in

0.2 " 0 1 2 the reflectivity, evident as only a single data point on this
-z I og/Fd coarse time scale, which recovers in a fraction of a pi-

fiDmncosecond. There follows a slower decay to the initial
ft Dvalue in -8 ps, then a continuing drop to a final steady

.i o.8 state value in 20 to 40 ps. From the three measured
30 reflectivities, the complex index of refraction n +ik can
0.6 C 000 T0.6 T be determined uniquely at any time delay from Fresnel's

00 equations, provided that the surface is assumed to remain*• 0.4 0
0.4 • perfectly discrete. Thus at 0.3 ps < At < I ps, we obtain

" 3• i m • • m •n = 1. 35, k = 1.93, showing increased metallic character.
R0.2 s o At time delays greater than several picoseconds, howev-

0
0.0 , 1 er, the assumption of a discrete interface may no longer

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 be valid, as discussed further in Sec. IV.
!O?.dFIFi Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the reflectivity response

probed at near normal incidence at progressively higher
FIG. 3. (a) Self-reflect|iity of 90-fs, 620-nm pulses normally pump fluences of 2.0 and 3.9 J/cm2 , respectively. Again

incident on HOPG as a function of fluence F normalized to the reflectivity increases sharply at At =0, reaching a max-
critical melting fluenxe F_. (b) Fluence dependent self- imum value which increases slightly with pump fluence.
reflectivity and transmission of 90-fs, 62G.nm pulses normally The subsequent drop in reflectivity depends strongly on
incident on diamond pump fluence. The reflectivity decays more rapidly, an,!
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the final reflectivity value becomes smaller, as pump melting and vaporization fluences, whereas in HOPG, the
fluence increases. This trend continues at higher decay is observed at all fluences F>F,,,. Thus the
fluences, as shown by the oblique incidence probe reflectivity decay correlates with the appearance of dam-
reflectivity data at 20 Jcm" pump fluence in Fig. 4(di age craters described above, suggesting that hydro-
(data for a near normally incident probe is not shown in dynamic surface expansion causes the reflectivity decay.
this figure). The general pattern of a sharp reflecti,,ity in- It is helpful to fit the observed reflectivity responses in
crease followed by a slower, but fluence-dependent de- Figs. 4(a)-4?d) phenomenologically to a function R (At),
crease closely resembles the reflectivity response of sil- which convolves a single exponential response function
icon 2

1,
2
8 when melted by femtosecond pulses above the r(l)u exp[ -t -- t'i/r-.1--C with the temporal intensit)

vaporization fluence F>2. 5F,, -0.25 Ji/cm-. The main envelopes Pr, Pum(t) and ps,,ý., ,t of the pump and the
difference is that in silicon the reflectivity decay is not ob- probe pulses:
served for pump fluences F,, <F <2 25F,, between the A .t'

0.6
�* a•) F=0.5J/cm2 r.. is the relaxation time constant, and the modified base-

d .line C represents the final reflectivity value The piump

0.4 ' s S and probe intensity envelopes are conveniently represent-
" , * ,ed as sechii . . Examples of fits to Eq. ,2., using the

"2measured pul,. :width % - 4) fs. are shosn b, the cures
0.2 ,.,.upr:-;-,posed on the data in Figs. 4tb) and 41c! where

"P'i50 0) time constants 7 =( and 4 ps, respectively, were used.

0.0 1 Fits of equal quality are obtained for other fluences. In

Fig. 5 these decay time constants obtained in the same

Ib? =2.0 J'cmI manner from femtosecond reflectivitv data on silicon
0.4 photoexcited at F > 0,25 Ji/cm are also plotted solid cir-

Jlest. For similar fluences, similar time constants are ob-
0.3 tamed in HOPG and silicon. The solid line is a iheoreti-

cal curve which predicts a characteristic time constant
0.2 for hydrodynamic surface expansion, which decreases

.20" p% .,.... with laser fluence in a manner very similar to -,.. This
o0.1 rcs(Auti , model is discussed further in Sec. IV.

- Equation (2) can also be used to calculate the
S0.4 1 i=3.9JkCm reflectivity response R 1 t which would be observed in

go an experiment with longer pump and probe pulses. The
0.3 • • grey-tone curves in Figs. 4(h) and 4({i were obtained us-

0.2 ing the same response function r ( ( , but 7" = 20 ps. corre-
sponding to the pulse duration used by Malvezzi et a/.'

0.1 - ..... Clearly the initial reflectivity increase cannot be observed
.resoution at all with this time resolution, In addition, the fluence

0.0 dependence of the reflectivity drop is largely masked.

Id I F=20 J/cm2 Consequently the calculated response shows only a
0.6

0.4 IN'=

0.2"

20
0.0

-5 o 5 10 Is 20 25

TIME IWIAYpst i.

FIG. 4. Fertosecond time-resolted reflectivity of HOPG.
fai Excitation at pump fluence F =0.5 J/cm, probe at 620 nm, -0,

ii In i5 20 25comparing 50* incident an,,e ý and p polarized reflectivity, and X
near-norma' incidence reflectivity. hi Near-normal incidence lI..',E.( VI. J,1
620-nm reflectivitk at F ý2.0 J/cm'; dashed line shows convo-
lution of data with 20-p,; pump and probe pulses. c, Same with FIG. 5. Fluence dependence of the decay time constant of
F 3 9 J/cru,. idi Excitation at 20 1icm:, probe at 620 nm, the reflectivity response of HOPG 'open circle%) and silicon
comparing 50( incident angle - and p polarized retlectivity. ,,ohid circles,. The solid line is a theoretical fit to a F
Vertical scales on all panels denote absolute reflecti•ix. dependence, as discussed in hIe text
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m3notonic reflectivity drop following photoexcitation, at the surface. Consequently resonance absorption selec-
consistent with the picosecond data of Malvezzi et al. 8 tively attenuates p-polarized light.3 5 Similar effects have

One additional feature of the Fig. 4 data is noteworthy. been observed and analyzed by Milchberg et al. 36 Since
Maximum s-polarized reflectivity, observed at At - I ps, s- and p-polarized reflectivity increase about equally at
increases form 0.58 at 0.5 J/cm2 [Fig. 4(a)] to 0.69 at 20 lower fluences [e.g., Fig. 4(a)], however, we can assume
J/cm 2 [Fig. 4(d)], a trend also observed in normal in- that the surface is discrete at early time delays.
cidence reflectivity. Maximum p-polarized reflectivity, b. 620-nm probe wavelength, the first picosecond. Fine
on the other hand, decreases from 0.3 (0.5 J/cm2 ) to 0.26 time-scale data over the first picosecond documents the
(20 j/cm 2). The selective suppression of p-polarized initial stage of photoexcitation and melting dynamics.
reflectivity at such a high fluence as 20 J/cm2 probably Figure 6 shows the first picosecond of the reflectivity
results from a significant degree of ionization, and the response probed at near-normal incidence as the pump
formation of a short scale length plasma density gradient fluence is varied from 0.033 to 3.9 J/cm2 . Just below the

threshold [F =0.033 J/cm2, Fig. 2(a)], a small decrease in
reflectivity is observed during the pump pulse, which re-
covers in - 200 fs. This response is caused by the genera-
tion, relaxation, and recombination of an electron-hole

0.33 (a) F 0.033 J/cal plasma, and is in good quantitative agreement with the

0.31 extensive reflectivity measurements below Fm reported by
Seibert et al. 23 When the pump fluence is increased to0.29 • exactly 0.13 i/cm2, a nearly flat response is seen, as

0.27 shown in Fig. 2(b). As soon as the fluence is increased
0.25 --- above Fm, a sharp reflectivity increase is observed
0.33 (b)•F0.13 J/cn? [F =0.25 J/cm2, Fig. 2(c)], followed by a fast ( -200 fs)

recovery and a small residual reflectivity increase, which
persists for over 10 ps. For the data in Figs. 2(bj and 2(c,

0.29 ,the damage spots were smaller than the probe spot. Con-
0.27- sequently, the measured response averages the actual
0.2S , .response below and above F,, to some extent. At higher

tc)F= 0.25J/ca" fluences, however, essentially the entire probe pulse sees
0.33 material excited above F,,,. At F=0.7 i/cm2 and 1.3
0.31 Ji/cm 2 [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)), the fast transient is still evi-

dent, but the persistent reflectivity component increasesS0.27 sharply in magnitude to over 0.4. At still higher pump-- 0.27 - 2
02 fluence [F=3.9 J/cm2 , Fig. 2(f)], the fast transient is no
0.25 , , ,longer evident, and a slight further increase to R -0.5

,.drI ld) F =0.7 J/cmzS0.5 occurs."05 Two important features of the initial reflectivity

0.4 response above F,,, are noteworthy. First, the rise times
0.3 __ _ of reflectivity signals in Figs. 6(c)-6(e) are all pulse width0.3 limited. This contrasts with a resolvable delay of - 200

0.2 fs in the rise time of the reflectivity of sib :on when pho-
t(e F : 1.3 J/cra toexcited just above F,,,. 22 This comparison suggests that

0.5 the initial response of HOPG above F,,, is caused by an
0.4 overdense electron-hole plasma, which rapidly equili-

brates, whereas the electron-hole plasma in silicon fails to
0.3 reach critical density just above F,,,, yielding a response
0.2 time governed by the melting dynamics. Second, the fast

0 () F= 3.9 J/c transient observed above F,,, though opposite in sign. re-
0,,5 covers on the same time scale as the transient observed

below F, (Fig. 6(a) and Ref. 231. This comparison sug-
gests that the former, like the latter, 2- is also caused by

0.3 _equilibration of hot electrons with the lattice, as dis-
cussed further in Sec. IV.

-1.0 -.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 c. Other probe wavelengths. A reflectivity spectrum
over as wide a range of wavelengths as possible is ke. to

TIME I)EIAY(pst modeling the underlying electronic structure of liquid

FIG. 6. The first picosecond of the time-resolved reflectivity carbon. Figure 7 shows the time-resolved reflectivity of

response of HOPG probed by 90-fs, 620-nm pulses at near nor- 310-nm, probe pulses from HOPG following excitation

ma) incidence. wai Excitation at pump fluence F below critical below F,,, [Fig. 7(a)) and at two fluences above F, [Figs.
melting fluence F,,; 1bh F = F,,,; (ci) f4 increasing fluences above 7(b) and 7(c)]. The response differs substantially from
F- Vertical scales deno)te absoluwe reflectisity. that at 620 nm. Folioving sample excitation at 0 f
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'Fig. 7(a)], ultraviolet reflectivity first decreases for the reflectivity drops more rapidly, and t1 a lower final value.
first 100 fs, then recovers within 2 ps to a steady-state the same trend% observed with the 620-nm, probe. In ad-
value 4% higher that the initial reflectivity, which per- dition, w, hen the pump fluence is increased to 4 Ji/cm,, a
sists for -500 ps. A detailed interpretation of this slight tran-lent reflectivity increase tbarely above the
response has been presented elsewhere.': The initial de- noise levelb is observed during the first - 0. 5 ps, as shown
crease is caused by the rapid generation and energy relax- on the magnified scale of Fig. 7(b. This transient evolves
ation of electrons and holes, while the slowly rising on approximatek the same time scale as the reflectivirt
reflectivity is caused by the thermal renormalization of transients shown in Fies. 6(a)-blei and 7 ta3) We attribute
the graphite Tr energy bands, "; and provides a measure of this to the initially nonequilibrium electron-hole plasma
the time required for full electron-lattice equilibration, which at this fluence has become sufficiently dense to be
The ultraviolet reflectivity response above F,, differs detected at 310 nm.
significantly from the response when excited below F,,,, Figure ?, shows fluence dependent reflectisity measure-
providing further evidence that an irreversible phase ments made at fixed time delays of 0.7 and 20 ps, using a
transition occurs at F,,. At F =0.7 J/cm2 , no reflectivity white light continuum probe, where wavelengths of 550
increase whatsoever is observed with the ultraviolet nm [Fig. 8(a)), 620 nm [Fig. 81b)), and 700 nm [Fig. 8fciJ
probe, in sharp contrast to the 620-nm, probe [Figs. 4(a) were selected for detection. A delay of 0.7 ps probes the
and 6(d)]. Instead, reflectivity remains unchanged for the high reflectivity portion of the eolution after the initial
first picosecond, then monotonically decreases within 20 transient 200-fs features, while a delay of 20 ps probes the
ps to a steady-state value (R =0.05), which persists for at approach to a low steady-state reflectivity. In both cases.
least 300 ps. When pump fluence is increased, the no change in reflectivity occurs until the critical melting

threshold is reached. At Ai -- 0.7 ps, the reflectiity be-
gins to rise precisely at the critical melting fluence at ll
probe %aelengths. reaching a final value of - I.SR,; at

(a) E"=00131cm 2 10F-_,,,. In addition, the reflectivity scales equalk with

0.301
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fluence in each case. Spot size effects contribute to the shown in Fig. 9(b, Transmission decreases abruptly at

increasing magnitude of the reflectivity in the fluence At =0 from its unexcited value (0.7) to less than 0.2. On

range F• <F < 3F,. Above 3F,, however, the increas- the time scale (25 ps) on which reflectivity undergoes

ing reflectivity is caused entirely by changing properties large changes, no further change in transmission is ob-

of the material as its temperature increases. The scale at served. The slightly higher final transmission value at

the top of Fig. 8(a) gives a rough estimate i ±50%) of 3F,, results from the probe spot being slightly larger than

sample temperature at At =0.7 ps derived by an exten- the damage spot. A similar transmission response is ob-

sion of Eq. (1), as discussed further in Sec. IV. At a given served with silicon-on-sapphire upon melting with a fem-

fluence (temperature) reflectivity is slightly higher at tosecond pulse.

longer wavelengths. At At =20 ps, for all wavelengths,
the reflectivity drops below the background HOPG value
precisely at the critical melting fluence, and decreases
monotonically with fluence. A very slight rise in
reflectivity is observed below the critical melting fluence 0.9 F 0.63i
at 620 nm, as observed in previous studies23 below Fm, a

and is related to electron-hole carrier generation. 0.6
U •*g • g

2. Diamond 0.3

Below F, very different femtosecond responses are ex- 0.0 ' I 0.0
pected in graphite and diamond, because of the very Z. aby F>F
different electronic band structures. Above F, however, 1
we expect to measure similar optical properties, if the
two samples melt and equilibrate to a common liquid 0.4 a 2.05lkm2
phase on the time scale of the measurements. 3.1JiemI

Figure 9 shows the time-resolved reflectivity and
transmission of 620-nm probe pulses from diamond fol- 0a one g .•m e*•

lowing excitation just below F, [Fig. 9 (a)] and well above , , o a ,
F, [Figs. 9(b) and 9(c)]. For these measurements, the 0.0 I I

probe is incideia at a large enough angle (- 20*) that the fc F>M

front surface reflection has been spatially separated from 0.3

the back surface reflection. Below F,, [Fig. 9(a)], no _

change in front surface reflectivity was detectable. How- Q 0.2 *

ever, transmission drops to 0.45 immediately upon pho-
toexcitation. with negligible recovery over tens of pi- m en* *

coseconds. We believe this response to be free carrier ab- goose 86,6
sorption in an electron-hole plasma generated by three- 0.0

photon absorption. The recovery rate is severely limited -s 5 15 25

compared to graphite because of the large energy gap Tint [Ma fps)
which separates electrons and holes following their relax-
ation to band edges. Above Fm, we observe on a coarse

time scale [Fig. 9(c)] a reflectivity response qualitatively 0.5

very similar to the graphite responses shown in Figs. 4: a (d) F > Fm a

sharp initial increase followed by a slower decay over 0.4 News

10 ps. The lower peak reflectivity value (-0.3) com- -a
pared to HOPG excited at IOF,,( -0.45) is partly an ar- L 0.3
tifact resulting from the coarse time spacing of data
points used to conserve sample area in taking the Fig. ' 0.2

9(c) data. When repeated at the same fluence (F = 9 F, )
with finer time resolution over a shorter time interval 0.1 J I
[Fig. 9(c)), the data indeed show that diamond reflectivity -1.0 -0os 0.0 0.5 1.0
increases from 0.17 to approximately 0.4, very close to, Timelnelayfps)
although still slightly lower than, the value observed with
HOPG. This small discrepancy may be a real difference FIG. 9. Femtosecond time-resolved front surface reflectivity
in the reflectivity of the liquid phases, perhaps because (R) and transmission (T) of diamond, probed at near normal in-

the liquid initially retains the higher density of diamond cidence by 904-, 620 nm pulses. (a) Pump fluence F 0> 6F,,:
(3.5 g/cm) compared to graphite (2.2 g/cm-). b) Tat F=--3F,_ tsolid squares) and 6F,, lopen squares); (c R at

The corresponding transmission response of diamond F r<9F,• on coarse time scale; ýd) detail of first picosecond of
excited at 3 F,,, solid squares) and 6F,, (open squares) is reflectivity response at F - 9!,ý
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IV. DISCUSSION time scale. On the contrary, recent molecular dynamics
simulations of the liquid state of carbon6 show that the

A. Hydrodynamic surface expansion liquid reaches steady state structural and electronic prop-
erties within - I ps of heating to the melting tempera-

In order to obtain meaningful optical data on the liquid ture.
phase, it is critical to collect data before surface optical In order to reconcile the observation of a strong
properties deteriorate because of hydrodynamic expan- reflectivity decrease within - 10 ps with the very small
sion. Femtosecond experiments remove all ambiguity evaporation rate expected&' " at F <5F,,,, we must recon-
that the surface can be probed before the surface expands sider the microscopic mechanism for the reflectivity de-
significantly. The consistent observation of an early crease. The "evaporation" model described in Refs. 8
reflectivity increase (unresolvable in ps experiments8 ) fol- and 37 in the context of ps irradiation depicts the escape
lowed by a fluence dependent decrease is therefore simply of individual atoms from the liquid to form an absorptive
and naturally explained as initial creation of a highly vapor above the liquid surface, which is assumed to re-
reflective condensed phase, which is subsequently ob- tain an atomically sharp interface. Indeed optical ab-
scured by surface expansion. Indeed there is general sorption from the expected vapor density at 4t - 10 ps is
agreement 9.0,37 that at fluences F> 5F, ablation attenu- clearly inadequate to account for the observed reflectivity
ates surface reflectivity within several picoseconds of decrease at F < 5F,,. On the other hand, recent studies of
photoexcitation. metal surfaces irradiated by intense, femtosecond

Nevertheless, some authors8
. 37 have argued that during pulses3

5.
3
t show that strong reflectivity decreases within a

a 20-ps melting pulse in the limited fluence range few picoseconds are caused by hydrodynamic expansion
F, < F < 5F, insufficient material can evaporate to of the surface as a whole, because of the high transient
affect surface reflectivity significantly, and that reduced pressure created by femtosecond irradiation (Sec. III C
reflectivity in this fluence range must therefore be as- below). The initially atomically abrupt interface develops
cribed to intrinsic (electrically insulating) properties of a short scale length density gradient shortly following ex-
the condensed surface. Analogously, in our previous pa- citation, similar to the hydrodynamic expansion of a sur-
per.10 we did not rule out the possibility that the delayed face experiencing a strong shock wave."• When the gra-
reflectivity decrease for Fm < F < 5F,, observed in fs ex- dient scale length L approaches a significant fraction of
periments could be caused by a delayed metal-to- an optical wavelength k, surface reflectivity can no longer
insulator transition within the liquid, which maintained a be described by Fresnel's equations, which are based on
discrete, unobscured interface, boundary conditions for an abrupt interface, but instead

Several cogent arguments can now be advanced against requires numerical treatment via the Helmholtz wave
this interpretation of the fs experiments. First, if the equation.3 h Typical calculations 35

,3
6  show strong

reflectivity decrease corresponded to an unobscured insu- reflectivity decreases for L > 0.2,k, with complicated
lating material developing, a transmission recovery on dependence on polarization, wavelength, material, and
the same time scale as the reflectivity decrease would be the precise form of the density gradient.
expected. Yet no such recovery is observed in the dia- In order to estimate the time r for such a density gra-
mond transmission measurements at any pump fluence dient to form under our experimental conditions, we use
[Fig. 9(b)]. Instead transmission drops sharply upon pho- the expression for hydrodynamic expansion velocity of a
toexcitation to a value which remains constant for over surface experiencing a strong shock wave:lh

25 ps. On the other hand, this pattern is consistent with Zk
the early formation of a glossy, reflective liquid and sub- (v )= 2(3)
sequent surface expansion. Such transmission measure- y- -M
ments were not available in the previous report on graph-
ite.'( Second, the careful damage morphology analysis where (v is the average particle velocity in the normal
now shows that delayed reflectivity decrcases following fs direction, = C,, = IC,, is the ratio of electronic heat capa-
melting in both graphite and silicon are precisely correlat- cities at constant pressure and volume, Z is the effective
ed with appearance of a damage crater, and thus with re- ion charge, T is the surface (electron) temperature, and M
moval of material from the surface at some time after ir- is the mass of a carbon atom. Estimatin4 y - 1.6 and
radiation. Specifically, in silicon, damage craters and de- Z -4 for carbon at high temperatures,- we obtain
layed reflectivity decreases 2' both are observed only for (v)-2[kjT(eV)J'' 2 X106 cm/s, close to the speed of
F>2.5F,,, the fluence required to heat the liquid to the sound. To a fair approximation, knT-'0.5 eV at F =F,,,.
boiling temperature and provide the latent heat of vapori- and kR T - F at higher fluences. Thus at F = 4F,,, for ex-
zation. correspondingly in graphite, damage craters and a ample, a scale length L =0.5.= 310 nm develops in a
delayed reflectivity increase both occur for F > F,,,, sug- time r-,=L/( (' ) - 10 ps, consistent with the time scale of
gesting that liquid carbon spontaneously ablates at at- the reflectivity decrease in Fig. 41a). To obtain a fit to the
mospheric pressure. Third, the time constants of the fluence dependence of the exponential decay constants 7
reflectivity decrease (Fig. 5), have nearly the same values plotted in Fig. 5, we assume that surface reflectivity is re-
and fluence dependence for femtosecond-irradiated car- duced by e ' when an L develops over a fraction
bon and silicon, suggesting a common ablative mecha- 0. 1 <f < I of the probe wavelength X,, where f can be
nism. Finally, no theoretical basis exists for structural or treated as a fitting parameter which depends on polariza-
electronic equilibration within the liquid on a 10-30-ps tion. wavelength, material, and the form of the densiy'
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gradient. The time for the necessary gradient to form is temperature within I ps.

then r=fX/(v). As the fluence (and therefore T) in- Third, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the

creases, (v ) increases as (kBT)1/ 2 , resulting in a reduced liquid state of carbon by Galli et al.' show that structur-

gradient formation time. The solid (graphite) and dashed al equilibration is also very rapid: the structural and

(silicon) theoretical curves in Fig. 5 are fits to the data ob- electronic properties of an initial amorphous carbon

tained using f =0.6 (graphite) or 0.15 (silicon), corre- structure heated to 5000 K in the electronic ground state

sponding to L = 3720 A (graphite) or 930 A. (silicon). reach a steady-state liquid structure in well under I ps.

Thus both the magnitude and fluence dependence of Simulations which begin by heating a crystalline graphite

the reflectivity decay time constant r in both silicon and or diamond structure might yield a somewhat longer

graphite (Fig. 5) are consistent with the one-dimensional equilibration time, and would be of great interest in inter-

expansion rate of condensed material surface into a vacu- preting femtosecond experiments. Nevertheless our ob-

um after being pressurized and heated by the absorption servation of very similar subpicosecond reflectivity evolu-

of a femtosecond pump pulse. Significantly, the fluence tion of graphite and diamond samples excited at F > F,

dependence of r for both Fm < F < 5F, and F > 5Fm fit [Figs. 6 and 9(c)] strongly suggests that both have equili-

naturally to a single model, further confirming that the brated to a common liquid phase at At - 1 ps.

delayed reflectivity decreases in both fluence ranges of fs Finally, in a well-studied material as silicon, subpi-

excitation are caused by a common mechanism of surface cosecond reflectivity transients are also observed, 28 but

hydrodynamic expansion. Thus if the influence of hydro- reach steady-state values within I ps 21 ' 22 which are fully

dynamic expansion is to be ruled out unambiguously, the consistent with the independently measured optical prop-

optical properties of a condensed phase driven to elevated erties of fully equilibrated, over-melted silicon-25.4  In

temperature and pressure by a femtosecond pulse must be fact, femtosecond and picosecond experiments at

probed within a critical time window of no more than a F,,, <F <2.5F,, show a constant reflectivity for 0.5

few picoseconds. ps < At < I ns or more.2 1 .2 5 Femtosecond surface second
harmonic measurements 22 show that long-range crystal-

B. Electron-lattice and structural equilibration line order is lost in 0.5 ps. demonstrating that the mea-
sured reflectivity is indeed that of a liquid phase.

A key question then becomes: to what extent has the Available evidence thus supports the conclusion that
photoexcited carbon equilibrated within the available optical properties probed at At - I ps are those of a liquid
time window? Several lines of evidence suggest that elec- state of carbon with substantially equilibrated electron
tron and lattice temperatures substantially equilibrate and lattice subsystems. At very high fluences F>>F,,,.
within - 1 ps following photoexcitation of the carbon the term "solid density plasma" 35.3. may be more ap-
sample. First, femtosecond spectroscopy of graphite ex- propriate than "liquid," in recognition of the higher ion-
cited below Fm shows23 that photoexcited carriers relax ization states3') which accompany higher temperature and
almost completely within 1 ps. The graphite lattice tem- pressure conditions. However, there is no sharp demar-
perature is measured directly by the rising UV reflectivity cation between the two regimes, and both may be encom-
response in Fig. 7Wa), 23 which confirms that, below F,,,, passed by the term "fluid."
the lattice reaches its maximum temperature within 2 ps,
and has nearly reached the maximum within I ps. Simi- C. Temperature and pressure following femtosecond excitation
lar or shorter electron-lattice equilibration times have
been measured for many metals. 4°1 As the lattice melts, For F>F,,, the quasiequilibrium temperature Tf of

the increased disorder should further accelerate the liquid established by At-I ps can, in principle, be

electron-lattice equilibration, as observed, for example, in calculated by a generalization of Eq. (1) which takes into

comparisons of carrier lifetimes in crystalline, 4 1 amor- account variations in the absorption coefficient aWt) dur-

phous,42 and liquid 25 silicon, ing the pump pulse, and the heat capacity Chquwd(TI of

Second, the subpicosecond reflectivity transient ob- the liquid phase. In practice, the variations in a0) are

served upon photoexciting graphite above F,, [Figs. quite complicated and C1 quw (T) can only be estimated.

6(b)-6(e) and 7(c)] recovers on a similar time scale to the thus precluding any more than -.- rough estimate of T, of

transient below F,,,. In our previous paper,"0 we showed the liquid. The significant saturation (decrease in a)

that this reflectivity "overshoot" at 620-nm, probe wave- which occurs at fluences approaching F, for HOPG has

length [Figs. 6(b)-6(e)] is explained by the instantaneous already been noted. On the other hand, above F,, the

generation of an overdense electron-hole plasma onset of melting and mctallic properties probably in-

(N,..h > 1022 cm 1) upon photoexciting HOPG at F-" F,. creases a later in the pump pulse. Thus as a compromise

With an ultraviolet probe [Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)], higher the linear absorption depth a I=300 X of HOPG pro-

pump fluence ( - lOF') and carrier density vides an approximate basis for estimating T1. On the

(Nw,. > 4 X l0 cm ' is required to see this overshoot, as short time scale of At - I ps, volume expansion can be

expected from the Drude dielectric function,I° and neglected (p=p,= 2 .2 5 g/cml for HOPG), and the heat

confirms the interpretation of the overshoot as a short- capacity C,. at constant volume should be used. The

lived electron hole plasma. The common subpicosecond specific heat (3/2)Nkn of a classical monatomic gas pro-

recovery time of these reflectivity transients both below vides a basis for estimating for Chq,,d) T). Internal vibra-

and above F,, supports the interpretation that electron tional modes in the liquid would, of course, increase th,.

and lattice subsystems equilibrate to nearly a common %aluC toward the Dulong-Pctit value of 3NkR. The r1,!
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sured pump self-reflectivities R (F.) in Fig. 3(a) can be tially pressurized material. Rothenberg45 has measured
used directly in Eq. ,l1. Combining these approxima- such a pressure release time in picosecond-irradiated
tions, the temperature estimates on the upper horizontal solid silicon using time-resolved photothermal deflection
axis of Fig. 8 were obtained, and indicate that tempera- spectroscopy.
tures as high as 100000 K can be reached under our ex-
perimental conditions. The expected accuracy of this V. DRUDE DIELECTRIC FUNCTION
scale, however, is no better than ±50% in view of the OF LIQUID CARBON
above approximations.When the sample is heated and probed on a time scale We now analyze in detail the measured optical proper-shorter than the characteristic time for thermal expan- ties of the fluid state. This analysis is compared directly

shotertha th chraceritictim fo thrma exan- to optical properties predicted by molecular dynamicssion, transient pressure exists because the sample is iner- tomoptioa n to predictrical meauredynaoic
tially confined to a constant volume. The magnitude of simulations, and to pulsed electrical measurements of dc
the pressure depends on the degree of equilibration conductivity of liquid carbon.withn te pono sytem As n uperlimt wichas- The dielectric function of most liquid metals is well de-within the phonon system. As an upper limit which as- sciebyaDu fnto:4

sumes an equilibrated phonon system, the pressure p of a scribed by a Drude function:•
solid heated to kg T < 10 eV (assuming Te = Ti = T) at the (O2 P
constant density p, of the low temperature solid is deter- () iE2f + + . (4)

mined primarily by anharmonic ionic motion, and is de- I +wY W(1+co2s2)
scribed by the approximate formula p-p,-3NykRT, Success in fitting the optical properties of the related
where y is the Gruneisen parameter." More precisely, column IV liquid metals Si,25' 43 Ge,47 and Sn,47 with this
total pressure p also includes contributions from model especially motivates its application to liquid car-
Thomas-Fermi electron pressure, and a correction for bon. Usually the polarizability Ic, ) and residual inter-
chemical bonding, but for kB T < 10 eV and p-p, the band absorption (e,,.) of the ionic cores can be neglected
ionic contribution p, strongly dominates." The dashed (cj,, = 1, c,, =0), leaving the free electron plasma fre-
cur'es in Fig. 10 plot P,on(T) for liquid carbon for fixed quency to• =4-,rne 2/M (n, =electron density, m =free
densities corresponding to graphite (2.25 g/cm3) or dia- electron mass) and relaxation time 7 as the dominant pa-
mond (3,5 g/cm 3). The solid curves show p (T) corrected rameters which determine surface reflectivity. We shall
for the electronic and bonding contributions [derived follow this simplifying assumption initially, then later ex-
from Eqs. (81) and (1061 of Ref. 44]. For completeness, amine the effect of introducing finite core dielectric pa-
the curves have been extended to T < T,,,, using the cor- rameters. Full determination of the Drude parameters
responding expression for Pion(p, T) for a high tempera- w.o and r requires at least two independent measurements;
ture solid [Eq. 34(b) of Ref. 44]. Figure 10 shows that measurements at steep incidence angle usually provide
transient pressures of approximately I megabar can exist the greatest precision in determining e(w). Our measure-
at T > T,. The time scale -r,, for release of the pressure ments can be summarized in two categories: (1) the nor-
is estimated from the ratio of the heated (absorption) mal incidence reflectivity spectrum R (h0v over the range
depth a I to the speed of sound c,. For HOPG, we esti- 1.77<h.v!<_4.0 eV (see Figs. 6-8) and (2) oblique in-
mate rre7,-a-/c, - 5 ps, using a '1-500 A and c, - 106 cidence (0=50') s- and p-polarized reflectivity at hv=2.0
cm/s. This estimate confirms that solid density, and thus eV [e.g., Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)]. Measurements at At - I ps
elevated pressure, still exist at At -I ps, and simultane- at each of several pump fluences are used for the analysis.
ously supports the argument that the reflectivity decrease Any choice of Drude parameters must be consistent with
observed at At > 5 ps corresponds to the expansion of ini- all measurements for a given pump fluence.

Figure II plots the normal incidence reflectivity spec-
trum at At -I ps for two fluences (large solid squares:
0.5 J/cm2; open squares: 2.0 J/cm2 ), as gleaned from the

-- tont.Y data in Figs. 6-8. This data is compared to the measured
2.0 Ion + Eleoronu reflectivity spectra of solid graphite (solid curve), dia-

. mond (crosses), and liquid silicon (open circles). The
Sp= 3.5 g/ "nmeasured reflectivity decreases monotonically with in-

S1.0 /- - creasing photon energy hv, and equals or exceeds the
reflectivitv of the corresponding solids throughout the

Sp =2.25 Xcmn probed frequency range. At visible frequencies the mea-
sured reflectivity increases with pump fluence up to a

0. ... maximum of about 0.5, although at hv=4.0 eV,
0.0 1.0 2.0) 3.0 reflectivity was independent of fluence within experimen-

ItF.MPE:R,VI•tRI.;4eVI tal error. The first column of Fig. 12 plots the measured

FIG, 10. Effective pressure of carbon sample following con- s- and p-polarized oblique incidence reflectivity at
stant volume heating at density of graphite $2.25 g/cm' or dia- hv=2.0 eV, At - I ps. at F =0.5 J/cm2, compared to the
mond 13.5 g/cm'i, calculated using approximate equation of normal incidence reflectivity at the same probe wave-
state formulas described in Ref. 44. Dashed curves include the length.
dominant ionic contribution onlyý solid curves include both ion- The remaining curves in Figs. 1 and 12 are theoretical
ic and Thomas-Fermi electronic contributions to pressure. models of the reflectivity spectrum, which we now discut,,
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0.8 was used to derive R (w). Alternatively, a nearly identi-
0000000000000 0I-S cal Rwi• was obtained over the frequency range of

0.7 *, our data by fitting Rea(&)) to a Drude function
>4 0.7w/4~-1 1 -iw2 7 , then substituting the resulting best

0.fit Drude parameters it) 3.5X 10 16 s 1 and r=0.67
0.5 O, .I X"l0 " s-1, into the dielectric function Eq. (4) with

00.4 0F I, = 2, =0. Physically, the best fit cop corresponds to
n,, = 3.8 X 1021 cm ( -assuming a free electron mass), very

0.3 graphite close to four times the atomic density n, = 1 X 102' cm

S0.2 +++ + + + + +. + + + + + + corresponding to p=2.26 g/cm3 , implying a nearly qua-

diamond drivalent metal. The best fit r implies a mean-free path
0.1 - ' " l=Vp7=l. 8 A (vr-Fermi velocity =2.6X10 cm/sI,

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 close to the average interatomic spacing n, '/3=2.1 A.

PHOTON ENERGY(eV) The second column of Fig. 12 shows the oblique in-
cidence reflectivity calculated from Fresnel's equations,

FIG. I1. Normal incidence reflectivity spectra of crystalline using the same dielectric function.
diamond (Ref. 27i icrosses): crystalline pyrolytic graphite (Ref. The calculated reflectivity is approximately 50%
26) (solid cure); carbon measured at A4 - I ps after a fern- higher than the observed reflectivity (Figs. II and 12).
tosecond melting of graphite with pulse of0.5 J/cm2 ilarge solid well outside of experimental inaccuracy. We therefore
squares) or 2.0 J/cm- ilarge open squares); liquid carbon calcu- consider possible causes of this significant discrepancy,
lated using Drude parameters 9c =3.5X 10; 1 One possibility is that core dielectric terms must be in-
-=0.25X 10 s (dotted curvel and u.'r =1.6X S t s, cluded along with the best fit Drude parameters. Howes-
r=0.9X: 10 '• s ,dashed curve); liquid carbon calculated frommole9ular dy ashesimurve)aliuion catmosphicpsured (Rf.o 6 er, introducing a core polarizability as large as that of
molecular dynamics simulation at atmospheric pressure oRetr 6 solid graphite (e,. =4.5) together with the best-fit Drude
ismall solid squares); liquid silicon measured by parameters cited above yields R (2 eVt0.58 and R (4
methods 'Ref. 25 open circles eV)=0.45, still well above the observed values. We ha.e

investigated systematically combinations of core dielec-

further. The small solid squares in Fig. II represent a tric terms in the ranges I S c 4.5 and 0 c,, 4.0, and

reflectivity spectrum R (a)) extracted from the conduc- find generally that core dielectric terms cannot explain

tivity function oi(w derived by Galli et al.' from a the discrepancy shown. We must conclude that the

molecular dynamics simulation of liquid carbon [see Fig. Drude parameters themselves are different from the

2 of Ref. 6(a)] for the following conditions: low pressure values extracted from the simulations of Galli ei al.,' or

P - I atm, T, = T, =5000 K, density p= 2 .0 g/cm'. To that the Drude function itself does not adequately de-

obtain this R (I), Imou(w) was derived by Kramers- scribe the properties of carbon 1 ps after photoexcitation.

Kronig transformation of Reau() given by Galli el al.;6 Close agreement should not necessarily be expected, be-

then e(Cw, expressed in terms of complex conductivity, cause our experiment probes a sample at high pressure,
and densities close to those of the initial solids (graphite:
2.26 g/cm•: diamond: 3.5 g/cm'I. The discrepancy pro-
vides motivation for further simulations of the electronic

0 a, I,, di properties of liquid carbon under conditions closer to
those of the experiment. !n fact, a molecular. dynamics

t.' '.. simulation at high pressure has been reported,"'2 but to
0.6 .1, " . (,.0 our knowledge electrical properties were not derived. In

....... 0 .9* •the current absence of such simulations, we consider
"0""." ( what revisions in the dielectric function can better ex-

0.4 0•2 . ..... = plain the reflectivity data.

p , , '..,. *3 - The dotted curve in Fig, II shows a greatly improved
41."0.2 0.9 fit to R (a) at F =0. J/cm2 obtained by reducing the

Fpf. (value of 7 from 0.67 to 0.25 X 10 t" s, while retaining
,.5 1= I" P , 6hI=" other parameters (o= 35 X 10O" s '. E 1 c,, -00.5 J Ml 3..5 10 _5%t 3 .. 0 1i IJh I% 1 "41. ..,i

I -6corresponding to a simple nearly quadrivalent Drude
((.67% iS metal. The third column of Fig. 12 shows that the ob-

lique incidence reflectisity at F =0.5 J/cm2 is also es-

FIG. 12. Oblique io- 50') incidence, s- and p-polarized. and plained almost perfectly by this dielectric function, and

normal (0 = 0Y incidence reflecti• it, (if liquid carbon at photon that slightly larger (0.3 X 10 It s) or smaller (0. 2 X 10 r"

cncrgN 2 eV. 1a measured at At- I ps after a l'ertosecond s) valucs of - significantly worsen the fit. Nevertheless

merluog of graphite with pulse of 0.5 J/cm',. +h calculated froni this fit is not unique. The dashed catrvc in Fig. I I and the

moiccular dsnainhcs simultion at atmospheric prevssure 'Ref. 6?. fourth column of Fig, 12 show that a fit of nearly cqual
,c: calculated using Drude parameters -,. ==3 5× xI)0' , quality is obtained by decreasing or to I.6 oX 16 s

1) 2. 0.25. 03 , 10 s. id calculated using Drude paraine- corresponding to a mono\alent I t I X 102' c n hl -

1-., 16. X 1 0 " (IX8, 1 ). l0t/It) X 0 . al. and increasing r- to O.9 10 " s. In fact a f'itw!.,
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(co),r) pairs in between these two extremes, plotted as a p& on pump fluence. Because wp and r may individually
line in the (mg,,r) plane in Fig. 13(a), provide satisfactory vary with fluence in a range of possible ways, four plots
fits to our reflectance data for F=0.5 and 2 J/cm2 . Fits of Pd, illustrating the extreme cases are shown in Fig.
of similar quality are obtained for the data at other 13(c): &)p constant (at either 1.6 or 3.5X 1016 s ¼) and r
fluences. Thus the individual Drude parameters are not variable with increasing fluence; or, conversely, r con-
uniquely determined by our current data. On the other stant (at either 0.3 or I.OX 10- 16 s), and (a. variable with
hand, the line in Fig. 13(a) determines the product Cpt increasing fluence. In all cases, Pdc decreases from
and the dc resistivity pdC= 4 1r/op2r to within relatively 625±75 A0 cm slightly above the melting fluence to
narrow ranges, as shown in Fig. 13(b) (e.g., I < opr< 1.6 375±75 fz.lcm at tenfold higher fluence. For
and 4 0 0 <Pdc < 500 fl cm for 0.5 J/cm2 ). Finally Fig. 0.13<F<0.3 J/cm2, the reflectance data was first
13(c) shows the dependence of the optically determined corrected for the incomplete overlap of the melted area

with the probe spot, using the data in Fig. I. The slight
increase in p for F < 0.25 J/cm2 falls within experimental

4 .. error. The trend in p contrasts with the usual increase of
-, 1a) p with temperature. in metals, but follows the usual de-

crease of p with pressure, as discussed further below.3 ,--, Table I compares our optically derived Drude parame-

'- -2 J/e2 ters and dc resistivity with optical-derived parameters of
the other column IV liquid metals (measured at atmos-

0. --. -2 pheric pressure slightly above their respective melting
Jm points), and with pulsed electrical measurements and

I __ -theoretical simulations for liquid carbon. Our product
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 -op-r- I is significantly smaller than for the other column

"r4 107"s) IV liquid metals, indicating an unusually strongly
damped electron plasma and strong electron localization.

500 - ) Similarly. the optically determined Pd, is significantly
-(b higher than those of the other metals. The I-C values are

- w- " 2consistent qualitatively with the trends of decreasing w.r
a. Wo 0.5SJ/cM / and increasing Pd, as atomic size decreases in column IV.

400 The unusually large size of the changes between I-Si and

2 l-C is consistent with the much higher temperature re-
C ,,o 2 J/cm quired to melt carbon, which in turn strongly reduces the

electron collision time r. Nevertheless, the unusually
3001 small numerical values of r (0.3 <r< L.OX 10-1" s) for 1-

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 C compared to optically determined r values in l-Si

"T, 10D6 s) (2.IX10 'bs), /-Ge (2.SX 10 '6s), and 1-Sn (3.5X 10-16

s) warrant further comment, since they imply electron
mean free paths l-v.-r in the range 0.8<I < 1.7 A,

70) which are actually somewhat smaller than the average in-

teratomic spacing (N -/'- 2 Ak. N - " should set an
E approximate lower limit on the path between electron

scattering events, leading to "'saturation" of Pdc and r
500 with increasing temperature,4 • as has been observed in

aluminum under short pulse heating conditions.4 9 A pos-
sible physical mechanism yielding 1 slightly less than

300 __.. ..... N [,' might be collisions within localized carbon mole-
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 cules containing small angle bonds. Alternatively, a re-

FLU ENCE (J/cm ) sidual population of anomalously hot electrons with
v > v.- would have mean-fr.e •,.'ths larger than the range
indicated above. On the other hand, in view of the phe-FIG. 13. (a) Famii• of Drude parameters ar and which nmnlgclntr fteDuemdl h rcs

provide satisfactory fits to carbon reflectance data at At - I ps nomenological nature of the Drude model, the precise

after femtosecond melting pulse at 0.5 and 2.0 J/cm2; Ib? dc value Of should probably not be interpreted too literal-ly, as long as VFT saturates in the vicinity of N-1/3
resistivity values 4,-r/,.7 corresponding to family of Drude pa-
rameters in (a); ic) dependence of optically determined resistivi- Indeed the fluence dependence shown in Fig. 13(c) is fully
ty on pump fluence, shovring four different data analyses assum- consistent with a saturated resistivity above the melting
ing cv, constant at either 1.6X 10"t' Iopen circles) or fluence, since resistivity does not increase as fluence in-
3.5X 101" s ( (open squaresi and r variahle -Aith increasing creases above F,,, (with the possible exception of a slight
fluence; or, conversely, 7 constant at either 0.3 X 10 " s (solid increase in a narrow range just above F,, ). In fact, rather
squares) or LOX 10 " s 'solid circles), and •, variable with in- than leveling off, resistivity actually decreases with ap-
creasing fluence. proximately F t dependence. The decrease in p prob-
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TABLE 1. Summary of measurements and calculations of Drude parameters and dc resistivity in column IV liquid metals.

Liquid Pressure (bars) Temperature (K) NP7,r Pd, (jiflcm) Method Reference

Sn 1 1130 8 60 cw ellipsometry Hodgson (Ref. 47)
Ge 1 1270 6 75 cw ellipsometry Hodgson (Ref. 47)
Si 1 1800 5.6 80 cw ellipsometry Shvarev et al. (Ref. 43)

1 1800 5.3 85 Picosecond Li and Fauchet (Ref. 25)
reflectance

C -0.3x 106 -6000 1-1.6 625±75 Femtosecond This work
reflectance

4X 103 -5000 1000 Ohmic heating Gathers et al. (Ref. 14(a)]
1 -4500 30-70 Ohmic heating Heremans et al. (Ref. 4)
1 5000 2.3 140±28 Molecular dynamics Galli et al. [Ref. 6(a)]

simulation

ably has multiple causes, including increasing ionization measurements,14fc) and was taken into account in deter-
(i.e., increasing op, even at constant r), and an approach mining the resistivity. On the other hand, recent mea-
to high temperature plasma behavior, in which resistivity surements 4 and calculations6

,
7 at ambient atmospheric

is increasingly determined by Coulomb scattering,50 and pressure have yielded much smaller resistivities than ob-
scales as T- 312. tained in our experiment. Heremans et al.4 reported

The range of Drude parameters cited above corre- resistivity 30<p < 70 gfl cm based on resistance measure-
sponds to a range of possible electronic and molecular ments of ohmically heated pyrolytic graphite fibers at at-
structures. The smaller cop (I. 6X 1016 s -) corresponds mospheric pressure. Two theoretical simulations per-
to a monovalent metal, implying that three of the four formed after this experiment yielded resistivities of 140
valence electrons of carbon are involved in covalent pfl cm, 6 and 80 j/fl cm1 . Volume expansion upon melt-
bonding. Indeed the molecular dynamics simulation of ing was neglected in analyzing the measured resistance.
Galli et al., 6 although consistent with a quadrivalent which, if present to the degree observed in Ref. 14(c),
electronic structure at low pressure, nevertheless shows could raise the reported resistivity by as much as a factor
prevalent clusters and chainlike molecular structures in of 2. Nevertheless, even with this correction the values
the liquid state. On the other hand, the other column IV would still fall significantly below ours. The lower sam-
liquid metals are all quadrivalent metals. 25

.
41 The current pie pressure compared to our conditions is expected to

results provide no firm basis for distinguishing between yield higher, rather than lower resistivity (in the absence
these two pictures, or an intermediate version. Molecular of phase transitions). Thus other causes of the discrepan-
dynamics simulations of the electronic properties at cy with our measurements must be sought. One possibili-
elevated pressure, together with extended femtosecond el- ty is that the nature of the material is very different at at-
lipsometric measurements at very steep probe incidence mospheric pressure. Indeed, a number of independent
angles and vacuum ultraviolet probe frequencies will nar- experiments in which graphite was melted in atmospheres
row the uncertainty considerably, and possibly detect of pressurized inert gases have agreed that the solid-
variations from Drude-like optical properties. Whichev- vapor-liquid triple point occurs at - 110 atm.
er of these interpretations proves ultimately correct, the pressure.31,15 1 Thus according to these investigators, an
current experiments show clearly that liquid carbon is a equilibrated liquid phase of carbon does not even exist at
resistively saturated material, for which the "free elec- atmospheric pressure. It is therefore conceivable that at-
tron" Drude model and the attribution "metal" are at the mospheric pressure experiments measure a qualitatively
limits of their validity. different phase of carbon than high pressure experiments.

Comparison of our optically determined resistivity Reconciliation of the various pulsed ohmic heating exper-
with pulsed electrical heating measurements of liquid car- iments is complicated by their use of different starting
bon (see Table 1 also provides physical insight. The mea- forms of carbon, and by the lack (to our knowledge) of
surements which most closely approximate our pressure- measurements on a single type of starting sample at pres-
temperature conditions involve pulsed ohmic heating of sures both above and below 110 atm. In addition, the re-
vitreous )1 or glassy carbon 14 d to temperatures up to ported electrical resistivity of the heated phase sometimes
6000 K under 2-4 kbar rare gas pressure. Melt resistivi- depends on prior history (e.g., heat treatment) of the
ties p - 1000 jifl cm were reported from these measure- starting solid. These ambiguities would be clarified by
ments, which is very consistent with our optically deter- performing ohmic heating experiments on well-
mined values just above F.,. In fact the somewhat small- characterized pyrolytic graphite fibers, glassy carbon, vit-
er values obtained in our experiment are fully consistent reous carbon, and perhaps other solid carbon forms at
with the higher sample compression under femtosecond systematically varied pressures ranging from I bar to
excitation, which suppresses the amplitude of ionic vibra- several kbar. In summary, our optically determined
tional motion responsible for electron scattering and resistivity agrees very well with pulsed electrical measure-
resistivity. Indeed clear evidence of volume expansion ments reported for carbon samples melted at pressures
was obtained in the pulsed ohmic heating well above the widely accepted triple point pressure of
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110 atm,14 but significantly exceeds reported measure- erties of liquid carbon should be clarified by theoretical
ments 4 and calculationsb.7 of resistivity for low pressure simulations at high pressure and by pulsed electrical inca-
samples. surements on well-characterized samples at systematical-

ly varied pressures between I bar and several kbar. Fem-
VI. CONCLUSIONS tosecond experiments can be improved by using probe

pulses at vacuum ultraviolet wavelengths and steep in-
Femtosecond melting experiments measure the optical cidence angles, in order to probe the plasma edge more

and electronic properties of refractory condensed materi- accurately and determine individual Drude parameters
als in quantitative detail at extremes of pressure and tern- more precisely than has been possible in this work.
perature inaccessible by other experimental methods. We Significant deviations from Drude-like behavior might
have presented a comprehensive study of the optical also be detected. The degree of equilibration following
properties of liquid carbon produced by femntosecond ex- femtosecond excitation can be further clarified by dynam-
citation of pyrolytic graphite and diamond above critical ical simulations which start with graphite and/or dia-
melting fluences of 0. 13 J/cm2 and 0.6 J/cm2 , respective- mond crystalline structures, and by more extensive com-
ly. All evidence suggests that both samples melt, reach parison of the femtosecond time-resolved reflectance of
nearly common electron-lattice temperature and steady less refractory materials with independently measured
state visible reflectance higher than the starting solids optical properties of the equilibrated liquid phases. Fi-
within 1 ps, before the release of internal pressure and hy- nally, in a larger context, femtosecond spectroscopy pro-
drodynamic expansion distort the optical properties of vides a promising method for optically characterizing a
the surface. A careful analysis of fluence-dependent wide range of condensed, refractory materials in previ-
reflectance at At > I ps and fluence-dependent damage ously inaccessible pressure and temperature regimes
morphology shows that surface expansion strongly at- characteristic of planetary and stellar interiors.
tenuates surface reflectivity within a few picoseconds of
femtosecond irradiation at all fluences above the critical
melting fluence. A Drude model fit of the measured ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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We present femtosecond time-resolved p- and s-polarized reflectivity measurements of silver, aluminum, and
tungsten surfaces that are hydrodynamically expanding in response to pulsed laser excitation. A numerical
model of the experimental results shows that (1) electron heating and surface expansion influence the reflec-
tivity on distinguishable time scales and (2) covalency, described by non-Drude dielectric constants, is neces-
sary to explain the time-resolved reflectivity of the tungsten target.

Intense femtosecond excitation of solid targets has optical properties were determined with a He-Ne
been used to produce and measure the properties of laser. A colliding-pulse mode-locked dye laser and a
solid density plasmas 1.2 and pressurized liquids' that four-stage Nd:YAG-pumped dye amplifier generated
resemble states of matter found in planetary and stel- 0.5-mJ, 620-nm, 90-fs pulses at a 10-Hz repetition
lar interiors. With sufficiency short pulses, the sur- rate. The amplified pulses are split into a pump
face can be fully heated and optically probed before beam, a 1000-fold weaker probe beam, and a refer-
the surface hydrodynamically expandi. In several ence beam, which is used for normalizing the effect
recent studies,"'2 the ultrafast reflectivity response of pulse energy fluctuations. The probe is incident
of highly excited metals was observed with a single, at 70' from the surface normal and is focused to a
intense laser pulse serving both as target excitation 30 Am X 60 Am spot on the sample. This steep
and as optical probe. In these studies, the initial angle provides good sensitivity to changes in the
stages of hydrodynamic expansion occurred during surface dielectric function and density gradient.
the pulse. Consequently, competing processes of The p-polarized pump is incident at 450 and focused
electron heating, melting, and hydrodynamic surface to a 60 Mm x 80 Mm spot centered around the probe
expansion, which influence the reflectivity to differ- spot. The -- 5-ns pedestal of amplified spontaneous
ent degrees and at different times, could not be emission was measured to be less than 4% of the
clearly resolved. pump-pulse energy, well below the threshold for pre-

In this Letter we present femtosecond time- plasma formation. The sample was translated after
resolved experiments in which a 90-fs visible pump each shot to ensure that each pump pulse excited an
pulse excites either a free-electron metal (Ag, Al) or undamaged area. Each data point was averaged
d-band metal (W) target at intensities of as much as over 20 shots.
5 X loll W/cm 2 . The front surface reflectivity Rp,,(At) data for the free-electron metals Ag and Al
Rp., (At) of a 90-fs, obliquely incident p- or excited at 10 13 W/cm2 are shown in the main plot and
s-polarized probe pulse of the same center wave- the inset of Fig. l(a), respectively. R,(At) decreases
length is then monitored as the pump-probe time de- with the pulse-width-limited fall time from an initial
lay At is varied from -1 to +20 ps. The probe value of 0.88 (Ag) or 0.79 (Al) to a final value of
R,,(At) data are analyzed at each At by numerically -0.35 after excitation. After reaching a minimum,
solving the Helmholtz wave equations.4  The results R,(At) partially and more slowly recovers to approxi-
show that (1) electron heating, which occurs instan- mately 60% of the original value within 15 ps. For
taneously on surface excitation, can be temporally At > 15 ps, Rp(At) levels off or, with higher pump in-
distinguished from the delayed surface hydrody- tensity, begins to decrease. R,(At) of identically ex-
namic expansion and (2) non-Drude background di- cited Ag and Al, on the other hand, changes only
electric constants are needed to explain R,.,(At) of slightly during the interval 0 < At < 15 ps. More-
the expanding non-free-electron metal W target, over its near-unity value shows that nonspecular
which indicates a strong influence of covalent scattering is weak during this time interval. For
bonding in the liquid and the expansion region. pump intensities of >10'3 W/cm2 , R,(At) decreases
Through such results we aim to understand quanti- gradually for At > 10 ps, which suggests the onset of
tatively the optical properties of metal surfaces dur- nonspecular scattering as plasma nonuniforrnities
ing the initial stage of plasma expansion following develop, but still only slightly for At < 10 ps.
short-pulse excitation, which in turn may aid in test- R, 8(At) data for the d-band metal W identically ex-
ing hydrodynamic codes used to model inertial con- cited and probed are shown in Fig. l(b). The inset
finement fusion and short-pulse x-ray generation. shows R,(At) for excitation at 5 X 1012 W/cm 2. In

The experiments were performed in air immedi- this case, solid W simply melts in <1 ps, without ab-
ately after the samples were polished, and the initial lating, into a liquid that is more reflective than the

0146-9592/92/201450-03$5.00/0 © 1992 Optical Society of America
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1.0o . . ...•-= (n e 2 /Eo m)l 
2 is the plasma frequency,

- -wp) 2 /(•/( + iv) is the free-electron contribution to(a)Ag ,t s pl

0.9 da M -. LW- j the dielectric function that is due to intraband tran-
sitions, while E~ - I and 11D describe the covalent
electron contribution from interband transitions.

The optical properties of liquid Ag and Al are well
0.7 , % "explained by a free-electron Drude dielectric func-
0.6 ,• tion at visible frequencies.3 Thus, as a first ap-

; o.6 .proximation, we set o = 1 and E20 = 0, so that thex
--* dependence of e(x) in the expansion region is con-

"-0.5• P pol. tained entirely in the x dependence of the atomic
0 in - density N(x), as w,'(x) and v(x) are linearly propor-

tional to N(x). The dotted curves in Fig. 1(a) were
calculated based on electron heating and cooling

0.3 _only, without hydrodynamic surface expansion, aso.3 -:-.:_._L• : ........ -•follows. First, the time evolution of electron tom-

(b)W , perature Te(t) was calculated a priori by solving the

0. _ S spol. coupled diffusion equations.6  As a lower limit, we
used room-temperature electron-phonon coupling

0)7-• constants of 3.6 X 1017 W/m 3 K for Al and 3.6 x

0.6 * 
1016 W/m`K for Ag.7 The calculated peak T, is in-

.. , " * *, sensitive to a threefold increase of the coupling con-
-- ,stant. In solving the equation, a Gaussian laser" 0.5 -

S- •-, .. -. temporal profile provided the heat generation term

04 -- that determines the rise time of T,, and the T,. depen-
S- p-ps, dence of the electron heat capacity and chemical

0.3- potential was included' to ensure accurate descrip-
tion of the transition from degenerate to Maxwellian

0.2 ~ *electrons. Room-temperature thermal conduc-

01- -tivities were used. Ballistic heat transport was
0. 0 5 0 15 20 neglected here because of the much shorter electron

time (ps) mean free path at high T,. These calculations
Fig. L Time-resolved reflectivity of Wa) Ag and Al (inset) yielded peak electron temperatures of 10, 14.3, and
and (b) W surfaces pumped by p-polarized, 90-fs, 620-nm 9.41 eV for Al, Ag and W, respectively, at 10:l W/cn,
pulses incident at 450 from the normal at 10" W/cm' and Second, TAt) was related to e(t), and therefore to
probed by s-polarized 'open circles) or p-polarized (filled R,(At), by using9 00 = CnZ2T,.(t)1co, " (n, is the ion
circles) pulses (90 fs, 620 nm) incident at 70'. Curves densit, b usinge u t) C nz at ion) number), wis h
represent theoretical models based on numerical solutions density, Z is the effective ionization number), which
of Helmholtz equations. as follows: (a) Dotted curves, is valid for kT,. < 20 eV. The parameter C involves
electron heating included, surface expansion neglected; the structure factor and other weak temperature-
dashed curves, electron heating neglected, surface expan- dependent factors. However, C can be regarded
sion included; solid curves, electron heating and surface as a temperature-independent constant and
expansion both included: long-dashed curves, covalent wes the sole parameter used to fit the R, minima for
model (s polarized). lbý Dashed curves, free-electron Al and Ag at several excitation levels. With w,/•w
model; solid curves, covalent model; inset: p-polarized equal to the liquid-state values (4.52 (Ag) and 7.31
data at 5 X 10"z W/cm'. (AI)] 5 on melting and Z = 3 (Al) or 1 (Ag), the dotted

curves in Fig. 1 are generated, which correspond to
solid, so R. remains nearly constant over 20 ps. maximum collision frequencies of vAt/w = 1.88 and
When the excitation was increased to 10" W/cm '  i/A,/I = 0.87 for 10"' W/cm' excitation. The ob-
[Fig. 11b), main plotj, however, an initial R, increase served R, minima at several other excitation levels
to the liquid value (-0.26) is followed by a drop and of Al and Ag were also consistent with this electron
recovery, as observed in Al and Ag. R, also in- heating analysis to within 101/. Finally, the fitted
creases by approximately 10% immediately on exci- value VAI = 5.7 X 10"' s - is close to the correspond-
tation then decays slightly over the 15-ps period of ing value v = 6.1 -- 0.4 x 10"' s-1 derived from
observation. Ref. 1 for Al at T,. 10 eV, These independent

We now analyze R (It) for Ag, Al, and W by nu- checks all confirm that the rapid drop in R, and the
merically solving the Helmholtz equations' at each R, minima are determined almost entirely by elec-
At using a model that includes (1) heating and subse- tron heating. However, the calculated electron
quent cooling of the electrons and (2) development cooling shown by the dotted curves fails to explain
of a plasma gradient that expands at velocity the slow observed recovery of R, without invoking

,,• - c ... , normal to the metal surface. A space- unreasonably small phonon coupling constants.
and time-dependent Drude dielectric function E(x) = On the other hand, the recovery of R, can be ex-
E1 x) 4 1E26(X) - W,2xi/4w[ + iv(x)) describes the plained well by introducing hydrodynamic surface
surface expansion region at each time At after exci- expansion at approximately c....0 d. The dashed
tation, where v is the electron collision frequency, curves in Fig. 1(a) show the calculated R,(At) values
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of Al and Ag by considering expansion alone, without ij - 1 and E. dt•,rease linearly with density to-
electron heating. This calculation assumed that ward the vacuum values. The best fit, shown by the
the atomic density gradient function in the expan- solid curve in Fig. Dbb, was then obtained with
sion region follows the Riemann solution of the hydro- Vt'9 = 0.33 X 106 cm/s, which is the same as the c:,!-
dynamic equations"0 : N(x) = No(3'4 - x!4v,,2 t)' culated value v(. More rigorous models of the den-
for -v,,pt < x < 3ct. Exansion velocities Z,, = sity dependence of eiu and e2, would necessitate
1.2 x 106 Cm/s (Ab and 0.8 X 106 cm/s (Ag), assumed modest changes in all parameters. Nevertheless,
constant over the initial 15 ps of expansion, were this simplified model demonstrates the influence of
then determined from the best fit to the observed covalency both in the liquid and the expansion region
recovery and agree well with the acoustic velocities of W Similar conclusions are reached from experi-
independently calculated' with the peak electron mrents with other covalently bonded materials (e.g.,
temperatures cited above, vo = (ZkaTT/m,)`2 = 1.16 carbon, silicon).
and 0.36 x 106 cm/s, respectively. Nevertheless, The slight deviation of liquid Ag and Al iRef. 5i
this model alone cannot explain the pulse-width- optical properties from a free-electron dielectric
limited fall time of R,. However, when both in- function can also be incorporated easily into the
creased collisionality and plasma expansion are model. Optical data justify c, = 1.3, t., 1-2, and
taken into account with the same calculated v(t)/la p,/ = 0.085 for Ag and ;i = 1.2, e 2 1.1, and
values and fitted v,,p parameter cited above for the vt1w = 0.31 for Al at 620 nm, which yield the dashed
dotted and dashed curves, a satisfying fit to R,(t) curves for R,(t) in Fig. 1aw. The R,4tt fits hardly
of Ag and Al is obtained for the entire interval deviate from the previous ones, but the subunity val-
0 < t < 15 ps, as shown by the solid curves in ues of R,(t) ire better explained. For all the best
Fig. 1(a). The final curves were insensitive to the Rp, fits, the data begin to deviate from the model
recovery dynamics of T,(t). A small drop in R.,(t) for I > 15 ps. This discrepancy may be caused
near t = 0 is also expected, but with magnitude by the onset of nonspecular scattering, as shown by
close to the experimental noise level, recent time-resolved measurements"' from femto-

In the case of WV if we make the free-electron as- second photoexcited GaAs that show the scattering
sumption (i.e., e,.o = 1, f2o = 0) for the liquid and ex- rising sharply for It > 15 ps. Thus the surface ex-
panding material, we find that the postmelting pansion model based on the Helmholtz equations
reflectivity drop and recovery shown in Fig. l(b) appears valid only in a limited time interval
cannot he explained by a surface expansion model 0 < A•t < 15 ps.
like that described above. For example, the dashed This research was supported by the U.S. Air Force
curves in Fig. 1(b show our best electron heating/ Office of Scientific Research tcontract F4962089C-
surface expansiun model under the constraints

10= I and E20 = 0 but disagree strongly with both 004 .), the U.S. Office of Naval Research

the R,(t) and R,ftt data. For these curves ,(O)/w = (contract N0001-88-K-06638 , the Robert A. celch

3.65 and wo/u = 9.07 were used in order to satisfy Foundation; grant F-10388, and the National Science

the initial reflectivity values of molten W How- Founds' (grant DMR-8858388).
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Electromagnetic plasma computer simulations are used to analyze the frequency shifts caused by the ionization
of atmospheric-density noble gases during interaction with intense fem(iosecond laser pulses, the results are
presented and compared with experimental data. The simulations trace the temporal evolution of plasma
growth during the femtosecond ionizing pulse and calculate the resulting self-induced blue shift of the ionizing
pulse spectrum. Variations with pulse intensity, gas pressure, and gas species are calculated The relative
contributions of strong-field ionization and electron-impact ionization on the frequency shifts are discussed
The simulations provide qualitative explanations of most of the features observed experimentally in the blue-
shifted spectra. The technique of spectral blue shirting intense femrtoaecond laser pulses provides a new diag-
nostic tool for studying strong-field ionization and laser-induced breakdown in dense plaomas.

1. INTRODUCTION &W --00f --dx,
Ultrashort-pulse lasers with intensities greater than C at
10 '5 W/cm' have been clearly demonstrated. These lasers where wo is the original frequency, c is the speed of light

make possible the ionization of small regions of gas in a in vacuum, L is the interaction length, n(x. 1) is the indea
time of the order of the pulse duration. The rapid cre- of refraction along the propagation direction x.
ation of the plasma by strong-field ionization is accompa-
nied by a fast decrease in the index of refraction of the n2 WP2

medium. The incident laser beam is thus transmitted -Y 4)
through a region of rapidly varying refractive index,
which causes a frequency upshift in the laser pulse. Such w, is the plasma frequency, and y is the collisional fre-
field-ionization-induced blue shifts were observed in quency. This model provides a simple scaling formula for
the experiments of Wood and co-workers" with 100-ts, the frequency shift of the transmitted laser beam. Ac.
620-nm, 10's W/cm' laser pulses. cording to this model, large frequency shifts can be ob.

Even for moderate laser intensities (10i-I0" W/cm') it tained by simply increasing the interaction length or the
is known that the laser frequency can shift as a result of gas density. The creation of intense fields can currently
the variation of the refractive index of the forming be accomplished only through tight focusing of the laser
plasma, Yablonovitch and Bloembergen observed spectral beam; therefore long interaction lengths may be difficult
broadening and frequency shifts in laser-breakdown plea- to achieve because of diffraction effects Spatial gradi-
mas.,' In their case plasma formation is caused by eva- ents of the induced index serve to limit this interaction
lanche ionization resulting from electron impact. More length further by defocusing the laser beam. The high
recently, because of the availability of lasers with intensi- gas pressures at which the critical density of free elec-
ties of 10' W/cm' and above, Wdlks et al'. and Gildenburg trons is achieved would limit the efficiency of the fre-
et al.i' suggested that the mechanism of strong-field ion- quency upshift process, because a signficant portion of
ization of the atoms of a gas can be used for effective con- the laser beam would be reflected. High gas pressures
trol of the frequency upshifts of the laser radiation. also tend to increase defocusing because of the higher
These field-ionization-induced blue shifts were verified in plasma density and resulting higher index gradients in the
the experiments of Wood and co-workers"' in the noble interaction region.
gases. Yablonovitchi and Downer et al.i also explain The initial motivation Cor this investigation came from
that such blue shifts are implied in the above-threshold the experiments of Wood and co-workers.' Theseexperi-
ionization experiments of Freeman et al.' For a differ- monte have shown that the magnitude of the blue shift, as
ent frequency range, Joshi et 0al. demonstrated the fre- well as the shape and time development of the blue-shifted
quency upehifting of microwave radiation by laser-ionized spectra, depends strongly and reproducibly on noble-gas

pFsm55. species, gas pressure. and ionizing laser intensity, as is
The frequency shift can be approximated by the Drude discussed in Section 3. Our main objective in tt."

model"' as merical simulations is to examine whether t1- Ir
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experimental trends can be explained in the context of ap- of ions with charge statej. Assuming a stepwime ioniza-

propriate theories of ionization in intense light fields. To tion process,
this end, special emphasis is placed on two points. First,
the tunnEling formula of Ammosov et al." is used to -N ,
evaluate field-ionization rates, in contrast to earlier pre- at

liminary analyses' of the blue shifts based on the Drude

model with Keldysh' field-ionization rates. Since recent I - WjNj_, - W,.l,
ion-yield experiments""' show field ionization rates that at

are in discord with the Keldysh formula and in better aN..
agreement with the tunneling formula of Ammosov at - ua*•i.

et al.," it is important that estimates of the frequency

shifts be evaluated by using the latter formula. Second, -

the possible contribution of collisional ionization to the ob-
served blue shifts is evaluated. Recent studies' of the
pressure, the intensity, the species, and the time depen- where W, is the total ionization rate for the production of

dences of the blue shifts provided evidence that electron- charge sttej. We take both field ionization and electron-

impact ionization begins to supplement field ionization in impact ionization into account. The fluid equation for

the heavy noble gases at the highest light intensity the current density is

(10" W'crr.'2) and pressure [5 atm (3.8 kTorr)] studied ex- a'

perimentally. A Drude model that combined field- and - --- ,,E,.

impact-ionization rates yielded qualitative agreement at m

with the data.3 Here, using a more rigorous procedure in The Keldysh formula" for the ionization rate is corn-

which the wave propagation is solved consistently with monly used to describe high-intensity Lamer-atom interac-
electron dynamics, we reexamine the relative significance tions. An important feature of the Keldysh theory is that
of these ionization processes. the ionization rate is determined more by the properties

We use a one-dimensional electromagnetic plasma simu- of the outgoing electron than by the details of the atomic
lation code to 3tudy the ionization-induced self-frequency structure. The full form of the Keldysh formula for the
shifts of the femtosecond ionizing laser pulses. A de-
scription of the simulation model is given in Section 2.
In Section 3 we present some of the experimental results wfU,(O)l1m[ y' 1) L U,( )
and discuss the reason for invoking the significance of the W -- j -(I ii,,+ I" S)#,--i '
collisional ionization process in explaining the observed ( 2U,1 (I +Lh
frequency shifts. A more comprehensive presentation of X exp .h-- .inn - Y 1 + -'2
the experimental results is being prepared." The nu- IJ
merical results are then presented in Section 4. The con- where y is the tunneling parameter, given by
clusions are given in Section 5.

[2 7,(0)]"
2. SIMULATION MODEL "'

The model solves Maxwell's equations for the fields and E is the electric field stre a, w is the laser frequency.
the continuity equations for the electron density and and U,(0) is the field-free it,,zation potential. The other
current. The pulse lengths are short enough that ion terms in the formula are
motion is negligible. We consider a linearly polarized
electromagnetic wave traveling along x; there are no vari- ( i1
ations in y or z (k, - k, - 0). The transverse electromag- U2(2) U,(0) 1 +

netic wave components are E,(x,t) and B1 (x,t). The 1
source wave is incident from left to right on a gas cell, for s.U,(*, [K U I
which we specify a gas density uniform along x for a given h - .- 0

interaction lengtb L. The propagation of the wave is simu- U,(o) (w) _____
lated by integration of Maxwell's equation: hi-'+ m sinh-fh - (I + v)"I

S- cV x B - 41rJ, --- -cV x E. X U +1
a t at \1(1 + Y)\~' k '

Our previous simulations show that for laser intensities -- - m l.,
of 10"-10" W/cm' the dynamics of the plasma electrons is hw

dominated by the transverse motion." Furthermore, for
plasma densities greater than 10' cm` the spatial profile OW exp - x')dt.

of the electron density. n.(x, t), is well constrained by the
space-charge forces. Thus the electron density is deter- The factor A in the Keldysh formula is of order unity and
mined only by ionization, while the interaction of the field accounts for a weak dependence on the details of the atom
with the plasma is determined only by the transverse cur- In most of our calculations we choose the tunneling for-

rent density. JL(x, t). Let N,(x, t) be the number density mula of Ammosov et al." to calculate the field-ionization
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rates. These ratew are much higher than those calculated where w, is the frequency of the source laser and t,,. is
with the Kaldysh formula.' Recent ion-yield experi- 0.6 times the pulse length (to give a Gaussian FWHM
mentain1, show that the Ammosov et al. formula is in equal to the specified pulse length).
better agreement with data. The AmmoYv et al. The numerical solution of Maxwell's equation is imple.
field-ionization rate is given by mented in one dimension along the propagation direction

z by using the advective differencing algorithm."
Z / Zs E.A'UrC- The transver fields are separated into left- and right-W - 1.61e0a 10.97 ) components. By chooaing Ax - c~t, these comp, -

ep n nests are advanced in time simply by shifting the values
X Zs 8 oveeow cell. Let E,` and E,L be the right- and left-going

3 waP components, respectively. These field components are ad-
vanced in time aswhere w. 4 is the atomic unit of frequency (-4.1 X

10is -`). The effective quantum number is obtained by
equating the ionization potential U, of the critical electron E,*(t + dt, x + ax) - Ef(t, x) - lt, -x)
orbit with (Z'/n.A)Uj,

Z +J, t(+ ,x +X

"(U" U,/UK)•

where U, is the ionization potential of H (-13.6 eV) and Z E7 L(t + At, X) - E,' (t X - ax)
refers to the residual charge seen by this electron. The
formulation of Ammosov et al. also used in the analysis in -
Ref. 3.2

A number of empirical formulas for the electron-impact + J, t - + .%X
ionization cross sections have been proposed. The for-
mula derived by Lotz2" is widely used and seems to be in
good agreement with measured data."' The cross section The transmitted and reflected fields are defined as
for impact ionizing an ion in its electronic ground state in E£,(t,x - L) and EL(t, x - 0., respectively. The bound-

charge state i to produce a ground-state ion in charge ary values for the incident fields are

state i + I is E,".t, x - 0) Eo sin(wot)exp--lt/.,

EZ P ay 1, b. exp E, EL(:, " L) -0.J-" E.P1, P1 t The electron current is advanced in time as

E, is the electron energy, P is the ionization potential t t
the outer shell, P,: is the binding energy for the first inner Jy(t + Al-, Xl l-x
subshell, P,. is the binding energy for the second inner -2"
subshell, etc. q, is the number of electrons in the jth
shell. a,, b, and c4 are constants. For charge states - At--n.(t,x)[E,(t,() •- E,'(tz]•
greater than -3, Lotz uses aij - 4.5 X 10" cm' eV' and m
b, - c, - 0. We use a, - 9 X 10-1" cm' eV1 to take into The electron density is obtained from the ion charge state
account any effects caused by collisional ionization of ex- distribution, which evolves according to a simple Euler
cited state species. In the experimental situation the tar. scheme. Tests were made for the stability of the ion
get ions ar bathed in a light field as strong a 10' W/em' charge state evolution by using more robust, but more
and are thus likely to be in excited electronic states. In time consuming, ordinary differential equation solvers.
an excited state the P# values become smalle, and conse- Several checks of the Maxwell solution were performed
quently the ionization cross section increases. In fact by using an incident laser pulse with a Gaussian temporal
Lotzi noted that the same formula could be used to calcu- profile. When the temporal derivative of the refractive
late the enhanced cros section for a particular excited index is constant for the duration of the pulse, the result-
state. Nevertheless, the excited-state distribution is dif- ing profile will be a Gaussian of the same width as the
ficult to estimate. Furthermore, measurements of the original but centered at (a - wo + Aw. The entire spec-
impact-ionization cross section of electronically excited trum will have shifted by the amount Aw. As a test case
species are locking. Cnsequently, for the remwinder of we asume that the ionization is produced externally, in-
this paper, we simpy me twit, the Sand ground-44t desmdsay of the laser pulse, is uniform over the interac-
cross section& This aWpoximatien ho5 i yied the ct tion length, and has a constant temporal derivative.
rect qualitative contribution of collisimal ionization to According to the Drude model, for an incident wavelength
blue shifting but may undareatimata ihe magnitude to A9 and an interaction length L the shift is given by
some extent.

The source laser is represented by plane-mparized-wave AA - e2LA-,3 dn,.
solutions to Maxwell's equations in vacuum. A Gaussian 27rm,c3 dt
temporal pulse profile is assumed for the laser intensity.
The form of the fields incident upon the gas is thus For an incident laser wavelength of 620 nm and an inter-

action length of 10 itm an ionization rate of 2.805 X
E- B, - EB sin((oo)exp(-t/t/,.2), 10" cm-' s- will result in a spectral blue shift of 10 nm.
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7 T Case spectra of the lawer pulses are recorded for varying gases,
1o im plasma pressures, and pulse energies. Typically less than 1% of
620 ,m i :" the pulse energy is lost in ionizing the gas.

, dn*/dt • 2sztti'ctb',' :Figure 2 shows the original pulse spectrum and the
"measured spectra after shifting through 5 atm of He and

.e Ar gases with a nominal peak intensity of 10' W/cnm. In
He a significant amount of the pulse energy remains un-
shifted, indicating that the derivative of the index of re-

c 'fraction or, equivalently, the ionization rate, is zero during

S•-i . nitd * a significant portion of the laser pulse. In Ar almost the
entire pulse spectrum is shifted away from the original4- spectrum, indicating a nonzero value for the derivative of

580 600 620 640 the index or, equivalently, for the ionization rate, during

Wavelength (nm) the entire pulse. The same qualitative feature is ob-
served in Kr and Xe gases.

Fig. 1. Calculated spectra for a 100-fm laser pulse with an oriv-i Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the laser pulse en-
nAl wavelength of 620 nm. The laser is propagated through a
spatially uniform plasma with an interaction length of 10 pAn vn ergy on the measured spectrum after breakdown in Kr
an ionization rate of 2.805 X 10 cm-3 a-'. The dotted curve gas at 5 atm of pressure. The center of the unshifted
is the incident spectrum; the solid curve is the transmitted pulse spectrum is indicated by a vertical line. As the
spectrum. pulse energy is increased, the spectrum peak moves to-

ward the blue until the pulse energy reaches 0.01 mJ
l-log(Energy) - 5.0], after which the position of the peak
appears to change little. As the energy increases further,
a shoulder appears on the blue side of the spectrum, which

% .~5 a~jn presjure becomes broader and shifts farther toward the blue.
-¶ 10 W/crn Figure 4 shows the measured spectra after interaction

with each of the noble gases at 5 atm of pressure for a
pulse energy of 0.25 mJ. A blue shift occ,=r in all cases.
However, the shape of the blue-shifted spectrum depends

- Original it strongly on the gas species. In Ar, Kr, and Xe the nar-
Argn Heiur row, less-shifted peak and the broad, blue shoulder are

clearly discernible, and the shoulder appears as a separate
- :peak. The blue shoulder shows greater shifting as the

Krypton 5 atm.

580 600 620 640 1

Fig. 2. Measured spectra after shifting through 5 atm (3.8 kTorr) r o

of He and Ar gases with a peak laser intensity of 10 W/cm2. CIO
~4.0

9- 50 590 600 610 620 830 840
Figure I shows the transmitted pulse spectrum as ob- Wavelength (nm)
tained from the Maxwell solver for this test case. SinceWaengh(m

Fig. 3. Measured spectra after interaction with 5 atm of Kr as
there is no spatial variation within the plasma, the solu- a function of pulse energy. Pulse energy is increasing toward the
tion agrees with the Drude model, as expected. bottom of the figure in stepp of (xlO0i). The center of the origi-

nal spectrum is indicated by a vertical line at 620 nm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present some of the experimental re-
sults and discuss the reason for invoking the significance
of the collisional ionization process in explaining the ob-
served frequency shifts. 5 atm

In the experiments of Wood and Downer"'- 100-fs Hle
laser pulse. with center wavelengths of 620 nm and ener- Ne
gies less than or equal to 0.4 mJ are focused at f/5 into arAr.
glass cell containing a pressure of between I and 5 atm Xe
(0.76 and 3.8 kTorr) of He, Ne, Ar, Kr, or Xe gases. The 580 590 o00 610 820 830 840
minimal focal spot size is measured as 7 um in diameter Wavelength (nrn)
in order for the intensity to reach lIe of the central inten- Fig. 4. Measured spectra after interaction of0.25-mJ pulses in ,
sity maximum. Light transmitted through the focal re- atm of each of the noble gases studied. The center of origmnal
gion is collected and analyzed by a spectrometer. The pulse spectrum is indicated by a vertical dashed line at 620 nm
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collisional ionization after the peak of the laser pulse gives
rise to the narrow, less-blue-shifted peak. In Section 4
"we present numerical simulations to investigate whether
this preliminary interpretation of the experimental data

0 Argon :,is correct.

_ 2 4. CALCULATIONS OF
M31 3 IONIZATION-INDUCED EFFECTS
-- 4

5 ,Figure 6(a) shows the calculated evolution of the degree of
S580 590 800 '.610 . 820 830 640 ionization in 5 atm of the noble gases illuminated by a

Wavelength (nm) 100-fs laser pulse with a peak intensity of 10' W/cmi, with

Fig. 5. Measured spectra after interaction of 0.25-mJ pulks the Keldysh rates used for strong-field ionization. The
with Ar gas as a function of gas pwesure. Pressure is incinuing solid curves are calculations with collisional ionization ac-
toward the bottom of the figure. The center of origina pul' cording to the Lotz formula, while the dashed curves are
spectrum in indicated by a£vertical dashed line at 620 m, calculations without collisional ionization. Figure 6(b)

shows the corresponding calculations made using the
atomic weight of the gas is increased, corresponding to the Ammosov et al. rates for strong-field ionization. Note
plasma densities that are attained in the heavier gases. that, except for He, during the peak of the laser pulse
At the same time the height of the narrow, less-shifted there is a distinct difference in the degrees of ionization
peak decreases. In He and Ne, in contrast, the blue calculated with and without collisional ionization. This
shoulder is absent. Instead a residual shoulder appears, difference is quite dramatic when the Keldysh rates are
corresponding approximately to the unshifted spectrum. used fir the strong-field ionization. Although these

The effect of gas pressure on the measured spectra in differences are less significant when the Ammosov
Ar for a pulse energy of 0.25 mJ is shown in Fig. 5. At all et al. rates are used, they are still apparent. Also, note
pressures shown there is the narrow peak that is blue that the degrees of ionization obta'ned with the Ammosov
shifted by 6 nm. Only for pressures above I atm does the
broad, more-blue-shifted shoulder appear to be discern- (a) using Keldysh rates
ible. The blue shoulder shows greater shifting, and the 5 .... ..... .. . ....
height of the narrow, less-shifted peak decreases as the 5 atm X. Kr At
gas pressure is increased. Also, the breadth of the broad
blue shoulder increases as the gas pressure is increased. 4 10 nm"- 0 620 nm / ,

Note the absence of a residual shoulder even at the lower 0E
'N 100 ts

pressures of Ar. C 3 /
Although the amplitude and the width of these spectral -

features depend on the focal profile, chirp, and other de- 0 - -

tails of the ionizing pulse, numerous measurements con- 2
firm that the qualitative trends shown in Figs. 2-5 are --- --
reproducible features of femtoaecond ionization of noble 1- I --"'."- ---"--

gases. Time-resolved pump-probe experiments were also
performed.'S- These experiments show that (in Ar, Kr, 0
and Xe) the broad blue shoulder evolves well in the leading
edge of the ionizing pulse, while the less-shifted peak (b) using Ammosov st al. rates
arises at or slightly after the peak of the ionizing pulse. 8

Furthermore, the single blue-shifted peak in He and Ne 7 5 atm
(like the broad blue shoulder in Ar, Kr, and Xe) evolves in C 1K rWcmK

the leading edge. ~6 -----------
In calculating the plasma density, using either Keldyph "E 5 100 Is At

or Ammoaov ei al. strong-field ionization but without col- .2
lisional ionization, it is observed that at all intensities, in 4
each gas, the ionization has saturated by the peak of the 3 := ------------
laser pulse, or within 10-20 fa after the peak of the pulse
(see the dashed curves, Fig. 6). This result implies that 2
in all gases a significant portion of the ionizing pulse en- I
ergy would remain unshifted, u is observed in He. Be-
cause the data for Ar, Kr, and Xe do not exhibit this type 0
of behavior, there is the implication that significant ioniza- -200 -100 0 100 200
tion occurs during and for some time after the peak of the Time (fs)
laser pulse. This additional ionization may be caused by Fig. 6. Evolution of the degree of ionization in 5 atm of the noble
electron-impact collision& with the gas. The initial inter- gas" with a peak lasr intensity of 10" W/cm3, calculated using
pretation that comes from the Drude model calculatio �u {(a) Keldyah and (b) Ammosov et al. rates for strong-field ioniza-

of the laser pulse gives rise to the broad blue shoulder; The time profile of the laer pulse is shown by the dotted cur-s
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Figure 8 shows the calculated spectrum in 5 atm of the
noble gases. The effect of collisional ionization is negli-
gible in the case of He, as is evident also from Fig. 6(b), in
agreement with earlier analyses." For Ne the effect ofXeino collisional ionization is small but distinct. There is little50 am "contribution from collisional ionization during the second

'5 2 half of the laser pulse. Collisional ionization does not sig-
10" W/cm nificantly alter the shape of the spectrum but merely

620 nm shifts the entire spectrum a little bit toward the blue.
100 •s The spectrum in Ne shows a prominent blue-shifted peak

and a small residual peak, as is observed experimentally
. "(see Fig. 4). For the heavier gases Ar, Kr, and Xe the

S'" "frequency shifting manifests itself in two ways. First,
there is the appearance of a broad, blue spectral shoulder
that is shifted from the original by as much as 35 nm in
Kr for the parameters used in Fig. 8. Temporally this

using Keldysh rates feature arises mainly from the lower ionization stages, oc-
curing well within the leading edge of the ionizing pulse,
in agreement with the time-resolved experiments.'
This feature is unaffected by including collisions in the

using Amrnmosov et al. rates model and thus originates purely from strong-field ioniza-
tion. Second, the extra blue shifting resulting from the
higher ionization degrees attained in the heavier gases
sometimes causes the residual peak to be blue shifted even
in the absence of collisions. Compare, for example, the

560 580 600 620 640
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 7. Spectra for ionization of 5 atm of Xe by 100-fs pulse
of peak intensity 10'6 W/c= 2 , calculated using Keldysh and
Amzmosov et al. rates for strong-field ionization. The laser- 10 Pin.
plasma interaction length is 10 Am. The dotted curves shows 5 atm
the original spectra; the solid curves are the shifted spectra in- Is WlCM"
cluding collisional ionization; the dashed curves are without coUi- 10
sional ionization. 620 nm

100 fs

et al. rates are much larger than those obtained with the
Keldysh rates.

The magnitude of the differences in the ionization
degree is reflected in the calculated spectral shifts.
Figure 7 shows the spectra in 5 atm of Xe calculated by
using the Keldysh rates, compared with that for the Hip
Ammosov et al. rates. The laser-plasma interaction
length is assumed to be 10 •m in these calculations,
With the Keldysh rates there is a dramatic difference in
the spectral shifts with and without collisional ionization,
whereas this difference is quite small when the Ammosov
et al. rates are used to calculate the field ionization. The
steeper rate of increase in the degrees of ionization ob- A r
tained with the Ammosow- et al. rates corresponds to much
larger frequency blue shifts in the transmitted spectrum,
as one would expect from the simple Drude model. Fur- K r
thermore, only the Ammosov et al. formulation correctly
yields the double-peaked apectral shape observed experi-
mentally (see Fig. 4) A'.Ih 5 atm of Xe, confirming that it Xe
provides the more accurate description of ionization under
the experimental conditions. 560 580 800 620 640

The repults shown in Figs. 6 and 7 suggest that the sig- Wavelength (nm)
nificance of collisional ionization depends strongly on the Fig. 8. Spectra for ionization of 5 atm of He, Ne, Ar, and Kr by
values of the field ionization rate. Recent experiments17-1 a 100-fs pulse of peak intensity 10" W/cma, calculated with the
show field ionization rates that are in better agreement Ammosovet al. rates used for field ionization. The laser-plasma

interaction length is 10 gm. The dotted curves shows the origi-with the tunneling formula of Ammosov et al. 'I For the nal spectra; the solid curves are the shifted spectra including col-
remainder of this paper we use the Ammosov et al. rates lisional ionization; the dashed curves are vithout collisional
to calculate the frequency shifts. ionization.
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8 ing to the far-red wing of the unshifted spectrum is evi-
argonm /o".W/cn dent. At a Laser intensity of 10'a W/cml, Ar is doubly ion-

62 .m ized. This produces a main blue shift of 7 rnm. Further-
62410 m more, the residual shoulder is now centered closer to the

" "A O f10s W4cm2  center of the unshifted spectrum. At a laser intensity of
S 5. 5 x 10' W/cmi, Ar is more than four times ionized. Al-

S3 -most the entire spectrum is shifted away from the origi-
1011 W/cm, nal spectrum. The spectrum becomes broader and is

S2 shifted farther toward the blue. Concurrently relatively
little unshifted light remains. This produces a new main

.0/ - " *1- peak, which is blue shifted by -4 nm;. and a broad, blue
- SLO1 W/cr 2  ~ shoulder that is blue shifted by -14 nm. At a laser inten-

0 - sity of 10" W/cm 2 , approximately half of this main peak is
-200 -100 0 100 200 blue shifted farther, causing a subdivision into two peaks.

Time (fs) The other half is once again centered on the original pulse
Fig. a Calculated evolution of the degree of ionization in 5 atm spectrum. The broad, blue shoulder is also shifted far-
of Ar for various peak laser intensities. The time profile of the ther, giving the appearance of a third peak.
laser pulse is shown by the dotted curve. The effect of gas pressure on the calculated spectra in

Ar is shown in Fig. 11 for a peak laser intensity of
spectra of Xe and Kr (dashed curves) in Fig. 8. Since the 10" W/cm 2. As the pressure is increased to 2 atm, only
highest ionization stage in Xe occurs at a slower rate than one peak is prominent, and the blue shift is simply propor-
the lower stages [Fig. 6(b)], it causes the blue shift of the tional to the pressure. As the pressure is increased to
tall, narrow, less-shifted peak rather than a further shift 3 atm this peak begins to subdivide, giving the appearance
in the broad, blue shoulder. Furthermore, Fig. 6(b) shows of a plateau. At a pressure of 4 atm the broad, blue shoul-
that this final stage (and thus the blue shifting of the less- der becomes evident, as well as the narrow, less-blue-
shifted peak) should occur near the peak of the ionizing shifted peak.
pulse, in qualitative agreement with time-resolved experi- The above calculations show additional examples of con-
ments.3 Thus femtosecond ionization of 5-atm Xe at ditions under which the simulation without colisions can
1018 W/cm' light intensity provides a specific example in reproduce the main qualitative features of the data. Most
which the main qualitative features of the data' can be noteworthy is the case of 5-atm Ar at 5 x 10'3 W/cm 2

explained without invoking collisional ionization at all. (Fig. 10). In this case the simulation yields a broad blue
Elucidation of such an example is a major new point shoulder and a less-shifted peak, with little residual un-
brought out by the current simulation, which was not evi-
dent in earlier analyses" of the blue-shift data.

Nevertheless, in other cases collisional ionization may
still be necessary to account for the main features of the
data. For example, without collisions in the model the Ar . "
and Kr spectra (Fig. 8, dashed curves) each show a promi- Argon
nent unshifted spectral peak, in contradiction to the data 10 Pm
(Fig. 4). With collisional ionization included, on the other 5 atm
hand, this residual peak is blue shifted. Furthermore, its 620 nm

extra shift occurs temporally near the peak of the ionizing 100 fs

pulse [see the solid curves in Fig. 6(b)], in qualitative
agreement with time-resolved experimentsa. Even in the
case of Xe, collisional ionization supplements the effect
described above by producing an extra shift of the less-
blue-shifted feature near the temporal peak of the ioniz-
ing pulse. The calculated collision-induced shift,
however, is smaller (1-2 nm) in magnitude than the shift E
(5 nm) observed experimentally. The assumption of
twice the ground-state impact ionization cross section
may be responsible for this discrepancy by underestimat-
ing the impact ionization rate of electronically excited spe- (_

cies. Conceivably a high degree of electronic excitation a
could result in an even higher cross section." A detailed C _
discussion of this interpretation is in preparation."

The calculated evolution of the degree of ionization in
Ar is shown in Fig. 9 for various peak laser intensities.
The corresponding spectra are shown in Fig. 10. At a
laser intensity of 5 x 10"' W/cm, Ar is only singly ionized. 580 600 620 640

At a pressure of 5 atm and an interaction length of 10 Aim, Wavelength (nm)
this calculation produces a blue-shifted peak that is 4 nm Fig. 10. Calculated spectra in 5 atm of Ar for various peak laser
from the original. A small residual shoulder correspond- intensities. The dotted curve shows the original spectrum
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peak of the ionizing pulse in several atmospheres of the

heavier rare gases.

Argon 5. CONCLUSIONS
10 Jim
10" W/cm' The technique of spectral blue shifting of intense fern-

10 Itw/=r2 tosecond lamer pulses p,,vides a powerful diagnostic of
620 nm plasma evolution at atmcspheric densities. Both the in-
100 ts tensity and the short rise times of these laser pulses lead

to high rates of plasma formation, which in turn lead to
measurable blue shifts in the transmitted spectra. Such
experiments significantly complement standard diagnos-

- tics of strong-field ionization, such as ion yield and pho-
toelectron spectroecopy, by providing femtosecond time
refoution and by permitting experiments in much denser

. . 1plasmas. Using a more rigorous procedure than previous
analyses," the 1-D electromagnetic plasma simulations
presented here provide qualitative explanations of most of
the features observed experimentally in the blue-shifted.2

a, spectra.
The magnitude of the spectral shifts and the relative

3" importance of collisional ionization depend strongly on
both the field-ionization and collisional-ionization rates
used in the simulations. Our simulations lead to
two main conclusions that were not evident in previous

4 analyses.. First, the contribution of collisional ioniza-
tion to the evolution of the plasma density is almost negli-
gible if we use the Ammosov et al. rates for field

5 ionization and the Lotz rates for electron-impact ioniza-
580 600 620 640 tion of electronic ground-state species. If, on the other

Wavelength (nm) hand, the impact ionization cros sections are enhanced
(by >2 times) because of electronic excitation of the target

Fig. 11. Calculated spectra for ionization of Ar at various pres- ions, collisional ionization would then contribute substan-
sures with a peak laser intensity of 101 W/cm 2. The dotted curve tially in a manner consistent with the data. Second, atshows the original spectrum. ilyi anrcnitn ihtedt.Scna

some excitation levels in many of the gases the I-D simu-
lation explains the main qualitative features of the data

shifted energy, quite like the corresponding measured without invoking a collisional ionization mechanism.
self-blue-shifted spectra (Figs. 4 and 5). Furthermore, However, some cases remain (high intensit,, and pressure
the calculated temporal behavior qualitatively agrees with in some of the heavy rare gases) for which ilaining the
time-resolved experiments.3 In other cases, however, the data may still require a collisional mecha: n. Further
simulated blue shift disagees significantly with the ex- studies will be needed before the role of c( .ional ioniza-
periment. For example, as intensity increases to tion can be established or ruled out definiteiy.
10" W/cmn in 5-atm Ar, the reappearance of a large frac- For more detailed comparison with experiment, a two-
tion of unshifted energy (caused by completion of sixfold dimensional calculation is necessary if effects such as
ionization in the leading edge of the pulse) is a trend not beam defocusing are to be included.
observed experimentally. On the other hand, collisional
ionization at a sufficient rate might maintain the blue ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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in addition, by applying the Mott-Davis Figure I1(a) shiows the iemntosecond reirlec-

7>,ursdiv AFTERNOON formula to the data obtained from n(TL and tivity response of a complete compositional
VDT~, results are obtained for the temperature family of optically thick Si1.,Ge, films tin-

I 1Y 14, 1992 QThD dependence of the optical gap energy E, for miediately following growvth by molýcular
Convenrtion. Center Hall B3 a-Si. Here, while E.for a-Si is, in general, beamn epitaxv% (NII3Ei on Si substrates. For

I:O pm QL ote eso larger than that for c-Si, they have similar these samples, the strained SiGe/Si interface
i:0 pm QEL Pste Sesio 3temperature variation and can all be fitted lies well below the optical probe depth. Thus,

using the well-known empirical formula?5 the carrier dynamics probed are thosen,~ re-
Results for E8(T) are shown in Fig. 3- )axed Sij.,Ce,, and are understandable in
I BM4 Watson Research Center, Yorktown terms of the bulk band structure. Specifica lly,
Heights, New York 10598; tIBM Storage with increasing x, the amplitude of the initial

System Product Division, 5600 Cottle Road. response increases wxith increasing pump ab-
OPTICAL INTERACTIONS WITH San lose, California 95193 sorption coefficient, and thus increasing ini-

CONDENSED MATTER AND tial carrier density. In addition, the

ULTRAFAST PHENOMENA 1. M. R. T.Siregar, M. von Allmen W. one-component temporal relaxation for Si-
__________________________like films (x 5 0.6) changes to a two-compo-

Luthy, HeIv. Phys. Acta 52,4 (17) nent response for Ge-like Ux 2 0.6) films.
2. MvonAilen t a., ApI.Phy. Ltt. because of a change in carrier dynamics re-

34,82 (1979). sulting from diff erent initial k-space distribu-
QThD1 Temperature dependence 3. C. K. Ong, H. S. Tan, E. H. Sin. Mater. tions. In Ge-like samples. direct L -4 L vallev

of the refractive Indices Sci. Eng. 79,79 (1986). pump absor'ption creates sufficient exces's
and optical band gap of 4. See, e.g., the review article by G. E. hole energy to allow delayed secondary cor-
thin amorphous silicon Jellison, Jr., in Semiconductors and Seiiti- ncer generation by impacti ionization wih

films metals, Vol. 23 (Academic Press, New together with inte'rvalle - L -~ F hole scatter-
York, 1984), R. F. Wood, C. WV, White, ing, produces the obser-%ed delayed second-

N. Do, P. T. Leung, L. Klees, A. C. Tam, F. R. T. Young, Eds., p. 95, and references ary reflectivity decrease. As the epitaxial film
-on. W P. Leungt  therein, becomes thinner than an optical probe depth.

- '~R',.rhDinisiaiop Almiaden Re'search 5. Y. P. Varslini, Physics (Utrecht) 34, 149 however, carrier dynamics witinth

r,63o Ha7r? Road,Scat lose California (1967). strained interface region increasingly domi-
nate the observed probe response. In these
cases, %%e observe sharply reduced carrier

%ariation of the optical constants with lifetimie, as illustrated by 'the reflectivitv re-
:ernperature for amorphous silicon (a-Si), as QThD2 Rapid-scan femtosecond sponses in Fig. I1(b) for 'Strained 800 A SiGe

~ s -iicr solid.:, is imiportant in pho- efsmtr fSi- extnsgrowvn b.e RI'C%'D (bottom) andMO
-i,-,.ermal processing, such as laser anneal- andCors Cieim nil) h o taei i.lb a b

in,: Although crystal silicon and other 6 rs iefls(ide.Tetptaei i.1b a btained from the same r 0.5 sample as the
'ericonductor materials have been studied H. lI(Choo, M. C. Down~r, P. Kesan corresponding Fig. 1(a) trace after several

1\esvl;a-Si is less studied in this aspect. Phy~.cs Department, Univers' yof Texas, months of room-temperature storage. A com-
revious studies have reported that there is Ausi't tea 782 ltl'ifeetU'Uapltdtocm

Ausgniticant temeraur dependenc offret the-mpiue tocm
..1ýn~oion coefiint tmeatuthe dpndenAe laster Recent s-tid' ave shown that the ponent response is now observed, suggesting

,-. ;rpteong coffcin at6 pm he' for a-i lampesrf fmoeodotclrsos fsmcn alloy separation into local regions of pure Si

m-,nicron thickness. This has then been doctors depends sensitively on, and can pro- and Ghe. Hoteher, nomplsuc. hnesocre
-~ncimesassued t bea geeralproprty vide a quantitative indicator of, key sample inteohrsml.

-51 in studies involving laý,er pulse inter- imperfections such as imnplantation damageFgr tptae hw h

,o~.n with the material.3  defects induced by low growth temiperatareP Ietscn bhu niec epneo
nonnifrmdopng roIle, n nefc an opticailly thick film~ grown'f by sobliniatint

In this ,vork, we present athorou6h studv nouirmdpgpoflsaditeac
:i~depndnceoftherea ad iagnar~' roughness. 'In this paper, we use an unampli- unpurified CW potuder onto glass. X-ray dif-

t~ractive index n IT and k(T) as functions of (ted colliding-pulse mode-locked (CPM) frcione showued4 orientdpitaial fccs rcvryistl
temperature T for a-Si. Such dependence is laser (k 620 nm) to obtain the femrtosecond linoedba strcu e. v Anintiale wicps reoveryis
sensitive to sample thickness and optical ellipsametric response in air of Sil..,Ge1 and foowdbastdyttewhcween-
w3vrlength. C60crystalline films, for which, to our knowl- tively interpret as ultrafast relaxation of ini-

To determine the optical constants for the edge, no previous femntosecond studies exist., tially hot electron-hole pairs to long-lived.

samples, we have followed the standard re- We show that femntasecond response of 5i1 - 151-Vdrc-a ardeg ttsa h
-,<tance (R) and transmittance (I) measure- rigoneiaill nS eed esi- point.5 The x-rav diffraction of other grown

Snins in which R and I are measured at tively on the depth of the strained SiGe/Si films indicated amorphized CQo. In these

S.it nrma inidece nd uT;andkIT at interface beneath the surface, while the re- cases the ferntosecond response shown in the

It.0 termpealr areobtained from and k(~ sponse of C60 films depends on the degree of bottomn tracev ki Fig 2 wv~is observed Al-

~vecomute pogrm. hesamleswe crystallinity as determined independently by though the fir~st I ps is similar, continuing

ý..;Jv haxe the thicknesses of 0.2 pmn and 1.0 X-ray diffraction. In each case, the relaxation is observed instead of a steady'

TIhe tw%%o different incident wavelen h sgths teintosecond response of the samples of high- sate, suggesting thatamorphization induces

e >7121 pm and 1.15 pm. The results are est crystalline quality reveals the basic non- rapid nonradiative recombination channels.

,'n-i,An in Fig. Iland 2 from which we observe equilibrium bulk carrter dynamics, whereas IBM& WiI3Oul Res'eairch Center, P.O. BOX 718.

*he almost linear rise of n(T) with tempera- the response of less perfect samples reveals Yoirtou'us H,'i~hts, Nem, York 10)398

ture which is comparable to that with crystal alterations in carrier dynamics attributable to

-ii~on (c-Si) However, k(T) varies quite dif- strained interfaces, alloy separation, or I. W Kott et at., "Nonlinear optical prob-
: ently and, in general, incrcases at a slower amorphizatian. A "rapid scan"3 of pump- ing of surface defects in semicanduc-

7.ýý For tole 0.2-pm thickness at 1.15-pm prob ,e time delay At provides rapid data ac- tors with feintosecond pulses,"' in
-'1214h n k T is indeed negligible; but qluisition. The samples are pumped at normal Quanutiiiu E,-a.1?iicS aind Laser Science

to a case with more absorptive wave- incidence and probed either at near-normal Colit,''uic,t V'ol. 11. 1991 Tlechnical Di-
Ior greattr sample thickness. Thus, we incidence or at oblique incidence (0 - p* est Series t0ptical Society of America,

~.cude that, contrarv to previous expecta- through an ellipsometric optical sequence Washi ngton DC, 199 1),paper QWDl 7.

:,%t a relatively strong temperature depen- differential detector) to provide 'wmplete op. 6 4 l90 ,.C hee. hs

,,ence in the highly absorptive regime, and tical characterization of film and sub-riste at

natbeco-taidered in laser processing of a-Si. each At.
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;,v% Lett. 65. -,t4 F. E. Doany, T). and 900 nim, of anl optically cinise slab or ture Jit 6 T I-,e hl;g 1blW/I he' teaturt... ar,:
Griichkowskv. A.-;~ Phys. Lett. 52, 36 polystyrene spheres (essentially hard lkl h obndrsl fsri n m

l%).spheres) suspended in water. The light is col- purity-bound excilons. However, the nonim-
S. . Gupta etal., AppI. Phys. Lett. 57, lected [Fig. I1(b)] using an integrating sphere ear optical response (Fig. I(c)j obtained
1543(01990). and a photodiode. The data in Fig. 2 were through cwdeg;enerate FWM exhibits aquite
M N. Strahnen, W. Kurtt, H. Kurz, in Pro- taken from a cell with volume fraction 0 different structure. The energy separation
ýedipngs of the Iner,:a~iotial Conference on 0.33, a =0.460 pm, and cell thickness L = 500) and the niagnetic field dependence (if thv

VIME-bus in Re.se.;r.-:: C. Eck, Ed. pim. The transmission coefficient T derived dominant p..-aks in the nonlinear spv-cinnn
(Ntirtli-l lollaind. rn-s-erd.im, 1988). within the diffuision approximation i, pro- suggest that thewe peaks are due to mag-
4 .NI og et al . It Prvs. Chem. 95, portional to ',2 T a 51 /31. a Ot'/Lr- The feleoexcitons associatc -ith Landau leve*s,,
470)9 (19111l. solid line in Fig. 2 shows a theoretical predic- indicating a signihfcant enhancement of tile

3 S.Saio, . Ohavan-.. lhvs Re. Lti. tion for T using the I'ercus-Yevick approxi- excitonic nonlinear magneto-optical rv-
66,261701991). mation to calculate the structure factor and sponse above the heavy-hole exciton coin-

Mie theory for the form factors. The dashed pared to thc nonlinear response at 0 T.
line is calculated withS(q) = .Clearly~diffuse The exciton diffusion coefficient is ub-
transmission spectroscopy can test the valid- tamned using standard nearly degenerate

OThD3 Diffuse transmission ity of different models for the material struc- FWM methods in which grating decay rates
spectroscopy of structure lu~re. The weak oscillations of I with respect are meaiured as a function of the grating
In dense collilds to wavelength refledt the periodicity of S(q) spacing. Fig. 2(a) and (b) displey nearly de-

and Fk,,. The detailed role of wavelength is generate FVM line shapes obtained at two
P D. Kaplan, A. C. \'odh, D. J. Pine* discussed further in Fig. 3. different tield strengths. The width of the

I ~...2 D~prtnnt. :~:est:: o~In the future, diffuse transmission spec- responwe is given by r i0A where
209- S.i33-J2095. 3>.. '11.1hiladelphia, troscopy %%ill enable us to study a wide range 7fi h xaa~i ea aeadAi h

~.u~~pe igt19104 of systems. Although the system studied here grating Npaci~ng. Dramatic field-induced

'.u~ .pe igtscattering spvctroscopies are of isessentially hrspeitaybpoile changes integrating dcyrt r vdn
groin iporane t th lsercomunty to observe tho fluid /glass/crystalI hard- in Fig. 2Wb). F~igure 2(c) is a plot of the anag-
grwig mprtnc t helaercomuit phere transitio, s in similar colloids. ni-tic dependence of thle exciton diffusion Co-

beca use of their potential to provide informa- efficient wvhich, at I T, is reduced by a factor
tion on dense random media, and because the Exxon Research and Engineering, Annandale, of 5 compared to the value at zero field. The
behavi or of diffuse light is interesting in its New Jersey 08801 reduction of the exciton mobility is likely the
Oai n right. In this contribution, we show that result of the smaller Bohr radius in the pres-
it is possible to derive quantitative informa- 1. S. Fraden, G. Maret, Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, ence of a magnetic field. In this case, exciton
uion about the microscopic structure of a 512 (1990); X. Qiu, X. L. Wu, j. Z. Xue, scattering by weak or small-scale disorder
,!enise colloid by measu ring its transmission D. J. Pine, D. A. Weitz, P. M. Chaikin, may be-come'important. Note that thesmaller

0 ulnctionl Of -wavelength. Phys. Rev. Lett. 65,516 (1990). grating decay rates also lead to enhanced
Photon transport in isotropic random sys- 2. -. lshimaru, Wavte Propagation and Seat- nonIi near optical responses for mag-

~tc sdense cc!!oids, :s characterized tering in Randoin Media (Academic netoexcitons
~w wo uanitis: hephoon andm-wlkPress. Newv York. 1978). Vol. 1. Nearly degenerate 9FWNI measurements

*rep length I and the photon absorption on excitons associated with the second and
length. It has been previously recognized that third Landau levels also reveal interesting
Iis related to an integral over the material phenomena. First, decay of the civ nonlinear

interparticle structure factor, S(q).' This fact QThD4 High-'esolutlon nonlinear response is of the order of the exciton recomn-
has been used to correct for the effects of magneto-optical bination time. Second. measurements using
particle structure in diffusion measurements, spectroscopy In GaAs selective optical excitation show that the non-
but generally, the effect is viewed as a nui- grown by molecular beam linear signal arises from excitons associated
sance. We demonstrate by experiment and ela with the ao transition. If the nonlinear optical
theory that measurements of the wavelength etayresponse is primarily due to phase-space fill-
del-ou I 'iecie of 1I can provide information with Min iang, Hailin Wang, R. Merlin, D. C. ing and exchangeeffects, the first observation
high sensitivity on the structure factor of the Selwould imply that the inter-Landlau-level
dense colloid. HarsnM adl aoaoyo hsc.transfer rate is slower than or comparable

To visualize the connection between inter- HarsnM adl aoaoyo hscwith the exciton recomibination rate. If the
particle structure and photon transport. con- Unitvrsity of Michigan, Anni Arbor, inter-Landau-level interaction is responsible
sider a photon impinging on a small group of Michigan 48109-11220 for the nonlinear optical response of excitons
particles ( Fig. 1 (a)l. The probability of scatter- The presence of strong magnetic fields signif- associated with high Landau lev-els, the sec-
ing through wave vector q is given by the Icantly modifies electronic states of a semi- ond obswervation would suggest a spin-de-
product of the individual particle form factor conductor, such as quantization of energy pendent interexciton interaction. Further
l.i,,(q) and the interparticle structure factor levels (Landau levelsV and shrinkage of exci- studies including magnetoexciton photolu-
S(q). The form factor depends on wave vector ton wave functions. Consequently, signifi- minescence and cw pump-probe measure-
ko as well as particle diameter a. In multiple cant changes in optical as well as transport ments, which are helpful in understanding
scattering experiments, this type of scattering properties of the material are expected. In this current nonlinear measurements. are also
occurs many times, and the formal expres- paper, we report observations of an enhanced pre-sented.
'10~:1 for 1 /1*ispootoa anieglv nonlinear optical response and a dramatic

-. j wtha spoprtc'nltanntgrloer reduction of mobilities for magnetoexcitons I. R. J. Elliot, R. Loudon, J. Phvs. Chem
-1wihaweighting iunction. 9Ft/q), i.e., in GaAs. We also discuss nonlinear optical Solids 15, 191 (1991).

1j 31 , a) measurements of excitons associated with 2. H. Wang, NI. Jiang, D.CG. Steel, Phys.
Fnf())f:a'd7 higher Landau levels. arRbsdvn.r Lett. 65, 1223 (1990). Lt. 13

1 kab0()Our measurements ar ae nfe .j.. Remillard etit.., Opt. Let,1,13
quency-domain four-wave mixing (FWM),- (1989).

where p is the particle number density. Dif- and are carried out as 2.5 KC on 0.2-ptm thick
fuse transmission spectroscopy works be- GaAs film grown by molecular beam epitaxy.
cause the upper cutoff of this integral Moo0 ) At zero field, the sample is homogeneously
depends on ,the photon wavelength. Thus, broadened, and has a 1-s exciton absorption.
the value of l at every wavelength is an aver- line width of 0.2 ineV as shown In Fig.. I(a).
age over different parts of the structure factor. The light heavy-hole degeneracy Is lifted by

In this experiment, we measure the wave- strain introduced during the etching process.
length-dependent transmission, between 450 The linear absorption displays a rich struc- B S
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the first such studies of bandgap -4eV Norethattteyieldisnouery.ws itne
renornnalzation in a one-dimensional sys- to the last two lalues since they appear insideFriday MORNING tern. the log term. and hence it is . simple and

May 15, 1992 QFB Fraunhofer lnsttutefur Angetanite direct measurvoi the rsun-equlbrinum rawe 7T,
Convention Center Room C4 Feitkirper Physik, mulastr.72, D7.t(. The gd emem t- wevn the t"o ocur- es
8:00 am Ultrafast Electron Dy- Freiburg, Germany an-Ji the linear behAvior of the expdn-wntal

re.sults for the tLghest temperatures estabLsh~
namics-Surfaces 8:30 am the space--charge domnating behavior to the
Tony F. Heinz, IBM Watson Researji y),,vd as described by Eq Gl
Center, Presider QF92 Space-chargo-lmited Comparison of the totai veid with fth

,___ __ __ __theimlonlkc emission from TOF spectra irnd•cat, that, for a given temrn-
femtosecor'4eicltwd, perature increase, the electron distribution'
metal surfaces are skewed by the space-,harge fields to ki-

netic energies (KEs) much higher than the
X. Wang, D. M. ldffe, SL C. Downer, J. F !Er- corresponding therrra distnrbution This is
skine, R M. More /./ seen in TOF data from Al (110), shown in

8:00 am (Invited) Physics Department, University ol Tr.aas, curves (a) and (c. of fig 2 The curve below
QFBI Ultrafast electron Austin, Texas 78712 each data set Ls a Bohzman distribution at the

Fem.temperature T, as the data, where T, has
dynamics and With the advent of high-intensity been deduced from the smultaneously mwn
recombination on the femtosecond sources has come the ability to sured total Yield and Eq (I). Inaddition totherecombi)n2ati1onontheexcite, on a subpicosecond time scale, the electrons at much higher KEs. a sharp quan-Get1c11) 2 x I e -bonded electrons in a solid to temperature T. greatly tun-vxCatation peak, most likely due to a sur-surface in excess of the lattice vibrational tempeta- tIae-reated state, at a KE or 1.5 eV s als•

Richard Haight, Martina Baeumler" ture T1,I In a previous experiment on AR.'it ev-4-ni A! pre,ie !+ part ý.•'e .sin wliwiý ,.,was shown that non-equilbnum heating of are beingused to further understand the mea-IBM Wathon Rtsearv, Center, 1".0. Box 218. the electrons leads to subpicosecond therm- sured thermionic distributions
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598 ionic emission, but that space-charge fields "Physics Department. Lawrence Livrmore

Elucidation of the microscopic scattering and distort the initial thermal distribution. Here, National Laboratory Lwermoe, Caiftirnia
energy loss processes involved in ultrafast we achieve quantitative understanding of the 94550
electron dynamics is crucial to the under- non-equilibrium thermionic emission pro-
standing of macroscopic Lansport in semi- cess by simultaneously measuring the reflec-
conducto, systems. In a semiconductor tivity of the incident light, the total electron I. HN M Milchberg, R R Freeman, S C
heterostructure system, for example, an elec- yield, and electron-energy distribution Davey, R NI. More, Phys Rev. Lett 61,
iron that crosses the interface between the curves (EDCs) of the emitted electrons. The 2364(1988)
two materials will scatter from the band min- results are modeled with an analytic Richard- 2. W C. Banya eta i, in Ultrafast Phenoom-
imum of the substrate to a new band in the son-Dushman type equation and with parti- ena VII (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 19%0),
overlayer, a process that may be complicated cle simulation codes which include p. 116.
by interfacial disorder and interdiffusion. space-charge. 3. W. M. Wood, G. Focht, M. C. Downer,
The surface of a semiconductor, in this case The non-equilibrium excitation is Opt. Lett. 13,984 (1988)
the cleaved Ge(l 1) 2 x I surface, provides a achieved with 10-Hz YAG-pumped, multi 4. D. C. Anacker, J. L. Erskine, kevy Sci, In-
particularly interesting model system for the stage amplification of 2.0-eV colliding-pulse strum. 62,1246 (1991).
study of such processes. Upon cleavage, one- mode-locked (CPM) pulses.3 Average inten- 5. D. M. Rifle, X. Y. Wang, M C. Downer,
dimensional chains of n-bonded atoms are sities in each 80-s pulse a, yvaried up to 4.3 R.M k. More (unpublished)
formed whose electronic states disperse into x 102 W/cm2 (35 mJ/cm fluence) on the
the bulk band gap of Ge. The processes that sample surface. Total yield is determined by 8:45 am
couple bulk excited electrons into statesat the measuring the average current through the
surface are operative in a wide class of sys- sample to ground, whereas the electron-en- OFB3 Observation of the
tems, ergy distributions are obtained from tinie-of- thermalizatlon of electrons

We used angle-resolved Laser photoemis- flight (TOF) spectra measured with a In a metal excited by
sion techniques to examine the ultrafast elec- multichannel plate coupled toa transient dig- femtosecond optical
tron scattering and recombination processes itizer.4 All data reported here were taken with
on the Ge(ll) xt-bonded surface with sub- the laser intensity kept below the cumulative
picosecond time resolution. Electrons pho- damage threshold. H. W. K. Tom, W. S. Fann, J. Bokor, R. H.
toexcited into the bulk Ge conduction band We find that the temperature-dependence Storz
scatter into the unoccupied surface antibond- (deduced calorimetrically from the absorp- AT&T Bell Laboratories, 4B-429 Crawfords
ing n band whose minimum is at thelpoint tion of the metal) of the total yield is in good Conir Road. Holhdel. New Jersey 07733
in the surfaceBrillouin zone. Rapid relaxation agreement with a space-charge-limited ex-
to the surface band minimum is followed by tension of the Richardson-Dushman equa- We have measured the evolution of the elec-
a unique phonon-assisted process in which tion for thermionic emission. For a tronenergydistributionexcitedina300-AAu
electrons recombine with bulk holes at the square-wave temperature pulse of duration film bya 180-fs optical pulse. Thedistribution
valence band maximum, which we finc to be T,, the toted number N of emitted electrons is is measured directly by uv photoemission
the primary mechanism responsible for the given by: with a time resolution of 270 fs and an elec-
decay of the transient ' population. 'lme-de- tron energy resolution of -0.05 eV, Earlier, we
pendent measurements at 300 K and 120 K N - 409 Ro (kT.) 1 n 11 + 7.76 reported the first time-resolved photoemis-
have been performed to determine the role of x 10s RoTo (kt.T) ee%15 T,] sion measurement of laser-heated metals
energetic phononis in the scattering processes- with a time resolution of -7T0fs. We foundThese processes are modeled with a setpofrate Here R0 is the radius (in microns) of the spot that the distribution function, especiallyequations, whose fits to the data yield scatter- being heated, ksT. and %0 are the temperature around 0.3 eV above the Fermi level deviated
ing times used to directly determinea surface and work function, respectively, in electron from Fermi-Dirac until -800 fs after the heat-
recombination velocity. Ultrafast surface- volts. For reasonably high temperatures (>0.2 ing pulse.' Here, with better time resolution
rtaeholenamionvelociy areob surfae -anda eV fora typical metal), the yield is very nearly we are now able to observe (a) evidence of the
state hole dynamics are observed and a linear with temperature. Figure I has plotted nascent (as photoexcited) electron distribu-
studied as a function of electron density. Since the measured and theoretical Eq. (1) yields for tion, (b) the time evolution from the nascent
the d-bonded states are fundamentally one- Al (110) using a measured value of Rn = 15P to * F•mri Dirac distribution, and (c) that

dimensional in nature, these res Its represent .ina nd assumed values of To = 0.,• ps and % thermalization is more rapid for higher exo-
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QFB2 Fig. }. Total yield vs electron temper-
ature for AI(1 10): * measured yield vs temper-
ature rise T, deduced from the absorptivity of
the metal. For all data shown, the absorptivity
is negligibly different from the low-intensity
absorptivity of Al. The solid line is calculated
from Eq (M).
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QFB2 Fig. 2. Time-of-flight spectra from
AI(107) f•r two different electron tempera-
tures Te Curves (a) and (c) are measured TOF
spectra corresponding to temperature rises of
0.45 and 0.73 eV, respectively, deduced from
simultaneous total yield data and Eq. (1).
Curves (b) and (d) are Boltzman TOF distri-
butions, also corresponding to temperature
rises of 0.45 and 0.73 eV respectively. Also
labeled are kinetic energies corresponding to
the various peaks in the TOF spectra.
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0 7to 1.8 eV reaches its maximum value. It 3 F-f.E. Elsayed-Alt, T, B_ NOrns, Nt A tiirucs IIIs.;~ I !,uit'ad 1b) ,hoss the reflectis.'
Elthee wsere no energy relaxation, the distribu- Pessot, G. A. Mourou. Phs-s. Rev Lett. lt re spsnse 01 Ag and A!, considering
t15-n w-outd be the integrated nascent distnibu- 58, 1212 (1987); S. D. Brors'on etai pla)sma expansion alone at A velocity of ap-
t ;or, a flat distribution extending from 0 to Phvs. Rev. Lett. 64,.2172 (1990). promm~sinitelY the speed of sound. But this
1 S-4 N (the pump photon energy), with a 4. S. f. Anisimov. B. L. Kapehiovich, T. L. model atone cannot account for the rapid fadJ
villke of 0.0028. We can easily see the one- Perelman, Soy. Phys. JETP 39, 375 tinlO withouit involungan unphysical pla-sma

pno~ricuorf hat sasgnatreofthenscen expanding speed >10' cm/s Ntevertheles'nons euorf hatisasigntur ofthe ascnt1975).
d-imn.The level is within a factor ot -5. S. MI. Szej L. Moll, T. Sugano. Solid- wheni both effects art, talken into account, a

'..~~~*tr hatsfin tie dfxetwihn neg er Ag and Al is obtauined.5.:: h~osrat ion sugpet gests tht t thrg e- State Electron. 7, 5W9(1964), en.5ii~xis1IlI
-%isibsrvaionsugest tht te as shon Isv the solid curk-t-, in Fig 11(al and

,:8.rcs. reloxation timec for the I .8-eV clve- 9:0haIb. Tnei~kddt o h ofe-ltzrons is about one-half the pump pulse dura- i-rssl.dsatfothnnr-ec
tion, e g, ,-100 s. ThIsvaluvis consistent wvithl OF84 Heating and tronl metal W are shown in Fig 2. In contrast
energ;y range experiments 4hydrodynamic expansion to Ag and A~,t.inder the same intensity exci-

Art t=400 is, the Fersit-Dirac temperature of intensely irradiated tation IIII - W, enf . 2Fig, 2tafl. the reflectivity
that tit- the data best reaches its maximum, metal targets measured by Iilerstsivs shirpls trrsn in initial value of 0 20

77 K The maximum temperature calculated it, a peaik value of -0 23, indicating conver-
f1um the heat capacity, assuming no energy femtosecond sion to a more reflective metal (higher fret-
trir.sler to the lattice, is 770 K. There is stil time-resolved reflectivity c eectron density) -upon melting. The-

::-'-ately 30% of the energy in the hcnt subseocuet retlectivitt drop and recov.erv.
-i.Because fhelenei-gy retmxation time X. Y. Wang. H. Y Ahn, M.C. Downer howev .er, closely resembles tit i observed in.I-

-h.,uld scale as E_', we expect the 0.9- 'Ind Phnisics Department, University of exas. Ag and Al. iind i,; simtilartly explained Ai
47-. cA'atn times it, be -40K) and -o7(l Austiii, i-exaa 78712 toe nest 5 0 i ,seFg2(b)!,

I i~i'h arc consistent with the data. ho itV ti-denge femitosecond Lxcitucion of nic:.fI tar- li elc"'s-only increa-.cs and stays high.
rý. 11,,t: competition butweven electron the- gets has attracted fundamental interest III th' Indicating mlelting with minimial sulisequs~nt
r-nalization aod electron energy- transfer to properhes of solid-density plasmasi-3.a's well IlInytdrod V n1,11I e~panmfion InI all cases, s- po-

telattice becomes important The ele~ctron as practical interest in the generation ot ultra- larized rettectis.itx' change. s\ cry little, in ap-
vterc loses the energy betors' i5 ->ir n-t fist -l -C)piý I . ~ r'11't ~cl

tze een t .3 s her i anonhemalfa. is~.2the ultrafast response of reflectivity pre~sented. Thw calculated curs.es in Fig. 3
In Fig. 3, we show diata similar to that in from mnetal targets was observed withas.ingle ;hwvia different temporal re'-ponse expected

Fig 22, except that the ab orbed fluence was intense pulse serving both as target excit.1tion with s.310 rim probe for Al Experimert
1.5 xh I ger, 300{Ji/cm2 The plateau from 0.8~ and as optical probe. Consequently . it %%,,ihIs.,seaeengetrmdt.-rf
to 1 84 cV has the same shape as in the lower difficult to distinguish the compet'ing pro- tile propiseid Interpretation,

rl~iiii cae an aproxmatly ticetheam- cesses of electron heating and hydrodynamic
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QF3 Fig. I- Electron energy distribution QFB3 Fig. 2. Electron energy distribution QFB3 Fig. 3 Electron energy distribuionfunction vsenergy for Iaer-excted300-.A Au function vs energy for Au film with 120- function vs energy for Au films with 3

film for three time de!ias Tiefilm wasevap- Lu/Jcmz absorbed laser fluence at five time pj/'cmz absorbed laser fluence at hiv tr,',
orated on a sarpr -t:.ate and was delays. The vertical scale is in units of the delays The fermi.Dirac fits shotn r ndi,)i,
cleaned by annealing in uhv. Thc absorbed densitv of states. The artifact coming from line are flit %,ith Te = 753 K. 121S K. 111A K
fluence from the laser heating pulse wis 120 two-photon (o, 3i0 photoemission from lev- 1694 K. and 1274 K, rcrpectivelv
IAJ/cm

2. The spectra were o•tained using uv elsbelo% EFcanbe no larger than one-half the
photoemission. The uv Fluences were kept I S-eV signal at t = 0 fs, e.g., Z 0.0005 at t = 0
low enough to avo:d sFac--charge effects. fs and Z&0.Ot 35by t = 133 fs. The Fermi-Dirac
Each spectrum is the accumrulation of 25 000 fits shown in dashed line are fit with T. = 516
electrons. K, 562 K, 706 K, 550 K, and 470 K, respectively.
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QFB4 Fig. 1. Time-reso!vvd reflectivity of QFB4 Fig. 2. Time-resolved reflectivity of QFB4 Fig. 3. Theoretical curves by extrap-
(a) Ag and (b) Al surfaces pumped by 1,-po- Wunder identical conditionsasfor Agand Al olatingtheparameters W), w (t), 0) used to
larized, 90-fs, 620-nm pu!ses_ incident at 45" at eak intensity (a) W/cm2 and (b) 5 x fit'the data as in Fig. 1(b) for Al, indicating
from the normal at peak intensity 1013 10 W/cm A numerical fit of reflectivity significantly different temporal response ot
W/cm2, and probed bv :-polarized pulses evolution forWisdifficultbecausetheDrude reflectivity for probes of 620 nm and 310nm
(data in squares) of same diration and wave- model mav not be easily applied with com-
length incident at Ag2. Fac- data point is av- plicated initial transition metal features.
eraged over 20 shots. C-irvcs represent
theorctica! m,--dels baqcd (.r nuncrical solu-
tions of Helmhhze 1 u.t7 , no, a, follows:
electron heating includtd -,.a•irnum reflec-
tvity drop ýhc-.,'•, e-ýrrLc-. "rds to "uw from
0.06 to 1.12 for A; and from 0 35 to 2.41 for
Al), plasma expanrion neglected (dotted
curves); plasma expans-or included (with
,;ound speed of 1.17 - ]Ccm '. orAgand 1.5
x I0 cm/s for Al), electron heating neglected
(dashed curves); electron .eatlnr and plasma
expansion both indluded• r, cur'e)
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We report the impact of small barrier thickness asymmetry on the dc I-V characteristics of
AlAs/GaAs double barrier resonant tunneling diodes. With a bottom AlAs barrier 6 ML thick
and GaAs well 18 ML thick, the effects of varying the top AlAs barrier thickness from 5 to 8
ML produced significant changes in peak current density, peak voltage, and peak-to-valley
current ratio (PVCR). PVCRs of 5.6 were obtained on a 7/18/6 monolayer structure, the
highest repcrted to date for an AlAs/GaAs DBRTD structure.

I. INTRODUCTION immediately before and after actual growth of the DBRTD

For high performance double barrier resonant tunneling devices. The AlAs growth rates used were 0,25 or 0.30

diodes (DBRTDs), precise control of the quantum well ML/s, while the growth rate for the GaAs spacer layers

thickness and the barrier and spacer layer thicknesses I and GaAs well %as 0.4 ML/s. Growth was interrupted for

critical. Minor variations in any of these layer thicknesses 4 s at each heterointerface. For all devices, the bottom

can have tremendous impact on the resulting dc I-V pa- AlAs barrier and GaAs well growth times were set to pro-

rameters. such as the peak-to-valley current ratio duce nominal layer thicknesses of 6 and 18 ML, respec-

(PVCR), the peak current density (J,,). the difference be- tively. The AlAs top barrier growth time was altered for

tween the peak voltage and the valley voltage (AV), and the different DBRTDs to produce nominal layer thick-

the difference between the peak current density and the nesses of 5. 5.5, 6, 6.5. 7. and 8 ML_
Salley current density ( A J). The device structures were mesa isolated using an 8:1:1

Previous studies of barrier thickness asymmetries in H2SO4:HO.:HO etch. The top Ni/AuGe/Ni contact

DBRTDs have dealt with thick AIGaAs barriers which metallization was annealed at 450 'C for 30 s. The backside

varied by many monolayers. 3 Asymmetries in dc ohmic contacts were formed by the indium metallization
current-voltage characteristics have also been observed in used to mount the GaAs substrates to the molybdenum

curen-votae carcteisicshae asobee oseredin blocks durnn MBE growth.norionally symmetric structures, where the cause has been The g Mv e grewth.rougnes fro th inerte iner- The devices were tested using a Keithley 230 program-
attributed to interface roughness from the inverted inter-
face. GaAs on AIGaAs or GaAs on AlAs. 45' Here we mable voltage source and a Keithley 195A digital multi-

present the effects of intentionally grown barrier thickness meter controlled by an IBM PC-AT. The device- ranged

asymmetries on thin barrier, high current density AlAs/ from 3 to 7 pm in diameter.

GaAs DBRTDs. Experimental measurements are also
compared to simulation results using a self-consistent cal- Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
culation that couples the Schrodinger equation in the quan-
tum well region to the drift-diffusion equation in the rest of Experimental and simulation results are summarized in

the device.fi Figs. I and 2. In our simulations, an AlAs effective mass of
0. 1 lm,. provided the best fit to the experiments. The change
from the band edge value of 0.15n,. can be attributed to
strong renormalization of the r electron effective mass in

"The DBRTDs were grown in a Varian Gen 11 molecular the AlAs.' Figure 1 shows that for biases ("reverse" bias)
beam epitaxy (MBE) system using n (2X 1018 cm -3) such that electrons are incident on the top AlAs barrier
silicon-doped (100) liquid encapsulated Czochralski first, the peak current density drops dramatically as this
(LEC) GaAs substrates. On all structures, the substrate width is varied from 5 to 8 ML. For electron injection
temperature was kept at 600'C with a 0.5-1.0 fim n' through the fixed-thickness bottom barrier first ("for-
(4 x l01'ý cm ') GaAs buffer layer grown at a rate of I ward" bias). the variation is significantly less. Figure 2
ML/s. Three spacer layers surround the quantum well, shows similar behavior for the peak voltage in forward and
consisting of 50 A of nominally undoped GaAs. 100 A of reverse bias. Both our simulation and experimental results
5 " 10" cm ' n-type GaAs, and 100 A of 6x 10i' cm show that thickness variations in the entry barrier have a
n-type GaAs. A n " (4>X 10l' cm ') GaAs cap layer was much larger impact on dc I-V characteristics than thick-
grown on all samples to facilitate ohmic contact formation. ness variations in the exit barrier.
All growth rates were calibrated using reflection high-en- Figure 3 shows that structural asymmetries also have a
ergy electron diffraction (RHEED) intensity oscillations, significant impact on peak-to-valley current ratio. Signifi-
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Fi(; I. Peak current density vs top AlAs barrier thickness for both sim- Fu.. 3. Peak to valley current ratio v•s top AlAs barrier thickness for
ulation and experimental results. i- - 0 - -): Electron injection through experimental results. (-- : Electron injection through variable thick-
variable thickness top AlAs barrier first: (- -D- -): Simulation results for ness top AlAs barrier first. i - -0- - Electron injection through 6 ML
electron injection through variable thickness top AlAs barrier first: bottom AlAs barrier first. One-sigma error bars are included for this

----- ): Electron injection through 6 ML bottom AlAs sarrier first: experimental data.
(-P)-): Simulation results for electron injection through 6 MI. bottom

AlAs barrier first. One-sigma error bars are included for experimental
data

used asymmetric barriers, producing PVCRs of 6.3.4-' Our
cantly higher PVCRs were observed when the electrons 7/18/6 monolayer DBRTD demonstrated a PVCR of 5.6
passed through the thicker barrier first, regardless of in reverse bias, which is the highest reported to date for a
whether the thicker barrier is on the top or bottom of the simple AlAs/GaAs DBRTD.
GaAs well. As the top AlAs barrier thickness was varied The amount of dc I- V asymmetry in each of the devices
from 5 to 7 ML, an increase in the PVCR in the reverse is summarized by taking the ratios of the forward and
bias case (electron injection through the top AlAs first) reverse bias data, as shown in Fig.4. Interestingly. the de-
was seen. This trend did not continue, however, as the top vice that exhibited the most symmetric characteristics was
Alas barrier thickness was increased to 8 ML. It is believed not the nominally 6/18/6 monolayer DBRTD, but rather
that as the thickness increased from 7 to 8 ML the 5.5/18/6 monolayer DBRTD. This indicates that there
rFiA,-XAI1A tunneling effects may become significant, may be a MBE growth asymmetry of unknown origin
which tends to degrade the PVCR. Other efforts to im- which causes the AlAs barrier grown after the GaAs quan-
prove PVCR for AIGaAs/AIAs/GaAs DBRTDs have also tum well to be approximately half a monolayer thicker

than the barrier grown before the well.

0.9

0.7,

0.6

0.4 *--- cc

0.3 * 4 5 1.5 8.9
4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 6.5 Top AlAs Barrier Thickness (ML)

Top AlAs Barrier Thickness (ML)

Fi•o. 4. Ratio of the forward and reserse bias dc i-V parameters vw the top
FIG. 2. Peak voltage vs top AlAs barrier thickness for both simulation AlAs barrier thickness. This graph displays the asymmetry ii dc I-V

and experimental results. (. -0- -): Electron injection through variable parameters as top AlAs barrier thickness is varied. The device with a 5.5
thickness top AlAs barrier first: (--0 --) Simulation results for electron ML top AlAs barrier is shown to be nost symmetric. (-.-): Ratio of
injection through variable thickness top AlAs barrier first: (--1--): Elec- the forward and reverse bias peak current deisities. ( -) Ratio of the
tron injection through 6 ML bottom AlAs barrier first: (-7;-): Simu- forward and reverse bias %alle. current densities. (----): Ratio of the
lation results for electron injection through 6 ML bottom AlAs barrier forward and reverse peak-to-salle:, ratios. (---A--): Ratio of the forward
first. One-sigma error bars are included for experimental data and reverse bias peak voltages.
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We have examined the influence of growth interruption on the electrical characteristics of thin
barrier, high-current density AlAs/GaAs resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy. Interrupt schedules were determined by independent reflection high-
energy electron diffraction measurements of specular spot intensity oscillations during
prototypical device growth sequences. Our data suggests that interface roughness at inverted and
normal interfaces does not play a significant role in determining the perpendicular transport
characteristics of high current density AlAs/GaAs RTDs.

I. INTRODUCTION nally the same as those employed in the RHEED measure-

The double barrier resonant tunneling diode (DBRTD) ments. The layer schematic of the structure along with the

has been investigated extensively for device applications interrupt schedule are given in Fig. I Sample A is grown

such as microwave oscillators. "2 To improve the perfor- without any interruption, For samples B and C, growth

mance of these molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) grown de- interruptions of 20 and 60 s. respectively, were employed

vices both structural and growth parameters need to be only after the GaAs layers, while no interruptions followed
optimized. One such growth parameter is the interrupt the growth of the AlAs layers. For sample D. growth in-
time used at each heterointerface in the device. terruptions of 60 s only on the AlAs layers were used, with

timentusedpatnseachtheterointerfsacelinathe device.

Investigations of the effect of growth interruption dur- no interruptions on the GaA% layers. All "mples. grown

ing MBE have focused mainly on the correlation between on (100) n GaAs substrates, consisted of a nominally

interrupt time and quantum well photoluminescence undoped (n type, I x l015 cm ') 18 ML GaAs quantum
interuptwell sandwiched between 6 ML AlAs bamers. followed hy

linewidths' and reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) specular spo~t intensity oscillations.4 Interrupts a three-step dopant transitioo region consisting of 50 A of

of an appropriate duration during quantum well growth nominally undoped GaAs adjacent to the AlAs barriers,

have been shown to result in luminescence spectra indica- 100 A of n type, 6X 10"' cm ' GaAs, and finally 100 A of

tive of atomically smooth and abrupt interfaces. The effect n type, 4.3x l0" cm 1 GaAs. Mesa isolated diodes were

of growth interruptions on the low temperature electrical formed with Ni/AuGe/Ni/Au and backside indium ohmic
characteristics of thick barrier, very low current density contacts that were annealed at 450'C for 30 s. The I-V

AIGaAs/GaAs DBRTDs has been previously investigated characteristics were obtained for 10-15 devices per sample

by Gueret et al. The optimization of DBRTDs for oscil- with a computerized data acquisition system.

lator applications, however, requires the study of high cur-
rent density devices. Here, we examine the influence of Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
growth interruption on the current-voltage (I-V) charac-
teristics of thin barrier, high current density AlAs/GaAs ae results of the independent RHEED measurements

DBRTDs. are shown in Fig. 2. This figure illustrates the evolution of
intensity oscillations as the interrupt time between layers
was varied from 0 to 60 s. In this figure, the interrupt time
scales have been compressed to allow easy visual compar-

The interrupt durations used for the DBRTDs were ison of the relative oscillation amplitudes of the three lay-
based on the results of independent RHEED experiments. ers. In all cases, RHEED oscillations were maintained
These consisted of measurements of the specular spot in- throughout the entire growth sequence. Also, very strong
tensity oscillations during prototypical device growth se- oscillations were observed during the growth of the first 6
quences consisting of 6 monolayers (ML) AlAs, interrupt, ML AlAs layer. However, interruptions on AlAs did not
18 ML GaAs. interrupt, and finally 6 ML of AlAs. The result in specular spot intensity recovery with the intensity
interrupt time was varied from 0 to 60 s. The GaAs and remaining essentially constant until the GaAs quantum
AlAs growth rates were 0.4 and 0.3 ML/s, respectively, well growth was initiated. Furthermore, as the growth in-
The As/Ga beam equivalent pressure ratio was 30 and terruption was increas-ed on AlAs, the GaA. grown on top
As/Ga incorporation ratio was 3.1 at a substrate temper- of it became rougher as evidenced by a reduced oscillation
ature of 600 'C. amplitude during the GaAs quaijjum well growth. This

For electrical tests, four structurally symmetric may indicate that the very thin 6 ML AlAs layer was fairly
DBRTDs were grown at 600 *C with different growth in- smooth, and so growth interruption was not beneficial.
terruption schedules. The growth conditions were nomi- In contrast to the behavior of the AlAs layer, specular
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spot intensity rec overy was observed for interrupt- on the than 57ý
18 ML thick GaAs layer. If no interruption was used after
the GaAs growth. the RHEED oscillations seen during the
growth of the final AlAs layer were much worse than those GaAs layer~s. and not after AlAs harrier layers, should
seen during the growth of the first AlAs layer. However. a improve the 1-V" characteristics oiver a device grown with
60 s interruption on the GaAs layer was sufficient to pro- no interruptions. Further. a device grown w4ith long inter-
duce oscillations from the final AlAs, layer with amplitude ruptions (00 s) after AlAs layer%, hut nlot after the GaAs
comparable to that of the first AlAs layer- Since the inter- layers. might result tin poorer characteristicsý co~mparedj to

rupt schedule affects the interface quality, it is possible it one grown with no Interruptions.

may affect the device 1.-V characteristics. From the data Measured 1-V data for samples, A. B, C. and D are
shown in Fig. 2. 11 might be expected that a DBRTD de- summarized in Fig. 3, which shows normalized , alues for
vice grown using interruptions only after the grow~th of peak current density (4), peak -to-s al lev current ratio

(PVCR). peak voltage 't'id. and difference between peak
and valley voltage (~V') for both electron injection

_7 through the bottom barrier firsit tforward bias) and for
injection through the top harrier first (reverse bias). The

0Osec Oso9C quantities are scaled to their respective aserages based on

:(FI~llIall samples and both bias directions. The average values for
I .h PVCR. V,> and AV are 43 kA/cm'. 4.4, 0.83 V, and

0.22 V. respectively.

~o For both bias directions. J, and PVCR are independent

to be sample dependent in that a higher V~ and smaller I V
_ is obtained in sample D (60 s growth interruption on AlAs

only). Although this may he due to the interrupt Nchedule,
WOe it could also he due to parasitic series resistance. fIn fact, a

w0Sc6 e
I 1. , siilarstruetuire grown during a previous systern cycle

exhibited characteristics similar to samples A. D. and C.
Surprisingly, the 60 s growth interruption on GaAs did not

- - 6MLimprove the PVCR and J,,. even though the RHEED mea-
20 sec: interrupt 45 sec interrupt 2s0 Sy- surements indicated that this interrtipt did cause significant

6ML 1~8 ML M
Al~sGa~sAl~sinterface smoothing. Growth interruption on the AlAs
Al~sGa~sAIASseems to have had little impact on i-V characteristics.

These observations indicate that any interface roughness
Fit, 2 Esotution of RHEED specular spot intensity oscillation% during present in our thin harrier, high current density AlAs!
protoixpscat growth stquencer consisting off)ML. AlAs/interrupt/IS MvL GaAs DIJRTDs does not play a significant role in deter-
(iaAsirnterrupl/6 Nit_. AIA' The interrupt time was varted from ft to 60(
s, the interrupt time 1,aje. ba~ een coprnfrssed to attoA easy cotipar. mining perpendicular t~ratisport characteristics,
i'on ofl the relative oscdlation amplttudes of the three Ia~ers. All the DBRTD samples studied here, regardless of in-
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terrupt schedule, display a slight asymmetry in both PVCR interface roughness at inverted and normal interfaces does
and JP between forward and reverse bias. Electron injection not play a significant role in determining the perpendicular
from top to bottom (i.e., reverse bias) results in higher transport characteristics of high current density AlAs/
PVCR and lower JP, whereas for electron injection from GaAs DBRTDs.
bottom to top (forward bias), the PVCR is lower and the
lp is higher. If the PVCR is taken to be a measure of the
interface roughness'-7 then our data suggests that the role ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

of the inverted (GaAs on AlAs) and normal (AlAs on The authors thank K. K. Gullapalli, D. R. Miller, and
GaAs) interfaces in our context is not very significant. In A. J. Tsao for useful discussions. This work was sponsored
fact. all of the samples studied here exhibit a higher PVCR by the Joint Services Electronics Program under Grant No.
for electron transport from top to bottom, where electrc.is AFOSR 49620-89-C-0044 and the Texas Advanced Tech-
encounter a nominally rougher AlAs interface first, rather nology Program.
than bottom to top, where electrons encounter a nominally
smoother AlAs interface first. For our devices, we believe
the observed asymmetry is due to a growth-induced thick- a' p Kean . A. Moaasar, D. R Miller. V K R3ddy, D P Noirk.and T. ltoh. IEEE Trans Micro Theory Tech 37, 1933 ( 19S'-.L
ness asymmetry, which yields a top AlAs barrier that is 'V K Reddy. A J. Tsao, and D P Neik.rk. Elec'ron Lett 26. 1742

slightly thicker than the bottom AlAs barrier.Y (!99.
M A Herman, D Bimberg. and J Christen, J Appi Phs. 70, R1

IV. CONCLUSION (1991).
'A Madhukar, T. C Lee, M Y Yen. P Chen. J Y Kirr. S V Ghai-

We have examined the influence of growth interruption ,s,, and P G Nc %man. AppI Ph., Lett 46. 114X1 105)

on the electrical characteristics of thin barrier, high-cur- P Guerei and C Ros%,el. in Prot,.'ddtngr ,f %"4j() 4dQinud Stud%
WotA shop on Resonmnt lu unpichni in vtwopiduc'tor. Ph•w• und 4p.

rent density AlAs/GaAs DBRTDs grown by MBE. Inter- picatoton (Plenum. New York, 19W),
rupt schedules were determined by independent RHEED `i Riechert, 1) -ernklau, J P Reithmaier. and R D Schnell. I Cry',

measurements o' the intensity oscillations during prototyp- Growth I1, I (X) (1991)
ical device growth sequences. Four nominally symmetric H. C t.:u and D D Crxm. J AprI Phs M. 6751

"A J T,,o, V, K Reddy, D) R Miller. K K (ullapalli. and D P
DBRTDs with different interrupt sequences were fabri- Neiki, k. "roceeding, of the Ilhh Mot..ulor-.jam lEprtatw. WSrk,,hop,
cated and electrically characterized. Our data suggests that Austmin. le~xas. 1491 (unpuhblihed)
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Photoluminescence study of the effects of growth Interruption on Integer
and fractional monolayer AlGaAs/GaAs quantum we;Is

T. R, Block,"I D. P. Neikirk, and B. G. Streetman
Micrtelectromncs Reseatch Center. Dejanment of Electmcal and Computer Zngineemnn. The Unwersty
of Texas at Austin. Austin. Texas 78712

(Received 16 September 1991; accepted 9 October 1991)

A set of quantum wells containing wells of integer n and integer plus half-monotayer n + 1/2
thickness were grown. The photoluminescence of these samples contained distinct peaks for both
the n and n + 1/2 wells. The structure was regrown with 15cowth interruption between layers.
With sufficiently long interrupt times ( - 60 s) the peaks due to the n + 1/2 wells disappeared
leaving only peaks from wells of integer monolayer thickness. This result can be interpreted in
terms of structural changes at the interfaces such as island coalescence, The intensity of the
peaks and shifts in their energy also provide a measure of contamination and microroughness.

I. INTROOUCTION structure was also grown with growth uiterruptions of 10,

Photoluminescence (PL) is an extremely powerful tool for 30, 60, and 120 s between all layers. The PL of the samples

the analysis of GaAs/AIGaAs quantum wells (QWs). Due grown with 10 and 30 s interrupts are shown in Fig 3 In

to the confinement of carriers the PL transition energy is this figure the peaks are beginning to blur together such

shifted to higher energies as the well thickness is that the number of distinct peaks is decreased This trend

decreased.' The linewidth of the PL transition from the is continued for the case of 60 s interrupts shown as the

well is sensitive to the structure of the interfaces between upper spectrum of Fig. 4 In this spectrum the half-mono-

the layers 2"4 and the intensity of the transition is related to layer transitions have disappeared leaving nine relatively

the material quality.'' 6 This sensitivity to layer structure distinct transition which corresponds to the number of in-

and quality can be used to study the growth processes teger monolayer wells grown. The spectrum for interrupts

which occur dunng molecular beam epitaxy (MBF) of 120 s is shown as the bottom spectrum in Fig 4 where

A common growth technique is to inte-rupt growth be- again distinct transitions are seen. but surprisingly there

tween layers during the growth of QWs. Migration of the are even fewer peaks present.

adatoms on the surface changes the size and oistribution of All samples were grown in a Vanan Gen II at 620 "C

islands present and is reflected in the PL transition energy with an As cracking source-" The Ga growth rate was set

and linewidth. Often the growth of a single QW with in- to 0.7 ML/s and the Al growth rate was set to 0.3 ML/s

terruption wil! give rise to more than one peak due to the The As/Ga inwrporation ratio was kept at approximately

formation of wells of different thickness distributed later- 1 4. All PL spectra were taken at 4 K with the samples

ally across the sample. These multiple peaks can be inter- immersed in liquid He. The samples were excited with the

preted in terms of a simple model in which the exciton 514.5 nm line of an Ar ion laser at a power density of 100

samples the potential in its local environment.4i' This be- mW/cm 2. The luminescence was passed through a SPEX I

havior has been related to the recovery of the reflection m, single-grating spectrometer and detected with an RCA

high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) intensity upon C31034 GaAs photocathode detector.

growth interruption. 8

Ill. DISCUSSION
II. EXPERIMENT The most prominent trend to be seen in Figs. 2-4 is the

In this article we propose an additional technique in- decrease in the number of well transitions as the interrupt
volving growth interruption and PL of QWs. Shown in Fig. time increases, Without interruption 17 peaks are distin-
I is the PL spectrum of a set of GaAs QWs grown with guishable. and this reduces to nine peaks after 60 s inter-
wells of integer n monolayer thickness. In this sample wells rupts. This is apparently due to a coalescence of the nonm-
of 4, 5. 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 19, 25, and 35 ML were inal half-monolayer wells into wells of monolayer
grown separated by 300 A Al0 1Ga 7As barriers. The tran- thickness. Thus. for example, one can imagi-e the nominal
sitions from this sample give a series of sharp and well 3.5 ML well aj possessing closely spaced regions of 3 and
separated peaks, one for each well thickness. This sug- 4 ML thicknesses. This results in a transition energy inter-
gested the idea of growing wells of nominal thickness equal mediate between that of a 3 and a 4 ML well. which dis-
to n + i/2 ML. A sample was grown in which the shutters appears as the regions of 3 and 4 ML become larger than
were t.med to give nominal well thicknesses of 3, 3.5, 4, the exciton. A potential problem for this explanation is the
4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5. 9, 9.5, 10. 10.5, and I I ML apparent absence of some peaks from the sample grown

separated by 300 A barriers. The PL of this sample is with 120 s interrupts. However, we believe this is due to
shown in Fig. 2 where 17 distinct peaks can be seen, again the degradation of the sample from the long interrupt time
one for each of the well thicknesses grown. This same Degradation with interrupt time is indicated by the in-
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Fiu. I. PL spectrum of QW sample containing 13 wells, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10,
I1. 13. 15, 19, 25. and 35 ML thick, separated by 300 A ALt,Ga,, jAs
barriers. FIG 3 PL spectrum of QW sampl e ontanmig integer and hb.f.mono-

layer wells grown with interrupt limes of (a) 10 s and (b) 30 s

tegrated intensities from this series of samples which was seemed to suffer a proportionally higher loss in peak inen-
found to monotonically decrease with increasing interrupt sity than the thinner wells near the surface, similar to the
time (the integrated intensity was down a factor of 2 for effect seen in Fig. 4.
the 120 s interrupt sample). We have previously found There is clearly not a distinct change of half-monolayer
degradation in the PL intensity and linewidth of QW sam-
ples grown at different As cracking temperatures, which wells. Instead, we observe a shift in the transition energies
we attributed to the generation of small amounts of AsO.6  of the nominallyinsteger-monotayer wells. This t s shown in
Even when the AsO was reduced below the detection limits F the nm aly ite onolner wls thia ML wnin
of the residual gas analyzer after an extensive bake, we still Fig. a where the transition energy for the 3 and 4 ML wellsfoun soe dgradtio inthe L idictingtheconain are plotted as a function of interrupt time. In Fig. S one
iounanhd note begradationinc lthePLy r ed.inche contami- can see a relatively large shift in the transition wavelengths
nants may be expected to build up on the surface during to longer wavelengths as the growth interruption time in-

creases, although it does seem to approach a comstant value
growth interruption, it is not surprising that PL degrada- for longer interrupt times. Shown for comparison in Fig. 5
tion is seen in the present work. Our earlier work also is the calculated transition wavelengths for well thicknesses
indicated that the larger wells grown near the substrate

A lP

650 670 6") 710 7"4 750-S./ . .... .

Wavelength (nm) 650 670 bW 710 730 7%0

Fit,. 2, PL spectrum of Qw sample containing integer and half-mono- aeegh(m

layer wells, of nominal thicknesses 3,135, 4,41..S. 5. 5, 6.6_.5,7,7.5, 9, Fio. 4, PL spectrum of QW sample containin integler eand half-rito-r1'8.5, 9,I95,10,10,5, and 1) ML. separated by 300 A A10 ýGao As barriers, layer wells grown with interrupt times o( (a) 60 a aM )120s.
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IV. CONCLUSION
L .. A novel method involving the growth of quantum wells

having nominal integer plus one-half monolayer thickness,
in conjunction with growth interruption has been used to

670 - examine MBE growth processes. Our results indicate that
approximately 60 s is sufficient to smooth the interfaces
under these growth conditions. The continuous shift in the
transition energies with interrupt time indicates the pres-
ence of microroughness. However. degradation of the sam-
pies with increasing interrupt time illustrates the impor-
tance of the vacuum ambient and reducing contaminants in

S.......... ............ . . ... . .. . ... th e sy stem .
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.on of the operation on asymmetrical Y lasers. We obtain up to 32dB HIGH EFFICIENCY MICROWAVE DIODE
sin curve stdemode suppression. The tuning response of a device with OSCILLATORS

4L - 56jtni is shown in Fig. 4 together with the theoretical
tuning scheme curve. With one single current 1. the MZ Atetr S. Javaslagi, V. Reddy, K. Oullapalli and D. Neikirk

is tunted across closely spaced FP cavity modes within a
3-5 rin wavelength range which corresponds to the MZ Alterta rn Ostaas.Mr'oocleer.irow
width, The correlation to our simple theory is fine at low dctr.Oor
injection currents. At higher injection we find deviation due to dvc~.Doe
our assumptions, taking no gain Saturation, carrier heating Dota on the operation of very high effiienecy microwavt
and interaction of the four carrier reservoirs into account. oscittaiors using AlA/ltamA* quantum well injecion transit

In a further operation mode Inot shown in the Figure), (QWIT*T) diodes arm presen tad A DC-to-RFP power convreu
again with one single current It, the gain curve is shifted sion efficurncy as high as 50% was achieved. which, to the

across the MZ modes of the asymmetrical device. As an authors'knowledge. is the highnct liacency reported for con.
example, for a Y laser with 6L - 8t 1. m (corresponding to an Itnuous Wave (CW) Operation of 8 two tersuna1011t mcon-
M Z spacing of 4nm) an 8 nn shift across three MZ modes is ductor device
accomplished in a first experimental demonstration.

ifxrConclusions.: To overcome the unfavourable tuning control of Itoduction: Because the high frequency output power of an
the symmetrical V laser, we have designed and realised the individual semiconductor device is timited, there has been

:nts 1, or first asymmetrical V-lase structures. For these devices the increasing interest in new power combining techniques for
IY lasers expected much simpler tuning scheme is confirmed. Further microwave to submillimetre wave systems. For instaince, large
suppress- extensibility othaculym sresigecurrent tuig output powers have been generated using two dimensional
)nounced spans is oex teact uallyr otmeisued seingesn aprpitunin grid array sources [I]. Although total RF output power may

designed NIZ filter functions. The asymmetrical V-laser struc- be increased, DiC.to-RF power conversion effliciency remains
ig behav- tures offer easily controllable wavelength addressing schemes. an intrinsic property of the Semiconductor device. For two-
-Icternstics Teeoethsccsflothenr us terminal diodes the highest DC-to-RF conversion efficienciesThreoete ucesflimplementation othenr us have been obtained from IMPATTs, which in pulsed oper-

potential of Y lasers into pholonic switching and WDM trans- ainhv civd6%(1 nC prtool 3/ a
misson sstes isexpetedbeen achieved [3). We present DC arid RF data for two AlAs,
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th uoenRC 1project 2039 (ATMOS). addition, the 1800 A device produced a single device output
the Eropen RAE IIpower of 20mW without requiring any device heatsinking or

3rd ~t1 992 substrate thinning.
I M. Schilling, K. Datting, W. Idler, D. Baurns, G Latibe, K. Wilnstel Exprment: The two AIAs/lnGa&s QW11 T diodes with drift

and 0, H~ildebrmnd tAleutel-SEL Research Centre, Optoeteetiroffic
Compomnens Dltdstont ZPZIWO. Laren~str. 10/0. D000 Srurgart 40 region lengths of 1800 and 1200 A. referrd to as QWITT I
Germany) and QWl1'T 2, respectively, were grown on to + laP sub-

strates by molecular beam epitaxy, The motivation for the
RefrenesQWIT diode is that the voltage and current differences
Referencesbetween the peak and the valley., aV.. and Al,.,, respectively.

I SCH~ILLING, W., SCHW5JZSU H., ollirint, Y., tIDLER, w., at/tim. 9 must be made as large as possible to increase output power
i'OWITrZx, A.. and wt),arn.t It.: 'Widely tunable Y-coupted cavity (4. 5). The quantum well is formed by sandwiching a 47 A

~Tereaces of integrated interferometric injection laser', Electron, Lett, 1990, 26. 1nti.S3G0 o .,As layer between 25 A strained AlAs layers. The
2ol pptl~N. 243-244 .,a/a,5.LAS. . (7ltir . quantum well is between a symmetric layer profile consisting
2 iSCHILLNG M.. anDLR Wtt.ieA. KONL,: AN GIterae ntercOmEir, H. of I sA of undoped I n. 1, Ga 0,A, ad aseent to the well (01-
lion laser: novel fast and broad-hand itinihic rinonolinhic tight lowedl by - 100A it (2-3 x l0"~cmi *- In, ,~Ga0 ,,As and
source', IEEE J. Quantumt Electroni., 1"l1. QFZ.27, (6). pp. 1616- 100 A to 0 3 x 10" cm-3 ln0,,5 Ga,, ,As- The drift region is
1624 placed below the quantum well. Standard processing tech.

) SCHtILLING, ii., IDLER, W.. BAUMIL 0., LAMS 0., wONsiss, a., and niques were used to fabricate mesa isolated diodes with Au
HILDEBRAND. 0.;'1601ttifucinl618 PhotOisic switching operation6 Of topside contacts. The room temperature peak current density
1500wns Y-coupled cavity lase (YCCL) with 2Snm tuning caps- was - 8kA/cm 2 and the peak to valley current ratio was - 20.
bility', IEEE Pletitnics Technol. Lett,, I991,3, (12k. pp. 1054-1057 The staibilised (non-oscillating) current density against voltage

4 tomz w,, sc~acs to, is., asuwD. 0,iAuss. a., womn'ri.. K. and characteristics of typica diodes are shown in Fig. 1.
HILDRIBRAHO, D.: 'Y laser With 3$ nim tuning ranle*, Electlronf. Lett., Two open circuit single stub resonator circuits were
1991,27, (24L. pp. 2261L-2269

5 HILVE3RANfl, 0., 5CWLLSNG, N., IDLEA. w., sAuMs.s 0>. LAU5s, G., and designed using 500 microstrip lines for oscillation at I and
w~asxL. x.: I'The integrated interferonietric injection laser (Y- 2-7G~z. The design is based on the Kurokaws oscillation
laser): one device concept for various system applications'. Proc. criterion (".e. Z,,,k, m -Ze1,m,) (6). Both small signal and
ECOC/1OOC'91 Paris, 19"I. vol. 2. pp. 39-46 large signal calculations on the QWI'fl diodes show a very

6 WtJNSiTL, a.. IDLERx. W.. S"ItLLia. Ui., tLAUmn, G.. RotumS is.. and nearly real impedance for low microwave frequencies
HILDEBRAND, 0.: 'Y-shaped semiconductor device as a basis for ( -5 GH z). The open circuit stub in the circuit produces a real
various photonic switching applications'. Pint. OFC-92 San )OsN. impedance at the device only over a narrow band of fre.

irat hranch 1"2 p.1 25 quencies; thus the Kurokawa condition can be satisfied only
'7 tOLM .w. SCHILLING.U., SAlliS, 0.. 00fltNO. K., LAUME G., intsfrqecbnd othstblghscentecrut

'WOwS'rItL, K.. and HiLOeSARAO, o.: 'Wide range 2-S Gb/s wave- intsfrqecbadFothsublghshsntecrut
erngib converi'son whit a tunable Y-Iaaer', PNot. l5th ECOC Berlin impedance should be purely real at - I and 2-7 0Hz for cir-
1992 cuits I and 2, respectively. Because the diode impedance is

I ZIELINSI.t a,, asPpsax, p, H4AUIM. s, PIKUHNt. K. K. sAtJKA. a,, and nearly real, the frequency of oscillation is expected to be inde-
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ted asyrn. MQW lawe structures', IEEE J. Quonssan Electron., 089, QE1.2S, QWITT 2). The diodes were biased with an HP11612A bias
g~ing from (61 pp. 1407'-1416 tee and the DC port was monitored for bias line oscillations.

.1 reltion-9 WI6SDINANr. 5. IKLI5PK. i,, KO11011*, U.. WRIMMANN, It. Z19UNISti. 5,

,.Uz values J. Crst ro OVPE of1 10a1, P~(aA MQWt61-566 Results and discussion: 'The diode mesas were contacted by a
n rule for10 SPSI .. UOJAYAD-AARNS, ._ COULLA u., oLi'riwo, r., .511K. mi, tungsten whisker at the end of the circuit and different areas
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%kas obtaiiicd Hi c iarge ,grial xpccitic 1negaiic rcji~tanmc of 050citlotrs. ai factor uf 20 greater ihsri prevwj,; rcpXirJted-
the device 1) .1 i.i fUioltln Of 11hC RF iniplitudc, henmc for the literature (980 jW at I Gliz CIO)$ Such high power ')
a fixed RF circuit thc poaxýcr density should vary with devie possible because tht'i QWITT diodes have very high specij*,

negative resistance. allfawing the use of very large ares diodcs
10 ~without producing bius line, oscillations.
9 Quasistatic power calculations were performed by numeri-

Q ~cally vatrying the RF voltage swing at different bias points in
8 -/the NDR region, using the stabilised DC J-V curves of both/ diodes (5]. We find that both the ..&aarnum measured and

7 ~calculated RF power obtained aRit. greater tsian the frequently
E quoted '3/16 AV A/'~ rule (10]. This is because the DC 1-V

<ý 6 - 13curve is not cubic, as used to obtain the *3/16 AV A/' rule
1I). and that the optimum bias point is not the average of

the peak and valley voltages, but rather closer in value to the

valley voltage. At the optimum bias and RF voltage swing,
simple large signal calculations on QWITT I (based on the
.3-V curve shown in Fig. 1) yield a power density of 4-1 kWk,

2 cmi with a DC-to-RF conversion cfficiency of 42%. aiid
QWITT 2 yields 30OkW/cm' with 40% efficiency.

1 In conclusion, we have presentcd data on AIAs/lnGaAs
OL I QWITT microwave oscillators that have produced record

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 DC-to.RF power conversion efficiencies as high as 50% and

EKEo.tage, VCW output powers of 20mW from a single device.

Ftg. I Typical stuiibI*rJ (nun,,scirlttiiiiy DC J- V curt Cs for Q W/TT I Acknowledgmnents: This work was sponsored by the Texi.i
and QWITT 2 Advanced Research Program and the Joint Services EleeL-

O3 QWJTT I3rnc rga ne rntnme FS 92-9C
0 QWTT 20044.

area. The frequency spectrum of the QWITT oscillators was loth July 19v!
fairly narrow, producing a typical spectrum which was ISd B
down 5kHz off the centre frequency for a resolution band- S. Javaiagi, V. Reddy, K. Gullapalli and D. Neikirk (Departrvni of
width of I kilL The linewidth was limited by the very low Q Electrical autnd Coptr nlwrn.TeUiest fTexas of12

circuit used here. Particular care was taken to ensure the Autn utiTxs781.UA

accuracy of the RF power measurements through the use of a
calibrated RF power meter. The values reported here should
be conservative, because the only measurement error cor- References
rected for was a I dB cabling loss; no compensation for the I RUIIE D. a., Poovc z. a., wEIKLE 11, R. m., Kim. U.. Porrat, k.

loss due to the microstrip circuit, connectors, and bias tee was A.. COM.PTON, a. C., and VORK, IX. A.: 'QUasi-optiCal power-
made. combining arrays'. 1990 IEEE MTT-S, Int. Microwave Symp

The experimental results for both QWITT I and QWMT 2 Dig., 1990,.3 pp. 1201-1204
operating in the t~o circuits are summarised in Table 1. 2 ciiANG, K. N.: 'Avalanche diodes as U11F and L-band sourcrs'.
Values quoted are averages for four to five nominally identical RCA Rev'.. 1969,30, pp. 3314
diodes; scatter was - 5% of the average value. For some 3 IGLESIAS. 0. L,. and avAms, w. j.: 'Iligh-elliciency CW IMPATI
devices, a DC-to-RF power conversion efficiency as high as operationl. Proc. IEEE, 1968.56, p. 1610
50% was achieved at a power density of 4kW/cml for the 4 KAN, V. P., MOarAZAwI, A,. btiltJ.1. D. It. 3WOY. V. K., NVUKIAK I)

P., and iToH, T.: 'Microwave and millimeter-wave QWITT diode
QW1TT I structure; the average result for several diodes was oiscillators'. IEEE Trans.. 1989, MTT-37.(32), pp. 1933-1941
45%. To our knowledge, this is the highest efficiency ever 5 REDDY. V. K.. IIAO. A. J.. 3AVALAOI, L.. KUMAR. 0. K.. M111.11. D. R.
reported for continuous wave operation with a two terminal and NEIKIRK. 0. P.: 'Quantum well injection transit time (QWITTI
device. Conventional IMPATI' diodes have been shown to diode oscillatora'. Proc. 35th Int. Cont. Infrared and Millimeter
have efficiencies of 60%, but only in pulsed operation [2]. For Waves. 10th-14th December I99, pp. 88-90
CW operation. IMPATTa have demonstrated efficiencies only 6 KUROKAWA, K.: 'Some basic characteristics of broadband negative
as high as 43%. but more typically in the range 16-36% (3, resistance oscillator circuits', Bell Syst. Tech J,. 1969,.48, pp. 1937-
7). Gunn diodes have DC-to-RF conversion efficiencies of less 13

7 GWARTOwsKI, J. W.: 'ProgresswthWIPATdoecrus
than 15% [8, 9). The highest efficiency reported for quantum mcoaefqunesiEETras. 1979 IM IT? (iod , cip.it

well diode oscillators, hitherto, was 11% at a frequency of 43-4~2
1 GHz (10). 1 FRANK, F. a., and DAY, 0. F.: 'High CW power K-band Ounn

The maximum power obtained from a single device was oscillators', Proe. IEEE.. 1969, 57, p. 339
20mW, which was achieved without any heatsinking. This is 9 CHANG. K. tEd,): 'Handbook or microwave and optical com-
the highest power reported to date for quantum well divde ponenits: Vol. 2' tWiley, New York, 1990). pp. 298-299

Table I AVERAGE RESULTS FOR POWER DENSITY AND DC-TO-RF CONVERSION EFFICIENCY USING QWITT I
AND QWlFrr 2 IN CIRCUITS I AND 2

Device Circuit I Circuit 2

Sample Area Frequency Power density Efficiency il Frequency Power density .Efficiency q

Cn~tiO'l a0 ' H& kW/Cmn' %OHs kWoons 1

QW=1T3 300 0,941 3.90 42 2-380 3 6 39
w - 1300A 360 0.951 2.85 39 2,313 4,0 45

611 0-953 2-40 27 2-448 2-8 36

Q TT2300 0-943 2,60 35 2,238 IS5 20
W-10A 1409330037 2-320 2 2 26

68:00 14472403 2-357 3.7 24

Results averaged over four ito five devices; maximum effiicriecy is high as SO%. was obtained for QWITT I 'in cirvuit 2 for a nominal
160 x 10'9cm' ares device
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10 nROvW. e. .R.. PARKE.R. C. D.. CALAWA, A. R.. MANFRA. M. J., SOLLNER. oscillator wherein the output of an odd number of seriallyT. C L. 0, CHEN. C. L., rNG, S. w., and MOLV4t., K. w.: 'High-speed connected CCMIs is fed back to the input stage. The fre-
resonant tunneling diodes made from the InGaAs/AIAs material quency of oscillation depends on the number of inverter
s. stem'. SPIE (High Speed Electronics and Device Scaling), 1990, stages, the load capacitances and the current level.
1288, pp. 122-135

! I ctow. w. P.: 'Principles of tunnel diode circuits' (New York. 1964) To determine the DC behaviour of the inverter, we assumethat the base input voltage of Q3 is V and its collector voltage
is Vo. If i/. < 0 5 V, the quiescent current is very small. The
input and output currents 1, and I1, its shown in the Figure.

arc given by
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
USING COMPLEMENTARY CURRENT 1, - (1~, + ',hj eap (q(V + VJ/kT"
MIRROR INVERTER - (1,3 + 10.) exp Cq(V. - V)fkT] (e)
R. R. Pal, H. N. Acharya, S. Kai and !2 - 1pr4 exp [q(4 - V)/kT)

N. B Chakrabarti - I.,, cxp [q(V + V/,)/kT] (2)

Indexing ternni Inverters, Voltage controlled oscillators, Ring where I. is the saturation current with the collector shorted
oscillators, Circuit design to the base and I,, is the base current with active collector.

I, 1-,14 and I are the collector currents of transistors Q2 ,Complementary current mirror inverters have large band- Q su an inQ3, respctively. and 1,.4 is the base current of Q6.
width, small time delay but small gain whereas complemen. Assuming resciv,12) - IV0. is I,-) e curn o/ (..
tary inverters have high gain but large time delay. Ring cxp (Cl) and exp (C,) where I, (I..,
oscillators have been realised using a combination of both
types of inverter to achieve stable high frequency oscillation. + I.,) and 1,, - (1,w, + 1 we obtain
Voltage controlled oscillators were obtained by tuning the , sink q(V
frequency of oicillation with supply voltage. 12 =- .sn ( + c,)/ (3)

I_,, sinh q(V + C,)/0'

intriduc:ion: Voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs) are widely This implies that transistors Q3 and Q. would need to have a
used in such applications as phase locked loops, timing larger area for current gain. The small signal AC gain of an
recovery, modulators and demodulators, and frequency syn- inverter stage consisting of a complementary inverter (C0) fol-
thesisers. Ring oscillator VCOs have the potential of very high lowed by a mirror can be expressed in terms of the trans-
frequency operation and low cost. The oscillation frequency of conductance and admittances of the two stages. The small
a ring oscillator is fixed and is determined by the propagation signal DC gain is given by
delay encountered by the number of inverter stages used to
realise the oscillator. Silicon bipolar technology using merged Go - (g,, + gq.,)/(g,,. + g,, + (g,. + g,#,) (4)
npn-pnp complementary inverters is attractive for the realis-
atior. of high frequency VCOs because of high integrability where g,. and g,, are the output conductances of the inverter.
and reduced process complexity.. Merged npn-pnp complemen- g,U, and g,, are the conductances of the mirror transistors.
tary inverters with current mirrors appear to be particularly The above expression shows that the DC gain can be con-
suited for VCO applications because the associated circuits for trolled by varying the relative sizes of the inverters and mirror
the phase frequency detector are realisable in current mirror transistors.
logic using the same configuration (I]. Merged npn-pnp
inverters can be used in three basic forms: the npn driver. pep Results and discussion: The VCO circuit (shown in Fig. 1) was
current souce [2, 3), the complementary inverter (0l). and the wired in a PCB. The transistors used are BF 494B (npn) and
complementary inverter with current mirror (CCIMI). This tiC 15711 (ppn) whose f,' are N(X) and IO5MIt,. respectively.
Letter dcs,:ribcs the implementation of a VC() using a CCM.I The exfwrimental results of the VC() rcalised using three-
ring osctllator. stage and five-stage CCMI ring oscillators are shown in Fig. I.

The frequency of oscillation increases from 62 to 66 MHz for a
VCO using complementary current mirror invcrters (CCMIs): supply voltage variation of 30mV for the three stage oscillator
The VCO, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. is primarily a ring whereas a variation of 10MHz (35-45 MHz) is obtained over

the same voltage variation for the five-stage CCMI VCO.N" Variation of frequency with load capacitance (shown by the
"dotted line in the inset of Fig. I) for a three-stage CCMI VCO

S3 stage is shown in Fig. 2. The VCO performance is linear and suit-
able for PLL applications. The photograph of a typical VCO

6109.1 waveform obtained from a three-stage CCMI VCO without
. . ,load capacitance is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.

It is interesting to study the variation of oscillator frequency
when a combination of the complementary current mirror
inverter (CCMI) and complementary inverter (CI) is used (Fig.c C 3 (inset)). Fig. 3 shows the experimental results of a three-stage' :-.. ring oscillator where combination of a CCMI and Cl is used.
The frequency of oscillation reduce% in proportion to the
number of CCMI stages which are replaced by a Cl. This is
consistent with the fact thatt CCMIs have large bandwidth.small time delay but small gain, whereas CIs have high gain

hut large time delay. The maximum Irequency of oscillation
Sstgreduces from 65 to 4.00MHz when asll of the three CCMI

"stages are replaced by a CI (Figs. I and 3). Because CCMI
gain and time delay depend on the relative areas of Q3. Q.
and Qj. Q,. the operating frequency can be changed by
placing the inverters in parallel, either at the mask stage or

570 675 680 685 690 695 700 105 subsequently. It will be noticed from Fig. 1 that the frequency
Svoltage, mv of oscillation initially increases with supply voltage and thusFig. I Variatmon ,of no'cllaiun frequency witA Supply -nllage 'f thrre- with current. However when the current exceeds 5 mA per

stage adndfiu• -stafi CCMI ring oscillator stage. the output frequency decreases. This may be attributed
lnset: circuit diagram of three-stage CCMI ring oscillator to the increase ofdilTusion capacitance.
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tig. 3 shows the wavelorms in the NSIS as observed by a WAVELET ANALYSIS OF
streak camera. The input control pulse was broadened from 9 ELECTROMAGNETIC BACKSCATTER DATA
to 12ps as it traversed the loop due to the interplay of the
normal dispersion and selfphase modulation, and walked H. Kim and H. Ling
through the signal by lOps (Fi& 3a). Fig. 3b shows transmit-
ted (switched) and reflected (unswitched) signals for a CW
probe signal input with a wavelength of 1552nm. The peak cesin, terwo

level of the switched signal was about 60% of that with com- cessing, Scaitenng

plete switching due to the low control pulse power (420mW An analysis of electromagnetic backscatter data using the
peak at Port b3). The switched signal had a 13 ps width. The wavelet transform ts prented. The multicesotution piopen
switching contrast was about 17dB mainly due to the poor of wavelets enables scattering events with differmt scales in
extinction ratio of the polarisation controller in the loop. the frequency domain to be simultaneously resolved, The

Total insertion loss of the NSIS for the signal was 12dB. backscattered signal from a dispersive plasma cylinder Ls

Time-division demultiplexing was then demonstrated using studied using the wavelet analysis. The different scattering8 mechanisms are clearly identifiable in the time-frequency rep-
a fixed pattern input data stream. The input signal with a resentation.
wavelength of 1552nm was generated from a gain-switched
DFB-LD driven at 560Hz. The resultant pulses with 30 ps
pulse width were then compressed to 8ps using a 1250m Introduction: The electromagnetic energy backscattered from
dispersion-shifted fibre. The compressed pulses were injected an unknown scatterer can provide useful information for iden-
into a fibre optic pulse pattern generator consisting of two tifying and characterising the scatterer. Recently, the runnng
highly-birefringent fibres and a following fibre polariser. The window Fourier transform (RWFT) (also known as the short
two birefringent fibres, whose polarisation dispersion was time Fourier transform [2, 3]) was applied to the back-
2ps/m, were about 10 and 20m in length and connected with scattered frequency response from an open-ended waveguide
their polarisation axes offset by 45'. The two fibres delay the cavity to obtain a joint time-frequency representation of the
input pulses by about 20,40 and 60 ps to produce a 504 Gbit/ original signal [I). In the time-frequency plane, localised
s '... 011110000011110 ... ' pattern data stream as shown in events in time (scattering centres), localised events in fre-
Fig. 3c. The resultant data stream was then injected into the quency (resonances), and dispersive scattering mechanisms can
NSIS. Fig. 3d-e show the demultiplexed 5-6Gbit/s '... 11 .. be simultaneously displayed. Consequently, a good insight
signal (Fig. 3d) and the remaining '... 011010000011010 . was gained on the different scattering mechanisms which,
signal (Fig. 3e). The PLC was seen to be stable even though when properly interpreted, can be correlated with the scatterer
no temperature control was employed, features for target identification applications. However, there

We have reported the first NSIS that is practical. It is based is one intrinsic limitation associated with the RWFT. The
on an integrated silica-based planar lightwave circuit which scattered signal in the frequency domain generally comprises
provides wavelength selecting functions with the low insertion scattering mechanisms with different characteristic scales. For
loss 4<4.3dB), high isolation (>40dB), and high environ- example, high-Q resonance phenomena are small-scale fre-
mental stability. The NSIS was tested and demonstrated quency events whereas contributions from nondispersive scat-
diode-pumped time-division demultiplexing at 50.4Gbit/s tering centres extend over large frequency scales. Because the
with a 13 ps switching time and a 5.6GHz repetition rate. RWFT uses a fixed window width, it cannot resolve multiple

events with different scales simultaneously. In this Letter, a

Acknowledgment: The authors would like to express their wavelet analysis of backscatter data is presented as an alterna-
appreciation to T. Sugie, M. Koga, A. Takada, and T. tive tool to the RWFT. The wavelet transform has attracted

Morioka for their valuable technical advice and supplying the much attention in the signal processing community recently

erbium doped fibre, the polarisation-independent optical cir- (2-5]. In contrast to the RWFT, the wavelet transform tech-

culator, and the DFB-LD. They also wish to thank H. Ishio, nique has a multiresolution property through the use of multi-
M. Kawachi, and T. Miya for their continual encouragement scale windows. Therefore, multiscale events of frequency can

and guidance. be more effectively resolved by the wavelet transform. As an
example, a wavelet analysis of the backscattered frequency
data from a dispersive plasma cylinder is presented.
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M. Jinno and T. Matsumoto (NTT Transmission Systemns Labor- Wavelet analysis: We define the wavelet transform of a fre-
aories, 1-2356, Take, Yokosuka, Kanagawa, 238-03, Japan) quency signa! F(co) as

T. Kominato and Y. Hibino (NTT Opto-electronics Laboratories, 162,
Shirakata-shirane, Tokai, Naka, ibaraki, 319-11, Japan) W•'r, n) =J F(owr tt 2 H( •r(w f-)) dw (Ia)

Refemeces H(w) is usually referred to as the 'mother wavelet'. Note that

I n'so, m., and MATSUMoTO, T.: 'Demonstration of laser-diode- the wavelet transform is defined in the frequency domain for

pumped ultrafast all-optical switching in nonlinear Sagnac inter- our application, contrary to its usual definition in the time

ferometer', Electron. Lett., 1991, 27, pp. 75-76 domain. Eqn. I can be interpreted as the decomposition of the

2 TAKADA, A., AIDA, x., and /INNo, m.: 'Demultiplexing of 40-Gb/s frequency response F(w) into a family of shifted and dilated
optical signal to 2.5-Gb/s using a nonlinear fibre loop mirror wavelets H(r(co . f0)). By shifting 1(ta) with a fixed scale
dnven by amplified, gain-switched laser diode pulse'. Tech. D1g. parameter t, the r-scale mechanisms in the frequency response
OFC '91, San Diego, 1991, TuN3 F(w) can be extracted and localised. Alternatively, by dilating

3 NELSON, 3. P., BLOW, X. I., CONSTANTINE, P. D., DORAN, N. J., LUCte, J. H(w) at a fixed a all of the multiscale events of F((w) at 11 can
K. MARSHALL, 1. w., and smet. x.: 'All-optical Gbit/s switching be analysed according to the scale parameter T. This is the so
using nonlinear optical loop mirror', Electron. Lets, 1991, 27, pp. called 'multiresolution' property of the wavelet transform and
704-705

4 TALATO, N. ANG1un, K., YASU, M., TODA, H., and KAwAcm, 1.: 'Silica- is an important advantage over the RWFT.
based single-mode waveguides on silicon and their application to By properly manipulating eqn. la, the wavelet transform
guided-wave optical interferometers', J. Lightwave Technol., 1988, can also be carried out on the time domain signal f(t) of the
LT.*, pp. 1003-1010 original frequency domain response F(to).

5 suGm1, t., O•KAWA, N., tMAi, T., and Fro, T.: 'A 2-SGb/s, 364km
CPFSK repeaterless transmission experiment employing an Er- 2

doped fibre amplifier and SBS suppression optical link'. Tech. Dig. WAh, ) 41t/r dt ( b)
Optical Amplifiers and Their Applications Topical Meeting, 1990,
PDP2-1

6 vooA. m., and mATSNOTO, T.: 'Polarization-insensitive high- h(t) is the Fourier transform of H(w) and must satisfy the

isolation nonreciprocal device for optical circulator application', 'admissibility condition', i.e. M(0) = 0. Because eqn. lb is essen-
Electron. Lett., 1991, 27, pp. 903-90" tially the Fourier transform of [flt)h(t/r)], it is the preferred
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numerical implementation of the wavelet transform through reflection, Above the plasma frequency, the plasma cylinder is
the use of the FFT. partially penetrable and the once-internally reflected contribu-

tion is present. The once-internally reflected wave traverses
Backscauter from plasma cylinder: The backscatter from a twice the diameter of the cylinder through the dispersive
plasma cylinder is considered. Our interest in this problem plasma. Because the phase velocity of the wave in the plasma
stems from the study of exhaust plume plasma from electro- is proportional to the travel time, the curve in the wavelet
thermal arcjet thrusters [6). The circular plasma cylinder has plane in fact represents the dispersion diagram of the plasma.
a radius of 11.94cm. A cold plasma model is assumed to At the plasma frequency, the phase velocity approaches infin-
model the cylinder as a dispersive dielectric with c, = [E ity. Physically, this corresponds to the electron resonanoe
- (f!f)']. f, is the plasma frequency and is chosen to be around the heavy ions in the plasma. As the frequency
10GHz. To generate the backscatter frequency response, the increases beyond the plasma frequency, the phase velocity
eigenfunction solution [7] for a circular dielectric cylinder is approaches the speed of light in vacuum. In between the two
implemented numerically. A complex Bessel function routine regions the plasma is highly dispersive. The wavelet transform
[81 is used in geuerating the numerical data. The simulated successfully resolves the different events with widely varying
backscattered response from the plasma cylinder from 3 to scales in the frequency domain. It is worthwhile to point out
17GHz is shown in Fig. 1. We observe that the frequency that the RWFT would not be able to simultaneously resolve
response consists of two regions: the flat response below the the large-scale (corresponding to the initial peaks in time
plasma frequency and the oscillatory pattern above the domain) and small-scale events (resonance and dispersion).
plasma frequency. By examining the frequency response more
closely around the plasma frequency, we also observe addi-
tional small-scale features which are due to resonance and
dispersion phenomena. In this instance, the frequency
response is composed of multiscale events and the wavelet "
analysis is ideally suited to analysing these multiscale fre- 0
quency data.

40- - a,-

20-
€" 20- .' [

a, .' 0

10 _85 ____________
U WS " '

S3 8 .... 9 . . . . . . -5 0 , ..
Sfrequency, GHZ Q Ilime, ns

Fig. I Backscattered frequency response of uiform plasma cylinder il. 3 Time-freque•cy wavelet represeation of backscatter data from
with0f3 = 1I GHz and eadius 11.9 4 cm ywo-layer plasma cylinder

S=I - (fdlf) Inner layer has radius of 4-78cm withf, -=GHz and outer layer
is of thickness 7-16cm withf, - 5GHz

The wavelet transform was implemented based on eqn. lb Grey scale plots of intensity are in dB with dynamic range of 52<1
using the FFT routine. The function h(t) was chosen to be a f, = 8GHz, r, = 4.78cm
two-sided Kaiser-Bessel window with a constant Q factor of 5 GHz, r, = 1194 cm

&,3. (The Q factor is defined as the ratio between the window
width and the window centre.) The resulting time-frequency The result for a two-layer plasma cylinder is shown in Fig,
plot obtained using the wavelet transform is shown in Fig. 2. 3. The inner layer has a radius of4.78cm withf, 8 GHz and
Also plotted along the two axes are the time-domain and the the outer layer is of thickness 7-16cm with f, = 5 GHz We
frequency-domain responses. Two distinct scattering mecha- observe three regions in the frequency response with addi-
nisms can be identified in the wavelet domain: a vertical line tional small-scale features around the plasma frequencies.
due to the exterior specular reflection of the cylinder and a Again, the time-frequency representation using wavelets
dispersion curve due to the once-internally reflected contribu- allows the detailed scattering mechanisms to be resolved.
tion from the energy penetrating into the cylinder. Below the
plasma frequency, the plasma is cutoff to wave propagation Acknowledgment: This work is supported by the Joint Services
and the backscattering comes solely from strong exterior Electronics Program and in part by National Science Founda-

tion Grant ECS-8657524.
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in, The University oj Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712-1084, USA)
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argument and nonnegative order', ACM Trans. Mark $S•ftw-t, ted field when the incident field is linearly polarised. The
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shift and .0 the polarisation rotation, of the reflected wave

with respect to the incoming wave. The rotation angle # is

positive in the right-hand direction when looking at the slab
interface.

CONDUCTOR-BACKED TELLEGEN SLAB AS The dependence of # and 4 on the parameters of the slab

TWIST POLARISER can be expressed as

I. V. Lindell, S. A. Tretyakov and M. I. Oksanen t ( Mo cos v sin (2kd co s v) (c)tn =(ill + Pj10) sinl(kd coe v) - q0I cosy-V 4

Index , W term : Pol arisatio n. E lectromag neic waves 2 PMo sn v sin '(kd c m v)tan4'•- 2,(s5)i 2 kdov
A conductor-backed slab of nonrecprocal bi-isotropic (1'2 -' ,) sin2(kd cos v) + ,7 cosiv
material with nounro Tellege parameter is shown to act a
a twist polariser (crosspolarising reflector) when the medium We denote 0 - ,•(Weo) and quantities of the OI medium by
parameters of the slab satisfy a cerain condition, whence a p - N/0W/4 k - nko - ,,,/(ja ut - ./(uIego to) and sin v -
linearly polauised incident plane wave is reflected as crow Xln - Xr. X, is called the relative Tellegen parameter. It is seen
polarised. This effect is seen to be broadhanded for law that the chirality parameter K does not affect the reflection
values and narrowbanded for low values of the Tellegen dyadic at all in the present notation; with other formalism
parameter and the operation is independent of the polana- this is not alway true (1]. On the hn the Tellegen param-
lion direction of the incident wave. Analysis of the Telle trh
slab is outlined and the two operating modes for the twist eter X has an essential r61e in producing polarisation rotation.
polariser are discussed. For a lossless slab with real #, eqn. 3 implies the relation

IR. 12 + IR., 2 - I, or the sum of co- and crosspolarised
reflected powers equals the incident power.

Introduction: Novel effects and devices have been recently The nonreciprocal character of a medium with nonzero Tel-
suggested based on applications of chiral media, which are legen parameter z is men most easily from the property of
reciprocal special cases of the most general isotropic, or bi- having nonzero R., In fact, in trying to reverse the reflection.
isotropic (BRI media. The chiral parameter K and the Tellegen it is seen that an incident wave with the polarisation of the
parameter X, which is responsible for nonreciprocity of the 1I previously reflected wave would not in general reflect with the
medium, appear in similar positions in the medium equations polarisation of the previously incident wave.
(l] Twist polariser: Let us find the condition under which the

D = tE + (Q - jK).//,tuo 1o)H (1) copolarised refit tion coefficient vanishes, in which case all the
power incident Ath linear polarisation is reflected in cross-

B = PH + (Q + jK),A(Io zo)E (2) polarisation. From eqn. 3 we see that the condition R_, - 0 is
satisfied when cos 4 = 0, i.e. when the parameters kd. X and

For lossless II media, the four parameters r, p, Y, Kt are real 1/jo are such that the denominator of tan 4 in eqn. 5 van-
quantities. In this Letter, it is demonstrated that a slab of BI ishes.
medium with nonzero TeUegen parameter X and backed by a
perfectly conducting plane can be designed to rotate the inci- Pro I_ - X,2

dent linearly polarised field in reflection by 90. This type of sin (kd cos v) - ± -ý - ± +(6)
operation is basic in its action and its use in antenna and 1 -i/0o)V
microwave devices has been described earlier [2-5] with struc-
tures that require the polarisation of the incident wave to be This has real solutions (or lossies 81 media when the inequal-
at a fixed angle to an axis of the structure. ity j1/10 < 1sin vI - I Z,, or p, - I is satisfied with p, - ,/po.

An isotropic medium with a nonreciprocity parameter, To have R, - 0 and R, # 0, the Tellegen parameter obvi-
denoted here by x, was first suggested by Tellegen in 1948 [6] ously must not be zero. The cropolarised reflection coeff-
to produce a nonreciprocal device called gyrator. He also cient is from eqn. 3 simply the phase factor R, - e-, with cos
explained that to make such a medium in practice would w -/t sin v prmt /r Thus, the conductor-backed al slab
require a microscopic structure of similar parallel permanent with parameters satisfying eqn. 6 acts a a crosapolaiing
electric and magnetic dipoles. This possibility has also been reflector (twist polariser) creating a rotation of 90* and a
considered by others [7, 8] and a method has been suggested phase shift # for the reflected field. The total field in front of

which applies parallel electric and magnetic fields to certain the slab will in this case be elliptically polarised with the axial
substances such as CrO2 while they are cooled to a tem- ratio AR - tan (p/ 2 ).
perature at which the electric and magnetic polarisations The twist polariser effect is dependent on the Tellegen
become permanent [9]. The problem of fabricating such a parameter, which, in addition to the previous inequality must
medium is not considered here in any more detail. satisfy another one, JZJ, s I. for the energy function to be

positive semidefinitet.
Reflection dyadic." Applying vector transmission-line analysis, There are two interesting modes of operation for the cross-
where any layered medium with homogeneous BI media and polarising reflector: wide-band operation which damps theboundaries parallel to the wy plane can be replaced by a trans- copolarised reflection in a wide frequency band and narrow-mision line with dyadic characteristic impedances and dyadic band operation which suggests use in filtering narrow bandspropagation factors, the reflection dyadic, corresponding to of signahl.normal incidence of plane waves, of a r c slab of thickness d In wideband operation, the value of the relative Tellegenand with a perfectly conducting backplane can be written in parameter X, should be cose to unity. In theory, for X, - Ithe dyadic form there is an infinite band for which I R, I is smaller than a givennumber & but, if A is small, the thickness d becomes large.

R- em(cos #T, + sin @ - R T, + R, 1 (3) Thus, for practical use, somewhat lower values are more suit-
able. As seen in Fig. 1, for I/no - 0.8 and z, - 0.85 we have

•um• L, 1. v, TMu cov, s. A, sad oKAwNm. m. ;.: 'Vector
transmission-line and circuit theory for bi-istiropic layered struc- t umDEu.. L v.: 'Methods for electromagnetic field analyis (Oxford
tures'. submitted to J. Electro Magnetic Woa• App. Clarendon Presst To be published
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Wavelet Analysis of Backscattering Data
from an Open-Ended Waveguide Cavity

Hao Ling, Member, IEEE, and Hyeongdong Kim, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract- The wavelet analysis technique is applied to an- resolution) is needed for isolating the target resonances. In
alyze the electromagnetic backscattering data from an open- the intermediate region, dispersive phenomena require good
ended waveguide cavity. Compared to the conventional short- resolution in both time and frequency. The multiple resolution
time Fourier transform, the wavelet transform results in a better restion th timeandfrequeay T ulte resotion
representation of the scattering features in the time-frequency property of the wavelet transform is ideally suited for this task.
plane, due to its multiresolution property. Consequently. the wavelet representation can provide a better

time-frequency characterization of the backscattering data.

I. INTRODUCTION II, SHORT-TIME FOURIER TRANSFORM

T HE electromagnetic energy backscattered from an un- AND WAVELET TRANSFORM

known target can provide information useful for classify- The conventional STFT of a time signal fit) is defined as

ing and identifying the target. This is commonly accomplished 131, [4]:
by interpreting the radar echo in either the time or the
frequency domain. For target characteristics which are not im- S(r. Q) = f(t)g(t - 7-)e-6J t dt. (Ia)

mediately apparent in either the time or the frequency domain,

the joint time-frequency representation of the radar echo can It is essentially the Fourier transform operation with the

often provide more insight into the scattering mechanisms and, addition of a time window function g(t). The translation of

when properly interpreted, can lead to successful identification the window as a function of r results in a two-dimensional

of the target. In a recent paper by Moghaddar and Walton [ 1l, time-frequency representation, S(-r. Q), of the original time

the joint time-frequency analysis of an open-ended waveguide function. By manipulating (]a), the STFT can also be ex-

cavity was carried out. In that work, both the short-time pressed in the frequency domain:

Fourier transform (STFT) and the Wigner-Ville distribution S(-r.r) = e-JI F)
were applied to the broad-band backscattering data from a I F(w)G(Q-w)ce'`dw. (Ib)

dispersive cavity structure to arrive at the time-frequency Here F(w) and G(w) are the Fourier transforms of f(t) and

representation. Good insights on the scattering mechanisms g(t), respectively. We observe from (la) and (Ib) that the

were gained from the results. However, the STFT is limited by STFT representation can be obtained through either a moving
its fixed resolution in both the time and the frequency domain. window in time .(t) or a corresponding moving window in

The Wigner-Ville distribution, although providing good local- windo G(w) o

ization of scattering mechanisms, introduces additional cross fequency i enl.We will now introduce the (continuous) wavelet transform
terms which leads to "ghosts" in the time-frequency plane. of a time signal f(t) for our application:

The theory of wavelets is currently attracting a great deal of
attention in many disciplines of applied science [21-[51. In this Wf(r, f,) [f(t)r-i/2 h(t/r)eifrdt. (2a)

letter, the wavelet transform is appLied to the backscattering J
data from an open-ended waveguide cavity in order to derive By comparing (la) and (2a), we see that h(t) is similar to the

the time-frequency representation of the signal. Contrary to window function g(t) in the STFT. However, h(t) must satisfy

the conventional STFT that has fixed resolution in both time an additional "admissibility condition" in wavelet theory 151,
and frequency, the wavelet transform, when properly defined, viz., h(t = 0) = 0. To satisfy this condition, h(t) is usually

can provide variable resolution in time and multiresolution in chosen to be a translated window function with its center at

frequency. Since the early-time radar echo from finite objects to. By changing r, the center of the window function moves
usually consists of sharp peaks [61, very fine time resolution as rto and the width of the window is dilated by the scale
is needed to resolve the various scattering centers. On the factor -r. The ratio between the window width and the window

other hand, since the late-time arrivals are characterized by center (or the Q-factor of the window function) remains fixed

resonant ringing, good frequency resolution (or coarse time for all time. This is in contrast to the STFT where the window
width is fixed for all time. By properly manipulating (2a),

Manuscript received November 22, 1991. This work was supported by the

Joint Services Electronics Program and in part by National Science Foundation the wavelet transform can also be carried out on the Fourier
Grant ECS-8657524. transform F(w) of the original time signal:

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineer.
ing, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin. TX 78712-1084. W(rf) = /2 - (2b)

IEEE Log Number 9107677, .

1051-8207/92503 00 © 1992 IEEE
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Fig. I Geometr of the open-ended circular waveguide ca'I}."

HL.,j) is the Fourier transform of h(t) and is usually referred L
to as the "mother wavelet." The operation in f2b) can be
interpreted as the decomposition of the frequency signal F(,,)
into a family of shifted and dilated wavelets H(-r(•- - Q)). It
is important to point out here that the present definition of the (weP) 7
wavelet transform in its time and frequency forms is exactly
opposite to the common definition of the wavelet transform
used in time-series signal analysis [51. .- 0 5 10 15 20

TIME (NANOSECONDS]

Il. TIME-FREQUENCY REPRESENTATION (a)

OF BACKSCATTERING DATA

The time-frequency representation of the backscattering data -

from an open-ended cavity is considered. The cavity is an
open-ended circular waveguide with a diameter of 4.445 cm.
A flat conducting termination exists 60.96 cm inside the V

waveguide (Fig. I). To generate the backscattering data, the
radar cross section of this target is first computed in the -

frequency domain. We take into account of the interior cavity ,
contribution using a modal approach [71 and the diffraction c
contribution from the front rim of the cavity using the asymp- N

totic formula in 181. It has been previously established that the
backscattering data predicted in this manner agree reasonably
well with experiments. The time-domain response is then
obtained by Fourier transforming the band-limited frequency .
data (from 2 to 18 GHz). ,

Fig. 2(a) shows the time-frequency plot of the backscattering
data at normal incidence (8 = (0') using the STFT. In
performing the STFT. a 2-GHz Kaiser-Bessel window in the -5 0 5 10 I5 20
frequency domain is used in equation (Ib). Also plotted along TME [NOSECONDSI

the two axes are the time-domain and the frequency-domain (b)
responses. It is apparent that the scattering features are muchb setter reote isapparen t the t ime-frequncy ing fthresanrin er the Fig. 2. Time-frequency representation of backscattering data from an
better resolved in the timc-frequency domain than in either the open-ended cavity under normal incidence. The grayscale plots of intensity are
time or the frequency domain alone. Both the nondispersive in decibels with a dynamic range of 40 dB. (a) Short-time Fourier transform

rim diffraction and the two mode spectra due to the TE I (STFT) representation. (b) Wavelet transform representation,

(Nith cutoff at 3.96 GHz) and the TE12 (11.45 GHz) mode can
be clearly identified. The mode spectra are in fact dispersion transform is implemented using equation (2a) with the aid
curves of the waveguide modes since the phase velocity of of the FFT. The function h(t) is chosen to be a two-sided
each mode is proportional to the travel time. The noncausal Kaiser-Bessel window with a Q-factor of 0.3. The t = 0
noise appearing in the time-frequency plot is caused by the reference of h(t) is located midway between the time events
modal approximation used in simulating the backscattering from the rim diffraction and interior contribution (at r = 2.05
data. If actual measurement data were used. this noise should ns). The variable time resolution of the wavelet transform
be absent. allows sharper time resolution to be achieved during the early-

Due to the fixed resolution of the STFT, the scattering fea- time response and sharper frequency resolution (coarser time
tures in Fig. 2(a) are smeared out in the time-frequency plane. resolution) to be achieved during the late-time response. Thus.
This problem is overcome by using the wavelet transform that wavelet transform provides good resolution in identifying the
provides a much better representation of the scattering features scattering centers and resolving the resonant phenomena of
in the time-frequency plane. as shown in Fig. 2(b). The wavelet the target while adequately describing the dispersive scattering
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Fig. 3. Time-frequency representation of backscattenng data from an open-ended cavity under 45- incidence The grayscale
plots of intensitv are in decibels with a dynamic range of 40 dB (a) Short-time Fourier transform ISTFTi representation ib)
Wavelet transform representation.
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on design optimization [3] and the characterization of lossy Region I
absorbers under oblique incidence [4].

In this article we present a numerical approach to the study
of two-dimensional periodic gratings. We first use the bound- aperture boundary -
ary integral method to characterize the rather complex con- r - - y - 0
tour of a single groove (or period) of the grating. The un- R
derlying periodicity of the infinite structure is then accounted iodic Region
for by applying periodic boundary conditions and expanding t

the fields in terms of Floquet harmonics. Details of this ap- condition

proach are presented next, followed by a presentation of bothnumerical and experimental results. y h

L FORMULATIOM '
The geometry of the grating shown in Figure I is a blazed metal w
grating used for frequency scanning purposes. In this example, conditionthe triangular grooves are spaced a length p apart in the x

direction. In addition, a narrow flat spacing of width w is
included. A plane wave of either polarization is incident upon I /
the infinite grating, resulting in energy being diffracted in x = 0 X = P

many directions. In general, the period of the grating, p, Rpm 2 The boundary integral regions for a single period of the
determines the number of beams or modes of diffracted en- grating
ergy, and the shape of the groove determines the amount of
energy diffracted into each mode. Only the two-dimensional
case is considered, meaning that neither the structure nor the In Eq. (1), Hfi is the magnetic field of the incident plane
incident field has z variation. The fundamettal task here is Xn E.on i the a gnet ic field of the incin pan

to determine the scattered field due to a plane wave incident n of th e icd nt a r, and is t

upon the grating, and from this, evaluate the performance of nent of the incident wave vector, and km o =

the grating. Vk" - (,Sf, + 2,rm/p)'" By applying the standard method-

Because all the grooves of the grating are equally spaced of-moments procedure, Eq. (1) can be expanded via pulse

a length p apart, it is sufficient to consider just one period of functions and point testing into a matrix equation:
the whole structure. Shown in Figure 2 is a single period of
the grating. The approach taken here is to subdivide this single 1H11 = 12H,-] + [Yg1,]M,], (2)
period of the grating into a top region containing just free
space and a bottom region containing the contour of the
groove. Each of the two regions will be handled separately. wherebutions an ture aditn ix ct nh
For the sake of brevity, only the H-polarization case (magnetic contributions due to the summation in (I).field parallel to the z axis) is described here. The E-polari- Region II, unlike Region I, is completely enclosed by the
fatienfrmltin paralleltothezaxis)is thatriofther. The polaria . aperture boundary and a number of other boundaries shown
zation formulation closely parallels that of the H polarizationu in Figure 2. Thus, through the equivalence principle 15], theboundary can be expressed in terms of the tangential electric fields at any point along the boundary may be written in terms

field (E x Y) [or equivalently, a surface magnetic current of an integral over the tangential fields (or the equivalent
AM = I - (E x 9)]. Due to the plane-wave incidence and the surface currents) along the entire boundary:
periodicity of the structure, the expression for H' can be
written into a sum of Floquet harmonics (or plane-wave spec- H
tra) as follows: fI'(Q) J

YFI(x) 2H-(x) ---- -j(.÷2",• x [Z2kcos8 H 2f)(kr)HU'-- H?)(kr)M] ds. (3)

S ef('2"mP)"M,(x') dx'. (1) Here H•I(Q) is the z-directed magnetic field at a point Q on

the boundary, r is the distance between the source on the
E, .Hboundary and point Q, and O is the incline angle of Q with

respect to the inward-pointing normal h at the source point.
-- Equation (3) can also be expanded via pulse functions and

point testing into a matrix equation and converted to an ad-
-.. , (. mittance form:

[Hil' = {Y'"l(M.,

V. along the entire boundary of Region I[. (4)

-a Because of the additional boundaries comprising Region
now* I Profile of an infinite grating with triangular grooves II, (4) contains more unknowns than (2). Equation (4) can
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be reduced to include just those points along the aperture With the admitance rlatison for each of the two re•gon
boundary by enforcing the following boundary conditions, in hand, the unknown currents along the apenure can be

found The total tangential fields along the aperture boundary
M, - 0. along conducting of Region I are matched to thobt of Region II Per•rtmng

wall of groove, (Sa) this match using (2) and (6) &d taking into accu•nt the change
H,(O, Y) - Hapa y)e laong the open of sip between the magnetic currents jus above and below

boundanes, (Sb) the aperture boundary results in

M,(O, y) - - M,(p. y)e ,•P, along the open .44, - (II + [YII) 1fHI- (7)
boundaries. (0)[

(Sb) and (5c) are the so-called periodic boundary conditions. T strengths of the various Roque t harmonics ese ctd by the

When the conditions in (5) are substituted into (4), an ad- grating may then be extracted from these currents.

mittance relvtion between the aperture magnetic field and * ftATS A
aperture magnetic current is rendered: formulation presented in the previous section was vsa-

tHIIt = f YI[MA,1. (6) dated extensively for blazed gratngs. One means of observing
the frequency scanning characterstics of a blazed grating is

where [HI'J and IM,] are the magnetic field and equivalent through its retroreflection efficiency curves for various dit-
surface magnetic currents along the aperture boundary of fracted orders The efficiency of a given order is the fractoo
Region 11. of the total incident energy contained in that order Retro-

The two vertical boundaries along which the penodi. reflection (or backscartenng) occurs when the angular devsia-
boundary conditions of (Sb) and (5c) are applied have been tion between the incident wave and the difframced beam is
include(: to enable the E-polarization case to be studied with- zero Specifically, the angle of retrorefecton for a cerain
out resorting to higher-order basis functions. Choosing the order is a function of wavelength and is gwen by 9 -

aperture plane above the grating also results in improved sin 1( -nI2)V(pIA)), where n is the diffracted order. A is the
numerical stability, free-space wavelength, and e is measured from the normal.

E-polarization (P-pol)
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Excellent agreement is observed between our calculated re-
suits and published data in [71 for gratings of various blaze PHASE GRATING: ANALYTICAL
angles for the n - - I order. FORMULAS FOR THE NEAR FIELD

Next the calculated results were compared against a set of V Ati* w J.
measure ments for a blazed grating designed for infrared spec- Ins•,ko Nac-,o oe As•r#,swca Op(a y Eiectro.a
troscopy. The grating was fabricated by first etching trnangular ApDo Postat 2 16 P-eoiA 72000
grooves into a silicon substrate and then depositing a thin gold e. Mexic

coating onto the etched surface. The nominal dimensions of
the grating are p - 25 um and 45 = 4 = 54.73(. Because KEY ITEMS
of the fabrication process for this particular grating, there is Phase gratings, array SUMAWw", irraV.d mice shapoig, optia 0ir.

a small flat spacing of about w = 3 jAm between each grooe,. connect,, diffrwnvre optcs

Shown in Figure 3 are the retroreflection efficiency curves for
both polarizations. Wavelength is restricted to between 9,0 AISTMACT
and 11.0 Am,, and three diffracted orders are observed (n - We present wo simple ansalyat lformulas d a& &'scrnbe Ae trr,4j.
- 3, - 4. - 5). This corresponds to retroreflection scan angles ante disrutibnoni. of errmm dassw,. of any phase gatn Otr
lying between 340 and 78V from the normal. Agreement be- ennd n/U are dillustrated with owo mo*e eztampes Ate a radienc

tween the predicted and measured results is quite good for duirt a site near field of a low-freqtieecy hue grattg. aind

both polarizations. In particular, agreement for the E-polar- at• of a phase gangWith a mnttgid p#fQtee I M9 Jos" Wav A

ization case holds well over a large range of scan angles. To Sam. I,

serve as a contrast, the results for an ideal grating (i.e., w = 1. WTRODUCTION
0) are also included in F;,gre 3. The flexibility of the boundary
integral approach and its reasonable computational efficiency Diffractive optical elements are powerful tools for addressing

in solving periodic structures allow it to serve as a useful tool light beams into several prespecified directions. This address-

in the evaluation of novel grating structures. ing capability can be performed with substantial reduction in
size. weight, and cost, Furthermore. by employing phase
structures, the diffractive elements can work with high light
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ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
BACKSCA1TFERING DATA WING WAVELETS

The elcrmgei nrybackscanered hom an unknown NVUaretm
prvide lnfmanaoosedf ulI for clauifying and identifying the 7a1119 absi
commonly accomplished by interpreting the backscamut resp nse ither the

dior thefequency domain. For 'arget ehumracieisics which amns hn edot
apparent in either dhe dmin or the frequecy domain doe Joint time-afreqenc

tereetation of the radar echio can bometaines inr M nU1g66 i atothcning mechanisam. In a mmnarPO by Mogs d~ WaltontIL thd aing
w ino Fourier trmnsforto (RW~tr(also, known as dhe short-time Fourier
transform) was applied to the backscanered fret mIt resons frnt open-
ended wavegitide cavity in order to obtain a' jo MInt am-rq enyrrewetation Of
the original sifWa. In dhe time-frequency plane~. localize events a tone (scameran
canalrs), localized evenu in feuenicy (reoances). as well as dispersive. -c04i
mechanisms can ho simultaneouasly duqaaydL Ca"nseuety, good inaghaTime
Pined don die different scatterig mehnsa whib* hnpoeryisqed
cmn ho correlated with the scatiner featwes for W dufcinqpiaos

However, there is one iatrinsic limitation associtaed with the RWFT- The
incamierd signal in the frequency domain is generally comprised of scattering

mechnism wit widly different Characteristic sCales. For example. bigh-Q
resonance phenomena ame highly localized (or smafl-scale) events in frequency. On
the other hand contrbuiaons from non-dispersive scanning centers which appear
as sharp peak in time, extend ovar large frequency ranges and are large-scale
events. lince the RWFT uses a fixed window width, it cannot resolve multiple
events with different scales siamultaneously. tn this paper, the wavelet analysis of
backscariering data is presented. The wavelet transforma ha attracted much
a&motion in the signal a1ccssUin communitniy recently 12-5]. In contrast to the
RWFr. the wavelet transfom echnqu has mnulti -moum po6s --u h
RUs Of MoUlti-scale windoWs. Theefaw, mula-mol Ivns intefeunydam
can be m- effectively resolved in the time-frquency plane by th wavele
transfom. Results forarm open-ended wavegaide cavity sand adspsielam

We dein the wavela snanhm a(* fequency dSlna F(s) ar

W(%)- f F(a) 91) H (-g(.-D)) dot 011)

H(o) is usually referred on as the "mother wavelet" Note that the wavelet
tandfem is defined in the frequecy domain for our application. contrary ID its

O-mwmmao"tN3 I



a"decmosidon in the timqenc .omme l' 1l iwi i~
wavelets HMW(-0QD. Dy= Mrig ls) with a flawd scalle Im mv, doe eedsk
mechanisms in the frequency vaspouse F(m) can be oz a da mi ambed.
Alsematively. by dilalag H(s) a a ixd t.anofd multiombe mmat elF(s) at

I aeomis be muyim9 sad p uoime.& Ibis is the soa~sd -nd-
resoluion" preamy of the nwie mdi..to no patm adsouseenw

ah wnF.

By properly ionlulana (I&). *Ae wavelat I~ - ndso be mimi a

W 0.40)- f Atr) V"'~ b (t /') oi" dt 0ib)

hOl) is the Fonrier m Im 1(smimaauuyteuih ey on
iLe.. h(O).O. Siame (Ib) iseseamially the Fowler temubasfee iIROOhWi).kisces

~urdnieicits~mm of the wavelet -th m M 0 tem
-~~~s -m we - ---a-naujcw

W&da=k~~dddawn - cirovaw. Moebncsam Isa
as a function at time, cr the socalled smp peakl, I M~y xolsmiuof ci hap
peaks in the early time foMowed by smU aun us lm he . very an *W

resluton s sede a esow te vmusammngcasmm d~urIUing ft "y dm

urget mon nc e m eetiame fem( (b). weem mm that h(Ve)isa vaisbfilm
inowwih its width deteaimAndbs In the ealy tie sm a ( vd) th de

window width Js jms aunmvde od mnme0110olm In dbth mde OW0 4)
the time window width is arendPICoVides good aousest.

!uited for aualyse; time data whiih 'consata erlysimm mig a

The wavelet nrepmeataton of the backuneuwia dmt fio i. qmaimiI
waveguide cavity is considued. The cafvity ismn openme h~muumd
with a diameter a 1.75 in. A flat cmnductags emumiuasWn ez 2 & M tem
=waveguide. To poemaw the bwcaasa thes rada ca - Suction of thi

tagtis firs comp uwi in the frexquwenwcy 6nv We tabse aint acountm of em
inerioi cavity contribution musing a modal approach (61 ami tem diftned.o
Cole ibution iro. de baarim cfaemcavily ~yuuifemsi 7.
The time-doain response is them obtained 2by Es~melaha sheam M vs

MUne fluquey di. Fig. I shows th6 h-auaywwmspmmmc
the beckacatmeing data at amatil incidence (6m). 'Thm wavelme Usaidor is
implemawed using eqistiam ONb with the adiof the Mr. The Imlo ' hs *0
chosen to be a twosided Kaher-Dessel winiow with.a Qdamw of 0.3. (MhinG
facwc is definted a the ratio betwe the window width and d ie d." cmW.)
Bot the non-dispersive rim NffMcu c(.m line) ad dhe we modi.sp~n
=n the Th11 (with cutff a 3.96 Gil:) and fth 1 t2 (with camW al 1 MS GumZ)

nuecam be dimldy identified.

Nezz dem Iakcusm i a dispersive plama cylinder6 Isoulldl. Ilhm
circular plamm. cylinder his a vadius or 11.94 cms. A cold Pausm zMii (3 is

iau



wmmmd so m~dl die cylinder ma a pnv 4dn11 1d eN v a at).(I~l To

Circular ideWCUkCylfibdrwia s beaq lmmc1y.TO ealsda
frequency p1K ohuimald using die- aves osmw~br is Aowa i &LTwo
d""-0 ac ww caammalecm~a can be kboflW Is die w vise mmd. a vasical
lmes dimt = asstax mAsadcuil orma tisno o c$lbv and aiecin m Cu'
ID die *om-aaral ̀~ se , , om bm die pem i m die

ylde. Below die riasm b"AqeCY. dio p mis

'= camqueincy ISh m cy11 e mms pueys ý med isgm-naw ly
aoieu ------dm mspa~lsocnua~cd wave Waometf*
tdier4meod mm clide miwgh diA &*tivepual'th iesbmvebdw*
ofdie wavin dePkUumaisp tmpm om *e denave drime di curv 1din As wlan-~ ~ ~~ f infc&ouasdedspenlo di mo die pb=sL Psm de *a m

ezanies onsiertdis Isi uae ; obet e " dIake wavae nammierm
povidea godralsini iimltnol lissif g &a Sauedm aed

reslvngdi rsoan pwuutnsofisesg wMi= adsqunmifly descibin die
Aepuelver snanwing dohaia mi ..- 1imumrgo.
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Image Interpretation U.sing Multiple Sensing Modalities In this work. the multisensor futsionr (MSF) approach is used
to integrate information derived from multiple modalities. MISF

Chen-Chau Chu and J. K. Aggarwal helps to improve both image segmentation (by pixel-level sensor
fusion) anc iiage interpretation (by object-level sensor fusion). MSF

pursues a '-matic information integration from different types

Abstract-This paper presents the automatic interpretation using mul- of sensors. multiple observations through different channels. and
tiple sensors (AINIS system, w. hich is an automatic image interpretation different processing techniques. Therefore, vision systems based on
system using registerned la~ser radar and thermal images. Its objective MFcn
is it) detect and recognize man-made ob~jects at kcilometer range in MS a provide a better performance than that of monosensor vision

outdoor scenes. The mrufisensor fusion approach is applied to four sstems.
sensing modalities Irange. intensity, velocity, and thermali to improve The knowledge-based systems (KBS) approach has been applied
both image segmentation and interpretation. Low-level attributes of to various machine vision tasks such as image s~egmentation, object
image %egments tregionsl are comnputed by the segmentation modules and
then converted to the KEE format. The knowledge-based interpretation recognition, and scene interpretation 131-(61. Some recent research

modules are constructed using KEE and Lisp. AIMS applies forward on machine vision is based on range imaging for precise 3-D
chaining in a bottom-up fa~hion to derise object-level interpretations modeling and understanding 171. (81. However, both 171 and XIs use

from databases generated b-, the low-letel processing modules. Segment,, indoor range data. which are usually more precise than data obtained
are grouped into objects, And objects are classified into predefined
categories using selected features. The efficiency of the interpretation front outdoor range imaging because of the much shorter distance,,

prowess is enhanced by tranisferring noes ' mbolic processing tasks to a involsed. Ladar range and intensity data are used in XTRS [9 1. %Nhich

concurrent -service manager iprogram). A parallel implementation of the is not KBS oriented, XTRS and the earlier implementation of AIMS
interpretation module on a multiple-input multiple-data CMIMD) machine 121 arc not able to use thermal images as input.
is also reported. Experimental results using real data art presented. The ladar images used in this work have three inherently registered

Index Termsý- Image interpretation. knowledge-based systems, laser components: rank,. inestadvlct.Tetmat images
radar, multisensor fusion. thermal imaging. ire manually registered with the ladar images (such that the pixel

szsand the viewing orientations are approximately the same).
1. INTRoDUwrioN; Thermal images have been extensively studied [1101, 1111 for image

This paper reports on th-,; automatic interpretation using multiple segmentation and interpretation, Thermal images usually lack high

sensors (AIMS) system. %%s hich is an automatic svstem for scene spatial resolution and convey very little 3-13 information about the

interpretation using registere.d laser radar (ladar or lidar 111) and imaged objects. However, thermal images provide information on

thermal images. The goal iet the system is to detect and recognize the material composition of objects. Therefore. thermal imaging is

man-made objects (MMO) at kilometer range in outdoor rural scenes, an effective tool ito detect MMO's and complements the capabilities

AIMS consists of two building blocks: I) the segmentation modules oif ladar imaging. Both ladar range data and thermal data are used

for loss-level processing and 2) a rule-based interpretation system in12.
for high-level reasoning. The MMO's in our test images are mostly AIMS uses all four available modalities in an integrated fashion at

ground vehicles. The background is composed of vegetation, ground, both the segmentation level and the interptetation level. Several seg-
and sky. An earlier version of AIMS using only laser radar data was m)tto mehd are imlmne fo th forsnigmdltes

reported in 12.used in AIMS to extract different types of information. Three-
dimensional geometry and object surface structure are extracted

Manuscript reC6isud OctobK c 191AN: revised July 27. 1991. This work was from ladar range data, Intensity data provide object surface refiec-
supported bý the Dot) Joint Sr.ice Elctironics Program through the Air Force tivity information. Velocity data indicate moving targets. Thermal
Office ot Scientitic Research iAFSCI Contract F`4962tl-l9-C-0O44 and by the images provide information about object temperature and thermal
Army Rescarch Office under onitact DAAL03-9I-1-W~a5l. Recommended cpctne ISicue nitgainmdl 11t nert
for acceptance h% Associate Editor C. Brown. cp~tne lSicue nitgainmdl 11t nert

C_ -C. Chu %%a% %%ith the Com-nuter and Vision Res.earch (Center. EXpartmeni multiple segmentation maps, with user-supplied weights. The image

of Electrical and Computer Engianeering. Unisersity of Texas at Austin. Austin. -Segmentation module% and the low-level integration module use
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, a. r itVe-•• t materials may generate difterent speckle patterns, which in turn
i a 'rocessing Thermat l generate image areas with different statistics in pixel values- The

S . statistical approach is also applicable to range and velocity data. For
Image Procssin example. the average range %alue from all pixels within an image

nttion gmnation segment is a good estimation of i's distance to the sensor.

fDatabase Generaton [ll. THnRMAL 1sv-otE SEGMEN'tATION
Format ;qnversaon interface

Thermal infrared (IR) images have been extensively studied (101.
Reasoning (II for image segmentation and interpretation because thermal

61e n .e __, images provide information on the material composition of objects.
l Meinn The physics behind thermal imaging is discussed in 1161. The pixel

,______ I values in thermal images are usually dominated by the temperatures
KEE Environment of imaged objects. The temperatures are determined by various

thermal properties of different materials, such as emissivity, the
thermal capacitance, and the heal sink/source distinction. Some of
these properties have different values for various object surface

forward chaining (FC) for a data-driven, bottom-up approach. Inexact materials and. hence, can be used to distinguish MMO's from natural
reasoning is used as the mechanism for high-level integration. The background. Thermal sensing can over•ome visual camouflage and
assertions generated from various rules (knowledg~e sources) are detect object, under suitable asumptions of thermal behavior (e.g..
integrated in the form of consistent interpretation hypotheses and most objects havt: similar emissivitiesi. Usually, thermal images
increased confidence factors. provide a reliable differentiation between metallic objects, concrete.

Fig. I shows the overall structure of AIMS. TI-c segmentation water bodies, and vegetation.
modules are written in C. whereas the reasoning modules are built Quantitative analysis of thermal images is difficult, however,
using KEE' and Lisp. KEE is a commercial package for expert s, •stem because the heat transfer process is complicated and the atmosphere
development. It provides the inference engine and the rule parser introduces strong absorption and random refraction of heat fluxes
in AIMS. The interpretation process starts by checking attributes Consequently, thermal images lack contrast and spatial resolutions
extracted b- the image segmentation modules. It then labels each to discern details. Thereforc. thermal imaging is an effective tool
segment as part of a man-made object or as the natural background to detect %IMO's. but it is less useful for interpretation tasks and
(B(;) based on these parameters. Next. segments arc grouped into quantitative analysis. Fortunatel., contrasts between materials with
ohbjrtsc based on several criteria. Image interpretation rules then distinct thermnal capacities are usually strong enough to separate metal
generate h potheses of object interpretations. The hypotheses are and concrete from vegetation. soil. and wood. Besides. as opposed to
strengthened or weakened by examining more evidence. thermal imagery. ladar can acquire structure anti shape information

to complement thermal imaging.

II. LAD..\R itA.., SE(XMtNUATION Thermal data are used in a qualitative way in AIMS. High-
temperature pixels indicate heat sources. such as engines and exhaustLadar uses modlulated laser light as the illumination s,,urec for

outdoor long-range sensing. Ladar images are much noisier than pipes. or materials with small heat capacitances. such as metals. Low-
temperature pixels indicate heat sinks, such as vegetation, or materials

images from video, thermal. and indoor laser images. The random with large heat capacitances, such as water. and low-temperature
refraction and reflection of laser light in the atmosphere and on areas. such as a shadow. At the pixel level. thermal images provide
the object surfaces generate speckh- noise. This noise is significant region segmentation maps. which are then integrated with other
in long-distance outdoor range imaging but virtually nonexistent in informatiot sources. At the object level, thermal data are used to
problems involving indoor range imaging. such as in (71 and (81. detect metallic objects and heat sources. Using thermal images jointly
Although many edge detection and segmentation techniques haveAlthughman ede dtecionand egmntaiontecniqes ave with range data helps to detect covered cavities. e.g.. the passenger
already been established for video intensity images, few such methods compartent ofla tr Glass wind ofviles are usulcoer

compartment of a truck. Glass windows of vehicles are usually cooler
have been established for ladar images. In this work, two region-based than neighboring metallic parts. This conjecture can be verified with
segmentation methods ({ural:e Iitning and pixel value sttietrics) are weak laser return intensitN data and low-error planar surface fit. Hot
applied to ladar data. The surface lilting method is designed to high- exhaust pipes and engine bhtsks can confirm moving targets with
light object surtace geometr'.. whereas the image statistics method segmentatimn derived from ladar velocity data. Most thermal imaging-
is used to detect differences in pixel value statistical properties. A based research on target recognition are signature oriented. However,
complete discussion of these two segmentation algorithms and their AIMS is not limited to the signature-based recognition strategy since

performances using ladar data is reported in 12] and 114]. ladar imaging provides 3-D structural infrormation and better spatial

Most man-made objects are made of surfaces representable by re alution.

patches of tow -order surfaces. This assertion is practically true when Thermal images have different characteristics from video images.

the distance to an object is large compared with its body dimensions Hence, different low-level processing techniques are needed. For
as it is in our task domain. Only planar surfaces are used in current example, the Burns edge detection algorithm [171 does not work
AIMS implementation. although the module is capable of fitting well in thermal images because of overbturring. The quantitative
surfaces up to hicubic polynomials [ 15]. However, high-order surface analysis technique described in [10] is not applicable in the desired
titling is more sensitisc to noise, which is abundant in our problem work domain of AIMS. First, registered video intensity images are
domain, The surface fitting-based segmentation algorithm employs needed, whereas AIMS currently uses only ladar intensity. which is

a region-growing approach. Surfaces are fiitcd to segments, "rod significantly different from ordinars video intensity imaging. Second.
segments grow as long as the fitting error is within a specified targets in the test images are on the order of I km away from
error bound. Surface normal. distance, and different object surface

the camera. Therefore, the blurring of thermal images is too much
IKEE is a trade mark of IntelliCorp- to facilitate the computation of heat flux pixei-by-pixel as in 1101.
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Iit! _'Thermal inmages source-

Vinall%. surlace normal' arc akssumed perfectly knomsn in 11It1. but
thes hase to he estimated from notss ladar range data in tbe work I i!3. ttmigir.imni1 iti irm.t inlages in Fit: 2
domain ii? AIMS. I-ic., shows somei t~pical thermal images (each
128x 2411) used in this research. The (tip rIV. contain-, a truck (left)

and at truck and ;a personnel carrier (right). Trhe bottomt rovw contains ________

two truck, and a bulletin board (left) and one truck occluding the
personnel carrier fright).

A popular approach for IR segmentation is dvowinhil Ihreshr,/ditiý.
It distineuishes between backcround and M1MO's using the histoeram
ot pixcl \alues. assumning, that pixel values arc deried from a bimodal
distribution function Thec IR images sdi hsrserhstsiti
assumption. lUsualls\. .i laryc cluster exists, for low-temperature pixels
(%egetati'n'(. and a second cluster, which is muc~h smaller. contains
high-temrerature pixel, (metallic objects). In the test Images. MMO's
usuall. occupv less th,oi l5'ý ol the total number of image pixels andD
exhibit hi-ache r temiperaturcs than those oft the background vegetation.
All the imag'es ba~e opcn field or trees:woods as a background. The ~ie. 4. l'icrnuiat mec seumentation results tromn irnages in Fis! 2.
field is uis-cetd \kith erass. When the central portion ct IR images
is re~amnpicd with the saime spatial resolution as, the ladar imagzes,
us-ualls6 104)' ot the pixels belong to the background in a resampled determined by their proximity to classified pixels. Hlowever. only

l :"window.. For an object 5m long and 2.5m high. the regions that are large eniough are established as segments ito reduce
broadside siwtakes about I 21' of the window, noise effects.

One canr assume that All the different thermal characteristit- oft Fig. 3 shows the histograms oft tour thermal images shown in Fig.
background -\egetation can he approximated by a Gaussian distri- 2. All of themn satisfy the assumption of small target surface areas in

bution ot pixel values. The G;aussian bell of background vegetation a large background lull of vegetation and soil. The histogranms clearly
is located at the loss end of the histogram because hardly anything indicate the Gaussian bell distribution at the lower end (left) of the
is cooler than the background vegetation (except shadows and the plot. Fig. 4 shows the segmentation results. The execution time (if
skx ) Tb.: peak of this Gaussian bell is also the peak of the entire the dynamic thresholding algorithm is about 5 s on an IB3M RT and is
histoeram- because the hackc'round dominates the entire imaite (Fig. the fastest method among, all segmentation mc:hods employed in this
3). A scgmcntation scheme is designed based onl the above-menvtioned swork. Note that the scumentation deriv.ed fromt th-;rnal data usually
obsers ations and assumptions,. The standard de~iation ar of the cannot detect the occlusion contours between two objects of similar
Gaussian distribution consisting of' the low -temperatlure pixels is thermal properties. In addition, the same segmentation algorithm does
determined b% solsing not perform as well \%hen it is applied ito urban scene~s with mansy

- concrete structures (high thermal capacitance) in the scenes. In such
.1ar -1 (1)cases. thehistograms nolonger satisfY the assumptos

where ,is the 3--db .k idth of the Gaussian bell. In a Gaussian
distributior. the meun t ,'is the same as the tnode of- the distribution IV. Titi I~stfcR~ytOs Of- SUGMi-NrATl~oN MAPS
and, hence, is easil ' determined as the peak of' the histogram- xa is High-quality image segmentation is a crucial intermediate stage
e~stimated by' tracing the histogram to find the 50ý drop-tiff point before image interpretation. The strong noise makes (he interpretation
from the peak of the hisioeram. Note that p is not determined as of ladar images even more difficult. Although vaiu enqe
the aseraizy of the entire thermal image. All pixels with gray values have been proposed for different sensors, each one of them has
cosered h% the ranye oft [I. p + ra) are classified as background: all respective merits and weakness. Different methods operating oin
pixels with gray values in the range of [it + 3er. 255) are considered multiple data sources generate different segmentation maps. These-
to be %1%1. Therefore, the thresholds are determined dynamically maps may have errors and possibly contradict one another. AIMS
for indiy iual imagesý Pixels with graY value,. in between are then includes an integration module that is very different from and
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Att',buatg Vaf~ieat.orr

motre flexible than preo ious wvorks des eloiped tor similar purposes T-7~KE

I[lsi-[201. For example. it is helpful it) appI\ different weights on MMO/B Ds n i Engine
various input segmentation maps because qualit\ and reliability (it Q

different segmentation methods and data sources mayý be differ- i

ent. 
a m n

The low-level module (i.e.. using no high-lesel knowledge) in
rConstraint C0.n1,81nCy Check

AlMS 1131 integrates both region and edge segmentation maps.
vthich are produced by various methods operating on different sensor Fe. fh Blitic diagram for the titerpretation system
outputs. The tnuxuimum like'heqod criterion is used to generate an
initial solution of edge pixel positions from samples collected in local
\%indo"s. With the assumption of white Gaussian noise, the solutio0n interpretation: 3) the dura bust's. As loch ire produced b\ the database

i,, in the form ot a ,veightcd average from ii, obherved samples: . generator: and 4) the erti it' ,nuno,'cr. %%hich eXecutes numerical aind

fI/a 1 graphics tasks tor AIMS-
V 1 interpretation strdtegx oft our work follows the three-srep

1(1~<piradignm [211 tit data abstraction. hecuristic classification, and re-

an similarli. for _t, L'scr-supplied \&cights mal\ be considere-d to be lined classification. First, numerical parameters arc converted into

the effects, of the precision oif -arious oftscr% ation proteesses and can qualitative descriptors. Second. these descriptorsý are used to generate

he combined wxith -n 's- The sizc ot the local vv indtiv thos decidc,, intermediate classitications of segments as MMO's ort background,

the spitial secope (i the loix-level fusion, and it olas s :I role similar [hird. eume nts are grouped Into oittccts. and these objects arc further

ti1 hII ( 1tii1o1111 rCm' ()? Wotutnidthi. Solutioin,, pro duc~ed b\ ne iohhmirin it cl assi ficd into tine itt the predeti ned categiories, Ftig. 0i shows the

s d ivsare linked to presers contour connectiit it,.I 0iic. .5). Thle bliock diagram tor the interpretation module and its operation. A

resultant edg~e nmap is represented by a node -spring! model. I he edge mitre detailed description of the complete inteifrpreation ,\ stem is
tnap is then moditied to minimize the stored potential -energ,% within Presented in, [221.
the node-spring model- Finally, the edge map is conierted it) a region The rules in AIMS are organized into 'is groups,: I) data prepa-

map, and smill ret~ons are remtived- ration. 2) the Coarse classification titt segments. into MMO'13G using

Thc current Implementation titt this integ~ration motdule is itidcpen- low-fey el attributes. 1segment grioupiitg using geomctiri inittrma-

dent tit the image sources, and segmentation techniques. Both region tion, 4) the classification iot BG segrntntsiiiobjccts 5) the classifica-

and edge maps, are allo~ed. In additioin, different wecights Can be t13ii itf MM() seg~ment'objects. and 6) etinsistenes verification titt

applied to %arions information soturces for differences in data quailit neighboring segmemncn ohijects. Thesec groups (tf rules arc sequentialky

and reliability. In general. ran~ge data are not as noist isss their inItensity invoked iii the FC mode. At an% given time, uni, tine grotup of rules

counterparts, and, therefore, arc Oiven higher sveights. Ve'liiciiy data is active in the maich/-rcs1it-Iirec ' \cle.c Howeiser. stage,, 4 and 5)

protvide useful segmnirtation info~rmatio ()nit\ it mits\ ing' target,, arc in can oiperate in parallel. The coinflict resolution strategies in AIMS

the scene. F'hcertire. the weight tin vetoeit\ segmentatitin depends on are ruide weightitte and /1410. The partition (t'f role bases reduces

the segmentatitin outcome oft individual images, Edge maps derived the matching overhead oft rule -,electtitn and prov ides indirect controtl

from ladar data are usually of a lower qualiti. and. thus. receive over the breadth-first scareh impliedt in F(' RC rtules, will be added in

less heighis. However, edge detlection usuallN pritvides, belter cues the future ito adoipt the /oom.s~'u-ef'approach fort focused

than region segmentation for ladar intensity data and jump edges in searches. Thus. %k hen a hypuitnesis with a strong confidence is posted.

ladlar range data. Thermal segmentation maps usuall% proiduce precise the reasoning process can sss itch into the BC mode to verify thiat

MM1O B6 boundaries: hence. a heavy weight is g~iven. However. the hypothiesis
integraition ilgoirithm is riobust eniough even if Itronv weighos are Despite the flcxibilit\ (itt K!-! . thiree majir issues are Identifiedf
mistakenly ginven to the wrooiw .nomto stucs[3] f ieo a t ak spots: If ecuctlittit efficienc%. 2) by~ -level data access

intenisit image,; leg., from TV camera) are available. they% can alsto during high-level reasoin -, and 3) interface capability and feedback

contribute to the initegration Process. titIi-ee processes I isp-based deveX'lopment systems,; such is

A set oft utilitv programs coillects the values, for various attributes, KFL. are convenienit toils to execute sy mbolic reasoniniz tasks andi

such as recion size and standard deviatitin. using the original images handle explicitli, encoided linowi edge. Hiowever, these systems usuially.

and the integrated segmentatioin map. These data Lire coinverted ito dio so at the price oif software tiverhead. The slow~duwn occurs for

the representation format of KEE' by the domilhasc . and twot main reasons. First. most such packages are built on multiple

the database is then transferred tio the interpretatiitn motdule,, [21. layers of softwiare and. therefore, are ver\ inefficient. Second. image

The database generator serves as the interface from the lo-lee iierpretatitin is not ai task that etinsists solely of symbo lie processing.

seigmentatitrn blotck to the high -level interpretation blick. Our solution is a programn writici. *n C (the service manager). which
runs concurrently wsith the interpretation modules. The purpose (if
the service manager Is fto help AIMS run low-level tasks (1/0l. video

V. T'HV l\'TLI)RRlxtttts SiStEM4 display. etc.) efficienitly on the designated development platform. The

The interpretation modules in AIMS consist of four Major compo- interpretation module sends a message to the service manager for
nenvs: I ) the intferenice rne'hapiim provided by KE.E: 2) the rule basis the desired serice. The ser\,ice manager interprets and executes the

and supplemental l~isp cotdc, vshich contain the kntsvledge for image commands and feeds the results back,
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Abstract-A new approach for the detection of large man-made objects in a non-urban area using a single
monochrome image is presented. In this study, the man-made objects may be unspecified and the appearance
of the objects is unpredictable. Prominent features that distinguish man-made objects from natural objects
are identified. A computational framework of applying perceptual organization and using the prominent
features is presented. Techniques are developed to group low level image features hierarchically into a
region.of-interest (ROll likely to enclose man-made objects or a substantial part of the man-made objects.
These techniques include feature extraction, primitive structure formation, and segmentation. Some of these
methods are novel and others present unique properties and advantages compared to previous related
works. Experimental results are presented using real images that include several different man-made objects
in complex backgrounds or a natural scene without man-made objects. It is shown that the located ROts
properly enclose the man-made objects in the scenes.

Object r-cognition Perceptual organization Geometric structures Feature extraction
Feature representation

1. INTRODUCTION the intermediate goal is to find in the image a region-of-

The computer perception of man-made objects in interest (RO1) most likely to enclose man-made objects

non-urban scenes is a challenging task in computer or a substantial part of the man-made objects.

vision research. It also presents additional complex- Most computer vision research on object recognition
ities and difficulties beyond the computer perception has focused on problems with specified objects in con-

of objects in a well-controlled laboratory or factory trolled environments. For example, many of the cunrent

environment. This paper presents a new approach for vision systems try to recognize objects in a given image

the automatic detection of large man-made objects in with a uniform background and one or more objects
outdoor non-urban scenes. The methodology presented whose exact models are known to the system."' Even

here is based on perceptual organization. The approach with such seemingly well-defined problems, many

hierarchically organizes low level image features to obstacles exist and considerable research efforts are
higher level structures to find a region of interest in a being made. Locating man-made objects in a natural
given image. outdoor environment adds yet another dimension of

The environment we consider for image acquisition complexity. One cannot arrange the natural environ-
is a non-urban area in daylight hours. Large man- ment. Natural objects, such as trees, vegetation, rivers,
sae nonurbans are rindaylight hours. elrge mranss- rocks, and clouds, co-exist in the scene with the

made objects, such as bridges and electric transmis- possible man-made objects. As Fischler and Strat''
sion towers. may be present in the area among natural observed, it is seldom possible to establish complete
objects. such as trees, bushes, and vegetation. The boundaries between objects of interest in natural
man-made objects are unspecified and their appearance scenes, and very few natural objects have compact
is unpredictable. Thus, we do not know what man- shape descriptions. Therefore, the problem of detecting
made objects may appear or whether there is a man-made objects in a natural environment is, in
man-made object in the scene. Given a single mono- general, much more difficult than the object recognition
chrome image of such a scene, the goal is to automa- tasks in a well-controlled environment.
tically detect large man-made objects in the image. Many researchers have investigated the automatic
Because of the complexity and variation of man-made interpretation of outdoor natural scenes. Some of
objects and the uncertaint) of the natural environment, them have investigated the detection of man-made

objects' 3
-` other than buildings and roads. These

* Present address: Schlumberger Austin Systems Center, studies, in general, use additional information about
Austin. Texas, U.S.A. the scene, such as color or range, or have better

S Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. knowledge (models) about the objects. Most of the
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other %ork f.cuses on the interpretation of aerial im- implemented in three module-, A hich correspond to
ages or outdoor robot navigation. In the first area, the three levels of the grouping process The first
techniques ha% e been developed for detecting complex module, feature extraction, detects linear edges from
buildings and road, in which buildings are modeled as the input image and then extracts image features from
combinations of rectangles with uniform intensity the edges. The image features include Iinar structures
and roads a, parallel curves.'8 '- For outdoor robot (LS) and coterminous lines Icoterminaronms iC-T, Unlike
navigation, most vision-related work concerns road other collinearization methods,"' 2 our method
following" and position estimation.'"'" Usually, of extracting linear structures performs line i,,tdmq
a sequence of images is used for the navigation and lineextensionsimultaneously Coterminationsare
problems. Thus. when interpreting each image, a good represented by a graph called a ('Tqraph. The second
initial estimation can be obtained from the interpreta- module, primitive structure ftrmation, extracts primmite
tion of the previous images." 3.15) structures (PS) in the image by grouping image features

Unlike the previous studies cited above, this investi- The primitive structures include parallel PS and poly-
gation has the folloving features. (1) Man-made objects gon PS. The definition and extraction of the parallel
which ma' appear in the scene are unspecified. (2) PS consider more general situations than most of the
These man-made objects may have more complicated previous relevant work using parallel lnes"P "' An
structures than the buildings which appear in aerial efficient and systematic procedure is deseloped to find
images and cannot be easily modeled using rectangles. polygon PS using the CT graph. This algorithm is
(3) It is hard to predict the presence of man-made executed in polynomial-time and, hence. i, much more
objects in the scene. (4) One monochrome image is efficient than the direct search, which would take
used, and no color or range information is provided, exponential-time. The primitive structures are then
In addition, the change in appearance of the man- represented by a graph called a PS graph that describes
made obiects caused by changing view-direction is a the spatial relationships among the PS, Such a graph
more severe problem than in top-view aerial images. facilitates efficient higher level processing. The third

Generally speaking. humans can detect man-made module, segmentation. segments the given image to
objects easily. Psychologists have found that perceptual obtain an ROt most likely to enclose man-made objects
organization or perceptual grouping plays an important or a substantial part of the man-made objects Using
role in human perception. Perceptual organization the PS graph, we develop a procedure to group related
refers to the human's visual ability to derive relevant PS, to eliminate isolated PS, and to segment the image
groupings or structures from input images without into regions occupied by the grouped PS and a back-
prior knowledge of their contents."lt " For example, ground. This graphic approach is efficient and allows
people can easily detect symmetry, collinearity, and a parallel implementation. The largest region of the
parallelism. Thus, if we can derive similar groupings grouped PS is then evaluated based on the area of the
or structures computationally from an input image. region and the statistics of the PS. If this region is deter-
that will be very useful to the detection of man-made mined to be significant, then it is deemed to be the ROI
objects. especially since we do not have any prior of the given image.
knowledge of the image's contents. The approach presented in this paper is different

Based on the principles of perceptual organization, from the work presented by Reynolds and Beveridge.""
this paper presents a new approach for the detection In reference (23), geometric relations among lines are
of large man-made objects in a non-urban area. The extracted and represented by a graph. Our method is
system finds in the image an ROI likely to enclose a hierarchical grouping process. We define primitive
man-made objects or a substantial part of the man- structures and identify their relationships. The advan-
made objects. Minimal knowledge and information tages are the abilities to extract a variety of geometric
about the objects and scenes are used in this work. structures, to establish higher level relationships among
Since it is desirable to have a general approach able to image features, and to use regional information.
handle a variety of man-made objects, we try to find We present several examples, including different
prominent features distinguishing man-made objects kinds of objects in non-urban scenes and a natural
from natural objects. We then present a computational scene without any man-made objects. We show that
framework for applying perceptual organization and the ROt enclose the man-made objects in the scenes.
using the discriminative features to find an ROI in an These examples illustrate the ability of this approach
image. Other researchers have also applied perceptual to locate useful regions of interest in complex real
organization to various computer vision tasks.3.8,'8 -2 3

, images. The identification of ROI is important and
Their ýxork has important impact on our research, may be necessary for the initial screening of a large
Howe'er. these studies concentrated on grouping environment to detect man-made objects. since the
features and recognizing objects using simple generic search space can be reduced to the located ROI. When
models or exact models for specified classes of objects, specific object classes are given, the primitive structures
Such approaches do not apply to our problem in which composing the ROt may be used to match structures
the objects of interest are unspecified and, in general, of the object models instead of matching individual
have complicated structures. features. The ROt may also be used in human-machine

The nesA framesork presented in this paper is systems to find the focus-of-attention so that human
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expertise can make a final determination. This is ap- and to produce confidence measures However, the
plicable to real-time operations, such as assisting an rectangle-type model may be unsuitable to man-made
aircraft pilot by looking in alternate directions and objects with more complex structures in outdoor scenes
providing ROI, and to off-line processing involving a In this investigation, we deal with objects with corn-
large number of images. plex structures as well as those with simpler structures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section Reynolds and Beveridge"" examine the problem of
2 briefly reviews previous research relevant to this searching for geometric structures in natural scene
work. Section 3 overviews our approach. Section 4 images. Straight lines are grouped using the geometric
describes feature extraction. Section 5 defines primitive relations of collinearity. parallelism, orthogonality,
structures and presents techniques to derive PS. Section and spatial proximity. The connected components of
6 concentrates on the region of interest. Section 7 gives a graph representing lines and their relations are il-
implementation examples, and, finally, Section 8 con- lustrated to correspond to significant geometric struc-
cludes the paper. tures in the image. However, some components may

contain many different image events. In addition,

L. RELATED WORK this method may not find some simple geometric
structures, such as parallelograms other than rectangles.

This section briefly reviews previous work relevant Unlike reference (23), our method groups low level
to our research- The review mainly includes the work features into primitive structures. The spatial relation-
of applying perceptual organization to computer vision ships among the primitive structures are used to find
tasks and the detection of man-made objects in outdoor the ROI most likely to enclose man-made objects or a
natural scenes. substantial part of the man-made objects. The advan-

Perceptual organization has been studied since the tages of finding primitive structures and identifying
early part ofthis century. Gestalt psychologists studied their relationships are the abilities to extract a variety
a large number of grouping phenomena of human of geometric structures, to establish higher level rela-
vision and roughly categorized them into several tionships among image features, and to use regional
Gestalt Laws (or grouping rules) which are summarized information,
as follows:" -2' I" 1) proximity: closer elements tend to Jacobs" " presents a system called GRO PER. which
be grouped together: (2) similarity: similar elements recognizes two-dimensional (2D) objects using a library
tend to be grouped together: (3) continuation: elements of many different objects. GROPER applies perceptual
that lie along a common line or smooth curve are organization to reduce the search space for matching
grouped together; (4) closure: curves tent to bc com- scene objects with models. GROPER is designed for a
pleted to enclose a region; (5) synmmetry: elements simplified world containing only 2D polygonal objects.
symmetric about some axis are grouped together. whereas the objects encountered in our research are
Gestalt psychologists believed these factors to be 3D objects with complex structures.
important in the perception of structures. Various techniques are presented in the literature

In recent years, perceptual organization has been for applying perceptual organization to group lower
introduced into computational vision research and its level image features, such as edge points, into higher
functional role has been addressed.'` 6t'6 Lowelt't level structures, such as straight lines and curves,
argues that the most important functions of percep- and to detect junction, collinearity, parallelism, and
tual organization include segmentation, three-space symmetry.19'21 .22.24 ,27) Although similar to some of
inference, and the indexing of world knowledge. All of these techniques, the methods developed in our research
these lead to the reduction of search space for object for the first two levels of grouping have unique pro-
recognition. McCafferty t' s' formulates perceptual or- perties and advantages. We discuss the differences and
ganization as an energy minimization problem. He advantages after describing each of the methods.
quantifies the Gestalt Laws by defining individual There are other works that concern the interpretation
energy terms. However, the selection of the weightings of natural scenes in addition to those using perceptual
for these energy terms presents problems. organization. Brooks"-' presents the identification of

Recently, perceptual organization has been applied aircraft in aerial images using ACRONYM, a model-
to solve practical computer vision problems.' 3 8' 9' 2 0 '2 3) based vision system. In ACRONYM, generic object
Mohan and Nevatia"2 " apply perceptual organization classes and specific objects are represented by volu-
to segment images into visible object surfaces. They metric models using generalized cones along with sets
also investigate the detection and description of corn- of constraints relating to model parameters. Fua and
plex buildings in aerial images.'81 Assuming that roofs Hanson" 0°-2.-28 present a sequence of papers on
are the essential building structure seen in the image, extracting features and locating general cultural objects
they model the roof as a combination of rectangles. such as buildings in aerial images. A new approach,
Baker et al. 3"' present an approach for the detection based on information theory, to evaluate the corres-
of concrete bridges. The straight line segments, once pondence between generic models and shape hypotheses
detected, are grouped into parallel lines. Intrinsic in an image is presented in references (10. 28). Generic
rectangles are extracted from the parallel lines. Color models for buildings are formulated and experimental
cues are then used to restrict the candidate artifacts results on several aerial images are presented. Beveridge
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et ai.2 9, present a method for identifying known 21) oetgnizes those features indicating man-made objects
models in imperfect line data. The method is applied inii structures, and finds the image region in which
to complex outdoor scenes and good matches are rclated structures reside.
demonstrated. However, the above approaches are The goal of our research is to detect man-made
unsuitable to detection problems where the potential objects from images of natural scenes. Figure 1 shows
objects are unspecified, as in the case of our research. an example of such an image. Since the objects are not
Chu et al."6"' present a system called AIMS to detect particularly specified. features must be found that
and recognize man-made objects in outdoor scenes. distinguish man-made objects from natural objects in
Multiple sensing modalities (range, intensity, velocity, an image. Two of the most prominent characteristics
and thermal) are integrated in AIMS to improve both of man-made objects are the apparent regularity and
low-level image segmentation and high-level image relationship of their components. Most man-made
interpretation, objects have linear structures or linear boundaries.

In summary, previous work has concentrated on The linear structures form certain regular patterns
extracting groups of features; using simple generic such as rectangles, parallels, and polygons. These
models for specified classes of objects; recognizing regular patterns are usually related to each other and
objects with exact models; or using additional sensing form the man-made objects. After line detection, much
information. Our task is to detect objects with minimal of such regularity and relationship remain in the
knowledge and information about the objects and resulting image. In comparison, most natural objects
scenes. The objects are unspecified and may have much do not have linear structures, and lines extractable
more complicated structures than the objects con- from their images are usually randomly distributed.
sidered in the previous research. To detect man-made objects, geometric structures

with regularity and relationships must be extracted

3. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH from the image. Hence, the framework of our approach
includes three phases: (1) extracting image features,

This section describes the basic concepts and presents (2) finding regularities and relationships among these
an overview of our approach. The approach essentially features, and (3) identifying the region occupied by the

..... 1 " an electric trans issio to r..

Fig. I. An image of an electric transmission tower.
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related regular structures. This indicates a three level Such a graph facilitates efficient higher level processing.
hierarchical grouping process. An important issue in Using the PS graph, the third phase of the framework
the grouping is non-accidentalness. Lowe•"I argues groups spatially closed PS, eliminates the isolated
that perceptual groupings are useful when they are ones, and segments the image into regions occupied by
unlikely to have arisen by an accidental viewpoint or the grouped PS and a background. The largest region
position and, therefore, are likely to reflect meaningful of the grouped PS is then evaluated based on the area
structures. Our computational approach to perceptual of the region and the statistics of the PS. If this region
grouping should agree with this non-accidentalness is determined to be significant, it is most likely to
principle, enclose man-made objects or a substantial part of the

The first level of grouping extracts image features. man-made objects. Then it is called the ROI. The
We currently consider two kinds of features: linear rationale for this level of grouping is the following.
structures (LS) and coterminations (CT). A linear (1) Spatially closed PS are likely to be related and
structure in an image is a representation of a set of to reflect meaningful structures. For example, an dec-
approximately collinear line segments which are close tric transmission tower is a connected entity and,
and likely to come from the same linear structure in hence, the PS resulting from the image of the tower are
the scene. Extracting LS reflects the proximity, col- spatially closed. On the other hand, spatially closed PS
linearity, and continuation ofthe perceptual grouping. are more likely to be perceptually grouped according

A cotermination is a set of lines terminating at a to the proximity grouping rule. (2) Some PS may be
common point or a small common region. In practice, caused by accidental image relations of natural objects.
coterminous lines in a scene may not terminate at a For example, line segments extracted from a cluster of
common point in the image because of the imaging, tree leaves may accidentally form a parallel PS. Such
digitizing, and line extraction processes. Instead, they PS tend to be randomly and sparsely distributed and
may terminate in a small common region. The coter- are unlikely to form meaningful structures. (3) Man-
mination is an important relation. According to the made objects usually consist of regular structures
proximity rule of perceptual organization, the human related structurally and spatially.
visual system easily groups coterminous lines. In fact, In summary, Fig. 2 illustrates the overall data re-
it is suggested that the major function of eye movements presentation, relationship, and flow in this frame-
is to determine coterminous edges.""° Cotermination work. Down-arrows in the figure represent "consist
is a non-accidental relationship and, hence, reflects of", up-arrows denote "derive", and lines express "re-
significant structural information. It is also view- present". "Par-PS" and "Pol-PS" represent parallel
invariant in a wide range of viewpoints and can be used PS and polygon PS, respectively. Figure 2 shows that
for 3D inference.! IThe CT are represented by a graph CT and parallel PS consists of lines; CT are represented
called a CTgraph. by the CT graph from which polygon PS are derived;

The second level grouping organizes features that and all PS are represented by the PS graph from which
exhibit regularity and relationship into larger struc- the ROI is derived. The data abstractions of the three
tures called primitive structures (PS). Each PS may be level grouping are also indicated in Fig. 2.
evidence indicating man-made objects. In addition, a The term primitive structure is also used in refer-
PS implies more constraints among line segments. ence (26) to represent a larger class of entities, including
Two kinds of PS are currently considered: parallel PS edges, regions, parallelism, symmetry, repetition, and
and polygon PS. A parallel PS is a set of parallel lines so forth. However, in this paper primitive structure
satisfying certain conditions. A large number of man- represent the regular patterns formed by straight line
made objects contain parallel structures and human
vision can rapidly identify parallel lines." "I A parallel
relation is a non-accidental relationship and can be
used to infer relations in three-space."" A polygon PS
is a closed figure that consists of line segments and
satisfies certain criteria. It is also a significant image
relation. According to the closure rule of perceptual
organization, human vision tends to complete curves
so that they form enclosed regions.t "" Extracting closed Pa 'S Par PS Par I's PotPS POI Ps PS

figures corresponds to this feature of human vision.
Polygon PS are non-accidental image events since the
coterminations forming them are non-accidental.
Hence, they represent significant structures in an
image. I hey are also higher level structures than lines
and coterminations. Polygon PS can also be used for
3D inference. For example, a closed figure in an image
suggests a closed structure in 3D space.

The PS are represented by a graph called a PS graph Fig. 2. The data representation and data relationship in the
that describes the spatial relationships among the PS. framework.
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segments. Basical1, we consider the finer classification this paper perform both folding and line extension
of the structural entities, since these entities are not simultaneously.
grouped at the same level. For example, a line segment According to Gestalt Laws of proximity, similarity,
is a grouping of edge points, whereas a parallel is a and continuation, a set of proximate lines with similar
grouping of line segments. orientations tends to be perceived as a continuous line.

The implementation of the framework presented in The lines are likely to come from the same linear
this paper consists of three modules: feature extrac- structure in the scene and, hence, should be merged
tion, PS formation. and segmentation. Each module into one line. Two techniques, the neighborhood method
implements one phase of the framework. The next and the classification method, are developed to extract
three sections describe the techniques developed for linear structures. The neighborhood method iteratively
the implementation. groups and merges similarly oriented lines in a

neighborhood of each line segment. The classification
method groups line segments by classifying them

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION according to orientation, collinearity, and proximity.13 2,

This module first extracts linear edges (or line In our current system, the two LS extraction modules
segments) from the input image. These edges are the are concatenated. The result of the LS extraction is a
basic information used for the grouping process. Linear set of lines including the representative lines of the
structures and coterminations are then extracted from grouped line segments and the un-grouped line seg-
the linear edges. ments.

More details of the neighborhood method are
4.1. Linear structures presented below. We first introduce three definitions.

Two lines have similar orientations if the angle bet-
We used an existing method' 3 1' to detect straight ween the two lines is less than a threshold, called the

line segments from the intensity image. For practical similarity-angle. The neighborhood of a line segment L
reasons, the extracted line segments may not reflect is a symmetric elongated region with L as the medial
well the linear structures in the image. A post-proces- axis of the region."3 3" Two line segments are close if at
sing is required to obtain the linear structures. least one end point of one line segment is in the

For this purpose, a representatite line to a set of neighborhood of the other line segment.
closely bunched and similarly oriented linear edges The idea of the grouping process is as follows. The
should be found. since these edges represent the linear neighborhood of each line is searched to find all lines
structure of an object at a higher granularity level than with orientations similar to the current line, called
the edges themselves."' For example, we want to the base line. The resulting set of lines, including the
extract the linear structure implied by a set of line base line, is then replaced by a representative line. The
segments shown in Fig. 3. process continues until no replacement occurs.

However, most of the collinearization techniques, To reduce the search space, a line segment is
such as references (9, 21, 24), are unsuitable for extract- represented by its two end points and is indexed by the
ing linear structures, since they only link approximate image pixels corresponding to the end points. When
collinear lines by examining the neighborhoods of the searching for lines close to a base line, the neighborhood
end points of each line; that is, they perform a line of the base line is searched. Hence, only those lines
extension. Our objective of extracting linear structures whose end points fall into this neighborhood are
is quite similar to that presented by Mohan and examined. After a set of lines S is found with respect
Nevatia.!') In reference (8), the space around each line to a base line L, with LeS, a representative line 4 of
segment is folded onto the segment repeatedly to S is computed. L, passes through the point that is the
obtain a single line representing the grouped line geometric center of the line segments in S. The orienta-
segments. However, this folding technique does not tion of L, is the length-weighted average of the orienta-
perform a line extension. The techniques developed in tions of the lines in S. To determine the end points of

L,, all the end points of the line segments in S are
orthogonally projected onto L,. The two furthest apart
projection points are the end points of L,. L, replaces
the lines in S. The process continues until no merge
occurs. It always terminates after a finite number of
iterations, since there is a finite number of lines and
since this number declines in each iteration.

4.2. Coterminations and their representation

A cotermination (CT) is a set of lines terminating at
a common point. For practical reasons, we only

Fig. 3. Extracting a linear structure from a set of line seg- require lines in a CT to terminate in a small common

ments, region. To extract CT from a set of lines, we use a
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two-step procedure. First, elementary CT are extracted. L3 C2  L3 CT

Then, closed elementary CT are grouped if they satisfy C1 l c
certain conditions. This procedure is similar to the one La

in reference (21) except that we allow more than two C3 U
lines in an elementary CT. In addition, we derive a
representation for CT and their relationships.

An elementary CT is a set C of lines terminating in
a small common region: each pair of lines f Li, Lj)- C (a) (b)

satisfies the following conditions (see Fig. 4): Fig. 5. Elementary CT are grouped into CT.

(1) 6<50n-6;
w

(2) max {d3,d} -2; C, and C, have a common line L 2 , L2 joins them at

where 0 is the angle between Li and L~, 5 the similariti- two different end points. Let an elementary CT C, be
examined for a possible grouping with C. C, is grouped

angle, and w x w the size of a neighborhood. Let e, and with C if all the end points at which lines join C and
e, be the end points of L, and L, that fall into the small those at which lines join Ci fall into a common region
common region; and let s be the intersection of the two of size w x w. All the elementary CT are thus processed,

lines. Then d, and d, are the distances from ej and e, to resulting in a set of CT. Some of the CT are just
s, respectively. The above conditions are the same as elementary CT while others are unions of elementary
thefirst three conditions in reference (21). Condition (]) CT.
excludes lines that are approximately collinear or that The CT and their relationships are represented by
form a sharp angle. These situations are considered a graph called a CT graph. A representation is necessary
in the linear structure extraction, and such lines are to derive efficient and systematic procedures for higher
unlikely to correspond to a CT in a scene. When an level processing that locates and uses CT, In the CT
elementary CT is extracted, we say that line L,(L,) graph, each vertex represents a CT in the image. Two
joins the CT at e,(ej). Similar to extracting LS, lines vertices are connected by an edge in the gr:ph if the
are represented and indexed by their end points to two corresponding CT share a common line se&.ncnt
reduce the search space. For each line, only the at the two different end points of the line. Figure 6
neighborhoods of its end points are searched instead shows a set of line segments with six CT and the
of searching all the other lines, corresponding CT graph. The CT graph enables us to

The extracted elementary CT are further grouped extract higher level structures.
into CT. An elementary CT C initiates a CT. Other
elementary CT are examined if they have a common
line with C and if the line joins them and C at the same 5. PRIMITIVE STRUCTURE FORMATION

end point. For example, Fig. 5(a) has three elementary This section defines primitive structures (PS) and
C*T. C, contains lines L, and L2, C2 contains lines L2 describes techniques of grouping features into PS. Two
and L3, and C 3 contains lines L 2 and L4. If C1  kinds of PS are discussed: parallel PS and polygon PS.
a CT, C2 is examined but C 3 is not because although

5.1. Parallel primitive structure

The distinction between the parallel PS defined in
this paper and parallel lines as defined by previous

"-ir-j researchers's1- 23- is the requirement for the overlap
between parallel lines. Usually, only a certain overlap-
ping using an orthogonal projection is required.13's' 23

)

Fig. 4. A cotermination is a set .of line segments terminating For example, in Fig. 7(a), the overlapping between the
in a small common region. line segments L 1 and L2 using an orthogonal projection

. te d V3

t 2

-*~: ~V 41 V3

Fig. 6. A set of line segments, CT, and their CT graph.
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:9 A nini
local t enfanon

LI local orientation "rin

A intrinsic orintation (c)

(a) (b) /4

Fig. 7. Lines with overlapping in different directions.

is the line segment AB. However, according to such a where L. is assumed to be the shorter line and *{(LI)
definition, when the intrinsic orientation of a set of the orthogonal projection of L, onto Lj.
similarly oriented lines"3" is different from the local (3) L, and Lj are relatively cse.
orientation of each line, these lines may not be grouped. The above conditions are based on the perceptual
As a result, many apparent parallel lines, such as thoseshon i Fis 7b)and (c), will not be identified whn organization rules of proximity, parallelism, and simi-
shown in Figs 7(b) awhen larity. Condition (I) requires that two line segments
there is an angular difference, 0, between the intrinsic have a similar length. Two lines with very different
and local orientations and when the overlapping lengths are unlikely to come from a parallel structure
between lines is small using the orthogonal projection. and are unlikely to be perceptually grouped. Condi-
Such situations arise very often in practice. For example, tion (2) indicates that two line segments in a PS should
a set of parallel lines in 3D space may fall into this have a sufficient overlap. With the defined set of
situation under the 2D projection of the imaging overlapping conditions, lines in Figs 7(a)--c) can all be
process. To solve this problem, we define two addi-tionl oerlppig coditonsin wo prpediclar properly grouped. Condition (3) restricts the relativetional overlapping conditions in two perpendicular ditneewentewolesget.

directions. The idea here is similar to the 0-aggregation distance between the two line segments.
of Mart's earlier worke i3l) The line segments satisfying the above conditions

The parallel PS is a set of lines, S L 1. L2 . . are grouped into parallel PS. To avoid a brute-force
S_, search, line segments with similar orientations are first

classified into clusters. A further grouping is performed
each line L iES, there exists a line LesS such that: within each cluster to find all parallel PS.

(1) L, and Lj have similar lengths.
(2) L, and Li have a sufficient overlap in one of the 5.2. Polygon primitive structure

three projections, i.e. To extract polygon primitive structures, we first find

O()((Li), Y.(Lj)) > 6 closed figure (polygons) formed by line segments using

•'(YV(LO)) coterminations. We then check them to determine if
they satisfy the conditions of a polygon PS. Corer-

where Y9,(-) is the projection of a line onto the x-axis,thystsyhecniosofaplgnP.Ce-
Y(-) the length ofeatin of a line onto') = -(LnL')th minations may form arbitrary polygons. Since our

length of the overlap, and Lk the shorter line of L, and purpose of finding polygons is to extract signicant
image structures reflecting man-made objects, we want

L,; or to retain closed figures with "regular" shapes as poly-
>(•,(L,), •L 1 )) > 6  gon PS and to discard those with "irregular" shapes.

"Y(Yv(LJ)) We also want to include a variety of polygons. For

where -,(') is the projection of a line onto the y-axis; or example, polygons in Fig. 8 will be retained and those
in Fig. 9 will be discarded.

C(.•o(Lj), L)> 6, Formally, we define a polygon PS as follows. A

Y(.(oLi)} closed figure P is a polygon PS if:

00 lyg

Fig. 8. These polygons are accepted as polygon PS.
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4 () (b)

Fig. 9. These polhgon% are discarded.
4Vi 

4P

(1) P is a simple polygon, that is, the edges of P do (c) (d)
not intersect among themselves: N _

(2) P is relatively compact: fl(P) • 62 .gf((P)). v2 V3

where 9(') is defined as'13'

perimeter
2 (P) Fig. 10. Four primitive structures and their PS graph.

area(P)

W(-) is the convex hull of P, and 62 > I is a constant; minimum distance between Pi and P, if Pi r) Pj = 0, and
(3) P does not have many cavities: n1 ! 63n, where as zero otherwise. Then the two nodes corresponding

ni is the number of vertices of P inside W(P), n, the to PSI and PSj are connected in the PS graph if and
number of vertices of P on 9(P), and 63 < 1 is a oniyifthedistancebetweenPSIand PSj issmallerthan
constant; or equal to a given threshold. The advantage of such

(4) the number of edges on P does not exceed a given a generalization is the ability to include closeness in
threshold, the next level of grouping. The price to be paid is the

Finding closed figures can be done by tracing the increased computation.
lines or CT. Starting from an end point of a line and
going along the given lines or CT, if we can come back 6. SEGMENTATION

to the starting point, a closed figure is found. (Practi-
cally, as in extracting CT, we cannot expect a point The segmentation module segments the given image
connection between lines and to trace back to a point, to obtain ROI that is most likely to enclose man-made
Instead, we should consider small regions.) However, objects or a substantial part of the man-made objects.
the time-complexity of this kind of direct search is The significance of this segmentation is then evaluated.
exponential. Alternatively, we propose a novel poly-
nomial-time algorithm based on Graph Theory. (•3.36) 6.1. Grouping related PS
(Appendix A details this algorithm.) The approach As discussed earlier, spatially closed PS are likely to
finds a set of independent and sufficient closed figures be related and to reflect meaningful structures, whereas
using the CT graph. The closed figures are then randomly and sparsely distributed PS are likely to be
checked with the conditions for the polygon PS. The formed accidentally. Therefore, for man-made object
ones satisfying the conditions are accepted as polygon detection, we want to find spatially related PS and to
PS and the rest are discarded. eliminate accidental PS. Each PS occupies a region in

the image. For example, a PS containing two parallel

5.3. The representation lines occupies a trapezoidal region. The regions of

To facilitate higher level processing, the primitive spatially proximate PS tend to overlap, touch, or be
structures, including parallel PS and polygon PS, are close, whereas the regions of sparsely located PS are
represented by a graph called the PS graph. Each node isolated. Hence, we can segment an image by grouping
in the PS graph corresponds to one PS. Let P, = W(PSj) PS whose regions intersect or are close. The largest
and Pj = W'(PSj) be convex hulls of two PS, PS, and image region occupied by the grouped PS is considered
PSj (i ,&j), respectively. Then, the two nodes corre- as the ROI if the significance of this region exceeds a
sponding to PSI and PS) are connected in the PS graph given threshold.
if and only if P( and Pi intersect, that is, P, r Pj * 46. An algorithm is presented to achieve the segment-
Thus, the spatial relationships among PS are represented ation using the PS graph. The region of a PS is defined
explicitly using the PS graph. For example, in Fig. 10(a), as the convex hull of the line segments in the PS.
lines 1-3 form PSI, lines 4 and 5 form PS2, lines 3,4, The connectivity of the nodes in the PS graph, hence,
and 6 form PS3, and lines 7 and 8 form PS,. Figure reflects the intersection and the closeness ofthe regions
10(b) shows the convex hulls of these PS. Three convex of the PS. Each connected component with more than

hulls, P1, P2 , and P 3 overlap each other and, hence, the one node of the PS graph corresponds to a set of PS
corresponding nodes in the PS graph are connected. whose regions intersect or are close. Therefore, seg-
Figure 10(c) shows the PS graph. menting the image into regions that include those

The PS graph can ie generalized if we define a occupied by the grouped spatially related PS and a
spatial distance between two PS. For example, the dis- background can be accomplished by finding connected
tance between PSI and PS, (i sj) may be defined as the components of the PS graph.
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Gi~en the PS graph. we first find the connected 1 fŽ g
components of the graph. For each component, the
corresponding PS are grouped into a larger structure. (gA- - A f g
This structure is again called a PS for the simplicity of A
the algorithm description. A new PS graph is then
derived for the new PS obtained from the grouping. f<g-A

The connected components of the graph are found, where A is a number controlling the drop of pi from I

leading to further grouping of the PS. This process to 0. The last function p3 is defined as

continues until no PS can be grouped. Our exper- 1 , J/0
iments show that only a small number of iterations are
actually needed. More details of this algorithm are P3 = <.,

given in Appendix B. This process results in an image SY"
segmentation that includes regions occupied by the The significance of region at is defined as
grouped PS and a background. Currently, the largest
region Af of the grouped PS is evaluated for considera- x co'p,
tion as +he ROI. d' t

6.2. Significance evaluation i=-

The significance of the region R obtained in the where cus are weights representing the relative im-

segmentation is evaluated. If a is significant, then it is portance of the conditions. Hence, p is defined in

the ROI most likely to enclose man-made objects or a the interval (0, 1]. We select the equal weights in the

substantial part of the man-made objects. Naturally, following examples. If p of . is equal or close to 1, A

the area of R is a measure of significance. If the area is the ROI. Otherwise, A is rejected.

is very small, 4 is not an ROI. Since PS are likely to In summary, we have presented techniques to group

arise from man-made objects, the probability of PS low level image features hierarchically into an ROI

falling into M and the probability of lines forming PS likely to enclose man-made objects or a substantial

in a are other measures of significance. part of the man-made objects. These techniques include

Let A be the event that lines form a PS, B be the feature extraction, primitive structure formation, and

event that lines fall outside -, and C be the event that segmentation. Some of these techniques are novel and

lines fall inside -A. Let N, Ni, and Nc be the numbers others present unique properties and advantages com-

of lines in the image. outside at, and inside A, respec- pared to previous related work.

tively; and let M, .A, and Mc be the numbers of lines
forming PS in the image, outside A, and inside A,
respectively. Then the probability of lines forming PS 7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

is P(A) = MIN. The probability of a PS being inside .f This section presents several examples of finding ROT

is P(C IA)= Mc/M. The probability of lines in A from given images. In these examples, the similarity-
forming PS is P(A I C) = Mc/Nc. The probability of angle is S deg and 6, for overlapping conditions is 60%.
lines outside A forming PS is P(A )B) = M 1 /Nl. Since A single monochrome image is used for each of the
most PS are expected to come from man-made objects, examples. All the image sizes are 480 x 512. The simple
and since an ROI should be the region occupied by PS graph is used, that is, the intersection of convex
these PS, the probability that a PS falls into the ROI hulls instead of the distance determines the node con-

should be high and the probability that lines form PS nectivity.
in the ROI should be higher than that outside the RO. Figure I shows an image containing an electric
Therefore, the significance of A is determined using the transmission tower. The image is processed by Burns'
following three conditions: algorithm to generate line segments (Fig. 11). These

(1) P(CIA) 2t max f.5, ,) + a; lines enter the Feature Extraction module. Very short
(2) Ilines (less than four pixels long) are eliminated; lines
(3) P(, > Ž P(; likely to come from the same linear structures are

merged into one line; and coterminations are extracted.

where .r, = Area(*' .4rea(lmage), 4,0 is a threshold, Figure 12 shows the lines resulting from the LS extrac-
the & is a small number. tion. Figure 13 shows the coterminations. The straight

Each test result for the above conditions is repres- lines and CT then enter the PS Formation module to
ented by a function defined in the interval [0, 1], identify primitive structures. Figure 14 illustrates the
indicating how well ,# satisfies the condition. The first parallel groups thus obtained, and Fig. 15 shows poly-
two functions p, and p2 are of the same form represent- gon PS. Figure 16 shows the located ROI overlapped
ing the first two conditions. Let the left-hand sides of on the line image (Fig. 12). The significance of the ROI

conditions(1) and 121be f and the right-hand sides be g. is 1.0, The ROI is bounded by a polygon displayed

Then pl, i = 1, 2, are defined as with a bold outline. From Fig. 16, we see that the tower
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Fig. 11. Linear edges detected from the tower image.
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Fig, 12. Line segments af'ter the LS extraction for the tower image.
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Fig. 13. Coterminations extracted from the tower imap.

i 1

F'ig. 14. Parallel lines of the tower image.
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and some of the transmission lines are properly included
inside the polygon. Other transmission lines are not
included because they do not form primitive structures.

- Although the cluster of tree leaves is very close to the
tower, it is properly separated from the ROI. We can
also see the random distribution of the linear edges
detected from the region of leaves.

Figure 17 shows another tower image and Fig. 18 is
the located RO! overlaid on the lines after LS extrac-
tion. The polygon with the bold outline is the ROT.
The significance of the ROI is 1.0. The tower and most

of the transmission lines are properly enclosed inside
the polygon.

Figure 19 shows an image of a concrete bridge, trees,
and a river. The located ROT is shown in Fig. 20. The
lines in Fig. 20 are the output of the LS Extraction.
The polygon with the bold outline is the ROI. The
significance of the ROl is 1.0. From Figs 19 and 20, we
can see that most of the bridge is enclosed inside the
ROT except for its far end near the image boundary.

Fig. IS. Extracted polygon PS of the tower image. Trees and the river are properly excluded from the
ROT.
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Fig. 16. The region of interest for the tower image.
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Fig. 19, An image with a bridge.
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Fig. 21. An image of a natural scene.
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36. N. Deo. Graph Theory with Applications to Engineering The procedure for finding a set of closed figures satisfying
and Computer Science. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, our requirements is now straightforward. After extracting
New Jersey 11974). CT, the CT graph is established that is represented by an

adjacency matrix. We then find the connected components of
the graph and process each subgraph corresponding to each
component separately, using the following steps. First the
weights for all the edges in the subgraph are calculated. Then
the maximal spanning tree of the subgraph is found. Finally,

APPENDIX A. FINDING CLOSED FIGURES we find the fundamental circuits corresponding to the span-
ning tree. Each fundamental circuit represents a closed figure

In order to extract polygon primitive structures, we need in the image, where edges on this circuit correspond to line
to find closed figures (polygons) formed by line segments. This segments on the closed figure.
appendix denies a method of finding a !et of independent The above procedure is efficient. Let n be the number of
and sufficient closed figures using a CT graph. From the vertices in G. Then the time for finding connected components
definition of the CT graph. it is clear that a one-to-one cor- is 0(n). Let Gi be a connected component of G, and let n, and
respondence exists between the closed figures of line segments m, be the number of vertices and the number of edges in Gi.
in an image and thecircuits in theCT graph. Thus, the problem respectively. The time for finding the edge weights is Omin),
of finding closed figures can be solved by finding circuits in and that for finding the maximal spanning tree is 0(n2 ).
the graph. There may be many closed figures in an image, and Finding fundamental circuits requires M n I-time for a sparse
some of them may be redundant. For example, two polygons graph and 0(n,)-time generally. (A CT graph is most likely to
sharing one common line form a third polygon, which is be a sparse graph.) Therefore, our algorithm is usually
dependent on the other two. Since our objective is to find executed in 0(n2 time and, at worst, in O(n-i5)timc. It is, hence.
primitive structures, we want to find a set of closed figures a polynomial-time algorithm while the direct search takes
that have a simple form (that is, the number of edges is small), exponential-time. Another advantage of using a CT graph to
are independent (to avoid redundancy), and are sufficient (to find closed figures is that the existence of closed figures among
be able to generate all closed figures). According to graph a given set of line segments can be readily determined. In fact.
theory. to satisft the latter two requirements, we just need to there are circuits in a graph only if the number of edges is
find a set of fundamental circuits in the CT graph. greater than or equal to the number of vertices in the graph.
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Fig. Al. A graph and two of its spanning trees.

APPENDIX B. GROUPING PRIMITIVE STRUCTURE• P' = J(PSn)=1(U po).

This appendix presewns an algorithm that groups PS using For example, in Fig. 10, the regions (convex hulls) of the

the PS graph. Let 9' = P =(PS,), i = 1, 2,.n,} be the three PS intersect. Figure 10(d) shows the region of the

set of convex hulls of the PS. Let O:pi -1 be the function grouped PS when these three PS are grouped. If W' has only

that maps the convex hull set Y to the PS graph. Let go - one vertex, that is, q - '(*o) represents one PS, PSp, then

11A -0 60) = 614 00) be the I'S graph of the PS in the image, where PS I PSj, and P, = PO. All the connected components ofl 0

S -0 is the set of vertices, and ,9 the set of links. An algorithm are thus processed to produce possible groupings of PS and,

described in reference (36) is applied to find the connected hence, a segmentation of the image.

components of a graph. A new PS graph 91 = (i rl 91) - 0(-* ) is then established.

Letl = 1,2 .. , Mo} be theset ofconnected com- where .*,'=I P' = fW(PS), i = 1,2-.. n,}. The connected

ponents of '1. Then -o G 10, and 40 -'(V?) _ 0, is either one components of if' are found, leading to further grouping of

convex hull or a set of convex hulls that intersect or are close. PS. This process continues until no PS can be further

In the latter situation, the PS whose regions belong to grouped. That is, the iteration stops at 4" = (I", ell with

" -1?1) are grouped into a larger structure PS,!. The region 0 = 0. Our experiments show that only a small number of
of the PS" is iterations is actually needed.
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A MOBILE ROBOT FOR VISUAL MEASUREMENTS

IN ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS

Xavier Lebgue and J. K. Aggarwal
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Austin, Texas 78712, USA

ABSTRACT 3-D RECONSTRUCTION

This paper describes a method to'perform distance Line segments corresponding to particular orient&-
measurements inside buildings using a single video cam. tions in 3-D are extracted from each image using a special
era mounted on a mobile robot. This algorithm is de. line detector based on vanishing points (4]. The detection
signed specifically to create architectural floor plans with and interpretation process provides a 3-0 orienlation by.
accurate measurements. Several issues associated with ar- pothesis for each 2-1 segment. Vertical segments are of
chitectural surveying are discussed in detail, such as the particular importance for floor plans, but other particu-
visibility of features and the accuracy in calibration. Re- Jar 3-D orientations can be processed as well. Segments
suits of the edge reconstruction In an indoor scene are that do not have any of the predefined 3-D orientations
presented and compared to an architect's drawing of the are ignored.
building. Applications of this method include the verifi. The 3-D position of segments is estimated from a w-
cation of constructed buildings, the update or creation of quence of images using a method based on Kalnan filter-
civil engineering CAD models, and the acquisition of data ing 15, 61. The position of each 3-D segment is represented
for architectural graphics simulations. by an estimate and an associated Gaussian uncertainty.

The floor plan can then be constructed from these esti-
mates. In our approach, each 3-D orientation is treated

INTRODUCTION separately. This is possible since the line detector indi-
cates the 3-D orientation of the segments. Matching is

The perception system of most mobile robots is geared therefore simplified, as is the complexity of prediction and
towards navigation, where qualitative information is more update: all the computation is done in planes perpendic-
important than a high accuracy. We propose here a differ- ular to each one of the predefined 3-D orientations.
ent task: the automatic metrical surveying of a building
using a single camera mounted on a mobile robot. The APPLICATION TO ARCHITECTURE
robot provides a sequence of images registered with odo- The application of our reconstruction algorithms to
metric estimates of the motion between frames. The vi- architectural surveying imposes a few practical constraints.
sion algorithm reconstructs the 3-D scene by using the Field of view: In a typical indoor scene, there are
known motion of the camera. In order to extract the most relatively few architecturlly significant features, such &A
useful features for reconstruction, we concentrate on seg- room corners and doorways. Those features are usually
ments that have a particular orientation in the 3-1) scene, far apart. Hlowever, the robot should see as many features
In most buildings, there are three prominent 3-1 orien. as possible at any time. For this reason, we equipped the
tations: the vertical and two horizontal 3-D orientations camera with a wide-angle lens (6 mm focal distance for
perpendicular to each other. This assumption is often used a 2/3 inch CCD camera). The advantage is that more

with indoor scenes (1, 2, 7, 8, 91, and will hold for the rest interesting edges can be tracked at once. In long and nar-
of this paper. itrsigegscnb rce toc.I ogadnr

of th gis by dsrirow corridors, segments can be observed not only from a
We begin by describing algorithms to extract useful distance, but also as the robot passes by them. Those

line segments from each image and to reconstruct the 3-D sget r hrfr curdudrvr ifrn n
scen. W thn dscus seera isuesof prtiula imor- segments are therefore acquired under very different an-

scene. We then discuss several issues of particular impor, gles, thus reducing the uncertainty in their reconstruction.
tance for practical applications in architectural surveying, With a wide-angle lens, the forward-looking camera can
such as the visibility of segments in typical indoor scenes. still see edges lying almost along a perpendicular to the
The following section concentrates on accuracy issues and direction of motion. For those edges, the precision of re-
explains the calibration procedure for the camera and the constrtiction is similar to that of a stereo-ision system with
robot. Finally, we provide a comparison between recon- widely spaced cameras. The accuracy is then very high,
structed edges and the corresponding architectural floor assuming that the exact motion of the camera is known.
plan. The drawback to using a wide-angle lens is the asso-

ciated barrel distortion (see Figure 1). In the next section,
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we will explain how this distortion is calibrated and cor- the scene, and holds if the diameter of the lens is not too
rected. large.

Motion determination: We have assumed so far The standard perspective projection is completely de-
that the exact motion of the camera was given to the 3-D fined by the location of the optical axis in the image (de-
reconstruction algorithm. Although the robot's odometers tetrained in the previous subsection) and the focal length
provide a position and a heading, these measurements can- (to be determined later for points near the optical axis,
not be used alone, since odometers drift without bounds. where the distortion is negligible). The second step, a 2-D
Odometry may be adequate for estimating the motion be- distortion in the image plane will then modeled by cabi-
tween a few images, but it is insufficient for the long se- bration. This model is used to correct the distortion in
quences necessary in mapping an entire building. digitized images [3).

The robot is equipped with an odometer on its right
and left driving wheels, In practice, translation measure-.......
ments are very good because they are derived from the av-
erage of the two odometers. However, rotations (changes .
in robot heading) drift much faster because they rely on , . ,
the difference between the two odometers. For this reason, . .. . . . . .
we correct the odometric heading with vision every time an ......... .
image is processed. By extracting the exact position of the . .... .
vanishing points in the image, the orientation of the cam-
era with respect to the scene is computed precisely. The ',
heading of the robot is estimated, as well as the roll and
pitch errors due to uneven floor surface. This technique
prevents the heading from drifting without bounds. The
position of the robot, obtained by integrating small dis-
placements, can still drift because of errors in translations,
but they build up much slower than errors in rotations.

Using this technique, the robot's positional error was
reduced by several orders of magnitude after 4 rectangular
trajectory of 125 meters around a building floor (see 15]
for details).

ACCURACY AND CALIBRATION Figure 1: The calibration pattern distorted by the
wide-angle lens

For any practical application to architectural survey-
ing, the precision of measurement is paramount. An ac- The calibration pattern: We first measure the lo-
curate calibration procedure is necessary. In this section, cation of a set of data points covering the image. To obtain
we describe the calibration procedure for the intrinsic pa- the data points, we place the camera in front of a large
rameters of the camera, including the barrel distortion, as calibration pattern on a wall (see Figure 1). The pat.
well as for the extrinsic parameters (camera-robot rela- tern consists of a grid of black dots placed every 10 cm.
tionship). For best results, the distance between the camera and the

The Optical axis: We first determine the intersec- pattern should approximate the typical distance to objects
tion of the image plane and the optical axis, expressed in when the robot is in operation. In practice, this leads to a
pixel units in the coordinate system of the frame grabber. calibration pattern as large as the scene itself, if posaible.
The method we use is optical. After closing the iris of the The size of our pattern is 2.4 x 1.8 meters.
camera, a low-power laser beam is shone through a perfo- We first need to ensure that the image plane is paral-
rated white screen into the center of the lens. The beam lel to the pattern, so that the perspective projection will
is partially reflected by the lens onto the screen, The goal not interfere with the 2-D distortion in the image plane.
is to align the laser beam and the optical axis of the lens. To achieve this constraint, we place a mirror flat on the
By carefully adjusting the pan and tilt of both the laser pattern. We then adjust the pan and tilt of the camera
and the camera, the beam is made to reflect onto itself. until the reflection of the camera by the mirror coincides
At that point, an attenuating filter is placed in the beam with the location of the optical center in the image plane.
and the iris is slightly opened. A bright spot becomes To facilitate this operation, we digitally superimpose cross
visible in the image, indicating the location of the optical hairs centered on the the optical axis over the live image
axis on the retina. This method is not recommended with from the camera. Using the cross hairs, any roll in the
non-CCD cameras. camera's orientation is also eliminated at this stage. Fi-

The projection model: The next calibration step nally, the image of the pattern is digitized and the data
consists of identifying the focal length and the distortion points are automatically extracted.
of the lens. The distortion is zero on the optical axis, and The focal length: The next intrinsic parameter to
non-negligible near the borders of the image rectangle. As be determined is the focal length, expressed in horizontal
a simplification, we assume that the image is formed in two and vertical pixel units. The focal length is computed for
steps. Firstly, the scene is projected onto the image plane points lying close to the center of the image, where the
by a standard pinhole perspective projection. Secondiy, barrel distortion is negligible. The distance D between
the image is distorted in the image plane by a 2-D to 2-D the camera and the calibration pattern is physically mea-
function. This assumption means that the barrel distor- sured, and expressed in millimeters. Let L be the distance
tion does not depend on the distance between the lens and (in millimeters) between two points close to the center of
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the pattern, and I the distance (in pixels) between their those results to the architect's drawing of the loor plan.
perspective projections. Neglecting the barrel distortion, Improvements to our approach are possible in several a,-
the focal length f is given in pixels by f = IDI/L. Since eas. to further increase the precision of measurements and
the image pixels are not necessary square, the focal length to produce CAD-like building maps. We believe that au-
needs to be expre,,od both in horizontal and vertical pixel tomatic architectural surveying using mobile robots is a
units, feasible task in the fairly near future. Applications will in-

Barrel distortion: At this point, all the parame- clude the verification of constructed buildings, the update
ters for a conventional perspective projection have been or creation of civil engineering CAD models, the acqui-
determined. However, most points of the pattern do not sition of data for architectural graphics simulations, and
project exactly to their theoretical location or ,hi image the creation of maps for use by other robots.
plane because of the barrel distortion. We automatically
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issues resulting from the particular requirements of archi- indoor scenes. IEEE 2hzns. on Pattern Analysis and
tectural applications, and we presented results obtained in Machine Intelligence, 14(2):298-303, February 1992.
the reconstruction of indoor scenes. Finally, we compared
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CORRESPONDENCE OF SURFACES IN A SEQUENCE OF
RANGE IMAGES FOR MOTION ESTIMATION AND TRACKING

Bikash Sabata and J. K. Aggarwal

Computer and Vision Research Center

The University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas 78712, USA

ABSTRACT
A graph search procedure forms the basis for the algo-

"The key issue in motion estimation and tracking an rithm that computes the correspondence between surfaces.

object over a sequence of images is establishing coirespon- The solution uses geometrical and topological information

dence betweer the features of the object in the different derived from the scenes to direct the search procedure. In

images of the sequence. For range image sequences, this general, the input to the matching algorithm is the output

problem translates into finding a match between the sur- from a segmentation algor;thm that partitions the image

face segments in a pair of range images of the scene, This into surface segments. The performance of the matching

paper considers the problem of establishing correspon- depends greatly on the results of the segmentation algo-

dences between surfaces in a sequence of range images. We rithms. Incorrect segmentation causes poor estimation of

present a novel procedure for finding correspondence and the surface parameters and affects the performance of the

show the results on real range image sequences. A graph matching algorithm, We address this issue and obtain a

search procedure forms the basis for the algorithm that solution that is robust and able to handle occlusions of

computes the correspondence between surfaces. The solu- surfaces, noise in data, and incorrect segmentation from a

tion uses geometrical and topological information derived segmentation algorithm. In the present implementation,

from the scenes to direct the search procedure. Fundamen- we assume that the images have planar, cylindrical and

'at to our strategy to match features over a sequence of conical surfaces: however, the procedure is general enough

mngc images is a hypergraph representation of the scenes. to be extended to other surface classes.

Two scenes are modeled as hypergraphs and the hyper- The question of finding correspondences between fea-

edges are matched using a sub-graph isomorphism algo- tures has been studied extensively (see (1, 3, 4, 5]) but,
rithm. The hierarchical representation of hypergraphs not most of these approaches deal with matching a scene to a

only reduces the search space significantly, but also facil- model of the object. The fundamental difference between

itates the encoding of the topological and geometrical in- model-to-scene matching and scene-to-scene matching is

formation. Further, we present a sub-hypergraph isomor- that in the former, the model description of the object is

phism procedure to establish the correspondences between complete, and to that we match the incomplete descrip-

the surface patches and demonstrate the algorithm on dif- tion of the object obtained from the scene. However. in

ferent types of real range image sequences. We present re- the case of scene-to-scene matching, both descriptions of

suits that show thi. the algorithm is robust and performs the object are incomplete and we must find a match be-

well in presence of occlusions and incorrect segmentations. tween two incomplete descriptions. By incomplete, we
mean that all the features are not present in the descrip-

INTRODUCTION tion of the object because of occlusions and sensor errors.

This difference makes it impossible to use the strategies

The key issue in motion estimation and tracking an obtained for object recognition in the domain of object

object over a sequence of images is establishing correspon- tracking; new strategies based on the constraints of the

dence between the features of the object in the different problem have to be designed.

images of the sequence. In this paper we deal with the Fundamental to our strategy to match features over

tracking of objects in a sequence of range images to esti- a sequence of range images is a hypergraph representa-

mate the motion of the camera (range sensor) in the envi- tion of the scenes. The two scenes a.e modeled as hyper-

ronment. Range images sense the surface of the objects, graphs and the hyperedges are matched using a sub-graph

so it is natural to use surface segments as the features of isomorphism algorithm. To reduce the complexity of the

interest; this translates the tracking of objects into finding matching task, heuristics derived from the topological and

a match between the surface segments in a pair of range the geometrical information available from the scene are

images of the scene. This paper considers the finding of used to direct the search. The hierarchical representation

correspondences between surfaces in a sequence of range of hypergraphs not only reduces the search space signifi-

images. Finding correspondence or a match between fea- cantly, but also facilitates the encoding of the topological

tures is not isolated to object tracking, but is also central and geometrical information. Hlyperedges are formed by

to other computer vision tasks including navigation, ob. grouping the surface features, which reduces the search

ject recognition, target tracking, and map building. We space. Using a priori knowledge arising out of the physi-

present a novel procedure for establishing correspondence cal constraints of laser scanning, a fast matching algorithm

and show the results on real range image sequences. is designed.
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HYPERGRAPH REPRESENTATION

Hypergraphs are generalizations of graphs. The edge
is generalized as a hyperedge, where a set of vertices forms 2
the hyperedge, instead of just two vertices forming the

edge. The group of vertices forming the hyperedge may S

share some common property. Hypergraphs have been
used earlier in vision and robotics applications [11, 12], 6 s
but have not found widespread uuefulness. We present

a new definition of the hyperedge and a novel method for
constructing the hypergraphs that makes it a powerful tool
for vision applications.

Attributed hypergraphs are a concise way of repre- Figure 1: An'object and its corresponding Hypergraph rep-
senting objects such that both quantitative and qualitative resentation
information are encoded in the representation. Formally;
Definition 1 The H h /)] is defined as an ordered algorithm that tests various hypotheses and rejects the
pair H = (X, E,) where X = (I, X2,"'-*, n) is a finite impossible ones. Finally the interpretation that gives the
petof atir uted Hv ertices andE = { e, e2,*' * s are nthe largest match is selected as the solution. Constrained tr,.

set of attributed vertices and £ - {e1 ,e5 ,",em} are the search algorithms have been used in many applic..tion.
hyperedges of the hyperyraph. The set E is a family of [4, 5, 7]. Data pairings are formed by a depth first search
subsets of X (i.e. each e, is a subset of X) such that of an interpretation tree. Each node ot the tree repre-

1. e, • •,i = l,..,m sents a possible pairing. The first data (surface patch)
is taken from the first scene and paired with each of the

2. (_rJ e, X. data in the second scene. These form the nodes in the first

A graph is a hypergraph whose byperedges have cardinal- level of the tree, To account for missing surface segments

ity of two. To each hyperedge, we associate an attribute due to occlusins, the data is also paired with a wild card

set that maps the vertices (belonging to the hyperedge) to *. Subsequent levels of the tree correspond to pairings of
an attributed graphe other vertices. Each branch of the tree represents a partial

Each surface patch in the range image forms an at- matching of the scenes. The constraints are used to prune

tributed vertex. The attribute values are the surface prop- the search tree and thus reduce the search space.

erty values. For each pair of surfaces that are connected, in which the search is directed based on the current hy-

an attributed arc is formed. The attributes of the arc
describe the interfacing edge and the relative geometri- pothesis. The directed search, coupled with the termina
cal information between the two surfaces. Groups of the tion conditions, further reduces the search space. Thu key
cattinomtion bertwceen thur e ptwo fches. Goroup of thper , idea is to use the topological constraints of the scene to
attributed vertices (surface patches) form an hyperedge, determine the next most likely match, and to accept or

and with each hyperedge we associate an attributed graph rejec t t c se onte mtcal cnstr

that describes the topology of the component attributed reject the matches based on the geometrichg constraints.
vertces surace atchs).The features used in the matching process are sur.

vertices (surface patches).

The set of vertices that form the hyperedge should facresegments. We assume that a segmentation algorithm
represent a topologically significant feature in the graph 19, 10] segments the range image into surface patches and

repeset atoplogcaly sgniicat fatue i th grph the surface parameters are computed. The interfacing

so that the matching task is guided by the topology of the the surface pa tcs e ape detectedad

scene. Cliques in the graph are significant features that edge between tcomputed. the pres are detected and their

are rich in informs.tion. Physically, the cliques represent perts us ed are p e s the edge ted)

groups of surfaces that are adjacent to each other. Since ments used are (1) the edge type ( %ht line or curved),

a clique provides a larger attribute set and many geomet- (2) the edge length, and (3) the depth discontinuity. The

rical properties, the probability of a false positive match depth discontinuity across the edge implies that one sur-

(teyEach clique face may be occluding (partially or completely) another(between two cliques) is reduced significantly. sufaeaTeinomain butoclsoniqasuier;o

forms a hyperedge in the hypergraph and the attributed surface. The information about occlusion is also incorhoe

graph describing the clique is the associated attribute of rated in the attribute list of the surface patches.

the hyperedge. Figure 1 illustrates the formation of a hy- The constraints used are similar to the unary nad bu -
pergraph from a scenen constraints developed by Grimson ad Lozao-Perez

The opioo tin a graph [61. The only unary constraint we use is the surface type
The complexity of computing the yliques r graph classification (planar, cylindrical, conical, etc.). Other

exponential. However, the physics of the range imaging properties, used in model based object recognition, such

process restricts the size of the cliques in the scenes that as area, perimeter, compactness, etc., are very sensitive

we observe. It can be shown that the size of the clique to occlusion, and since occlusion may occur in either of
is restricted to be four (8]. Once the upper bound on the the range images, these properties cannot be used as con-

straints. The binary constraints describe the relative prop-
size of the cliques is known, the complexity of computing erties between pairs of surface segments. The properties
the cliques becomes 0(n). we use are (I) connectivity, (2) the angle between the sur-

face patches, (3) the range of distances between the two
THE MATCHING PROCEDURE surface patches, (4) the range of the components of the

vector spanning the two surface patches, and (5) the pr' )-
Thi.k section presents the matching procedure used to erties of the interfacing edge. Each constraint is measured

tt~ag je 4s fae otre of detheprocdure i U a si, ce of range and tested against a predetermined threshold. For surface
wt~gc., The h~eart of the procedure is a directed trce search



formnationi is not cr1-t- -. gb -. lIe h~isiei) anu,
the coinectivity. information may be inaccurate, There
fore, for such ca'es onllY a !veak match is hypothesized
which is subject to conformation or rejection based on
further evidence.

Matching between the ýtao hypergcaphs representing
the scenes is achieved byý computing the match between 

ithe component hN perodgris A mnatch between the two hy 
iperedges is hypot'hesized. The two hyperedges are matched q 7tby matching the attributed erapbs repreienting the Ily- ~

Pecedges. An order of vertices is establi,.hed at each stage Fim 1 Thp sorverad '0 i9C irr~ages
of the match. Nhe orderi determinecs the branches taken
in the search tree The order is determined by listing2
the Cpe OTg onnCTed to) tile vertices that have been ures - 01"~t~eIl. algo~rithm on an example

matced n crret hyothsis Th mathin prcedre gnre '2 shoas the deptf, Taps of two frarnes !in the Se-
, mache . n curen 1,poto,;i. Te mtchig poceure quenic( of rarice imiAge, rt,e scenes consist of a )urnble of's;tarts by sclcct!:,P the largest h~peredgr 1/1 And H; in the different kind- of ohect(,s T-c 'amera is moved to obtain

tý%o s, ones. The ereswith the largest dlegree is selected the second framne of the sequence T he segmieiiiatnon aZ
as the first ro-le n, and it is matched with the corre- oitm f 1'asapIedo h mgsai h ut
sponding vertex in iCi spi rind hyperedge. The unary and inutohemtigalo:h Tesgetd 'ls
the binary reint cads e~ ccked to evaluate the match
betw~'en the hverrdesg" Once the hyperedge-matcli has a oc nfvc h is tpo h ntrbeenestblih h sen~dsitof i-r,' edgs ae ~generate's he 'S rih,;tevd graph: of the scene and rirn~putesbeenestaiisý-;. f ý -t fliv1ordgesare eleced. the chiqPsinc I heP gratph Vl.sh C:iqije forms a hi rredKPThe next h\ !1., !se 's h hiipercdgP connected to fl, h eeae i'ee~p h iprrpsgrcae
at rt1 . A miatch c,,r-,-F 1 i ,%h hperedgesz connected to 11 , r hw xh fgc tI>ec Th~ e rse Cp

at n,1 is fouind !he P,)rc!he-in ptoceed, to Aind matches en arerce hxrmi an at t'o -1K1:i
5 graprih Penthe f-ýe- thje,

of hypecedges-~.e'' 1,-, If, at othr-i-evrtices belonigine ac fteat~td~a ' ~w tei eelc
to /I,, The ;crf'c-;o i--c O- V lt,e list uif All the trrtires Uigtepcpt C f e tralg '

iiisehverg ,- r r-ler cisi!-M od eirlir. Once a .. o

in..cit for a H'e -- s ,xlthat ;',-erdge is markedt!t ~ r~e rsat in- iIthere exists ar. orrluding '-!, -ih-ctwen. ,tAo suitfa-,~tr
asrnU-cd Ie - ~cd~s sr- otcosierdthe arc iii t1 !r is i''dý h~n rc f

hef~iturehi
ure 4 %ial did lines,\ hatch ba~Or, a 'uorIn arc 1
a riak cmatch acnd further -. orc iý 'i'q,,;r To
theb hpothr

F gure 2: Thc depth moirps of a scqurricr of range images.

Termination of the matching procedure. occuirs. if the Figure A: Tkr genrratd hypc~r-nphs of the con;( ,criogc19
fract on of surface patches matched exceeds a threshold-
Once a match ha~s been determined (i.e.. the search pro- The first hyperedgc pair hYpothesized to match i
ceduce has reached the leaf node of the tree), the num- t., )) in the first scene mnatches f3.4. 11) The vertex

F of p05-tie pialrinc-; r on-wild card pairings) is with the hgirhet degree it is considered a,% the fitit %ortex
ccin-1piied Ift--'-Fc f; less than _H threshold f-ac- Telnr rtans o' n p~nic,,1,,a

tion then f- oelr akacsandi sparches other the first node ci the 1ntoTptetatiin' tree Ilairthe "ext
branhes.\i e ens'-te )' bet prissihln match is corn- to vertices i And I do not s ciar anr vertex so thlei a.'e

pared With te c -irrert '-w,' ratch. If the best possible, nMiitcrdisit IA! heisP %ki' car,; N \c'e, ti-v ic ithe fina; match
match is rraý;-r hs,- the c-v-rent match, then the search that Is obltined the par~nr h, 3),i an incorrect pa~ninr.
along that b, <1, is sariloncd Andl the next branch is The aigorit ii'c acktraciks f Irds ttx crorrect mnatch even
investigatedl. tho~iuit 'aksr s It - 'cet '*c WePreseni h

first few ste ) to lhiistrv' e 1 ý algoirithmtn works. The
RESULTS seconid tin pr-cre;te conslred for match is {h, q) h~eause it

s, connec'ed to, the fitt hi% tceredgP at ht. qlncr the current
In thliise - -- kosu pr'-cen! anf exam pie of a range ito- h~ pothle~,eib. ;-- rex h~ perrdge match connsdereed

ag-e vrc~ienre Atrd ersr ,e os the rratching algorithm is between fh g} ansd f3. 2) The unary constraints are,
comute tme -,'ac orr-'oqndierties The algorithm %As satisfied heusseen the pair -q, 21 so tht binary cortstraints

tried smeee-': ý,.o dsic,-. ct tYpes of range image ec- of Angle. imin acid, the spanning vector ace, testedi All

the rntoisraint, sAre sA' isfiel ro the match pjair is accepted
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ABSTRACT robot in an indoor structured environment with a given
CAD model of the environment, it is common practice to

In this paper we present a novel technique for establishing use line segments as features [3]. On the other hand, in

a robust and accurate correspondence between a 3d model navigating the robot in an outdoor mountainous terrain

and a 2d image. We present a transform clustering ap- given a DEM of the environment, using curves may be a

proach to isolate the transformation that maps the model logical choice [9].

features to the image features. It is shown that this trans- Typically, in these problems the model and the cam-

form clustering technique alleviates the problems with us- era (robot) are specified in two different co-ordinate sys-

ing 1he traditional Hlough transform techniques used by tems. Once we extract the relevant features from the im-

previous researchers. We demonstrate the effectiveness of age and identify the corresponding features in the model,
our approach in estimating the position and and pose of an we can computer the transformation T that maps the
autonomous mobile robot navigating in an outdoor urban model features into the image features. The parameters of
environment. We present experimental results of testing this transformation are the required position and pose of
this approach using a model of an airport scene. the camera (robot) with respect to the model. Solving for

the parameters of T , once a set of model-image feature
INTRODUCTION correspondences is established, is a very well studied prob-

lem [21. Therefore, the crucial task to be accomplished
The task of establishing a reliable and accurate correspon- is that of establishing a reliable and accurate correspon-
dence between an image of a scene and a stored model of dence. Noise, occlusions, errors in feature detection and
it occurs in a large number of computer vision problems. inaccurate model descriptions further complicate this cor-
Autonomous navigation of a mobile robot given a priori respondence problem.
model of the environment and model-based object recog- Transform Clustering: Previous researchers have
nition are two examples of computer vision tasks in which considered the technique of matching a key model feature,
,he r.odel-image correspondence needs to be addressed. In such as a long edge or a set of lines in specific orientations,
the context of autonomous navigation, the robot is pro- to establish an initial transformation [1, 61. Subsequent
vided with a preloaded world model of the environment, assignments are then used to refine this transformation.
The world model couid be in different forms, such as a New assignments are selected on predictions of a model
Digital Elevation Map (DEM), a CAD description, or a feature, projected into the image using the current trans-
floor map. The robot uses an onboard camera to image formation. However, these techniques assume that it is
the environment. Once we establish a correspondence be- possible to initially select a correct key model feature.
tween the image and the model, the robot's position and which may not always be possible.
pose can be detern';ned. This position information can be Some researchers used the generalized Hough trans-
used by the robot to successfully navigate in its environ. form and its related parameter hashing techniques to per-
ment. In the context of model-based object recognition, form transform clustering to isolate the transformation
we are given a geometric description of the object to be mapping the model features into the image features (6,
recognized and an image of the scene in which the object 5, 10]. The generalized Hough transform works by first
is present. The task is to isolate the object in the scene quantizing the n-dimensional parameter space into dis-
by u.ing the image. Model-image correspondence are par- crete buckets or bins. The parameters are the compo-
ýicularly difficult because the image and the model are nents describing 7. From the given image, features are
usually in different formats, different co-ordinate frames extracted using a feature extractor. Then all the pos-
and of different dimensions. sible model-image feature correspondences are hypothe-

A popular approach to solving this problem is to ex- sized and, for each hypothesis, the parameter vector is
tract features from the image and search the model de. computed. For each parameter vector so computed, its
scription for the corresponding set of features. The type n components are quantized and used as indices to vote
of features required and the number of features used de- in one of the n-dimensional buckets. Searching for large
pends on the model description and what is assumed to clusters is then accomplished by finding the buckets with a
be known about the scene. For example, in navigating the large numbers of entries. Sometimes it is possible that one

This research was supported by in part bj Army Research Of- correspondence may not give explicitly all the components
rice contract DAAL03-91-G-00$0 and in part by Air Force Office of of the parameter vector, but may only give a range of pos-
Scientific Reseach (AFSC) contract F49620-89-C-0044. sible values for each component. In this case, entries are
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made into all the buckets within range. The advantage of
this approach is that clustering provides a robust criterion
for selecting valid model feature assignments. The effects
of missing or incorrect features due to occlusion, shadows,
or low coltrast, are not felt.

The problems associated with using the Ilough trans-

form approach to transform clustering are that large trans-
form clusters may occur randomly. If these clusters are as

large or larger than those due to the correct transform,
the estimation procedure that relies only on the Hough
transform will be erroneous. If the number of buckets is r

increased, then the possibility of random large clusters is
alleviated but the number of computations grows rapidly. Figure 1: The world and robot co-ordinate systems
Grimson i4) summarizes these problems with the gener.

aized Hough transform.
This paper presents a method to reduce the prob- nated. Most mobile robot self-location tasks make the as-

lems associated with the Hlough transform approach to sumption that the robot is on the ground (OXY plaie),

transform clustering by using a partition of the parame- so the Z-translation (the height of the robot above the

ter space, which is not necessarily uniform. The partition ground) is assumed to be known or to be zero. The cam-

is, in fact, intelligent and uses a priori model informa- era on the robot is assumed to have zero roll (rotati.i,

lion. Due to the geometric constraints imposed by the about X-axis), and the tilt angle of the camera, (rotation

model and the camera geometry, not all model features about the Y.axis) is assumed to be measurable. So, there

may be visible in all camera positions. Typically occlu- are effectively three parameters in the transformation: two

sions between the model features affect their visibility at translational (X, Y) and one rotational 0 (the pan angle

various positions. However, since we know the 3d descrip- of the camera, which is a rotation about the Z-axis). Like-

lions of the model features, these geometric constraints wise, in this paper we have only three parameters of T:

can be pre-computed and used to partition the parame- X, Y and 9. The parameter space of the transformation

ter space to reduce the probability of the occurrence of is thus the entire OXY plane and the range of robot ori-

random transform clusters. entation 0 is 0 through 360 degrees.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in In this section, we briefly we describe a method for

estimating the position and and pose of an autonomous partitioning the OXY plane into regions called Edge Via-

mobile robot. The robot is assumed to be navigating in ibility Regions (EVRs) using the given world model de-

an outdoor, urban environment. The 3d description of the scription. For more details see [7]. Asso .,ted with eac&'

lines that constitute the rooftops of the buildings is given EVR is a list of the world model features visible in that r,

as a world model. The position and pose of the robot are gion. called the visibility list (VL). No two adjacent EVIL

estimated by establishing a correspondence between the have the same VL. Also stored for each entry in the VL

lines extracted from the image (image features) and the of an EVR is the range of robot orientations from which

lines that constitute rooftops of the buildings (model fea- the feature is visible. Thus, each EVR is a region of space

tures). By exploiting the visibility constraints imposed by which has the topological property that from its points,

the 3d world model and the camera geometry, we partition the same set of edges of the model are visible through

the parameter space into into distinct, non-overlapping re- a complete circular scan. The EVR representation par-

gions called Edge Visibility Regions (EVRs) (7]. In each of titions the entire parameter space of (X,Y,O) and cap-

these regions, we also store the list of model features that tures the visibility constraints between the world model

are visi!le from within that region. We then hypothesize a

correspoi.Jence between all pairs of model and image fea- The algorithm that divides the OXY plane into the

tures and compute the range of possible transformations desired EVRs, along with their associated VLs, uses thjeetowsandcomute he ang of ossblesubprocesses called Split, Project, and Merge. The algo-
for each hypothesis. We vote in all the regions in the pa- s
rameter space where this transformation is valid. After rithm's basic idea is to start with the entire OXY plane as

considering all the pairings, we select the regions in the one EVR with a NULL visibility list. Each of the polygon

parameter space with the large numbers of votes as the that makes up the building's rooftop in the world model is
considered in turn by extending its edges, and the EVRs

candidate EnRs for position estimation. The actual cor- that are intersected are divided into two new ones.
respondence and position estimation are then performed new EVs then relace the old one and the VLs of the
by a constrained search process within these EVRs using new EVIs treplae to ont and the Vis of the

a inerpetaion reeseach pradgm.new EVRs are updated to account for the Visibility of thisa interpretation tree search paradigm. edge by considering it to be visible in one half-plane, say

PARTITIONING THE PARAMETER the half-plane into the left of the edge, and invisible in
SPACE the other. The Split process handles this updating. For

each new rooftop considered, the mutual occlusion of the

Consider the world coordinate system OXYZ and rooftop's edges with the other existing rooftops is handled

the robot coordinate system O'X'Y'Z' shown in Figure 1. by forming the shadow region of these edges on the otl, r

Generally. the transformation 7 that transforms OXYZ existing rooftops. The Project process handles the forming

into O'X'Y'Z' has six degrees of freedom: three rotational of these shadow regions. Finally, the Ile rye process con-

and three translational. Sometimes, depending on the ap- catenates all the adjacent EVIs witl identical VLs into

plicaliotn. soine of these degrees of freedom can be elini, one EVIl. After partitioning the OXY plane into EVIls,



Figure 2: (a) World model (b) Robot view Figure 3: (a) Detected lines (b) Image features

the ange of the robot's orientations for which each model
feature in the VL of an EVR is visible, is also computed I.
and stored. An efficient method to compute these ranges
is also developed. Figure 2(a) shows the world model and
Figure 5(b) shows the EVR description computed from 10.0

this world model.

FEATURE EXTRACTION Ss0

In this research. we userl a scale model of the Austin Ex- 0.0

ecutive Park Airpnrt to test the position estimation algo. 20 40 GO 10 0

rithms developed. The world model thus consists of the Figure 4: EVR no. vs the number of votes
3V descriptions of the rooftops of the three buildings in
this airport. Figure 2(a) shows this world model. A cali- fine partitioning of the parameter space to eliminate this
brated camera is placed in this environment and used to problem. Since it is difficult to accurately extract the end
arqi.ire the images of the model. These are then used as points of the rooftops, we use infinite lines and not line
the robot's views. Figure 2(b) shows one such view. We segments as the image features. The image features are
use a Canny edge detector to extract the edges from this 2d lines and the model features are 3d lines. Using one 2d
image. Contiguous edges are then linked using a pixel to 3d line correspondence, we can compute the orientation
chaining algorithm. We then use a line fitting technique of the robot 0 and get a constraint on the position of the
to form line segments from these pixel chains. These line robot of the form aX + bY + c = 0, where a,b, and c
segments are then thresholded by length to remove all the are constraints. This constraint describes a line L in the
lines shorter than 20 pixels. Figure 3(a) shows these lines. OXY plane. See [8] for details of the derivation.
We use a rooftop eztraction technique to select the lines We hypothesize all the possible model-image feature
that correspond to the rooftops only. The technique scans correspondences, and for each hypothesis compute the 0
each column of the line segment image from top to bottom and get the constraint line L on (X, Y). We now vote in
and selects the topmost lines only in each column. All the all the EVRs where: 1) the line L intersects the EVR, and
lines that lie below, completely within the projection of a 2) the 0 lies within the range of possible robot orientations
selected line, are then discarded. The lizies isolated using in the visibility list of the EVR. We finally select the EVR
this technique are then considered as the image features, with a largest numbers of votes as the candidate EVRs
Figu:e 3(b) shows these lines. Notice that the image fea- most likely to contain the robot's location. Figure 4 shows
ture extraction procedure is far from perfect. Some of the a plot of the EVR number vs. the number of votes. Figure
lines that correspond Lo rooftops are not extracted and, 5(a) shows the complete EVR description and Figure 5(b)
due to noise and occlusion, some of the extracted lines shows the selected candidate with a large number of votes.
do not arise from the rooftops but from extraneous ob-
jects such as trees and telephone poles. The task is thus INTERPRETATION TREE SEARCH
to use the transform clustering and the search technique
to correctly isolate the model features and the noise fea- Having isolated the candidate set of EVRs most likely to
tures from these image features and accurately estimate
the robot's position and pose in the environment.

MODIFIED HOUGH TRANSFORM

Having formed the EVR description of the environ-
ment and extracted the features from the images, we use a
modred llough transform to isolate a small set of EVRs-r
likely to contain the robot's location. The EVRs are used , : " I
as a partitioning of the parameter space (XY,) of the I i
transformation. We find that this partitioning alleviates { I I
the problems of traditional Hlough transform, namely, the
random occurrence of large clusters and the resulting need Figure 5: (a) EV R description (b) EVRs isolated by the
for the large amolnts (f memory required to perform the llough transform
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approach can be easily extended to other computer vi.ion
tasiks such as model-based object recognition. One pos-

• Isible approach is to precompute the characteristic 'Mews
or aspect of the object to be recognized and use these to
partition the parameter space. By imposing suitaLle and

practical restrictions on the number of degrees of freedom

in the transformation between the model and the imag.
[6], the number of aspects can be kept tractable, s,, se-
lecting an appropriate set of features from the image and
using a similar transform clustering approach as described

Figure 6: (a) Final EVR (b) Estimated robot location in this paper, it is possible to isolate a small set of aspects
of the object corresponding to the given image. Using
a tree search technique it is then possible to establish a

[ Ath t Actul I Etitmated I Estimaied EVWt more accurate correspondence between the image features
Position Pose deg-- Potion Pose deg No. and the model features and isolate the correct aspect, and

IZUsO5.10o0 0 874.93.411.29 1.03 42 thereby recognize the object from the given set of models.
1 0i. O -30 7523 45,1016 -41.8 84

5,).SO) 5 901.74.49.84 4.87 8
I 8c o) -. 798 63.800.12 -.- S 84 References
I fl I )so ) -15 13246 27,1347-46 16.14 89
05C; 1450) -90 352 2'3.1404.,7 .92.27 94 [1) N. Ayache and 0. Faugeras. HYPER: a new aproach
It~•-. 1400) -85 4W8 1, 1406.14 -7S.04 91 for the recognition and positioning of 2d objects.
it25 450 ia 12 7,4522 .1-54, 1986

"._ _____ 1 !t 1 18.96 14 I 'I IEEE Truns. on PAMI, 8(l):41-5.I, 1986.
42ý 64.9) U 14, I0 1.6U5.76 Lill[2] R. M. Ilaralick et. al. Pose estimation from corre-

sponding point data. IEEE Tran. on Sys., man and
Table 1: The Search results cybernetics, 19(6):1-126-1.1.15, November/December

1989.
contain the robot's location using the modified Hough
transform, we now wish to isolate the robot's location [3) C. Fennerna and A. R. Hanson. Experiments in au-
more precisely among these EVIts. For each of the candi- tonomous navigation. In Proc. of the tenth Int. Conf.

date EVIRs we form an interpretation tree of all the possi- on Pattern Recognition, pages 24-31, Atlantic City,
ble model-image feature correspondences and then search 1990.
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and tre range of possible 0 values, we can prune large [5] W.E.L. Grimson and T. Lozano-Perez. Lo A.iz-
parts of this interpretation tree. ing overlapping parts by searching the interpretation

This search process finally isolates the correct EVR tree. IEEE Trans. on PAMI, 9(4):469-482, 1987.
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Abstract.
This paper describes a new algorithm to simultaneously detect and clas-

sify straight lines according to their orientation in 3-D. The fundamental
assumption is that the most "interesting" lines in a 3-D scene have orien-
tations which fall into a few precisely defined categories. The algorithm we
propose uses this assumption to extract the projection of straight edges from
the image and to determine the most likely corresponding orientation in the
3-D scene. The extracted 2-D line segments are therefore "perceptually"
grouped according to their orientation in 3-D. Instead of extracting all the
line segments from the image before grouping them by orientation, we use
the orientation data at the lowest image processing level, and detect seg-
ments separately for each predefined 3-D orientation. A strong emphasis is
placed on real-world applications and very fast processing with conventional
hardware.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a new algorithm for the detection and organization of line segments
in images of complex scenes. The algorithm extracts line segments of particular 3-D
orientations from intensity images. The knowledge of the orientation of edges in the
3-D scene allows the detection of important relations between the segments, such as
parallelism or perpendicularity.

The role of perceptual organization [5] is to highlight non-accidental relations between
features. In this paper, we extend the results of perceptual organization for 2-D scenes
to the interpretation of images of 3-D scenes with any perspective distortion. For this,
we assume a priori knowledge of prominent orientations in the 3-D scene. Unlike other
approaches to space inference using vanishing points [1], we use the information about
3-D orientations at the lowest image-processing level for maximum efficiency.

The problem of line detection without first computing a free-form edge map was
addressed by Burns et al. (2]. His algorithm first computes the intensity gradient ori-
entation for all pixels in the image. Next, the neighboring pixels with similar gradient
orientation are grouped into "line-support regions" by a process involving coarse ori-
entation "buckets." Finally, a line segment is fit to the large line-support regions by a
least-squares procedure. An optimized version of this algorithm was presented in [3].

The algorithm described in this paper is designed not only to extract 2-D line segments
from an intensity image, but also to indicate what are the most probable orientations
for the corresponding 3-D segments in the scene. Section 2 explains the geometry of

"This research was supported in part by the DoD Joint Services Electronics Program through
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFSC) Contract F49620-89-C-0044, and in part
by the Army Research Office under contract DAAL03-91-G-0050.



projecting segments of known 3-D orientation. Section 3 describes a very fast algorithm
to extract the line segments from a single image and to simultaneously estimate their
3-D orientation. Finally, Sect. 4 provides experimental results obtained with images of
indoor scenes acquired by a mobile robot.

2 Motivation and Assumptions

Wc chose to concentrate on objects which have parallel lines with known 3-D orientations
in a world coordinate system. For example, in indoor scenes, rooms and hallways usually
have a rectangular structure, and there are three prominent orientations for 3-D line
segments: one vertical and two horizontal orientations perpendicular to each other. In
this paper, any 3-D orientation is permitted, as long as it is given to the algorithm.
Therefore, more complex environments, such as polygonal buildings with angles other
than 90 degrees, are handled as well if these angles are known. It is important to note that
human vision also relies on prominent 3-D orientations. Humans feel strongly disoriented
when placed in a tilted environment.

Vertical lines constitute an interesting special case for two reasons: they are especially
common in man-made scenes, and their 3-D orientation can easily be known in the 3-D
camera coordinate system by measuring the direction of gravity. If a 2-axis inclinometer
is mounted on the camera and properly calibrated, a 3-D vertical vector can be expressed
in the 3-D coordinate system aligned with the 2-D image coordinate system. Inexpensive
commercial inclinometers have a precision better than 0.01 degree. Humans also sense
the direction of gravity by organs in their inner ears. In our experiments, we estimate the
third angular degree of freedom of the camera relative to the scene from the odometer
readings of our mobile robot. Provided that the odometer is constantly corrected by
vision [4], the odometer does not drift without bounds.

We can infer the likely 3-D orientation of the line segments from their 2-D projections
in the image plane. With a pinhole perspective projection model, lines parallel to e ach
other in the 3-D scene will converge to a vanishing point in the 2-D projection. In partic-
ular, if the orientation of the camera relative to the scene is known, a vanishing point can
be computed for each given 3-D orientation before the image is processed. All the lines
that have a given orientation in 3-D must pass through the associated vanishing point
whcn projected. Conversely, if a line does not pass through a vanishing point, it cannot
have the 3-D orientation associated with that vanishing point. In practice, if a line does
pass through a vanishing point when projected, it is likely to have the associated 3-D
orientation.

To summarize, the line detection algorithm of Sect. 3 knows in each point of the
image plane the orientation that a projected line segment would have if it had one of
the predefined 3-D orientations. Therefore, the basic idea is to detect the 2-D segments
with one of the possible orientations, and mark them with the associated 3-D orientation
hypothesis.

3 Detecting Segments and Estimating their 3-D Orientation

3.1 Coordinate Systems and Transformations

The coordinate systems are W (the World coordinate system, with a vertical z-axis),
R (the Robot coordinate system, in which we obtain the inclinometer and odometer
rradings), C (the Camera coordinate system), and P (the coordinate system used for



the perspective projection on the retina). The homogeneous coordinate transformation
matrix from W to R is TWR = TrollTpitchThecdingTtransl.tions. Troll and Tpitch are known
with a good precision through the inclinometer. Th,.ding is estimated by the odometer
and Tinltons is not used here. TRC, the coordinate transformation matrix from R to C,
needs to be completely determined through eye/wheel calibration. Finally, Tcp is known
through camera calibration.

3.2 Overview of the Algorithm

The processing can be outlined as follows:

1. Line support region extraction: compute the angle between the intensity gradient
at each pixel and the expected direction of the projection of each 3-D orientation
(see Sect. 3.3 for details). Use a loose threshold to allow for noise in the gradient
orientation. Reject improper pixels and 3-D orientations.

2. Non-maxima suppression: keep only the local gradient maxima along the estimated
perpendicular to the line.

3. Pixel linking: create chains of pixels using a partial neighborhood search in the di-
rection of the estimated vanishing points. This creates noisy linear chains.

4. Line fitting: perform a least-squares fit of line segments to the pixel chains. Re-
cursively break the pixel chains which cannot be closely approximated with a line
segment into smaller chains.

5. Global orientation check: compute the match between each line and each 3-D orien-
tation, like in the line support extraction step but with a much tighter threshold.

If the a praori heading is very uncertain, the lines will be extracted with loose thresholds,
the true heading will be estimated, and the algorithm can then be run again with tight
thresholds for the correct categorization.

3.3 Extracting Line Support Regions

For each pixel in the input intensity image and for each category of possible 3-D orienta-
tions, we compute the angle between the intensity gradient and the expected direction of
the line in 2-D. The expected line is given by the current pixel and the vanishing point
associated with the 3-D orientation. It is not necessary to compute the location of the
vanishing point (which may lie at infinity).

The homogeneous transformation matrix changing world coordinates into projective

coordinates is Twp = TcpTRcTwR. Let [px, py, P1, 0]wT be a non-null vector in the 3-D

direction under consideration. If [su, sty s, 11 =Twp [z, ,, z, I]" defines the relation

between a 2-D point [u, VjT and its antecedent by the perspective projection, then

[su, '' .' i~=TNwp (lIz, Y, Z' ] + [Px, Py, Pz, j

defines another point of the estimated 2-D line. A 2-D vector d in the image plane pointing
to the vanishing point from the current point is then collinear to [u' - u, v' -uT.

Algebraic manipulations lead to [du, dvIT a, - au, ay - azvIT where

N e., a ., tn c p o Ply o 0c wf en .

N'hote tha~t a.,, ay and a, need to be computed only once for each 3-D orientation.



The current pixel is retained for the 3-D direction under consideration if the angle
between d and the local gradient g is 90 degrees plus or minus an angular threshold r.
This can be expressed by

Ild x gil > Cos

or equivalently:
(dx 9g. -dy g,)' > (d' +d 2) (92 +g2) r'

with F = (cost)2 computed once for all. Using this formulation, the entire line sup-
port extraction is reduced to 8 additions and 11 multiplications per pixel and per 3-D
orientation. If an even greater speedup is desired, (gX2 + g2) may be computed first and
thresholded. Pixels with a very low gradient magnitude may then be rejected before
having to compute d.

4 Results

The algorithm was implemented in C on an IBM RS 6000 Model 530 workstation, and
tested on hundreds of indoor images obtained by our mobile robot. The predefined 3-D
orientations are the vertical and the two horizontal orientations perpendicular to each
other and aligned with the axes of our building. Figures 1 and 2 show the results of
line extraction for one image in a sequence. The processing time is only 2.2 seconds for
each 512 by 480 image. Preliminary timing results on a HP 730 desktop workstation
approach only a second of processing, from the intensity image to the list of categorized
segments. The fast speed can be explained partly by the absence of multi-cycle floating-
point instructions from the line orientation equations, when properly expressed.

The lines are not broken up easily by a noisy gradient orientation, because the ori-
entation "buckets" are wide and centered on the noiseless gradient orientation for each
3-D orientation category. The output quality does not degrade abruptly with high im-
age noise, provided that the thresholds for local gradient orientations are loosened. The
sensitivity to different thresholds is similar to that of the Burns algorithm: a single set
of parameters can be used for most images. A few misclassifications occur in some parts
of the images, but are marked as ambiguities.

We have compared the real and computed 3-D orientation of 1439 detected segments
from eight images in three different environments. The presence of people in some scenes,
as well as noise in the radio transmission of images, did not seem to generate many mis-
classifications. The most frequent ambiguities occurred with horizontal segments parallel
to the optical axis: 1.1 % of them were classified as possibly vertical in 3-D.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a new algorithm for detecting line segments in an image of a 3-D
scene with known prominent orientations. The output of the algorithm is particularly
well suited for further processing using perceptual organization techniques. In partic-
ular, angular relationships between segments in the 3-D scene, such as parallelism or
perpendicularity, are easily verified. Knowledge of the 3-D orientation of segments is a
considerable advantage over the traditional 2-D perceptual organization approach. The
orientation thresholds of the 2-D perceptual organization systems cannot handle a sig-
nificant perspective distortion (such as the third orientation category in Fig. 2). The
independence from the perspective distortion brings more formal angular thresholds to



Fig. 1. (a) The input intensity image, and (b) the 2-D segments

SI - "

Fig. 2. The line segments associated with each 3-D orientation

the perceptual organization process. By using the 3-D orientation at the lowest image
processing level, both the quality and speed of the algorithm were improved. The ultimate
benefits of this approach were demonstrated on real images in real situations.
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Abstract left." In order to execute this task, the robot must
be able to identify the objects of interest (here, hall-

This paper describes new algorithms for detecting ways and doors) in its perception of the environment.
and interpreting linear features of a real scene as iam- One approach is to reconstruct a 3-D line segment
aged by a single camera on a mobile robot. The low- description of the environment of the robot from sev-
level processing stages are specifically designed to in- eral intensity images (see for example (1)), and then
crease the usefulness and the quality of the eztracted to match groups of those segments to selected object
features for a semantic interpretation. The detection models. For this, several 3-D segments are selected
and interpretation processes provide a S-D orientation according to orientation and position criteria [9). A
hypothesis for each 2-D segment. This in turn is used 3-D hypothesis of an object is generated and matched
to estimate the robot's orientation and relative posi- to the selected segments, The process is repeated for
tion in the environment and to delimit the free space other segments and other hypotheses. The high-level
visible in the image. Next, the orientation data is used semantic interpretation is then used for determining
by a motion stereo algorithm to fully estimate the 3-D the free space or finding objects of interest.
structure when a sequence of images becomes avail- Since the high-level interpreter is looking for line
able. From detection to .- D estimation, a strong em- segments of pirticular orientations in 3-D, we designed
phasis is placed on real-world applications and very our lower-level image-processing stages to take advan-
fast processing with conventional hardware. tage of this information. We will show practical ex-

amples of how this top-down information can benefit
the feature extraction stage by reducing the amount of

1 Introduction unwanted features, increasing the sensitivity to good
features, and drastically speeding the computation•.

This paper presents a new approach for extracting feation drastisalapeeding the a tion.

semantically significant line segments from monocu- Section 2 of this paper discusses the a priori knowl-
lar images, for estimating a mobile robot's orientation edge of a few prominent 3-D orientations for lines in
and relative position, and for identifying key objects the scene. Section 3 describes a very fast algorithm to
associated with the free space, such as walls and door- extract useful line segments from a single image. The
ways. The common idea is to design all the stages of algorithm simultaneously hypothesizes the 3-D orien-
image interpretation, including the lowest image pro- tation of segments. Section 4 shows how the rbot's
cessing level, such that they provide the higher stages orientation in the scene is extracted from a single 'm-
with the most semantically useful features. age, and how the results of Section 3 may be used

The tasks to be accomplished by the robot are usu- for a first semantic interpretation of the scene with-
ally specified in high-level semantic terms, such as "go out the 3-D depth information. Finally, Section 5 ex-
down the hallway and go through the last door to the tends these results to a sequence of monocular images.

A Kalman filter is used for a recursive estimatik, of
"This research was supported in part by the DoD Joint Se- the position of 3-D segments. Unlike purely metrical

vices Electronics Program through the Air Force Office of Scien- approaches for the recursive estimation, the qualita-
tific Research (AFSC) Contract F49620-g9-C-0044, and in part
by the Army Research Office under contract DAAL03-91-G- tive information derived independently for each image
0050. is used to enhance the quality and usefulness of the



results while decreasing the computation time. The by vision (which it will be in Section 4), the odome-
high-level semantic interpretation of the resulting 3- ter does not drift without bounds. The orientation of
D maps is discussed. Experimental results with an the camera with respect to the scene follows from the
indoor mobile robot are provided and analyzed. orientation of the robot and the eye/wheel calibration

data.

2 Motivation and assumptions 2.3 Coordinate systems and transforma-

tions

2.1 Knowledge of prominent 3-D orienta-
tions The coordinate systems , as shown in Figure 1, are

W (the World coordinate system, with a vertical z-

Estimating the 3-D structure of a scene from a sin- axis), R (the Robot coordinate system), C (the Cam-
gle visual image is impossible without certain assump- era coordinate system), and P (the coordinate system

tons about the structure and the projection geometry. used for the perspective projection on the retina).

We chose to concentrate on objects which have paral- The homogeneous coordinate transformation ma-

lel lines with known 3-D orientations in a world coor- trix from W to R is:

dinate system. For example, in indoor scenes, rooms 1 0 0 Wz bot 1
and hallways usually have a rectangular structure, and 0 1 0 - b
there are three prominent orientations for 3-D line seg- TWR = roll pitch Th. d headin 0 0 1 0 Z..bot
ments: one vertical and two horizontal orientations 0 0 1 1

perpendicular to each other. Outdoor urban scenes

also display similar characteristics. In this paper, any zrbot, /bot and ztbot are approximated by the
3-D orientation is permitted, as long as it is given odometer but are not used in this section.

lo the algorithms. Therefore, more complex environ- tr the noord in thisformtion.

ments, suci as polygonal buildings with angles other R tC the coordinate transformation matrix from

than90 egresare anded s wll i thse ngls Rto C, needs to be completely determined throughthan 90 degrees, are handled as well if these angles eye/wheel calibration. Tcp, the perspective projec-

are known. The assumption of known prominent 3-D tion matrix, is also determined through calibration.

orientations is consistent with the goal of identifying Therefore, we have

objects of interest for a mobile robot, such as walls,

doorways, or entire buildings. [u 1Z]
2.2 Orientation of the camera relative to 8j TCPTRCTWR Y

the scene Li 1 i

Vertical lines constitute an interesting special case where u and v represent the coordinates in pixels of a
for two reasons: they are especially common in man- point on the image plane.
made scenes, and their 3-D orientation can easily be
known in the 3-D camera coordinate system. If a 2- 2.4 Projecting segments of known 3-D
axis inclinometer is mounted on the mobile robot and orientation
properly calibrated, a 3-D vertical vector can be ex-
pressed in the 3-D coordinate system aligned with the In this section, we draw inferences about the likely
2-D image coordinate system. Inexpensive commer- 3-D orientation of the line segments from their 2-D
cial inclinometers have a precision better than 0.01 projections in the image plane. With a pinhole per-
degrees. Although vibrations and calibration errors spective projection model, lines parallel to each other
may corrupt this measurement, it can serve as a good in the 3-D scene will converge to a vanishing point
estimate of the camera's roll and pitch. We will as- in the 2-D projection (refer to Figure 2). The knowl-
sume that either the robot is equipped with an incli- edge of vanishing points provides useful information
nometer, or that it drives on an approximately planar about the structure of the scene and about the cam-
!Porizontal surface. era's orientation with respect to the scene [2, 3, 10).

We estimate the third angular degree of freedom In particular, if the orientation of the camera relative
of the camera from odometer readings of the robot. to the scene is known, a vanishing point can be com-
Provided that the odometer is constantly corrected puted for each given 3-D orientation before the image
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s processed. All the lines that have a given orienta- 3 Detecting segments and estimating
.ion in 3-D must pass through the associated vanishing their 3-D orientation
?oint when projected. Conversely, if a line does not
pass through a vanishing point, it cannot have the 3- 3.1 Overview of the algorithm
D orientation associated with that vanishing point. In
practice, if a line does pass through a vanishing point The processing can be outlined as follows (see 171
when projected, it is likely to have the associated 3-D for details):
orientation. The results of Section 3 will show how
likely this is in practical situations. 1. Line support region extraction: compute the an-

gle between the intensity gradient at each pixel
To summarize, the line detection algorithm of Sec- and the expected direction of the projection of

tion 3 knows in each point of the image plan e f oi- each 3-D orientation. Use a loose threshold to al-
entation that a projected line segment would have if it low for noise in the gradient orientation. Reject
had one of the predefined 3-D orientations. Therefore, improper pixels and 3-D orientations. Using the
the basic idea is to detect the 2-D segments with one iormulation of [7], the entire line support extrac-
of the possible orientations, and mark them with the tion is reduced to 8 additions and 11 multiplica-
associated 3-D orientation hypothesis. tions per pixel and per 3-D orientation.

2. Non-maxima suppression: keep only the local gra-
dint maxima along the estimated perpendicular

C mcr• Y" •'ROW to the line.
Robot

,, -- "a 3. Pixel linking: create chains of pixels using a par-
tial neighborhood search in the direction of the
estimated vanishing points. This creates noisy
linear chains.

4. Line fitting: perform a least-squares fit of line seg-
ments to the pixel chains. The pixel chains whici
cannot be closely approximated with a line seg-
ment are broken recursively into smaller chains.

0" 1 Woldooorrskiwsyvtt 5. Global orientation check: compute the match be-
(the X AX4 is vatcaJ) tween each line and each 3-D orientation, like in

the line support extraction step but with a muchF~6ure 1: The coordinate systems tighter threshold.

If the robot's a priori roll, pitch and heading are
To vmashw poit v, very uncertain, the lines will be extracted with loose

thresholds, the true angles will be estimated, and the
algorithm can then be run again with tight thresholds
for the correct categorization.

3.2 Results

< •. The algorithm was implemented in C on an HP 730
v- workstation, and tested on hundreds of ir.door images

V/" iihns poin N' obtained by our mobile robot (see [8] for a video pre-
sentation of the results). The predefined 3-D orien-
tations are the vertical and the two horizontal orica-
tations perpendicular to each other and aligned with
the axes of our building. Figures 3 to 5 show the re-

Figure 2: The effects of the heading on segment sults of line extraction for one image in a sequence
orientations (The intensity image is deformed because the camera

is equipped with a 6 mm wide-angle lens, as descri! ed



in Section 5). The processing time is only 1.2 seconds
for each 512 by 480 image, from the intensity image to
the list of categorized segments. 'iLhe fast speed can be
explained partly by the absence of multi-cycle floating-
point instructions from the line orientation equations, - /
when properly expressed. The lines are not broken up -
easily by a noisy gradient orientation, and the output
quality does not degrade abruptly with high image
noise, provided that the thresholds for local gradient .
orientations are loosened. A few misclassifications oc-I
cur in some parts of the images, but are marked as
ambiguities.

I .

Figure 5. All of the 2-D segments

Table 1:low detected segtents a ti, ,itfe
FigureClassified 3:eal 3-h) inputitt iat

a.1r ic l r - o2 OtAhe[ Iem s er i \rtcal '110 0 ''I I-r 27

torizn 1i 0i w s 00% h 03tS•..--loriz 2 0 .4 % _____ _________

Total T I 100,%1 00 % 0 2% 10
Noosg. 217 1"88 1127.3 I l

Table I: Hypothesizing 3-D orientations: sue,

Figure 3. The inpet intensity image ach and erron rates

4 Using information from a single imr-
• -. • L--'.--' ,, ,, .,/ _ age

e I c e th rl a4.1 Computing the robot's orientation

ii- .11 Alsoriton eshom e how the robot's roll, pitch

Figure 4: The line segments associated with each and heading may be computed a pos tr'zor- from the
3-D orientation 2-D scgments extracted in Section 3 To achieve the

best precision, each angle should be evaluated from
Table t compares the real and computed 3-Dl orien- the vanishing point which varies the most with that

tation of 1439 detected segments fcom eight images in angle. We begin with the roll, which is best derived
three different environments. The presence of people from the 3-D vertical lines if the camera is looking ap-
'n some scenes, as well as noise in the radio transmis- proximately forward Because of our definition of the
sion of images. did not seem to generate many mis- heading (a rotation around the vertnra! axis of W), the
classifications. The percentages in each column sum vanishing point associated with the vertical lines does
to more than 100 % because of the multiple classifica- not depend on the heading. If all the 2-f) segments
lion of ambiguous segments. classified as 3-D vertical are parallel in the image. the



vanishing point lies at infinity, the pitch p is zero, and
the roll r is the 2-D orientation of the segment* n in
the image. Otherwise, we first estimate the location
(u.,v.) of the vanishing point by a weighted least-
squares method. Let T41' be the element i,j of the
matrix TR•p. After algebraic manipulations, we find:

TRP TRP 7:, RP

3 1
r arctan 3 )((T1 T1 3k2 u Figure 6: The path of the robot (a) as estimated

(T-3 4 - Tit )V+by odometry, and (b) after correction by vision
41,I -22 T2,T1 2) )

The pitch of the robot may also be computed from interpreting a 3-D segment map to maintain consis-
the vanishing point of vertical lines, but for a better tency when the latter representation becomes avail-
precision, we use another vanishing point more depen- able. Identifying objects by searching for segments of
dent on pitch and heading. In our implementation, we a particular 3-D orientation is a good step to achieve
use the vanishing point which lies closest to the center this consistency.
of the image. We obtain the pitch and the heading The interpretation of the individual segments in a
with a method identical to the computation of roll single 2-D image requires a prior knowledge about
described above the type of scene. It can be achieved by heuristic

methods. The knowledge of the orientation of 3-D
4.1.2 Results segments is particularly well suited to finding the floor

and the walla in indoor images. Extracting the floor

The quality of the results depends on the error on the is essential for map-making, for determining the free
vanishing point extraction and the precision of calibra- space, and for computing the position of the robot
tion. To illustrate the performance of heading compu- relative to the visible environment, In most cae,
tation from individual images, we plotted the path of the outline of the floor can be described entirely by

the robot around a building floor. In Figure 6, the segments of predefined horizontal 3-D orientation. k
heading extracted by the vision algorithm was corn- heuristic method can extract an approximate outline

bined to the translation given by odometry to estimate of the floor from a single segment image. In real ap-
the path of the robot. At the beginning and end of the plications, the floor may not be perfectly extracted,
experiment, the robot was approximately aligned with but this first approximation can be corrected after a
the center of a hallway. The robot stopped about five sequence of images becomes available, by estimating
meters before the departure point. The total traveled recursively the 3-D position of the segments.
distance was 125 meters, and 97 images were used to
compute the headings. The algorithm seemed unaf-
fected by people moving in the field of view and by a 5 Estimating the position of 3-D seg-
significant noise due to the transmission of the images ments
by radio. The processing time for a posteriori heading
estimation is negligible compared to the time needed 5.1 Introduction
for line extraction.

The recursive estimation of 3-D segments from a se-
4.2 Image interpretation quence of images is the next logical step toward scenw

understanding. It aims at estimating the depth in-
Interpreting a single segment image is necessary formation that is absent from 2-D images. Existing

A-hen no 3-D segment information is available. This approaches include (1, 4, 5), to name only a few.
)ccurs for the first frames of a motion stereo sequence, Viiville and Faugeras (11] concentrate on estimating
)r when the baseline of a stereo setup is too small com- motion and structure from monocular segment images
3ared to the depth of the scene. Ideally, interpreting a and present results on the reconstruction of a calibra-
ingle segment image should not be too different from tion pattern. Jezouin and Ayache '61 review different



segment-tracking techniques using monocular images 2-D image with an excellent accuracy, we do not in-
and present results on 3-D reconstruction from syn- troduce any uncertainty on their parameters. Trans-
thetic aerial images. lations, however, rely partly on odometry. Therefore,

Applications in autonomous mobile robots imply we model the location of the robot in the world coor-
the ability to deal with real indoor scenes while us- dinate system by a 3-D vector tk and itu covariance
ing limited computation resources. As in the other matrix E(tkff) under the Gaussian noise asumption.
sections of this paper, we aim at providing useful fea-
tures for a semantic interpretation of the environment ) a R o4m-"
of the robot. We only consider the segments which ssoe~d.• Room
have been extracted by the algorithm of Section 3. A

We will show how this choice benefits the robustness baste A nbo"

and speed of the recursive estimation process.

5.2 Preliminary observations I-D m ra•

A 3-D segment should be observed from very dif- 2.D se~mma

ferent angles to be accurately reconstructed. Two ap- w -....

proaches can be used to achieve this with a monocular A po.sa7Fon a-umao of A PWuraeno
camera. The first one, active vision, pans and tilts the h . ,tch b

camera to keep some interesting features in the field
of view. The second approach, which we chose, con-
sists of fitting the camera with a wide-angle lens. A
3-D segment is usually first detected when far ahead redicto
of the robot, but as the robot drives closer, the 2-D
projection moves to one side of the focus of expansion. 2-D sena 2,D 2s0mmu 3 D %mean

A short focal length will enable the 3-D segment to re- i-, oncu ,,, O,-•-,on

-nain in the field of view long enough for an accurate Nis
reconstruction. The drawback to using a wide-angle
lens is geometric distortion. The first processing step RotaoO & Trtam

is therefore to correct this distortion. M, I
The 3-D segments which are parallel to the direc- 3 t' . .

tion of motion cannot be properly reconstructed with-
out consid-oring their endpoints. The experience of all
researchers using real images indicates that endpoints 3- se...

are unreliable, because 2-D segments may be broken
or extended (due to specular reflection, for example). s-ac ,torpretoMe
Therefore, we wiii not use endpoints to estimate the L
parameters of infinite 3-D lines. There is no justifi-
cation for wasting computation to estimate features Figure 7: Recursive estimation of 3-D segments
that will not help the interpretation of the scene. In
practice, we will not attempt to reconstruct the 3-D
segments parallel to the direction of motion. Those 5.3 Representation of lines
segments are sent to the semantic interpreter with an
estimate of orientation but not of position, unless the Since the algorithm of Section 3 already provides
robot changes its course. This contrasts with other the most likely 3-D line orientation, we only estimate
approaches that do send an estimate of the position two positional parameters for each 3-D line. Let us
and orientation of those segments, both with a huge define a coordinate system L, for each predefined 3-D
uncertainty, orientation ne as followsy L, is a rotation of W so that

Figure 7 presents a block diagram of the recur- the 3-D orientation n is parallel to the z axis of Lt.
sive estimation of 3-D segments. As in Section 4, The TL-w matrices are all known by definition. The
we combine translations from odometry to rotations state vector of a tracked 3-D line is then made of the
from vanishing points to estimate the motion of the first two components of the coordinates in L, of any
rnbot. Because the rotations are obtained from each point of the line.
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Because we are not using stereovision, a problem of interest will not be significantly h tnpered by
arises when a 2-D segment is acquired for the first large moving objects. This is extremely impor-
time. Our approach is to model it by a state vec- tant in real-world situations.
tor with arbitrary depth and a very large uncertainty Several approaches are possible for tracking seg-
in depth. After repeated observa.-,ns from different ments across images. If a conventional token-tracker
angles, the uncertainty ellipsoid associated with the is used [5], matching is necessary only between seg-
state vector will shrink around the best estimate of meats with the same 3-D orientation. The results we
the position. are presenting here have been obtained with manual

The measurement yk,, of a 2-D line in frame k given token-tracking. We are currently working on a ne.,
its associated 3-D orientation is defined as follows: if type of token-tracker that relies on topological and
the line is "rather horizontal," it can be described in semantic information to eliminate incorrect matches.
the image plane by v -- au + V with some parame- Figure 8 shows the vertical segments in a top view
ter a. If the line is "rather vertical," y.j is such that of a corridor, as estimated after 1, 4, 7, and 10 images
u = av + yk,. Deciding whether a line is rather hori- in a sequence. The robot moved nine meters during
zontal or vertical is based on the estimated 3-D orien- the sequence, or about a quarter of the length of the
tation, so that singularities in the representation are corridor (the motion is from left to right in the fig-
avoided yet consistency across frames is maintained. ure). The segments visible for the first time are given
The explicit state and measurement equations for the an arbitrary depth and a very large uncertainty in
Kalman filter are not derived here for lack of space. depth. The width of the corridor at the location of

the robot was estimated with an error varying from
5.4 Implementation and results 0.4% to 4.7%.

The implementation benefits from hypothesizing
the 3-D orientation of lines before estimating their 3-D
position in the following ways:

"Matching is attempted only between segments of
the same orientation in 3-D. In practice, other
implementations of 3-D segment recursive esti- _ _ _ _ _ _ _--

mators use arbitrary 2-D orientation "buckets"
to achieve the same purpose. By matching seg-
ments of given 3-D orientations, we have a more
formal approach to the problem of limiting possi- , . .______ _

ble matches. ... ..

"* No computation is wasted on segments which can-
not be reconstructed because they are parallel in Figure 8: Top view of a corridor after 1, 4, 7, and
3-D to the direction of motion. 10 images (uncertainty of vertical segments)

" The problem of singularities in the representation
(see (61 for example) is avoided: although there is
still a need for different line paramneterizations, 5.5 High-level semantic interpretation
the appropriate on, needs to be determined only
once for each segment being tracked. The semantic interpretation of the 3-D segment

maps should be consistent with the interpretation of
" Traditional approaches have difficulties dealing single images since the 3-D information is not present

with moving objects and a moving camera. Large or accurate for some segments. The search for seg-
moving objects wil! corrupt the 3-D map of the ments associated with objects of interest depends pri-
environment and yield incorrect motion estimates marily on 3-D segment orientation and 2-D image
if the egomotion is estimated from the image. By topology. The position of 3-D segments is used in a
tuning the line extractor to certain orientations of later stage to verify object hypotheses and to estimate
interest, it is unlikely that an unexpected moving their range. The reflection of segments in the floor, of-
object could durably display misleading features. ten a problem with 2-D interpretation, is handled by
Therefore, the identification of the visible objects clipping the 3-D segments below the floor plane.



Vertical segments in the top view able since even humans get disoriented when placed

Door A& Ay Error Angle of in a tilted environment, despite having our own "in-

no. (in mm) _(in _mm) in Ax the frame clinometers" in our inner ears. By reasoning in terms

1 917 -54 -9.7% -3.4 deg of what features the high-level interpretation stage will

2 1083 4 6.6% 0.2 deg actually use, we were able to design lower-level algo-

3 1013 -18 -0.3% -1.0 deg rithms for better and faster processing. The ultimate

4 996 25 -2.0% 1.4 deg benefits of this approach were demonstrated on real

769 -62 -24.3% -4.6 deg images in real situations, using conventional comput-

6 1114 16 9.6% 0.8 deg ing hardware, and with image acquisitions every few

7 421 -72 -58.6% 9.7 deg seconds.

8 292 99 -71.3% 18.7 deg

Table 2: Comparing estimated door frame edges References
to their model [1] N. Ayache. Artificial Vision for Mobile Robots. The

MIT Press, 1991.
The semantic interpretation of particular objects is (2] S. T. Barnard. Interpreting perspective images. Ar-
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reconstruction. In Video Proc. IEEE Int. Coni. Robotics and A utoma.

tion, Nice, France, May 1992.
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Distortion Using Higher Order

Coherence Spectra
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Edward J. Powers, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract-A digital spectral method to evaluate second-order frequency but allows the overtones to be measured. Har-
distortion of a nonlinear system, which can be represented by monic distortion (HD) is expressed as a percentage 121:
Volterra kernels up to second order and which is subjected to
a random noise input, is discussed. The importance of depar- sum of power in harmonics 2 and up
tures from the commonly assumed Gaussian excitation is in- % HD tX 100%,
vestigated. The Hinich test, which makes use of the statistical total power
properties of bispectrum, is shown to be an appropriate test for
orthogonality in the system identification of a second-order To measure intermodulation distortion, a signal having
Volterra system. Tests for Gaussianity of two important
sources, which are commonly used for Gaussian inputs in non- two frequencies f, andf 2 is supplied to the component un-
linear system identification are presented: 1) commercial soft- der test. Then the output from the component is fed into
ware routines for simulation experiments and 2) noise genera- a high-pass filter, giving a waveform which consists of
tors for practical experiments. The deleterious effects and the high frequency carrier and its low frequency modu-
misleading results of assuming a Gaussian input when, in fact, lation. The percentage of intermodulation distortion
it is not, are demonstrated. The random input method to eval-
uate (in terms of the second-order Volterra kernels and distor- (IMD) is given by
tion factors) the second-order distortion of a nonlinear system
is compared with the sine-wave input method using both sim- amplitude of modulation
ulation and experimental data. The proposed approach is uti- % IMD = 100%.
lized to model, identify, and quantify the linear response and amplitude of carrier
second-order distortion products of a loudspeaker in the low
frequency band by using higher order coherence spectra. In contrast to the relatively common sine-wave input

approach to measure distortion, this paper describes a dig-
ital higher order spectral technique to evaluate distortion

I. INTRODUCTION for a nonlinear time-invariant component which can be

D ISTORTIONS due to electromechanical effects in the represented by Volterra kernels and ':hich is subjected to

L reproduction component are becoming more impor- broad-band random inputs. The advantages of the random

tant as the state of the art in audio e2ngineering continues input approach are: a) one does not need to repeat the

to progress. The harmonic and intermodulation distor- same experiments by changing frequencies of oscillators

tions, which are most significant in high-fidelity systems, and filters to measure nonlinear distortions over the band

usually result from nonlinear transfer characteristics in of frequencies of interest, which is a tedious and time-

some component. The measurement of harmonic and in- consuming job in the sinusoidal input approach, b) band-

termodulation distortions, which are the major topic of limited noise is a closer approximation to actual input sig-

this paper, can be conducted with tone generators and fil- nals, e.g., music and speech, and c) we can quantify dis-

ters. For example, special instruments that measure har- tortion over the entire frequency band using higher order

monic distortion and intermodulation distontion in ampli- coherence spectra.

fiers and other audio components have been developed [Il. The Volterra series approach 131, where the nonlinear

A harmonic distortion analyzer includes a tone generator response is expressed by a sum of linear, quadratic, and

plus a high-pass filter, which suppresses the fundamental higher order functionals, has recently attracted a consid-
erable amount of interest in the systems engineering area
since many physical systems exhibiting inherent nonlin-

Manuscript received July 20. 1990: revised Fcbruafy 28, 1991. This work ear characteristics can be studied and modeled by this ap-
was supported by the DOD Joint Ser ice Electronics Program under Con-
tract AFOSR F49620-89-C-0044. and in part by the Department of Navy proach 141, 15). When one attempts to use the Volterra
Contract, N00167-88-K-0O49 and N00014-88-K-0638. series to describe a nonlinear system, the system model-

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engi- ing problem reduces to the measurement of the Volterra
neering and Electronics Research Center, the Umversit% of Texas at Aus- kernels. A relatively common assumption underlying this
tin. Austin. TX '8712-1084.

IEEE Log Number 9106575 approach involves the fact that the input is assumed to be

1053-587X/92$03.00 t, 1992 IEEE
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a random waveform which possesses Gaussian statistics, 11. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES
an assumption which allows a substantial simplification Consider a single-input/single-output nonlinear system
of the relevant mathematics [61, [7]. The assumption of which can be described by the Volterra series up to order
Gaussian excitition is also utilized in many technological two: let yvt) be the output and x(t) the input; the system
areas, for example, the nonlinear response of offshore is represented by
structures and ships to random seas [81. In acoustics, ex- r
periments have often been performed under the assump- "(t)h = -
tion that the random noise generators used for an inputh-r )
signal have Gaussian statistics, see. for example, 191 and r
12]. However, we will show using Hinich's Gaussianity + h2(t - rt, t - r,)x(r, )x(r,) dr, di,
test 110] that commonly used random inputs, such as that
provided by a noise generator, cannot automatically be (I)
regarded as sufficiently Gaussian for nonlinear identifi- where hlbr) and h2 (rl,. 2) represent the first-order and
cation studies, even though the one-dimensional proba- second-order Volterra kernels, respectively. In the trans-
bility density function of the input is approximately form domain, (1) may be written
Gaussian with a small skewness. We illustrate this point
by utilizing the Hinich procedure to test for Gaussianity Y(f) = HI(f)X(f) + H,( fl. f2 )X( f )X( f2)
of two important sources. which are commonly used as ý 0
Gaussian inputs in nonlinear system identification: I) • 6(f - f, -. t ; df/ df (2)
commercial software routines for simulation experiments,
and 2) noise generators for practical experiments. where X(f) and Y((f) are the Fourier transforms of x(i)

Recently Kim and Powers I Il] presented, without as- and y(t). respectively. 6(f) is the Dirac delta function.
suming particular statistics for the input (i.e., the ap- The linear transfer function HI (f), which can be ex-
proach is valid for both Gaussian and non-Gaussian in- pressed in polar form as JH,(f)f exp I jo1 (f)], is the
puts), a practical digital method of estimating linear and first-order frequency domain Volterra kernel. The quad-
quadratic transfer functions (the first- and second-order ratic transfer function H2 (f1 . f2) = IH2 (f 1 . f2)l exp
Volterra kernels in the frequency domain) of a nonliner [Jo,.(fl. f2 )1 in polar form, is the two-dimensional Fou-
time-invariant system. which may be described by a Vol- rier transform of h, (ti. t, ). The quadratic transfer func-
terra series up to second order. Furthermore, the degree tion can always be written in a symmetric form, H,, (f,,
of linearity and nonlinearity (quadratic in this case) as a f,) = H2 (1f. f), without loss of generality 131. Since. in
function of frequency was described by generalizing the general, H2 ( fI, f2 ) will not be equal to H2 ( fl, -f2 ), dif-
concept of coherence spectra. In this paper, we quantify ferent values of distortion at different frequencies are di-
the second-order nonlinear distortion of audio compo- rectly reflected in this second-order Volterra kernel.
nents in terms of coherence spectra at each frequency [121 The second-order factor of intermodulation distortion
as well as second-order Volterra kernels at sum and dif- (DIM 2 ) at frequencyf1 + 12 is defined, in decibels, as
ference frequencies. In order to compare the random input H V0 (f ± f,2)
method with the classical two-tone input method, we es- D1 1 2 = 20 log [IM2] 20 log VO( f, [dB]
timate the quadratic transfer function, which accounts for V( I

the second-order harmonic and intermodulation distor- (3)
tion, by both methods and compare them. We also dem- where Vo ( f, ± f2 ) is the output voltage at the frequency
onstrate the deleterious effects and the misleading resultsof assuming a Gaussian input when, in fact, it is not suf- fi ± f1- due to distorti.on and Vo( f, ) is the output voltage
ofassumienty Gaussian [ inally, then, apprachi is uotilized at frequencyf1 due to the linear nature of the system underfi cie n tly G a u s s ia n [ 1 3 1 . F in a lly .th e a p p ro a c h is u tiliz e d t e . T h s e r m a b e x p s e d i t r s of h e r -test. This term may be expressed in terms of the fre-
to model, identify, and quantify the linear response and
second-order distortion products of a loudspeaker at low quency domain Volterra kernels in the form 151
frequency. D 0-, ( lo, ± f± , )I

After the problem definition and preliminaries are given M 20 log H- (f [dB) (4)

in Section II, the importance of taking into account de-
partures from Gaussianity in the excitation is discussed in where V1 is the amplitude of both input voltages (v,(t) =

Section III. Then, we describe the approach to quantify- lf, cos 2irfj t + V, cos 2rf2 t). Likewise, the second-order
ing nonlinear distortion with digital higher-order coher- harmonic distortion factor Dw. which is defined as
ence spectra in Section IV. Bichromatic (two-tone) versus 1 0 2)
random input estimates for second-order distortion are de- DH, = 20 log [H121 = 20 log V[ [dB] (5)
scribed in Section V. In Section VI, we present the results Hill

of testing a noise generator output for Gaussianity and may be expressed in terms of the Volterra kernels as
present experimental results of applying this approach of
this paper to quantify second-order distortion of a loud- D, = 20 log . j H-. "' Vf f dB (6)
speaker. A summary is included in Section VII. 12 H,I(f)I
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where V, is the amplitude of the input voltage (v, (r) = V1  the fourth-order spectral moment appearing on the right-
cos 2xft). Thus, the second-order intermodulation distor- hand side of (10) becomes zero when k + I * i + j = m
tion factor DI.M2 and harmonic distortion factor D,2 of a because of the properties of higher order spectral mo-
component under test can be obtained easily at various ments and thus (10) is considered only for k + I = i + j
frequencies, if the linear transfer function and quadratic = m.
transfer function of the component can be estimated
simultaneously at those frequencies. III. GAUSSIANITY IN QUADRATIC SYSTEM

Here we consider a general technique for analyzing the IDENTIFICATION

harmonic and intermodulation distortion of a nonlinear A relatively common assumption for the estimation of
system with a random noise input, instead of sinusoidal the linear and quadratic transfer functions in (9) and (10)
inputs. As indicated in earlier paragraphs, the approach is that the irnut possesses zero-mean Gaussian statistics,
rests upon determination of the Volterra kernels. Thus, in which allows terms containing the third-order moment
this paper, we focus on the determination of the kernels (i.e., the auto bispectnam) of the input to vanish. Conse-
and the quantification of the goodness of the resulting quently, the estimations of the transfer functions for a
Volterra model through higher order coherence spectra. zero-mean Gaussian excitation are independent and there
In general. one can express (2) using the discrete form as is no coupling between them because, under Gaussian ex-

Y(f,) = HI(f,)X(f,,) citation, the first two terms on the right-hand side of the
Volterra equation (7) are orthogonal. Thus, the linear and

+ i H2(f ,fJ)X(f,)X(fj) + E(f,) (7) quadratic transfer functions for a zero-mean Gaussian in-
put are obtained separately as follows [61, 171:

where X(f,,) and Y(fi) are the N-point discrete Fourier S" (M)
transforms of the input and the output, respectively. e (f, ) HI(m) S=.- ((m)
is the difference between the model output Y( f, )model (the
first two terms on the RHS of (7)) and the true output J)
Y(f•) at frequency mAf (Af = I/NT, T: sampling pe- H2 (iJ) = 2S.,(i)SU.(J' i +j * 0 (12)
riod). The symbol fNi 2 denotes the Nyquist frequency as-
sociated with the sampling of the time domain signal. where the autopower spectrum is used in the denominator
Since (7) is linear with respect to the transfer functions, of (12) since fourth-order spectral moment appearing on
one can obtain an optimum estimation of the transfer the right-hand side of (10) can be expressed in terms of
functions by minimizing the mean-square error second-order spectral moments when the input is Gauss-
E[ If (f 1. To simplify notation, X( fm) will be denoted ian. Thus, we recover the well-known result for the linear
as X(m), Y(f ) as Y(m), etc. To find the optimum solu- transfer function, namely, it is equal to the quotient of the
tion. we consider crosspower spectrum divided by the autopower spectrum.

The expression for the quadratic transfer function, al-
aE[ Ie(m),M1 F though not as well known, is somewhat analogous and is

aHI (m) given by the quotient of the cross bispectrum divided by

aEl If (m)121 the autopower spectra at frequency i and j. The factor of

a2 (i, J) i + M (8) two appearing in the denominator of (12) arises from the
symmetry property, H2 (i,j) = H2 (j, i).

which yields the following two equations: The assumption of Gaussian excitation made in (I1) and
E[X*(m)Yem)! = HI (m)E[ X(m)J'] (12), which allows a substantial simplification of the rel-

evant mathematics, should be accepted with caution, even
+ Y, H,(i,J)EIX*(m)X(i)X(j)1 though the marginal distribution function of the excitation

f-J=" is approximately Gaussian. The Gaussianity of an input

(9) signal can be tested several ways. One of these is a mo-
ment test of the univariate marginals of the data as de-

EIX* (k) X* (1) Y(m)I scribed by Pearson [141; sample coefficients of skewness

H1 (m)EIX*(k)X*(i)X(m)] and kurtosis are used to reject or accept the Gaussianity
hypothesis at a certain confidence level. The Gaussianity

+ 2: H2 (i, j)EIX*(k)X*(I)X(i)X(j)] (10) of the signal can be also checked by goodness-of-fit tests,
IJ= , such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and chi-square test

where * denotes the complex conjugation. In (9) and (10), [151. All of these tests focus on the univariate marginal
E[X*(m) YWm)] is the crosspower spectrum between input distribution. The distribution of the marginals is corn-
and output S,, (m), E[ IX(m)121 is the autopower spectrum pared to a Gaussian univariate distribution. However, as
of the input S,(m), E[X*(m)X(i)X(j)J is the complex pointed out by Brockett et al. [161, the univariate mar-
conjugate of the auto bispectrum of the input B,,,(i, j), ginal distribution of the time series may satisfy Gaussian-
and EIX*(k)X*(I) Y(m)] is the cross bispectrum (where k ity tests even if the joint distribution for several time
+ I = m) between input and output B,,(k, 1). Note that points is non-Gaussian. For this reason, we use the so-
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called Hinich test [ 101 to examine Gaussianity of the sig- nonlinear system identification. Gaussianity tests based on
nal. In Hinich's approach, a sample bispectrum is used to the trispectrum, which is the next higher order spectrum
construct a statistic to test whether the bispectrum of the after bispectrum, are currently being investigated [171.
signal is nonzero. A rejection of the null hypothesis im- For cubic nonlinear system identification Gaussianity of
plies a rejection of the hypothesis that the signal is Gauss- the input signal should be tested up to the sixth-order mo-
ian. More specifically, a sample bispectrum of an input ment.
signal {x(O), x(l), .• x(N - 0)} is first defined by

IV. NONLINEAR COHERENCE ANALYSIS
For non-Gaussian inputs, one has to solve (9) and (10)

To obtain a consistent estimate of the bispectrum, the simultaneously with respect to HI (m) and H2 (i, j). Re-
sample bispectrum is smoothed over a square of M2 points cently, Kim and Powers [I 1 I dev !loped the estimation
centered at ((2m - l)M/2. (2n - I)M/2) in the two- technique of HI (m) and/-2 (i, j) for the general input case
dimensional frequency plane. The estimator is by expressing (7) in vector notation and solving the equa-

,,M- I nU- I tion under the minimum mean square criterion as follows:
B.(m, n) = ME2  , , F(i,j). (14) Y(m)mai H(r)X(m) (17)

i=(m- I)M j =(n - I)M

Since the asymptotic distribution of each estimator in where the boldface letters denote a vector quantity, and
(14) is complex normal, the distribution of H(m) = [H1(m), H2(m)J (18)

rm.n = [N/M 2JI/ 2[Sn(m)i(n)S S,(m + n)i 2  (15) [2H, (m + I m - 1

is complex normal with unit variance. Here, S.,, is the es- m + 3 m
timator of the power spectrum of x(t). Consequently, 2H,( m
I ?mn 2 is approximately chi-square with two degrees of \ 2 2/'
freedom. Since B1t,(m, n) is zero for all m and n if the IN NY1
process is Gaussian, the statistic 2H-2 , m -2)'

T = 2 Z Z I P., 2  (16) for odd m
int n [ ( ) (

is asymptotically distributed X2(2P) under the null hy- H2 m, ,2H2 + 1, - 1),

pothesis of Gaussianity. Here, P is the degree of freedom [2 / 2
defined in a principle domain 1101. For large N and thus
large P, (2P)-x 2 (2P) is approximately normal. Finally, 2
Gaussianity can be determined by shifting and scaling the

statistic to standardize and compare it to the probability for even m (19)
of exceeding its value under a Gaussian zero-mean unit- where N is the number of sampled data per realization.
variance distribution.

This sample bispectrum test is especially meaningful
when we estimate linear and quadratic transfer functions XT(m) [X,(i). X•(m)] (20)
of a second-order Volterra series under the Gaussian input [ / _ +
assumption. Since the process of estimating the linear and X (M
quadratic transfer function for a zero-mean Gaussian in- 2 ) )
put is based on the assumption that the terms containing +_3) (m_3)
the third-order moment of the input signal in (9) and (10) X 2
vanish, the direct test for Gaussianity of the input would
be to examine whether the autobispectrum of the input
vanishes or not. Note that moment coefficient of skew- 2 2
ness, E[x 3(n)1/Elx 2(n)13 /2, in the classical Gaussianity

test examines Gaussianity of x(n) only for zero lags in the X2(m) for odd m, (21)
third-order moment. If the autobispectrum of the input
vanishes, the linear and quadratic transfer functions a, • 2]
obtained separately from (9) and (10), respectively (i.e.,
orthogonal model). However, this test does not check x m+ I -
Gaussianity of the fourth-order spectral moment of the in- \\
put signal, which is assumed to be expressed in terms of
second-order spectral moments when the input signal is X X M - ,
Gaussian. Thus, the Hinich test may be regarded as a nec-
essary but not sufficient test for Gaussianity in quadratic for even m
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where r denotes the transpose of a matrix. Then the op- true output power. For example, one can derive a discrete
timum solution for H(m) in (17), under the minimum version of (23) from the above interpretation as follows:
mean-square-error criterion, is given by Ey2(M) l I Y(m) 2 ]' 1 .&I =H (m)12

,E IX(m)I2]

H(m) = EIX* (m)XW(m) -EX* (i) Y(m)] (22) EUlY(m)l 21tr - Ell Y(m)i 2]

The linear and quadratic transfer functions HI (m) and= .. _Sy.(M) 12 (24)
H2 (i, j) estimated by (22) can be used to determine the S.,(m)S 3 (m)
second-order harmonic distortion factor Dm at frequency where the expression for HI (m) in (11) is utilized. Thus,
mif by (6) and the second-order factor of intermodulation one can interpret y2 (m) as the fraction of output power
distortion DIm2 at frequency (i + j)Af by (4). In the sin- which can be accounted for by the linear model and I -
usoidal input approach, the harmonic and intermodulation 'Y 2(M) is the fraction of output power which cannot be
distortions over the band of frequencies of interest are accounted for by the linear model.
measured by repeating the same experiment at various The coherence spectrum can be generalized using the
frequencies and by changing frequencies of oscillators and above definition, for the second-orde erliedra system of
filters, which is a tedious and time-consuming job. With above d enio for the scnod oe syste of
broad-band random input the distortions can be estimated (7) in the frequency domain [ 1], 1201. By using the es-
simultaneously over the whole frequency band of interest timt of s t (a (ij) c u by (22,ethemode
as long as the input has a broad (nonzero) spectrum over follows:
the band of frequencies of interest and the data set is large
enough to replace the expectation operator in (22) by an S•(m)m.,& = ElI Y(m)12 Imo.&

ensemble average over a sufficient number of sample = EHTYL(m)121 + EIIYQ(m)I2]
spectra.

Another important advantage of the random input ap- + 2 Re ETYL(m) YQ(m)*]
proach is that the nonlinear distortion can be quantified in = SL(m) + SQ(m) + SLQ(m) (25)
terms of coherence spectra, which is the principal focus
of this paper. In a single-channel linear system, it is well where YL(m) and YQ(m) denote the first two terms on the
known that the coherence spectrum - 2(f). which is a RHS of (7), respectively, and where
normalized crosspower spectrum, is defined as SL(m) = JH1 (m) 2 ET IX(m)12 ] (26)

7(f) = ETifX*(f)y((f112  
_ S(.(fW ()'lQM( f)12  3 UM -- 12(

ElX(f)1E Y(f)2  1  SQ(m) E H2 (i. i)X(i)X(- - i) 127)
Since iS'(f)i12 ,- S( f)S,,(f), the coherence spectrum SLQ(m) = 2 Re HI (m) X H*(i, m - i)ElX*(i)
is bounded, i.e., 0 5 y(f) h _ 1. Statistically speaking,
the coherence spectrum is a measure of the degree of lin-
ear correlation (or linear relationship) between output and X*(m - iXm] (28)
input as a function of frequency. The ordinary concept of
the coherence function is that X(f) and Y(f) are per- SL (m) is the linear contribution to the model output power
fectly correlated at the frequency f when Y2 ( f) = 1, and at frequency mAf, SQ (m) is the quadratic nonlinear con-
they are completely uncorrelated when _y

2(f) 0. How- tribution to the model output power, and SLQ(m) is the
ever, this interpretation is valid only for a linear system. "interference part" of the model output power. For a per-
The term y 2 (f) defined in (23) represents only the linear fect Gaussian input, SLQ(m) is zero because the autobi-
relationship between the input X(f) at frequencyfand the spectrum EIX*(i)X*((m - i)X(m)] is zero and there is
output Y(f) at the same given frequency. Bendat and no coupling between the linear and quadratic outputs (i.e.,
Piersol [19] have pointed out that a reduction of coher- the model is orthogonal).
ence may be due to a) extraneous noise in the measure- Dividing both sides of (25) by the actual output power
ments, b) a nonlinear relationship between input and out- spectrum Sy, (m), we can obtain the generalized coherence
put, and/or c) multiple relations to other quantities. Thus, spectrum, which characterizes the "goodness of fit" of
when more than one frequency component of the input the model, as follows:
couple and interact in a nonlinear system to produce com- E[ IY(mn)i 2Jmmode Eli Y(m)12 ]
ponents with new frequencies in the output, the coherence y2 (m) = , =
spectrum defined in (23) does not represent the proper re- Ef JY(m)i'],., EIiY(m)i2 ]

lationship between the input and output. 2 ( +y'(m) + yo(m) (29)

A useful interpretation of the ordinary coherence spec- where

trum, which serves as a basis to generalize the concept,
is that it is the ratio of the model output "power" (in the 2 (M) = SL(m)
sense of mean-squared value per unit frequency) to the YL S,(m) (30)
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" ",(M) SQW (31) which can also be expressed as
S:, m)

x(t) = Z2 V,, exp Ij2irfr, (36)
YQ(m) =SLQ(m) 2)=_-2

S..(M) (32) where2 "2

where the terms -yL(m), -jý(m), and 7L1Q(m) are the linear V* vio= 0. f-i -fv
coherence spectrum, quadratic coherence spectrum, and V, = V,, 0
coupled coherence function of the second-order Volterra The linear response to the inputs specified by (35) is given
model, respectively. _Y2(m) and y2 (m) are the fractional by [181
contributions to the output power at frequency mAf due 2
to linear transfer function HI (m) and quadratic transfer y,(t) = & IVI IHI(f)l cos [21rft + Oi + 01 (f)].
function H22(i, j), respectively. As discussed above, •=I
^1LQ(m) is nonzero for non-Gaussian inputs, and denotes (37)
the fraction of the model output power at frequency mrAf
due to the "interference" of the output of the linear and The quadratic response to the input specified by (36) is
quadratic transfer functions. The terms Y2 (m) and 'y4 (m) given by
are positive, but not bounded by unity since _/2Q(m) can 2 2
be positive or negative depending on the phase relation- Y2 (1) Z Z X Vt,, V11,H 2( fA, f,,)
ship between the linear response and quadratic response. 6 ,=-2 t2= -2

However, the total coherence -Y2 (in) at each m is bounded • exp Ij2ir( f, + fA2)t]- (38)
by zero and unity. Possible reasons for coherence loss, I
- -,'2 (m), are a) the neglect of higher order (third or Since H2(-fl, -f2) = H(f 1,f2 ) and H2(f1. f,)
higher) terms in the model, b) additive noise in the mea- H 2(, f, ) in real systems, (38) can be expressed as
surements, and c) extraneous inputs. 2

For the Gaussian input case SLQ(m) and, hence, y2(t) = X IVW.,I 2 H2(f,.)I
"72Q(m) are zero since the linear and quadratic outputs ,=

YL (m) and YQ(m) are orthogonal. In this case one can ob- cos [2T(2f)t + 2( ,2(f,•)1
tain y 2j(m) and -(2(m) using (11), (12), (26), (27), (30),
and (31) as follows: + 21 V1, I IV1,I IH2(fl,f 2)I

"2Y IS,,(m)12  (33) • cos 12r(f, + f2)t + 01 + 02 + 0(fI.f2)A
m ( S ,,(m)S.(m) + 2111,,I IV12 I H2( f, -f2)J

2 1(M) IB,.,2i, m - i)01 * cos [2r(f -fA)t + 01 - 02 + '02(fI, -f)Qbm 2 -• S,,(i)-•-.Jm -- i)S,.,(m)" (34)

2

Notice that y2(m) in (33) is identical with (24) for a linear + 2 V , 2H2( , -f). (39)
model, and ^,2(m) in (34) is identical with the coherence
spectrum derived from a purely quadratic model [7]. That The first term in (39) denotes second-order harmonic dis-
is, the generalized system coherence spectra defined by tortions, the second term denotes an intermodulation dis-
(30)-(32) with (26)-(28) reduces to the ordinary coher- tortion at the sum frequency, the third term denotes an
ence spectra given by (33) and (34) when the input exci- intermodulation distortion at the difference frequency, and
tation is zero-mean Gaussian. the last term denotes the DC component. Note that the

second and third terms accounting for intermodulation
V. BICHROMATIC VERSUS RANDOM PROCESS ESTIMATES distortion contain the factor of two while the first term

In the previous section, the random input approach to accounting for harmonic distortion does not. Note also
estimate second-order harmonic and intermodulation dis- that the output at the difference frequency, f, - 12, con-
tortion of the component under test is described. The tains not only the intermodulation distortion at that fre-
measurement of nonlinear distortions, however, has tra- quency but also the second harmonic distortion due to fre-
ditionally been conducted by supplying sinusoidal signals quency 12 if f, - f2 = 212. These harmonic and
and measuring the extent to which harmonic or combi- intermodulation distortions (or H2(fl, -f2) and H,(f2,
nation tones are generated in the output of the component f 2.)) can be identified by supplying only one sinusoidal
under test. In order to calculate the response of the quad- signal first to measure harmonic distortion (or H2 ( f2, f2 ))
ratically nonlinear system subject to two sinusoidal inputs and by subtracting the harmonic distortion from the total
with frequencyf1 andf 2 (f , > f,), let the input he distortion subject to two sinusoidal signals to obtain in-

2 termodulation distortion. One can also see that the output

x(t) = cos [24kft + Oil (35) at the difference frequency f, - f2 contains the inter-
modulation distortion at that frequency as well as linear
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response at frequenc\ f: if f, - f2 = f2. The intermodu- 11-t1,, -1.30

lation distortion (or H. ( fl. -f 2 )) can be obtained by sup-
plying only one sinusoidal signal first to measure linear
response y, (t) and by subtracting v1 (t) from the total re-
sponse corresponding to the two sinusoidal signals.

In order to compare the two-tone input method with
random input method. a known system is used in a sim- 015
ulation experiment as follows [I ]:

y(t) = -0.7xttr - 0.9x(t - 2) + 0.8x2(t) ,,2

+ 0.5x-'rt - 2). (40)

The quadratic transfer function of the above system is (a)

given by 2w
fj

H2(f,f)) = 0.8 -,- 0.5 exp [-j4r(f +fj)]. (41) 0

In Fig. I we present an amplitude and a phase of H,(f,
f,) estimated by the two-tone input method, discussed in -0.21
this section: i.e.. by changing frequencies of two sinu-
soidal signals and measuring the reponse at the sum and
difference frequencies. Note that it is enough to plot only 0,25

the upper and lower triangular region of ,2 (f 1, fj) in the
f, and f2 plane because of various symmetry properties.
Values in the upper triangular region, wheref1  z 0,f2 ->
0. f, 2: f2. represent distortions at sum frequencies, while Ib)
values at the lower triangular region, where f, -> 0, f2 :5 Fig. 1. Amplitude and phase of quadratic transfer function H2 (i. j) (see

0. f, 2t I fI, represent distortions at difference frequen- (41)) estimated by two-tone input method: (a) estimated amplitude. (b) es-

cies. The values located on the 45' line in the upper tri- timated phase.

angular region correspond to harmonic distortion while
the others correspond to intermodulation distortions. The H2 1.36
valley between those to regions exists since distortions
due to a sinusoidal signal interacting with DC component
are not calculated and assigned a value of zero.

Fig. 2 shows the amplitude and phase of H2 (f,,f,) es-
timated by the random input method described in Section
IV. For this simulation the output data are generated by
applying a zero-mean exponential input (IMSL GGEXN) o25
to the known system (40). The input and output data rec-
ords were divided up into 2000 segrnents of 64 samples 0.25

each. Each data segment is Fourier transformed via the
FFT to calculate various sample spectra in (22) and aver-
aged to obtain the spectral estimates. As expected, the (a)
quadratic transfer function, accounting for second-order 2n

distortion, estimated b, the two-tone input method shows
good agreement with the one estimated by the random in-0
put method except for small fluctuations. Once the trans-
fer functions are estimated, distortion factors can be cal-
culated by substituting the estimatec transfer functions -0,25

into (4) and (6). For example, DH2 at frequency 5,af (Af
= 1/64 Hz) is -11.3 (-11.1) dB, DIM2 at 8Af - 7Af
is 1. 1 (1.7) dB. and D1\., at 8z4f + 7Afis - 10.9 (- 10.5)
dB (the values in parenthesis are estimated by the random
input method and are preceded by the values estimated by
the two-tone input method). Traditionally, distortion fac- (b)

tors are measured by (3t and (5) with sinusoidal signals,
which give the same results obtained by (4) and (6) with Fig. 2. Amplitude and phase quadratic transfer function H. 0,j) estimated

sinusoidal signals. by random input method: (a) estimated amplitude, (b) estimated phase.
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VI. TESTING FOR GAUSSIANITY AND EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS I I

A. Experimental Setup apnieqIkz

Loudspeakers tend to be the weakest component in most DSP

high-fidelity sound-reproducing systems. The nonlinear ...
distortion of the loudspeaker is typically a maximum at Noise inputoutput
the lower frequencies. The principal cause for nonlinear Get

distortion at the lower frequencies is nonuniform BI prod--Amp
uct versus the excursion of the voice coil. Also, nonlin-
earities in the compliance of the suspension and surround waeAnho,€ Duct
are not negligible. The prominent nonlinearities are: a) p.the El product, b) the self-inductance of the voice coil, .-.-- t..__and c) the nonlinear compliance of the suspension and Fig. 3. Block diagram of distortion analysis setup. Digital signal proces-sor: DSP56000, Motorola; Low-pass filter: Krohn-hite mode 15OAR (cut-surround [211. a) and b) may result from a nonuniform off frequency = 420 Hz); Probe condenser microphone cartridge: type 413J
flux distribution. Band K; Microphone power supply: type 2804, Band K.

The canonical equation for an antireciprocal transducer
at low frequencies can be given by the following when air anechoic duct with a probe (condenser microphone car-
loading is neglected: tridge). The microphone power supply with a probe and

amplifier used in this experiment is assumed linear over
Bli =.X + R,,,c + kx (42) the band of interest (10-500 Hz) from the specifications

d(L,i) provided by the manufacturer. A digital signal processor
Vg = RI + + BE~ (43) (DSP 56000) took 98 304 data samples from the input and

output signal at a l-kHz sampling rate. These were di-
where Bl is the force factor, i is the voice-coil current, x vided up into 384 segments of 128 samples each. In order
is the voice-coil excursion, and m, R,,, and k are the mov- to compute various sample spectra appearing in (22), each
ing mass, the mechanical damping, and the stiffness of data segment is Fourier transformed via the FFT, and then
the mass-spring system. Vg is the generator voltage, R, the 384 sample spectra were averaged to get the spectral
and L, are the electrical resistance and inductance of the estimates. The frequency resolution Af is, therefore, 500
voice coil. Hz - 64 samples = 7.8125 Hz.

Kaizer [211 modeled the loudspeaker in the low-fre-
quency band by a Volterra series expansion after approx- B. Testing for Gaussianity
imating Bl, k, and L, in (42) and (43) by a truncated power In this section, we test the noise generator for Gauss-
series as follows: ianity. First, we examine the Gaussian hypothesis by per-

Bl = Bl0 + b~x + b2x2  (44) forming two types of tests. The first of these is the mo-
ment test of univariate marginals as described by Pearson

k = ko + kix + k2x2  (45) 1141. On the basis of 5000 samples from the noise gen-

2  ( erator waveform, the following values are found:
skewness = -0.0123; kurtosis #2 = 3.11934.

The amount of distortion will depend on many design pa-
rameters, such as magnet size, voice-coil design, suspen- According to the table provided by Pearson the hypothesis
sion, etc. Also, it depends on the input power level. As should be rejected at 0.05 level of significance if ýiH_ lies
pointed out by Greiner and Sims [22], distortion can in- outside the range -0.057 to 0.057, and at 0.01 level of
crease dramatically, for input power above a few watts. significance if 107 lies outside the range -0.081 to 0.081.
In general, minimizing cone travel by using large-diam- The observed value lies inside the limit. Also, the hy-
.ter high-efficiency drivers tends to reduce distortion. pothesis should be rejected at 0.05 level of significance if

To demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of this i3 2 lies outside the range 2.89 to 3.12, and at 0.01 level
Daper's proposed approach, the second-order Volterra se- of significance if fl2 lies outside the range 2.85 to 3.17.
ies has been utilized to model, identify, and quantify the The observed value lies inside the limit. Thus, the Gauss-
inear response and the second-order distortion product of ian hypothesis is not rejected on the basis of this test.
oudspeakers in the low-frequency region. The arrange- The histogram of the noise generator estimated from
nent of Fig. 3 w-ts used to measure the distortion perfor- the same data set (5000 samples) is shown in Fig. 4. One
nance of the compression driver typical of those used to may assume that the signal from the noise generator is
lrive acoustic horns. The noise source used puts out a fiat nearly Gaussian from the reasonably bell-shaped histo-
ioise spectrum band limited to 500 Hz. A low-pass filter gram with a skewness of -0.0123. Thus, when one deals
vith a cutoff frequency of 420 Hz was inserted before the with a linear system or univariate marginal distribution of
ýmplifier which was adjusted to drive the compression a signal, the noise generator output can often be used in
Iriver at 10 W. The compression driver was placed in an experiments as a Gaussian source. However, as was
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Fig. 4. Histogram of the signal from the noise generator shown in Fig. 3

(variance = 0.026. skewness = -0.0123. kurtosis = 3.119).
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pointed out by Brockett ot al. [16], the univariate mar-

ginal distribution of the time series may satisfy Gaussian- (a)

ity tests even if the joint distribution of several time points
is non-Gaussian. Thus, if one wants to analyze the non- 2

linearity of the system by applying the noise generator to
a nonlinear system as a Gaussian input signal, the Gauss-
ianity statistics should be carefully investigated before- "5
hand, since the univariate marginal distribution of the in-
put signal may pass classical statistical tests for
Gaussianity without the signal being sufficiently Gaussian
for nonlinear system identification pu-post:.. If the input
signal is actually non-Gaussian, the Gaussian assumption
may lead to incorrect estimates of the Volterra kernels,
since the higher order spectra used to estimate the kernels
a- sensitive to departures from Gaussianity.

Since we want to estimate the linear and quadratic -,5

transfer function of the loudspeaker by applying a noise
generator as an input source, the Hinich test is used to Fig. 5. Amplitude of the loudspeaker quadratic transfer function H2 (i, j)
examine the Gaussianity of the input signal. To become experimentally estimated using: (a) two-tone input method, (b) random in-

familiar with Hinich's Gaussianity statistic value, first we

test the Gaussianity of two known signals: the first is a
zero-mean Gaussian generated by IMSL GGNPM, and the one has to solve (9) and (10) simultaneously for H, (M)

second is a zero-mean exponential input generated by and H2 (i, j). The linear and quadratic tran-fer functions
IMSL GGEXN. The Gaussianity statistic value (standard- Pre estimated according the solution given by (22). The
ized value of the statistic Tin (16)) for the Gau.sian Fignal estimated H2 (i, j) (smoothed over adjacent frequencies),
is -1.36, which is not large enough to reject Gaussianity accounting for second-order distortion, is shown in Fig.
[16]. The Gaussianity statistic value for the exponential 5(b). fo compare the proposed technique with the con-
signal is 75.55, which is large enough to reject the Gauss- ventional analog two-tone method, 112 (i, j) is measured
ianity hypothesis, as we expected. by the method described in Section V. Two oscillators,

Next, the Gaussianity of the signal from the noise gen- both of them having the same amplitude, are applied to
erator is tested. The resulting statistic value by the Hinich the amplifier. The output of the amplifier, which gener-
test is 102.10 (49 152 samples). All Gaussianity statistic ates a sinusoidal signal at 10 W. is connected to the com-
values for the noise generator data records generated un- ponent under test to calculate the distortions at sum fre-
der different conditions (different sample points, different quencies and difference frequencies by (39). H, U. j). in
power, different cutoff frequency) were large enough to Fig. 5(a), measured by the two-tone input method, shows
reject the Gaussianity hypothesis. Thus. one can see that good agreement with the one obtained using the random
the signal from the noise generator cannot be used as a input approach except for relatively small fluctuations.
Gaussian source for quadratic system analysis. It can, Note the large values along the diagonal line ir the dif-
however, be used to identify the quadratic system if we ference interaction zone, which suggests that difference
utilize the "general input" approach described in Section frequency generation dominates the distortion process.
IV. Disiortion factors of the loudspeaker can be calctidted

by substituting the estimates transfer functions into (4)
C. Experimental Results and (6). Fig. 6 shows the results for DIM2 at f, + f2 for a

Since the input signal from the noise generator to the fixed frequencyf 2 (= IAf) as a function of frequencyAf.
nonlinear loudspeaker system is not sufficiently Gaussian, Reasonable agreement between the two-tone input method
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Fig. 8. Actual and model output power spectrum of loudspeaker with noise Fig. 9. System coherence spectra and output power spectra of loud-
generator input: (a) linear part of model output power spectrum SL. quad- speaker: (a) system coherence spectra for loudspeaker Volterra models cal-
ratic part of model output power spectrum SQ, and interference part (ab- culated using general-input method and assumed-Gaussian input method.
solute value) of output power model spectrum SLQ. (b) measured output (b) output power spectrum of loudspeaker: actual (observed) spectrum and
power spectrum S,,., total model output power spectrum S,,w,, = SL + SQ oulput power spectra calculated from Volterra models determined using the
+ SLQ, and linear part of model output power spectrum St. general-input method and assumed-Gaussian input method.

Gaussian excitation case. The system coherence calcu- VII. SUMMARY
lated for the assumed Gaussian input method is plotted in In this paper, a digital higher order spectral method to
Fig. 9(a) and we note that except at low frequencies it is evaluate the second-order distortion of a nonlinear sys-
considerably greater than unity. In fact, this plot indicates tem, which can be represented by Volterra kernels up to
that the Volterra model calculated using (11) and (12) second order and which is subjected to a random input,
overestimates the response of the loudspeaker by up to a was described. The common assumption that the input
factor of 3. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 9(a), the possesses Gaussian statistics was investigated. The pre-
Volterra model calculated on the basis of (22) and valid liminary results indicate that one must carefully check the
for general inputs (non-Gaussian as well as Gaussian) degree of Gaussianity of random signal generators used
yields a system coherence which is close but somewhat in experimental nonlinear system identification studies.
less than unity over the entire frequency band. In Fig. Specifically, we have shown that it is not sufficient to
9(b) we plot the actual power spectrum of the loudspeaker demonstrate that the marginal distribution is approxi-
response when driven by the noise source, and the re- mately Gaussian. In view of the fundamental role the
sponses "predicted" by the Volterra models estimated bispectrum plays in the system identification of second-
using the assumed Gaussian input method and the general order system, the Hinich test, which makes use of the
input method. Again we see that the general input method statistical properties of the bispectrum, appears to be par-
"predicts" a response which is in much closer agreement ticularly appropriate.
with that which is actually observed. On the other hand, After checking the Gaussianity of the noise generator
the assumed Gaussian input method overpredicts the re- and demonstrating that it is not sufficiently Gaussian, the
sponse over the vast majority of the frequency spectrum. general input method was utilized to estimate the Volterra
In summary, Fig. 9 graphically illustrates, by way of ex- linear and quadratic transfer function of a nonlinear sys-
ample, the deleterious effects of assuming Gaussian ex- tem. Then, the quadratic transfer function accounting for
citation when, in fact, it is not. second-order distortion was estimated by applying (bi-
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A Digital Method of Modeling Two-Input Quadratic linear history of the signal it g , as occurs in transition to turbu-

Systems with General Random Inputs lence [21), or if the source of the exciting signal is not sufficiently
Gaussian (31,

C. K. An, E J. Powers, and C. P. Ritz Since the approach closely follows that originally developcd for
single-input quadratically nonlinear systems, the reader is meferred
to [4j for spottily details Also see fS].

AbsircI--A digital method of estimating linear and quadratic trans-

fer functions of a two-input/multlple-output quadratically nonlinear
system with general (i.e., non-Gaussian as well as Gaussian) random II EST1M)TICN w: T!" :r2 i .•r 7 TiO•-"
IInputs is described. The approach Is based on a frequt. diinait,, Wc-
ond-order Volterra functional series representation for a two-input/multiple-output system. In this correspondence we assume that the unknown nonlinear

system is of second order, thus higher order terms may be ne-

glected Since our approach is based on a frequen•y domain sec-

I I4TROoDUCTION ond-order Volterra functional series representation (with the dc term

It is the objective of this correspondence to present a digital subtracted), we will stan from the following input-output relation-

method of estimating, from the raw input and output time series ship in the discrete frequency domain:

data, the linear and quadratic transfer functions necessary to char- Imi = (m)XI(m) + L 2(m)X,(m)

actenze a quadratically nonlinear system with two inputs and mul-

tiple outputs. The transfer functions are expressed in terms of vainous AN 4

polyspectra (power spectra, bispectra, and fourth-order spectra) + Y 2Qfj(: m - 1)X'(I)X1 (m - 1)
which, in turn, are digitally estimated from the raw input and out-

put time series data. Since the approach is valid for general (e.g., + 2Q"2(1. m - i)X:ti IX.(m - it

non-Gaussian) inputs, Gaussian inputs are included as a special

case. Our approach is based on a frequency domain second-order 4, 4

Volterra functional series representation 111 for a two-inputtmul- + 2 Q1.4i, m - I)XI(IlXim - 1)
tiple-output system. The nonlinear transfer functions, i.e., the -"

Fourier transforms of the Volterra kernels, measure the strength of
the nonlinear coupling between various frequency components pre- + - Q'd(a m - 1)X.(4)X,(M - 1) (I)

sent in the input and output signals, and thus enable one to quantify

the rate at which energy is exchanged between various modes of where s = (m + 0)/2 and m is odd. For m even. similar expres-

the nonlinear system. sions may be obtained. In Fig, I is shown the two-dimensional
Since the values of the higher order spectral moments used in frequency plane over which the vainous quadratically nonlinear

determining the Volterra transfer functions are very sensitive to transfer functions are defined. Because of symmetry considerations
departures from Gaussianity. it is important to take such departues it is necessary to determine the quadratic transfer functions in re-

into account. Such departures may arise because of the past non- gions S, and Dt only. Note that in order to avoid aliasing in the

output of a quadratically nonlinear system we have assumed the
input is band limited to f,,., where f,, denotes the sampling fre-
quency of both the input and output. In (I) it is assumed that the

number of data points in one segment is M. thus the upper limit in

the summations is M/4. which, of course, corresponds to f,,,.
Note, that a schematic interpretation of (1) is provided in Fig. 2.

We may rewrite (1) using vector notation as follows:

Y(m) = x'(m)k(m) (2)

where t denotes transpose, and where the elements of r(m) and

hlm) are similar, although generalized for the two-input case, to
Manuscript received August 28, 1989; revised August 31. 1990. This those of 141.

work was supported by the DoD Joint Services Electronics Program through Next, we solve for h(m) in such a way as to minimize the mean-
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFSC) under Contract F49620-
89-C-0044 and in part b, the Department of the Navy under Contract square error between the model output k(m) and the actual ob-

N00014-88-K-0638. and the Texas Advanced Technology Program. served output Y(m). The solution is determined by solving the fol-
The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engi- lowing matrix equation for h(m) (41:

neering. University of Texas at Austin, Austin. TX 78712-1084
IEEE Log Number 9101859. Egx*(m)Y(m)) = E(x*(m)x'(m))h(m) (3)
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& bilt and correctness of the approach. The discrete-time system

used in the simulation is gioen a- follows

0 64 x; frt n) A' iin -2) - 0 64x',i i - x~t~ n

D 

fj/ Sl - l o6~n~ - II

s + 0 3,%,n - I 1X(n1 + I rn- k.tn - 1) (5)

0S4  P Therefore the linear and quadratic transfer functions ar given by

fsq Llf) = -0.64 + e-` (6)

4 L,(f) = -064 - e',, (71

Fig. I Two-dimensional frequency domain in which quadratically nonhin- Qi[(J,, f4) = 09 + ':' !' 8)
ear transfer functions are defined. Q .f 0.9 + 0 .9 + • .5e (9)

YLI ~Q1.(f.-JP = 1 .? + 0.3e +2i Oý6 1-5 -.~ 2T(' f,) (10)

X I (f).I\I O,(.f,. f) = 1 2 + 0.6e ' + ÷ 03 3e' + I.Se -. ,•!fJ. ( 0)

SQ 11 For a quantitative measure of the quality of the estimates. the
percent root mean square errors (%RMSEI of the estimated linear

, Q12 YQ12 (and quadratic transfer functions ar defined as follows:

QRMSE, I/= im) - L(m) 1001%) (12)YQ21 NN, - IL(mW1

R Q22 Y 2R I IQ(i-j) - o(u.j) 0 1%) (13)
X2 (f) L2 RMSE W, =2 x 0

Fig. 2. Quadratically nonlinear system model with two inputs where signifies an estimated quantity, the absence of a hat denotes
a "true" value and N, is the number of frequency points over which
the linear transfer function is calculated and N. is the number of

where x*(m) is the complex conjugate of X(m). Equation (3) is frequency points in the regions S, and D, Note tha in each case
linear matrix equation in terms of the transfer function vector h(m. tthe error is averaged over all relevant frequencies.
consequently the solution for h(m) is given by The approach develortd in the previous section has been tested

h(m) = [E~x*(m)x'(m)}Vi'E~x*(m)Y(m)} (4) by utilizing exponentially distributed white input signals xi(n) and
x2(n). which are partially correlated with each other. These signals

if E(x*(m)x'(m)} in (4) is not singular. are low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency ofa quarter (f - 0.25)
The LHS of (3) consists of cross-power spectra and cross bi- of the sampling frequency of the input signals. Generated via (5)

spectra between the two inputs and the output- and the matrix are 320 000 sample point data records for both the input and output
E~x*(m)x'(m)} in (3) consists of autopower spectra, cross-power signals. They are divided into 5000 segments of 64 data points
spectra, autobispectra. cross-bispectra. autofourth-order spectra and each. The various higher order spectral moments needed in (4) are
cross-fourth-order spectra of the two inputs. Since the bispectra computed by ensemble averaging over the appropriate sample spec-
and fourth-order spectra are multidimensional functions of fre- tra, which are. in turn, estimated from discrete Fourier transforms
quency, the estimation is computationally very expensive. When of each segment. First, to illustrate deleterious effects of assuming
the inputs are Gaussian. considerable simplification results in that Gaussian excitation, when it is in fact not. we estimate all the linear
the autobispectra are zero, and the fourth-order spectral moments and quadratic transfer functions assuming Gaussian excitation and
can be expressed in terms of sums of products of second-order compute the %RMSE. Next we estimate the transfer functions,
spectra (i.e., power spectra), For instance, when M = 64 and m = using the more general method of this paper.
2, for each realization only 162 matrix elements must be calculated using the mote general method of thsraprWhen we use the assumed Gaussian input method, the average
under the zero-mean Gaussian assumption, However, the number %RMSE of the two linear transfer functions is 40.3% and that of
of elements we must estimate for the non-Gaussian case is 2145 the four quadratic transfer functions is 43.4%. If we use the general
for each realization. Since 2016 elements of the 2145 elements are input method for the same exponential input signals, the average
fourth-order spectra, almost all of the computational effort is spent %RMSE of the linear transfer functions drops to 3.4% and that of
to estimate the fourth-order spectra in the matrix E~x*(m)x'(m)} in the quadratic transfer functions to 4.6%. Thus, the average
(3) when the inputs are not zero-mean Gaussian. %RMSE's of the transfer functions calculated assuming Gaussian

111. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION DATA inputs, when in fact they are not Gaussian, are approximately 10
A.. ANALYSIS Ouadrc Iem LT Atimes greater than those of the transfer functions estimated by the

A. Known Quadratic System general input method.

The general input method described in the previous section has With vectorization, the computation time of the general input
been applied to simulation data in order to demonstrate the feasi- method is about 34 seconds while computing on a CRAY X-MP/
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24 supercomputer. This fact suggests that the general input method
developed in this correspondence is highly vectorizable.

BR Output Power and Coherence Spectra " 1t w'i -

To further test the validity of the estimated transfer functions, m,.
the model output power spectrum is compared with the actual out-
put power spectrum, the latter being computed from v(n) in (S), i
For this purpose, new exponentially distributed input data, which
were not used to estimate the model transfer functions, are applied I 3 4 0 1 ,
in order to construct the model output. The actual and model output
power spectra are shown in Fig. 3(a). The system coherence spec- (a)b
trum 7yystem(m) is defined by Fig. 3. (a) Comparnson of actual and model output power spectra of non-

zero-mean exponentially distibuted inputs by general input method, (b)
5,(m) system coherence spectrum"t,,+,m~m)= -- (14)
P,(m)

where /,(m) is the model output power spectrum and P,(m) is the
true output power spectrum for frequency m. Since the system co- 1'.0 .

herence spectrum is the fraction of the actually observed output
power spectrum which can be accounted for by the model, values
near unity indicate a good model and. hence, good transfer function
estimates. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the system coherence spectrum 0.5 -
up to f = 0.25 is near unity., suggesting the estimated linear and
quadratic transfer functions are good models of the two-input quad- o
ratically nonlinear system over this frequency range.

In order to quantify the relative "importance" of the various "
linear and nonlinear transfer functions appearing in the model, we >.
now proceed to express the overall system coherence in terms of Y!"- i

its component partial coherence spectra. Quantitatively, we can
represent the model output Ytm) at frequency m as follows:,-.

-0.5 _________
Yfml = - ft. + Y,, + fe., + Yk, (15) 0 O.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

where fL,, Y, • Q,,, and Ye:. represent the model outputs of L1. frequency
L2, Q11. and Q22 in Fig. 2, respectively. The YkQ. term takes into Fig. 4. Partial system coherence spectra estimated by using general input
account the outputs of both Q1, and Q2;, since Q12 and QO1 actually method for zero-mean exponentially distributed inputs
represent a single quadratic transfer function for which the inputs
are X, and X2.The model output power spectrum P,(m) is obtained by multi- ticularly important to note that the terms in (17)-(19) may be neg-plin mode) bytput powm r t entaking an ,m expec tained vle N ltw i- ative, since they correspond to the real part of a complex quantity.p ly in g ( 1 5 ) b y k *'(m ) , th e n ta k in g a n e x p e c te d v a lu e . N e x t w e d i- I i . 4 w a e p o t d t e d m n n e e f t e 1 a t a
vide the equation for 16,(m) by the actual (i.e., "-true") output power In Fig. 4 we have plotted the dominant seven of the I5 partialspectrum, P•(m) = E[Y*(mlY(m)1, and we observe that the LHS coherence spectra for the simulation experiment. Note that those
becomes the system coherency spectrum o'syem(m) and the terms terms dependent upon a linear transfer function exist only in theon the RHS represent the fractional contributions (i.e., partial co- region 0 < f < 0.25. because of the antialiasing filters applied toontheRn respresentra o heh franseuctional contutions t (e, otpartil ow- the inputs. Observe, in accordance with our previous discussions,herence spectra) of each transfer function to the model output power that all the terms appearing in (16) are positive, while -y,,,, and
spectrum at frequency m, i.e., 72.22 are both positive and negative. Because of the nature of this

""7sem(m) = Y.2 -+ 1.i + +'22.22 + 712.12 (16) simulation example, all partial coherence spectra shown in Fig. 4

are of comparable maximum amplitude, but peak up at different
+ 71.2 (17) frequencies. Although of no physical significance in this simulation
+ 'Y.1 + 71,2 + 71.12 + 72.1 + 72.22 + 72.12 (18) example, such plots are capable of potentially providing significant

insight into the nonlinear transfer of energy from various spectral
+ 71h.22 + "IltA + 722.12. (19) bands in the two inputs to other spectral bands in the output of a

quadratically nonlinear system.
For example, -y,., represents in fraction form, the contribution to

the total output power at frequency m of the linear L, transfer func-
tion alone. Similarly, y2z.z- represents the fractional contribution IV. CONCLUSION
to observed output power at a frequency m of the quadratic Q22 There are a number of practical applications where it is important
transfer function alone, and so on. to have the capability to model dual-input nonlinear systems, some

Note that contributions of those terms given in (16) are intrin- examples of which follow: ground vibration tests of aircraft where
sically positive. On the other hand, the contributions to the model two random exciting forces are applied in order to inject sufficient
output power represented by the terms in (17)-(19) result from the energy into all modes of the system; and experimental studies of
interaction of the complex outputs of different transfer function transition to turbulence in fluids and plasmas, where the two inputs
models. If the input is exactly Gaussian all six terms in (18) will consist of two different velocity components, and plasma density
be zero, since they involve odd order spectral moments. It is par- and potential fluctuations, respectively. The approach described in
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this correspondence is currently being utilized to investigate such
applications.
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Bispectral magnitude and phase recovery using a

wide bandwidth acousto-optic processor

Stacy K. Kniffen, Michael F. Becker, and Edward J. Powers

A hybrid optical-dhgital processor has been developed that computes both the magnitude and phase of the

baspectrum for wide bandwidth (10 MHz to I GHzI rf signals. The overall optical architecture is that of a

modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer that contains three soousto-optic modulators and appropriate

transforming lenses The intensity distribution in the output plane of the interferometer contains an

interference term that represents the real part of the bispectrum multiplied by a spetial carner tthe

interference fringes. To isolate the bispectrum information, the output image is digitized and dig1Wtal
filtered The imaginary part of the bispectrum is obtained by Hilbert tramsforming the real part. and then

computing the bispectrum magnitude and phase. The processor is tested with four different combinations

t of rf test signals, Each signal has a bandwidth of" either 6 or 12 MHz. Test results that dlustrate the

performance of the processor in the recovery of magnitude and phase information for the bispectrum of

quadratically related signals are presented.

I. Introduction Although digital implementations of the polyspec-

The bispectrum is an example of a class of functions tra have found numerous applications (several of

called higher-order spectra or polyspectra. Such func- which are described in Section II), the calculation of

tions are useful in the analysis of nonlinear phenom- these quantities can be quite computationally inten
ena and nonlinear systems. Estimates of the polyspec- sive. In the computation of the discrete bispectrum.
tra (which include the power spectrum as a special the formation of the triple products of discrete Fou-
case) are defined mathematically as expected values rier transforms (DFT's) requires of the order of Npf
of successively higher-order products of Fourier trans- complex multiplies per second for real-time operation
forms. For the case of the bispectrum, this is a triple (where N is the size of the DFT and 0 is the signal
product': bandwidth). This does not even account for the initial

computation of the DFT's. Thus the applications to
B=( f. f2 = Tr: T•E[X'(f)X'(A)X'f. + f). tl date have been limited to higher-order spectral analv-

sis of fairly narrow-band signals and/or non-real-time

where X( f ) is the Fourier transform of a random processing. To extend the techniques of higher-order
process x(t) over a finite time interval T, and E[ I is spectral analysis to wider bandwidths (10 MHz and
the expected value of a random process. Note that this above) in real time. one rapidly outruns the capabili-
definition assumes that the random process is station- ties of existing general-purpose digital computers and
ary to the necessary order. Nonlinearities result in is forced to look for alternative methods of ilaplemen-
the redistribution oI a signal's energy among various tation. Other constraints (size, weight, power, and
spectral components. The polyspectra provide a means cooling), in addition to processing speed, must often
of quantifying the resulting correlation among the be considered in selecting such a method. In this
spectral components. The bispectrum is particularly spirit, optical signal-processing techniques appear to
useful for the analysis of quadratically nonlinear hold promise as alternative or complementary meth-
systems. ods of implementation of higher-order spectra for

wide bandwidth signals.

The authors are wjth the Department of Electrical and Com- Optical signal-processing techniques have proved

puter Engineering, University of Texas at Austin. Austin, Texas to be quite powerful in performance as well as in

78712. flexibility. One of the key advantages that these

Received 2 Jarnuarv' 1991 methods offer is the ability to perform real-time
0003-6935i92 08"015-15505.00:0. spatial Fourier transforms with lenses. The ability to
" 1992 Optical Societ% of America convert wide bandwidth time-varying electrical sig-
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nals into space-varying light-amplitude distributions Section III describes the optical implementation of
by using acousto-optic (AO) modulators is another the bispectrurn including the optics) layou., the rf
important attribute of optical processing systems. test signal generation process, and the initial output
The most basic signal-processing function imple- image processing The application of the discrete

mented with acousto-optics is real-time power- Hilbert transform to the problem of recovenng bispec-
spectrum analysis. A sampling of the other apph- trum magnitude and phase is the topic of Section IV.
cations include- optical correlators, convolvers, Test results that dernonstrate the capability of the
interference rejection filters, and optical fast Fourier processor to recover these quantities for wide band.
transform processors."3 Two-dimensional optical pro- width input waveforms are presented in Section V.
cessors have been developed to compute such quanti- The last section provides a summary.

ties as the ambiguity function," the cyclostationary
function, and the Wigner distribution. A noninterfer- 11. Defiritfons ard Properes of the Bispectrum
ometric triple-product processor6 has also been re-
ported. Before discussing the recent developments in optical

An optical realization of the bispectrum was devel- bispectrum processing, we summarize some key defi-

oped at the University of Texas by Kauderer et al.' nitions and properties of the bispectrum. It is well

following the preliminary studies by Florence and known that the power spectral density function for a

Song.' The overall optical configuration was a varia- wide-sense stationary random process can be defined

tion of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (which in- as the Fourier transform of the correlation function.

cluded several lenses for transforming and scaling) The higher-order spectra also have associated higher-

and three AO modulators (as spatial light modula- order correlations, which are related to the spectra

tors). The propagation of the diffracted light through through the Fourier transform. Our primary interest

the system of lenses and the superposition of the two is in the second-order correlation, which is also

interferometer paths was shown to generate an inten- known as the bicorrelation,'

sity distribution in the output plane involving the ,,r, - Elgnt)f(U - ,,)fe- a -. '2f

same product of Fourier transforms as the bispec-
trum. The experimental part of Kauderer's work wheref(t) andg(t) are zero-mean, real-valued station-
provided a proof-of-principle demonstration of the ary random processes. Note that what we have writ-
optical bispectrum processor. The tests performed ten is actually the cross bicorrelation, The cross
emphasized the measurement of the magnitude of bispectrum can then be expressed as the Fourier
the bispectrum (actually the bicoherence, a normal- transform of Rai
ized form of the bispectrum) for sinusoidal input
signals by observing the interference pattern over a BAsf.Jf) - f f Rr.,, ,)erp(-2rj( f(,Y + f,?,)]d d-,. (31

localized region of the bifrequency plane.
The cbjecti,-' -f the research presented :• tYis or directly in terms of the Fourier transforms of gt)

paper was to develop an optical processor capable of and f(t),
computing both the magnitude and the phase of the
bispectrum for w-ide bandwidth input waveforms. For B04 f,.f2- hi 7'-'EIG(f + f,)F*( f,)F'i 01; 14!

such waveforms, it was necessary to compute the
value of the bispectrum over an extended region of The bispectrum is a complex-valued function of two
the output (bifrequency) plane rather than simply for frequency variables, and it measures the correlation
a single point. Some modifications to the existing between the spectral components at frequencies f,
optical architecture were necessary to satisfy this and f, and their sum frequency f, + f, caused, for
requirement. A substantial amount of effort was example, by a quadratic (square-lawý nonlinearity.
directed at the digital processing of the output of the Two conditions must be met for the bispectrum to be
optical system to recover the magnitude and phase of nonzero. Obviously, the signal of interest must have
the bispectrum. The interference term in the output nonzero spectral components at each of the three
intensity distribution consisted of the real part of the frequencies f, f2, and f, = f, + f,. This condition is
bispectrum imposed on a spatial carrier. This term referred to as the frequency sum rule. The second
was isolated from the more slowly varying noninter- condition requires that the spectral components be
ference terms by digital filtering. A discrete Hilbert statistically dependent. In essence, this requirement
transform approach was used to compute the imagi- can be satisfied by demanding that their respective
nary part of the bispectrum from the real part. The phases obey a phase sum rule given by 6, = d, + 6, +
magnitude and phase were then computed in the constant. Another way of stating this is that the
normal fashion. The processor was tested with four spectral components must be phase coherent for the
different rf signal sets, which produced four different bispectrum to be nonzero.
magnitude-phase profiles for the bispectrum. The It is possible that a given time series x(t) may
experimental results reported here are in good agree- contain a nonzero spectral component at f, = fA + f[
ment %ith expectations. that is independently generated and hence not corre-

In the next section, some basic definitions, propcr lated with the componci.,. at f, and f,. This situation
ties, and applications of the bispectrum are discussed. does not contribute to the bispectrum at f, f[ because
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the phase sum rule will be violated, The difference graphic sonar."e Some of these applications make
between the results obtained for the bispectrum for use of the fact that the bispectrum is zero for
quadratically related (phase-coherent) and indepen- zero-mean additive Gaussian processes in order to
dently generated (incoherent) components provides a enhance a non-Gaussian signal of interest in the
powerful means of distinguishing the two situations. presence of Gaussian noise. None of these apphca.
One can also imagine a situation in which there is a tions is particularly stringent in terms of its process.
mixture of coherent and incoherent energy. For such ing requirements. Thus a digital implementation on
a situation, the (cross) bicoherence function can general-purpose hardware has been the method of
provide useful insight: choice.

b B,. f,, f1 Ill. Optlical Impementatlon of the Blspi"ecun
Ebf1F(f,)F(/if)lE[lG f, + f,) !'I As stated in the introductory section, the primary

objective of this research is to compute the magnitude
The bicoherence ranges from zero (completely incoher- and phase of the bispectrum over an extended region
ent) to one (completely coherent). of the bifrequency plane for wide bandwidth signals.

The bispectrum has been used extensively at the This section describes the implementation of the
University of Texas at Austin for the treatment of optical bispectrum processor in terms of the basic
such problems as plasma fluctuations," transition to optical architecture, the circuit for rf test signal
turbulence in subsonic airflow,'" the nonlinear re- generation, test case selection, and image acquisition
sponse of moored vessels or tension leg platforms to and initial processing.
random sea excitation," and nonlinear system model-
ing in the frequency domain. 2 Others have applied A Optical Layout
these methods to the enhancement of atmosphere- Figure 1 shows the current optical architecture used
degraded infrared astronomical observations,' to the to implement the bispectrum. The two modulators in
study of nonlinear relationships in electroencephalo- path A have a 40-MHz center frequency and a 20-
grams,"' and for emitter characterization in holo- MHz bandwidth, while the third AO cell has a

B

BS SH AO-3

C-St 
C SL SLCL gt(t)

SH Cot ]f(t)C

COCLAO-1 v A- BS v

CL SL cLSL " SL Otu
He- Ne PathA plane

AO - acousto-optic modulator
BS - beam splitter
CL - cylindrical lens g(t)
SL - spherical lens
M - mirror AO-1
CO - beam expanding collimator / AO-3
SH - shutter

I_ AO-2
f (t)

Path A Path B

Fig I Optical layout for the bispectrum processor Inset Orientation of the AO ceua
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70-MHz e ater frequency and a 40 MHz bandwidth factors (i.e., expw,0 t - k • r)] and constant factors

Base' _d signals f(t) and g(t) are upahifted into the outside the integrals Note that in Eq. (7) the varia.
pasebands of the modulators. The upahifted sigrwls tion of the Gaussian beam in the direction perpendic.
are denoted by f 'it) and g 't). Each AO cell has a ular to the transform direction is assumed to be slow

maximum time aperture of 5 gs, which results in a enough over the region of interest ( f, = f,' that this
minimum frequency resolution of 200 kHz. It should factor can be approximated by unity. If we include the

be noted that the processor depicted in the figure is v. ' factor in the argument of the transforms, we can

capable of computing the cross bispectrum between express the transforms in spatial frequency units We

the signals f '(t) andg '(0). have suppressed this factor for now in order to make

In each of the interferometer paths, the light from the connection with the temporal frequencies clearer.

the He-Ne laser is expanded and recollimated. The Prior to recombining the beams from Paths A and

spherical and cylindrical lenses are positioned with B, we need to reintroduce the plane-wave factors that

respect to the modulators and oriented so that the go with them. The intensity measured in the output

light comes to a focus as a line inside the cells. The plane is given by the square of the sum of the

inset of Fig. 1 shows the orientation of each of the amplitudes. The charge-counled device (CCD) camera

three modulators as viewed from the output end of placed in the output plane integrates this intensity

the interferometer. In Path A, the first modulator is distribution over a fairly long time interval, resulting

oriented horizontally. The first diffracted order of the in a measured output intensity given by

horizontal cell illuminates the second modulator, I,,,, IF'qf,F (f,)p + G'(f. +f3,i'
which is oriented vertically.

Although the basic optical architecture (a modified + 2 ReG f• + AIF{ fJF( feep[) ,. f•.

Mach-Zehnder interferometer) remains the same as
that used by Kauderer et al..' the present effort to where the previous time dependence has been can.

generalize the technique to allow optical bispectrum celed directly or averaged out. The complex exponen-

processing of wide bandwidth waveforms requires a tial in the last term represents the spatial dependence

modification in the Path B portion of the layout, of the interference fringes. The phase factor is a

Specifically, the third AO modulator is oriented at a function of the curvature of the interfenng optical
45-deg angle, and its output is scaled by i,2 with wave fronts and the angle between the propagation
respegt toPang ad its outprtvisescaledrbyctovewithvectors. For present purposes, this is assumed to be a
respect to Path A to provide the correct overlap linear function of the spatial coordinates, giving rise
between transforms over an extended region of the to straight fringes of uniform spacing (i.e., a constant-
bifrequency plane. This is where the present layout frequency spatial carrier). Note that the last term in
differs from that used by Kauderer. The new gu the expression has the same form as the cross bispec-
ration for the third modulator and the image scaling trum. while the first two terms represent the inten-
ensure that the frequency sum rule is satisfied and sity of the light from each path in the absence of the
that efficient use is made of the available light, other. Figure 2 indicates the resulting intensity distri-

In our discussion of the bispectrum, it is more bution in the interference plane for typical input
natural to talk in terms of temporal frequency (hertz signals and the projections of their transforms on the
or megahertz) rather than spatial coordinates. Thus, appropriate axes. The presence of a nonzero bispec-
we will adopt the symbols f, and f, as representing the
two temporal frequency variables (in megahertz) that
have been mapped onto a spatial coordinate system
(u, v) according to f, = uv/lkf4 and f, = vv~lxf, where
v. is the acoustic velocity in the AO cells, X is the
optical wavelength in free space, and f is the focal
length of the transforming lens. Considering only the Ovir
first diffracted orders from the modulators and assum-
ing a plane-wave, Gaussian amplitude profile illumi-
nation, we can write the output amplitude distribu-
tion from Path A as2",_

V( f,. t F' ,. f, = f exp --27j fx ,.I

Sexp -x" '2ori f'tx -oudx f erp4-2,tj fiyr.)

x exp(-y'/2a')f'(y - Qi~dy. 16)

and from Path B as

r' if + f,. 1,

= f expf2-j' f,+f,)x 't.exp -x 2/2W)g'hx - v.tfdx. (7) .- ,

Fig 2 Output intensity distribution and projections of the input

where we have suppressed the optical plane-wave spectra
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trurn will result in the appearance of interference baseband signal f(1) was upshifted into the 30-50-
fringes in the output image. The fringe contrast is MHz passband of the AO cells in the 8ignsl definition
governed by the relative amount of power present in process). This was then added to the baseband signal
the coherent (quadratically related) and incoherent g(t), producing the AWS output signal
(independently generated) signal components that
were used to drive the AO cells. %U = fit, + fi•u i9

B. Rf Input Circuitry This signal was split and sent to both rf drive circuits
The task of generating the rf input signals to test the The Path A drive voltages were produced by bandpass
AO bispectrum processor effectively requires a high filtering (30-50-MHz passband) x(t) and amplifying
degree of flexibility and control over the waveform the resulting signal. Producing the Path B drive
parameters as well as a relatively wide bandwidth. signal was somewhat more involved since giit rust
The bispectrum measures the correlation between be placed in the passband of the third AO cell. The
diffcent spectral components satisfying the fre- AWS output signal was mixed with an 80 MHz local
quency sum rule. In testing, it is desirable to be able oscillator, then bandpass filtered to isolate the signal
to specify this correlation as we see fit, that is, to of interest before rf amplification. It is important to
introduce signals related by an arbitrary quadratic rote that the 80-MHz carrier used must be phase
trdnsfer function. Furthermore, the signals of inter- coherent with the AWS output signal in order to
est should be of the order of 10 MHz in bandwidth maintain coherence between the signals f'it, and
(for our particular system). It is also helpful if two g'wti. To achieve this, the 10-MHz sine-wave refer-
different signals can be produced simultaneously, ence signal, which is provided by the AWS, wa.-

The above requirements were met by the Hewlett- doubled three times, resulting in an 80 MHz signial
Packard HP8770A arbitrary waveform synthesizer with the proper phase relationship.
iAWS). The HP8770A is the source for all the signals Figure 4 shows the spectra of the Path A and Path
used to drive the AO modulators -"s-e Fig. 3). An B drive voltages and the original AWS output signal
arbitrary digital sequence representing samples of The shaded regions represent the spectra of t.e
the desired waveform is downloaded from a microcom- signals, and the modulator passbands are indicated
puter to the AWS by a GPIB interface (a general- by dotted lines. The unshaded regions represent
purpose interface bus, conforming to the IEEE-488 missing upper sidebands. In the case of F( f ), the
standard) . In turn, the AWS converts the sequence sideband was suppressed digitally in the definition of
i 12-bit, 125- MHz sample rate) to an analog signal the signal. For G'( f), the 60-80-MHz bandpass fiiter
with a bandwidth of up to 50 MHz. The maximum suppre, sed the upper sideband, which was produced
output is 2 V peak to peak, and the output impedance as a result of the rf mixing process. We think of
is 50 ft. In addition to the standard signal output, the signals F'( f) and G'( f) as representing the lower
AWS produces a 10-MHz sinusoidal reference signal sidebands of a pair of baseband signals placed on 40-
that is phase locked with its 125-MHz clock. and 80-MHz carriers, respectively. The spectral con-

In our experiments, the Path A and Path B drive figuration of F' and G' was selected to achieve the
signals were generated simultaneously by a single phase-coherence requirement as well as to optimize
AWS by means of frequency multiplexing. The Path A the position of the spectra in the modulator pass-
drive signal fi'ti was generated directly [i.e., the bands, to help with dynamic range considerations.

and to satisfy the frequency sum rule.

C. Test Signal Definition
0 zAt this stage of our -esearch, it is necessary to balance

PCGPM the desire to process more complicated test signals

" L.• • (a) [=jjq

WO 040 WUe

PA R F Pa..' Amyd
(bi IC)

0) Fig 4 Spectra ofthe AWS output signal (a) and the AO cell input
Fig 3 Rf signal generation circuit. signals (b) and (c6
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with the practical need to have signals that will amplitude, constant-phase ainusoids:
produce an understandable optical output when their
bispectrumn is computed. In order to satisfy these I -t I - RIiejfP] - 2,
constraints and test the wide bandwidth processing
capability of the optical implementation, the single-
tone tests used by Kauderer et a. have been replaced wheref,.1 - f. is 200 kHz. Thispveft) an overall
with tests based on sets of uniform amplitude, closely bandwidth of 6 MHz. Note that this choice of f at
spaced tones, whose frequencies and phases are to be could also be described as a series of sBifc pulses 5 ws
specified. This approach is attractive from several apart Isee Fig. 5(a)]. Thus the problem could be
perspectives. In particular, the mathematical analysis restated as one of investigating the response of a
of the problem and the digital sequence generation quadratically nonlinear system to an impulsive input
remain relatively simple. probe signal--an approach commonly used in many

Each of the test cases presented here was based on physical situations.
a single choice off (t) representing the input to some In the frequency domuain, the complex signa.l (t
quadratically nonlinear system. The output of the became
system, g(0t), was related to f(t ) according to

gt) - : " F hit - t,.t - , f(t, f(t~idi~s,, 410)

Since the tones had constant amplitudes and phases
where h was the desired quadratic impulse response. and were spaced at the minimum resolvable spacing
In the frequency domain, this became for the AO cells, the optical output iF'(f,)F',f) f

- i was a uniform square region (6 MHz x 6 MHz) in the
G~ f = jf H2 f~ fF~ fiF( f,)6f- fdf di,. • bifrequency plane.

With the signal f (1) spac6fed. the remunder of the
where H,(f2 , f,) was the quadratic transfer func- signal synthesis process involved the selection of the
tion.••2• quadratic transfer function Hp( fif,). used to pro-

The signal f t) consisted of a sum of 30 uniform duce g(t) from f(t) It is usful to begin in the

tF(f) 411~) 5•

(zinc pulse train)
(a)

f NomaiztUga2gt

Square
Law

F(f) G(f) Incoherent

I 
I A 

-

(b)
Fig 5. (a Definition off (t.b) relationship between f( andgwt
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frequency domain with Eq. (11) and substitute in F rectangular shape 'b) It has the form
from Eq. (13):

HPI f

The normalization step is intended to facilitate the rf
In the time domain this becomes diagnostics. simplify the optical output, and lessen

the image acquisition dynamic range requirements
g(t) = Rel) .. R H,•f.f.aexpI2•rj(. + (.l i5• The third and fourth LTF's also have magnitude

...... •responses given by H,..ý They differ from the second
LTF in their phase response. The first and second

Note that H,(f,, f,) is evaluated only at certain LTF's have constant-phase profiles while the third
discrete frequencies. and fourth have quasratic (ci and step-phase profiles.

The actual quadratic transfer functions (QTF's) (d), respectively.
used can be modeled with a square-law operation
followed by a linear system. This is depicted in Fig. D. Image Acquisnion and Inhtial Processing
5(b). The specific QTF's chosen do not necessarily The images formed in the output plane were acquired
represent real physical systems. Mathematically, they by using a 512 x 512 pixel CCD camera and microcom.
can be written as a product of two factors: puter-based video frame grabber The relatively slow

frame rate (30 frames.s) was consistent with our
H f. _f, HR_ (f. + f.) H f.,, f.). (16) assumption of a long integration time. The imagv!,

were digitized to 8-bit resolution In the test, pre.
The factor H, will be taken to be unity for all sented here, the 6 MHz x 6 MHz region of interest in
frequency pairs f, and A. Considered by itself, this the bifrequency plane spanned roughly a 128 x 12S
corresponds to a simple square-law relation: g(t) = pixel subfrarne. Although the bispectrum as a func.
fit ). This results in a triangular spectrum represent- tion of position and the fringes have a spatial depen.
ing convolution in the frequency domain, G ( f) dence, the images acquired in this series varied slowly
F( f ) * F( f ), as Fig. 5(b) indicates, enough that the spatial sampling rate was riot a

For the term H,, four different linear transfer problem. We make use of this property in the discu-.
functions (LTF's) are used. Figures 6(a)-6(d) depict sion below.
the magnitude and phase profiles for F( f) and G ( f I Before continuing the discussion of the recovery of
associated with each LTF. The first LTF is unity and bispectral magnitude and phase, it is appropriate tW
produces the triangular spectrum (a) just described, make the connection between the information present
The second LTF normalizes the magnitude of the in the output plane and the equivalent digJtl imple.
output of the square-law device, returning it to a mentation of the bispectrum. The AO cells used in

our experiments had 5-lAs time apertures. Thus the
f .o1 effective time-bandwidth product for the 6-MHz

tia subband was 30. Equating this to the number of DFTL LL x bins for a digital implementation means that the
effective processing rate for the formation of tripleproducts of DFT's was of the order of(6 MHz x 30 =

180 million complex multipliesis). This was signifi-
cant but not overwhelming. The potential of the

{['• optical realization of the baspectrum is more dramati-
cally illustrated by considering a procesor employing
the most powerful commercially available AO modula-
tors with bandwidths of the order of I GHz and
time-bandwidth products of the order of 1000 Effec-

-( "\ c) tive processing rates in the trillion complex multi-
plies/s range seem possible.

The magnification of the output image was such
that 128 pixels roughly corresponded to a 6-MHz
span. For subsequent processing, a more accurate
spatial-to-frequency calibration must be obtained It

F11)Gffwas also necessary t~o compensate for inversion of the
-0) image and the nonunity aspect ratio of the CCD array

(it is wider than it is high). A calibration test involv-
ing a set of four tones separated by 2 MHz was

Fig 6 Spectral profile for test signAhs related by various QTF's ta) included as a part of the standard data acquisition
square law. (b) normalized magnitude, (ec normalized magnitude process. The signal was used to drive the two Path A
and quadratic phase, and fd) normalized magnitude and step modulators. The output image took the form ofa 4 x
phase. 4 grid of intensity peaks that spanned the 6 MHz x 6
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MHz region of interest. The intensity maxima were A wei 8
located and associated with the appropriate pair of
temporal frequencies. Two points on the extreme
corners were used to determine the slope and inter- i ,.vro I

cept for the pixel-to-frequency conversion for each
dimension. Such a measurement was made each time
anything affecting the calibration changed, including
image magnification and fringe orientation. .0.s 04

A 256 x 256 pixel subframe (roughly 12 x 12 MHz)
was extracted from the original image frame and was 2a2.
scaled by using the calibration information described fl\
in the previous paragraph. In the process, the original
subframe was mapped into a new one properly ori.
ented and scaled. Four adjacent pixels of the original
subframe were averaged together to form a single oe u .0s

output pixel. Thus the new subframe had a dimension

of 128 x 128 pixels corresponding to 12 x 12 MHz in
the bifrequency plane. This last step can be viewed as
a low-pass filter and decimate operation that serves to A
smooth the output as well as to reduce the image
processing requirements. os a .

E. Interference Term Isotation 2 WFi1 I

The interference image subframes were subsequently 2 Re[ G F* F' .._. *n.

processed to isolate the interference term (which (a)
contains the bispectrum information) and to recover 4. 7. (a) Flow dat of the iimfwa• trm aoat•on prowm".
magnitude and phase information. The intensity (b)• ow w.emn otwuliatwiv*msf uW a m 0bo td.c=m&-
distribution observed was as predicted in Eq. (8) s .te, (C aftr it m atop, sad (dI afte ht.pm filter
except that the effect of additive background noise tup.
must be included. The expression then becomes

jF'F' + IG'2 +2Re[F F'*0ri + n,(f,.f,). (I) (two by two) into a single pixel and thus to produce a
new 04 x 64 pixel image. This represents a second

where n, ( f,, f2) is the background term. In order to low-pass filter and decimation step. The effect of
isolate the bispectrum information contained in the decimation on the interference image is illustrated in
interference fringes, the noninterference and back- Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), which show simulated one-
ground noise contributions to the total intensity dimensional slices of the transform of the image
must be subtracted or otherwise filtered. After divid- before and after the decimation step. Initially, the
ing the result by two, we are left with the desired term spectrum of the image is compressed near the origin.
representing the real part of the cross bispectrum on The decimation operation expands the transform in
a spatial carrier: terms of the normalized frequency.

There is another feature that is illustrated in Figs.
f -RefF'°(f,)F'(f,)G'(f, +ft)i. ( 7b and 7c. The interference and noninterference

terms are shown as separate in the frequency domain.
The approach to isolating the interference term is This is because the interference fringes act as a

depicted in Fig. 7(a). It differs from the method used spatial carrier for the bispectrum information. De-
by Kauderer et al., which relied on the sequential pending on the spatial frequency of the fringes and
acquisition ofinterference, noninterference, and back- the bandwidth of the bispectrum, the interference
ground frames. The interference term containing the term may or may not be separate from the noninter-
bispectrum information is isolated by subtracting the ference terms. The condition for sufficient separation
other frames. There are two principal disadvantages is that the spatial carrier be greater than the sum of
to this method: (1) the need to acquire multiple half of the bandwidth of the noninterference terms
frames and (2) the frame-to-frame independence of plus half of the bandwidth of the interference term.
the noise that effectively increases the noise variance Fortunately, our data set includes images that satisfy
of the final frame. The new method uses the spectral this condition. This brings us to the second step of the
characteristics of the images in the present test set to image isolation process. The interference frame is
accomplish the isolation step based solely on the high-pesw filtered to remove the relatively slowly
interference frame. Even after the decimation step varying noninterference terms and leave the bispec-
that accompanies the scaling of the images, the trum information (on a spatial carrier). The resulting
interference images are still oversampled by more intensity distribution is given by
than two in each dimension. The first step in the new
isolation technique is to average another four pixels ((f. - .AF"(fFcfG'(, +(,e'} ,I,. 20,
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where A, is the modified background noise from the x by -j sgn( f ). That is,
interference frame. The high-pass filter is imple-
mented using a 19-tap, finite impulse-response filter i(f) -J MwI f lx( f) (231
that is convolved with each row and each column of
the interference image. The filter was designed by a The spectrum of the analytic signal is given by
simple frequency sampling method." Its magnitude k(f)-Mf) for f< 0
response is shown in Fig. 7(d), superimposed on the
cross section of the simulated image spectrum. It by qf) -0 0r f <0. (24)
no means represents the optimal choice. However, it
is adequate for present purposes, as the results that Thus in order to produce a complex-valued signal
follow show. from a real-valued signal, one merely sets the nega-

tive part of the spectrum to zero, multiplies the
positive side by two, and performs the inverse trans.

IV. Magniude and Phase Recovery form.
In Section I it was stated that the bispectrum is
complex valued and that a chief objective of this itt) f2U(f)X(f)ep(21jtf)df 25
research was to recover magnitude and phase informa-
tion from the optical realization of the bispectrum for where u( f) is a unit step function in the frequency
wide bandwidth waveforms. The interference term domain.
that has been isolated represents only the real part of
the bispectrum We have devised a method to com-
pute the imaginary part of the bispectrum from the
real part by performing a two-dimensional discrete This suggests an approach to the problem of bispec-
Hilbert transform This section deals with the theory trum magnitude and phase recovery- The question
and implementation of the method. becomes: can the real part of the bispectrum be

Hilbert transformed to produce the required imagi-
nary part? To understand this more clearly, we must

A. Hilbert Transform invoke the Fourier transform relation between the
The Hilbert transform relates the real and imaginary bispectrum and the bicorrelation. Writing the real
parts of a complex-valued quantity. In analog signal and imaginary parts explicitly we have
theory, the Hilbert transform is encountered in con-
junction with the theory of analytic signals."' It i Re[B(sff,)l
interesting and perhaps not too surprising that the - ff (R. o*2,( f,+ fill) + R, uin(2v( ft, f+',)JIdt,&d,, (26)
concept of the analytic signal was attributed to Ga-
bor,' who also was responsible for early work in Ira(fAf,)J
holography. 1 - ff JR, "os(21( ffr, + fit,)l - R sin(2*( ft, +/,tld(,dt,, (27)

In electromagnetic theory, the HUbert transform
concept is seen in terms of the Kramers-Kronig where R(tQ, t,) - R5 (t, t1) +jR,(t,, t) is the bicorrela.
relations between the real and imaginary parts of the tion that may be complex valued. The Hilbert trans.
dielectric constant.' These follow as a result of the form of Re[B( fl, f2)] is given by
causal relation between the electric displacement and
the electric field In linear system theory, the Hilbert f -1- RIeBi f', f)df'. (28)
transform relates the real and imaginary parts of the f
linear transfer function under the constraint that the
impulse response is causal." Note that this is a Hilbert transform in the frequency

A discussion of the analytic signal will aid in our variable fl. The last expression can be rewritten as
understanding of the Hilbert transform. We can
derive a complex-valued signal(t) from a real-valued + A*) A- didtbandpass signal x t t as follows: 1 2

ill) Ix(t +ji(t, (21) where

where the imaginary part is the Hilbert transform of A If rep(2¶Tj( ft + fS1Il df. (30)
tl-e real part: T f, -A

j,= t f- d (22) This integral can be evaluated by using contour
-- tu d.2 integration. The contour is taken along the real axis

and around an infinite semicircle in the upper half
Note that the Hilbert transform takes a function of a complex f' plane. For the integral to exist, t, must be
given variable into another function of that same greater than zero. This is the causality requirement
variable. In the frequency domain, the Hilbert trans- associated with the Hilbert transform. When we
form corresponds to multiplication of the spectrum of include the contribution at the pole f' on the real
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axis, we find tude and phase of the bispectrurn by the Hilbert
transform is shown in Fig. 8. The method involves the

A -j expl2tj(ft, + fj,)u"(t,. (31) convolution of the interference image with the finite
impulse response sequence for the Hdbert transform

where u (t,) isa unit step function in the time domain. The Hibert transformer is a 15-tap finite impulse
Substituting this back into the expression for the response filter with alternating zero coefficients•4ý
Hilbert transform of the real part of the bispectrum, The magnitude and phase responses for the tramn-
we obtain former are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 91b), respeitively

Note that the magnitude response has a bandpass
ff-R.uinl2nft, + f,,)l + R, cosl2•ft, +/,hi)jtu t,)dt,di, character and the phase response exhibits the re-

(32, qu ired -jW f profile.
We designate the isolated interference term that

This equals the imaginary part of the bispectrum represents the real part of the bispectrum as B. f, f, I,
under the constraint that R ut1 , t2) = 0 for t, < 0. A where it is to be understood that the frequency
similar Hilbert transform relation exists between the variables take on discrete values corresponding to
real and imaginary parts of the bispectrum if the discrete image pixel positions. We designate the imag-
bicorrelation is zero for tf < 0. The implications of mary part of the bispectrum as B,, and we write the
these constraints on the bicorrelation can be seen by Hilbert transform as a convolution in which each
writing it explicitly in terms of the signals f Qt) and column of the image (real part ot the bispectrum) is
g(t); convolved with the transform coefficients:

R u,t t,) =- E gt i f (t - tý) f (I - t,)]. (33) 3

ýf fd ~hfl - n * )b, f4l (34-

Tr eating f (t) as the input to some system and g Wt as
the output, the constraints imply that the present Note that we have also included the effect of the seven
outputs cannot be correlated with future inputs. This sample filter delay. Strictly speaking, the new corn-
is a sensible requirement that agrees with our con- plex image still differs from the bispectrum because of
cept of causality. Since physically realizable signals the phase factor that is responsible for the fringes.
must be causal, this does not appear to be a signifi- The spatial frequency of the fringes is determined by
cant restriction. Fourier transforming the isolated interference frame

for a reference test, computing the magnitude of theC. Approach to Magnitudle and Phase Computation

Several authors describe various Hilbert transform-
related approaches to phase recovery from general Re[ G F' F° ...] Im[ G F' F* ...]
interference patterns. Each of these methods (and
ours as well) requires that the spectra of the noninter-
ference and interference fringe terms be separable in
the Fourier transform of the interference image. T r
Further, in each approach, a new image is produced
in which one of the two sides of the spectrum of the
fringes is isolated from the other spectral compo-
nents.

Takeda et al.'4 introduce a fast Fourier transform-
based method of general fringe pattern analysis in
which the one-sided fringe spectrum is simult.a-
neously isolated and translated to the origin in the
frequency domain of the image and then inverse
transformed. They illustrate the method for a one-
dimensional fringe pattern. Mace compares the
Fourier transform approach to an approximate ver- spatial
sion, called the sinusoidal fitting method, and evalu-
ates the results for two-dimensional phase variations.
In a process called quadrature multiplicative moire,
Womack" multiplies the interference pattern by a
cosine reference image and low-pass filters the result
to isolate the difference frequency term. He repeats
the process with a sine reference image. Kreis Compute Compute
computes the discrete Fourier transform of an inter- Magnitude Phase and
ference image, zeros out half of the spectrum, and Unwrap
inverse transforms this to produce a complex-valued
image still on a spatial carrier.

A flow chart of our method to compute the magni- Fig 8. Flow chart for magnitude-phase computation.
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Magnitude Response bispectrum. The method is quite general in that the
only requirements of the image are that it be suffi.
ciently sampled and that the bispectrum information
can be separated from other components of the

1.0 interference image. The performance of the method
(a) for several test cases is the subject of the next section.

V. Tst Resolts

The Hilbert transform approach to bispectrum mag-
nitude and phase recovery was tested with four basic

-0.5 0.0 0.5 test cases. The first two tests emphasized the magni-
tude estimation capability. The next two focused on

f / f the recovery of bispectrum phase. Four different
quadratic transfer functions werp used to generate
the magnitude and phase profiles. For each case
presented here, rf signals were generated as described

Phase Response in Section III and introduced into the optical system
through the AO modulators. The output images were

x/2 digitized and subsequently processed to estimate
magnitude and phase.

() A. Bispectrum Magnitude Recovery' "0 .0 (b)
1 The spectral envelopes of the signals used in the first

magnitude test are shown in Fig. 6(b). The signal f (t
-r,/2 is a series of sinc pulses 5 Izs apart. In the frequency

domain, the spectrum F(f) is a set of uniform

-0.5 0.0 0.5 amplitude, constant-phase tones 200 kHz apart, with
a total bandwidth of 6 MHz. The signal g (t) is the

f / f output of a square-law device followed by a normaliz-
ing operation. Its spectrum is also uniform in ampli-

Fig. 9, Magnitude and phase response for the Hilbert trans- tude, and it has a bandwidth of 12 MHz. F(f) and
former. G (f) are quadratically related to each other and their

cross bispectrum should be nonzero and uniform in

new function (which is related to the bicorrelation amplitude over a 6 MHz x 6 MHz region of the

function), and locating the peaks associated with the bifrequency plane.

interference fringes. This spatial carrier is mixed out The isolated interference term (representing the

of the complex bispectrum image producing a base- real part of the bispectrum on a spatial carrier) for the

band image. The magnitude and (wrapped) phase of first magnitude test is shown as a gray-scale plot in

the bispectrum are computed from the standard
formulas

(B +-B0 , (35) 2

B, 9

The two-dimensional phase is unwrapped by first 6.0_ "
unwrapping along a single row passing through the ,
middle of the image. Each column is then unwrapped A
by working upward and downward from the central 30
row. The removal of the spatial carrier suppresses the I3.0
fringe information. Otherwise the unwrapped phase
would exhibit a slope associated with the fringes that -

are superimposed upon the true bispectrum phase. o.o-
In this section we have shown that a Hilbert * -

transform relation exists between the real and imagi-
nary parts of the bispectrum, given reasonable causal- .. * "
ity constraints. We have further described an ap- -3.0 _ _ 4_'_ _"

proach for recovering the magnitude and phase of the -.0 d0o io s 90 f,
bispectrum for wide bandwidth waveforms. This pro- (MHz)
cess includes the use of a discrete Hilbert transform Fig. 10. Gray-scale plot of the isolated interference term for the
on images produced by the optical realization of the first magnitude test.
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to 50 0 5,0•• 3.0- .

-~ .30 V.• .Il

Fig. 11 Magnitude surface of the bispectrum for the first magni- 0.0- .-it
tude test.

Fig. 10. The fringes do appear to be fairly uniform. A -30 " €
three-dimensional plot of the magnitude of the bispec- -3.0 d.0 .o 6o0 9!o f I

trum and a cross-sectional plot along the line f, = 3 (MHz)
MHz are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. Fig. 13. Gray-scale plot of the isolated interference term for the

These reflect the essential characteristics of the out- second magnitude test.
put we expect. Nonuniformity of the amplitudes of
the interfering beams, a slight nonuniformity of focus
across the image plane, and background noise contrib- peak of the tent, has a more rectangular form, as

ute to the distortion of the image. expected.
The second magnitude test employs the same input

signal f (t) as the first, but the signal g(t) is the direct B. Bispectrum Phase Recovery
output of the square-law device without normaliza- The phase test cases are based on signals with the

tion. The spectral envelopes of these signals are same magnitude spectra as those of the first magni-

shown in Fig. 6(a). Now G (f) is triangular in form, tude test. That is, F( f) and G ( f) are 6- and 12.MHz

representing the convolution of F( f ) with itself. This wide, respectively, they are quadratically related, and

shape determines the expected cross-bispectrum out- they have uniform amplitudes in the frequency do-

put, which will look somewhat like a tent whose peak main. The difference is that G (f) no longer has a

lies on the diagonal line f, + f 2 = 6 MHz. uniform phase profile. Specifically, its phase profile is

Figure 13 shows the isolated interference term for parabolic, as illustrated in Fig. 6c. The expected form

the second magnitude test in the form of a gray-scale of the magnitude of the bispectrum should generally

plot. Note that the upper right and lower left corners be the same as that of the first magnitude test. The

of the fringes are beginning to fade out. The bispec- bispectrum phase (unwrapped) should be a parabolic

trum magnitude is plotted in Fig. 14. Cross-sectional surface whose axis lies along the line f, + f, = 6 MHz.

plots along the lines f, = f2 and f, + f2 = 6 MHz are The interference frame for the first phase test is

shown in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b), respectively. The first shown in Fig. 16. Note that the spatial frequency of

cross section clearly exhibits the triangular magni. the fringes changes as one moves along the diagonal

tude profile carried by G( f). The second, along the of the plot. The unwrapped phase surface for this test
is shown in Fig. 17. Recall that prior to the phase
computation the spatial carrier was mixed out. The
domain of the plot is limited to the 6 MHz x 6 MHz

E 49
LI.,,,,./ V.•. •.oso 1.90

-3.0 3.0 9.0 5.0 .3s0 *o , '4 '

frequency(MHz)

Fig 12 Cross section of the magnitude of the bispectrum from Fig, 14. Magnitude surface of the bispectrum for the second

the first magnitude test (f = 3 MHz). magnitude test
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-6.0

e) 30

-3.0

-6.0 6.0 18.0 o.0 6o

frequency(MHz) 2.0 '

to0 0.0

Fig. 17. Phase surface of the bipc for the f phase test.

generate the quadratic phase term is given by

(b) 4, - (f, + f, - 6 MHz)'/10 (37)

and is shown as a dashed curve. The solid curve
depicts the measured phase values. Generally, the
agreement between the two curves is quite good.

-6.D 8.0 18.0 There is a slight separation of the curves in the range
from 0 to 4 MHz. This corresponds to the lower left

frequency(MHz) corner of the interference pattern in Fig. 16. Note

Fig. 15. Cross section of the magnitude of the bispectrum from that the interference fringes tend to fade out in this
the second magnitude test along (a) f, = f2 and (b) f, + f3 = 6 MHz. region of higher fringe frequency. Therefore, the

magnitude of the bispectrum is reduced in the region.
The agreement between the measured phase values
and the true phase profile is poorer due to the reduced

region, where the bispectrum is nonzero. This results signal-to-background noise ratio. This is the same
in a less confusing picture. The characteristic para- effect as that seen with the loss of contrast in the time
bolic profile can be seen in Fig. 17 but becomes much delay tests.' In the case of time delay, it was shown
more obvious in Fig. 18-a cross-sectional plot of the that the Gaussian beam profile acts as a weighting
phase surface along f, = f2- The equation used to function that reduces the magnitude of the correla-

tion between signals as the delay is increased. Unlike
the effects of time delay, which modify the fringe

f 2frequency and contrast for the entire 6 MHz x 6 MHz
region, the quadratic phase profile produces a position-

. • .• dependent change in fringe frequency and contrast.
90-L7%"i- :--!•"•. " .: .. :... , •: • •!••;•.-..••!••; .:The second phase test employed a signal whose

spectrum had a three-phase step profile as indicated

6.0_

o3.0- 10, - *. A /.0

.30 6.00 4.0- 9! 0.0 6.0 12.0
(MHz) frequency(MHz)

Fig. 16. Gray-scale plot of the isolated interference term for the Fig. 18. Cross section of the phase of the bispectrum from the
first phase test. first phase test I f, f,).
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.00.0

:•," , 2.0

00.0 6.0 12.0

a. ftquencyM!HZ)
Fig. 21. Cross section of the phas of the bispectrum from the

-s.. . .""A"'•�e.•ondphan taetsftf,.

-3.0 .P : f

• J.0 This leads us to suspect that our interference term
(IMM) isolation procedure has filtered out more of the

Fig. 19. Gray.scale plot of the isolated interference term for the spectrum of the image than we intended for this
second phase test. particular case.

Vl. SummuY
ky Fig. 6(d0). The phase difference between successive The primary goal of the present research effort was to
steps was 120 deg (2.094 rad). The effects of this compute bispectrum magnitude and phase for wide
phase profile are clearly manifested in Fig. 19, which bandwidth input waveforms. This has been accom-
shows the interference frame for the test. Note that plshed through enhancements to an existing optical
the fringe orientation was changed in this test sc that architecture, extension of the input signal generation
the fringes met the phase steps at roughly a tght capability, and through more intensive digital process-
angle. This makes it easier for the reader to see the ing of the output images. The improvements to the
effect of the phase transition in the interference optical configuration provided the capability of satis-
pattern. It also illustrates that the procedure works fying the frequency sum rule over an extended region
regardless of fringe orientation. The phase surface for of the bifrequency plane. A new signal generation
this test and a cross-sectional slice are shown in Figs. approach was incorporated that is capable of creating
20 and 21, respectively. The solid curve represents wide bandwidth test signals, which are related by
the measured phase values while the dashed curve is arbitrary quadratic transfer functions. Both develop-
the expected phase profile. The phase values shown in ments are necessary for the implementation and
Fig. 21 are averaged across each step. The phase testing of a wide bandwidth bispectrum processor.
differences between adjacent steps (for this particular The digital processing of the interference images
slice) aare measured as 112 deg (1.95 rad) and 107 deg that contain the bispectrum information took advan.
(1.86 rad). Both estimates are within 11% of the true tage of the spectral characteristice of the images. The
value of 120 deg. The phase steps are slightly smaller interference term containing the real port of the
and the transitions less sharp than we might expect. bispectrum on a spatial carrier was isolated from the

noninterference background terms by high-pass fil-
tering the image. This avoided several shortcomings

4. associated with an earlier approach in which multiple
frames must be acquired and subtracted. The imagi-

240 nary part of the bispectrum was recovered by perform-
ing a Hilbert transform on the isolated interference

0.o term. This is possible given the constraint that the

.20 signals being analyzed are causally related to each
other. The magnitude and phase of the bispectrum
were computed from actual interference images for

00 6.0 several quadratic transfer functions. The magnitude
2,0 .0 tests were in good qualitative agreement with expecta-

tions. The agreement of the phase tests was excellent.
<• Future testing should be aimed at determining the

0.0 o.0 performance limits of the optical realization of the
Fig. 20. Phase surface of the bispectrum for the second phase bispectrum in terms of the accuracy of time delay"'
test. and magnitude and phase estimates. The ability of
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the bispectrum to suppress additive Gaussian noise Bromley, ed, Proc Soc Photo-Opt ratrnm Eng 431, 284
should be investigated in the context of the optical (1983)

processor. The kind of rigorous testing envisioned 9 Y C. Kim and E J Powers. "Dilptal bispectral analysis and as
requires that the processor be further optimized in applications to nonlinear wave Uiteractions," IEEE Trans
several different areas. The quality of the optical Plasma Sci. PS-7, 120-131 ( 1979)
severat dmffent b proved. This inolvs bofthe optia 10 E. J. Powers and R W. Miksad, "Polyspectral measurementoutput must be improved. This involves both the and analysis of nonlinear wave interactions," in Nonlinear
optics and the rf circuitry used to drive the modula- wave Inieactioo in Fluids, R W- Mikmed. T. R. Akylas, and
tors. The digital filters and Hilbert transformer used T Herbert. eds. (American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
in this work were selected primarily for convenience. New York, 1987, pp 9-16
Some effort will be necessary to determine the opti- 11. K. I Kim. E, J. Powers, C_ P Rite, R W Mikad, and F J
mal digital filters for the specific processor applica. Fischer, "Modeling of the noninear drift mscillations and
tions and performance requirements. The speed of moored vessels subject to non-Gausia random sea-wave
operation is limited at present by the image acquisi- excitation," IEEEJ Ocean Eng O&12.56"-575(1987)
tion and processing hardware. A reasonable and 12. K. . Kim and E J. Powers, "A d3ital method of modeling
realistic goal for the processor in the near future quadratically nonlinear systems with a general random in-
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Subharmonic growth by parametric resonance

By M. R. HAJJ, R. W. MIKSAD AND E. J. POWERS
(ollege of Eniins-t-ring. The Unier%-,it\% of Texas at Austin. Austin. TX 78712. USA

(Re(.ei% -,I 29 November 1910 and in revised form 18 .June 1991)

An experimental inv-stigation is conducted in order to quantify the nonlinear and
parametric resonance mechanisms that are associated w'ith the subharmoni, growth
in the transition to turbulence in plane mixing layers. Higher-order digital statistical
analysis technique, atr' used to investigate the nonlinear and parametrie mechanisms
rcspojr-sille for the e,,.rgy transfer to the subharmonic. The results show that the
dominant interactiofn i- a parametric resonance mechanism betweeni the fundamental
and the subharmnic modes which leads to a pronounced growth of the subharmonie.
Measurements also indicate that the fundamental. besides interacting with the
subharmonic. is also engaged in redistributing its energy to the other Fourier
components of the Hiow via nonlinear three-wave intcraetions. Local wavenumber
measurements verif- that frequency wavenumnher resonance matching conditions
exist between the fundamental and subharmonic in the region where the subharmonie
gains its energy b-y parametric resonance. The results are in general agreement with
theoretical models bY Kelly '11967). and Monkewitz (1988) on subharmonic
gro w t h.

1. Introduction

Two important features of the transition to turbulence in plane mixing layers are
the .-ubharmonie growth and vortex pairing. The emergence and subsequent growth
of a flow component at the subharmonic frequency. beyond the initial linear
instability region. is a szood example ofsecondary instability, and represents the first
step in the sequence 4f instabilities that lead to the final breakdown to turbulence.
Evidence of the growth of the suhharmonie mode has been given in many
experimental investigations, such as those of Sato (1959). Browand (1966), Miksad
(1972) and man% others. The mechanisms of vortex roll-up and subsequent pairing
represent the vorticit v restructuring in the transitioning mixing layer. Evidence of
vortex pairing has b)een observed in the flow visualization pictures of Winant &
Browand (10741 and Brown & Boshko (1974). Ho, & Huang (1982) used
hydrodvnanmic instaloility-wave concepts an(d flow visualization to compare the
development of the fundamental and subharmonic modes to the vortex pairing
mechanism in mixing layers. Their results shoied that the saturation of the
fundamental mode accompanies the vortex roll-up process. and that the saturation
of the subharmonic mode accompanies the vortex merging. Also, the analysis of
IPierrehumbert & Widnall (1982) showed that the emergence of a subharmonic
component. in the two-dimensional case. may correspond to the pairing of two
neighbouring vortices. Ho (1982) suggested a simplified model in which the mixing
layer grows only I,- the vortex pairing mechanism. In general. the enhancement or
suppression of the spreading mixing layer seems to be dependent on the ability to
control this vorticity restructuring mechanism and consequently the subharmonie
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2. Experimental set-up
The exI~crinwents Were Con1ductc-d in a lo% -turbulence sulisolit. wind t ulnnl with a

30 x 20 x 1311 vim tet section. see figuire 1. The mnixing lay' er was fortned 1) ' mnerging
two laminar streami. as shown in figure 2. T1he upper and lower free-stream Vel('I(ities
we re I ' = 7 .17 and V2 =1.51 ifl/s- respectivel .v. ThiN ret-slted in a velocitv
differential At' = .5.66fi n/s and a velocit.N ratio R? = (U I - ()/(' + I 2,) = 0.65. The
initial Hev *itolds numhber hased (in initial ni)lnentuin thic-kness, and upper free-stre-am
v'elovit y waý 3it w5. 'nt.' ft-c-streami ttirlbuh-ienc intetnsity itt the vicinit\y of the trailing
edge of thu splitter- plate was 0.4AMNIAU in the high-spee-d streami. and 0A.)l I AU in
the low-speed streami. Niost of the lbaekground turbulence was concentrated in
fretuitiveiv, i)(11Pw 4t, Hz. 8tr( dtnwisw velocity fluetuations were mneisureol using a
l)ISA 56N/( hot -wi re aneinonittr\- sy-stemi i speeial probIe (Jones ef al. 1988) with
two sensintg eletnents Nvas used in these experiments to flieasure the spectral energy
exc-hange,, he! ween tw- downstreamt locations. figure 2. The two sensing elements are
separated in the strouainwise direction by a distance Ax =I 0. vn and in the spanwise
dlirection 1)% 0. 15 cmi. ('entre to centre. Týhe c-ross-stream separation is zero. The smnall
spanwisv SI-paraitifn ks used to isolate( the dlownistream wire fromn the wake oif the
upstreami %ire. The hot -wine signals were 1)('and anti-alias filtered and were samnpled
with a ('AMNA( divital (data acquisition systemi. The samipling frequency was set at
V(K)0 HZ. The jesuilt-. shown here are( for natural transiitio ,n exo-ited 'by randoml
fluctuations: in tie flow. No external forc-ing was used. The ineasliredl frequency ofthe
(dominant in-.talyilitY nifode of this transition was j,= 2 15 Hz.

3. Mean flow properties
The tuneit-a' ci av'td flow proper-ties were mneasured at mfidlspan. The average

velocitv. I(V = V j is equal to 4.34 in/s. Thle initial mnomientumn thickness of the
high-speed--ide free--.treani velocity. 6,. is equtal to 0.064 cmi andl the strearmwise
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wavelength of the dominant instability mode. A.. is equal to 1.98 cm. The Strouhal
number of the dominant instability mode. foOl/,, is equal to 0.0317. In order to
compare our results with data taken in experiments at different values of R.
lengthseales are normalized with the ratio R/A, = 032 as suggested by Huang & Ho
(1990). The variations in the cross-stream direction of the longitudinal mean velocity
and total r.m.s. fluctuations at different downstream locations are shown in figure 3.
The mean velohit*v profiles are normalized according tý, the rlation 2(U(y)-C)/AU.
The velocity fluctuations are normalized with AU'. The mean flow profiles show a
combination of a wake and a mixing layer up to Rx/Io = 1.0. Beyond this lohation,
they become .imilar to a hyperbolic tangent profile.

'The vertical Spreading of the mixing layer is measured by the local momentum
thickness. defined as

I (-( ,)dy+ f(UI'-U)ay} (1)

I~~~ V I,
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Similarly. an energy thickness. defined as

r- = 1{f ('(U2-t f)dy+ U, (I' -I2)dy} (2)

is used as a measure of the flux of energy from the mean flow. The downstrteam
development of the maximum u' of the fundamental and subharmonic modes are

shown in figure 4. The development of the energy thickness and the momentum
thickness are shown in figure 5.

In figure 4. four basic regions of fundamental and suhharmtnic development are
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evident. For Rx/A,0 < 1.0. the fundamental and ,uhharmonic mohdes grow ex-
ponentiall.v. The non-dimensioral grouth rate (of the fundamental and the
,tubharniciiie. based on 1), are 0.10 and 0.047. respeetivelv. Thee values are within

6% of the values predicted by the spatial linear instability anaflrsi of. Monkewit~z &
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Huerre (1982). The region limited by Rr/xA < 1.0 represents the initial instabilitv
region where the fluctuations components grow% exponentially, and Aill be r-ferred to
as Region 1. At ab-ut Rx/A 0 = 1.0. the subhiartnonic starts deviating from
exponential growth. This location is chosen for reference because it is the last
location at which the ,ubharioniv amplitude deviates by le&, than 5% from the
amplitude predicted by its initial exponential growth Note that the choice of this
criterion is subjective and is stated here for the sake of comparison. At this location.
the r.m,s. amplitude of the longitudinal fluctuations at the fundamental frequency
has an average value of uim,/r = 0)012 (peaL value = 0016). This value is almost
twice the critical fundamental amplitude of 0 01530?1 -0.(00 predicted by
Monkewitz (l988).

At Rr/A, = 1.6. the fundamental achieves a saturation level of 0.1131', This level
is one order of magnitude larger than that of the critical fundamental amplitude.
Notice that up thi. location. figure 5 indicates that the vertical spreading of the
mixing layer and the ,-xtraction of energy from the mean How an- very slg,, The
region between Rx/,,, = 1.0 and I.6 represents a region where the fundamental
mode continues to grow% at a rate less than that predicted by the linear theorv, to
eventually equilibrate into finite-amlplitude oscillations. This region will be referred
to as Region ii.

Bet wuein Rx/A,, =1 .6 and 31.2. the ruts. amplitude of the longit udinal thi-t wat ions
at the fundamental fre(quency devreases., -How•,'vr. the subharmonic c.iinjponent
undergoes a seco ndl regi, oi of growth aid achieves a sat urat ion ]evel oft he .ame ordcer
of magnitude as the fundamental. The ,region limited yv R6/Ao -- 1.6 and 3.2 will be,
referred to as the secondary instability region (Region (I1). In figure 5i. we iitioe that
a large spreading of the mixing layer alsoi occurs over this region. The mnomentum
thickness doubles between kr/A,, = 1.6 and 3.2 indicating that the extraction of
energy from the mean flow is increasing. If Kelly's (t1937) interaction mechanism is
correct, this implies that the energy is being extracted from the mean flow and
transferred to the subharmonic by a parametric resonance mechanism. Pyevond
Kr/,A, = 3.2. the r.n.. anmplitudes of the longitudinal fluctuations at the full-
damental and subharmonic modes start decreasing. This could be the result of the
second subharmoni.. If,,. or the onset of the three-dimensional activities. This region
will be referred to as Region IV.

4. Fundamental-subharmonic interaction

The primary aim of this investigation is to quantify the spectral energy exchanges
arising from parametric or nonlinear wa ve-wave interactions that are responsible for
the suhharmonic growth in a plane mixing layer. These interactions van best bm-
.tudied by using polw-pectral analysis techniques. The role of these interac.tions in
reinforcing the subharmnonie can be quantified by measuring quantities such as the
linear and nonlinear transfer functionis. The conection between existing theoretical
models of subharmonic growth and our use of the transfer function measurements is
not obvious and the following heuristic model is presented to motivate this approach.

41. Fundqrmental--.ubharnonirc energy tran.afer

As sh,)wn by many investigators and detailed by Mollo-Christensen (1971). the
turbulent energy transfer from the mean flow to the primary instability components.
and from the primary instability to the secondary instability components. and vice
versa. occurs because of nonlinear terms that are present in the equations governing
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energy exchange. The importance of these terms to the subharmonic generation
process is evident in the equation governing energy exchanges betmeen the different
components of the velocity fluctuations. Stuart (1960). Monkewitz (1988), based on
the experimental r-sults of Ho & Huang (1982) and the discu"sion of Ho & Huerre
(1984). assumed that subharmonic behaviour in mixing layers can he considered to
be locally parallel in the saturation region of each mode in the subharmonie sequence.
Kelly (1967) made a similar assumption in his temporal analysis. Following
Monkewitz 11988) and Kelly (1967). the effect of interacting components on the
growth of the subharmonic component in a parallel flow can be written as

V2 + -(V (- t I�) Vlr(J)

\X ey 2 X ex ýY)
(f ~ v~(~ ) m  f (3)

where V'(fm) represents the subharmonic component of the stream function and Vi(fj)
and @(fs) represent any two components whose interactions could lead to the
subharmonic reinforcement. Note that the summation on the left-hand side is
necessary to take into account all sum and difference interactions that could affect
the subharmonic component.

The analyses of Kelly (1967) and Monkewitz (1988) showed that the manifestations
of the parametric and nonlinear resonance mechanisms are different. In the nonlinear
resonan(ce mechanism. energy is passe.d to the subharmonic directly from the
fundamental. In the parametric resonance mechanism, energy is not directly
exchanged with the fundamental. but passed from the mean flow to the suhharmonic
as a result of the parametric variations introduced by the fundamental. These
differences lead to different differential equations. While the nonlinear resonance
mechanisms are modelled by nonlinear terms in the governing equations. the
parametric resonance mechanism is a linear-like phenomenon in that it is modelled
by linear terms with periodic coefficients resulting from the periodic distortions of the
mean flow by the fundamental. It is important to note here that because coupling of
the subharmonic with the fundamental mode is either directly or indirectly involved
in both types of mechanisms, the phase coupling and wavenumber-frequency
resonance conditions for the parametric interaction are similar to those required for
nonlinear interactions.

Itoh (1977) showed that by decomposing the Fourier components of the stream
function into a sum of linear eigenfunctions. (3) can be expressed as a wave coupling
equation of the form

d.-f. (fm)A(fm) + #Zff, A(f))A(fj). fm =f,+±f• (4)

d~c fI±f~fmf

where A(f) is the amplitude of the linear eigenfunction of the component with
frequency f.

This coupling equation describes the spectral change of the complex amplitude of
the frequency component f,, due to linear and quadratically nonlinear mechanisms.
,2(f,) represents the linear growth, and/if is the nonlinear wave--wave coupling
coefficient. The first step in determining these coefficients and hence the interaction
physie's. is to express (4) in terms of a transfer function equation that models these
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ph yics. The c0 'firinrts of such anl equation are then determined by measuring thle
changes in the complex amplitudes. A(fj. of the spectral component over a distance
ANr. Equation (4) (an then be transformed to an equation that relates the complex
amp1 litude of the wave of frequency fm- at the dlownstreami location. + A.- linearly
to the complex amplitude of the same wave and quadrat icallY to the complex
amplitudes of all tht- interacting waves of frequencies f, and1 fl. that add] or subtract
tofm,. at the upstream location. x. see figure 2. Such a relationship is established bN
expressing (4) as

=V11 11(fm) X(fm) + I Vf _X)fX(fd j)-f, .A =fA ±fj (p

In this equation. '(.fm,) and X(frn are the complex Fourier amnplitude,. at frequency
f,ý, of the fluctuation- at two( points in space in the transitioning mixing layer, see-
flvure 2. The quantities L(fm,) and Qf,- are the linear and quadratic' elements of the
transfer functionmoel respiectivelY. and are grvneraillv complex quantitics. It is

important to note he-re some of the characteristics, of these transfer functions. First.
the quadratic. tran4cr function, unlike the linear transfer function- is a dlimensional
qutantity. Second- the complex amplitude at the out put fre-quencY I~ri'lponeint Is

dlependent onl the product of the transfer functions andl the complex amplitudes at
the input frequentif-s. Third. the paramnetric reinforcement off,,, will manifiest itself
a., a part of thle d * iiarics represented by the linear portion of the transfe-r funictionl
sll.('-. as _Nayfeh (I 987) notes. thle parametric approac-h to the fundlnmnental -

-ubhharmnoni - interact ion leads to linear equlat ions % it h jnerio sIic tr quasi -jxi'i die
coefieients. The sublharmon ic problem can t hits be reduce-d to a simpin c t ransfer
function) system that is characterized by a parallel combiniat ion of linear and
(uadrativall 'v nonlinear tratisfer functions (see figure 2). Methods to estimnate the
linear and quadratic transfer fuinctions are given bY Kim & Powers (198$) and] Ritz
& Powers, (1986).

4.2. W1at-enumber domain n mulching

lnstability-wvave tht-ory of parallel shear flows models, the velocity fluctuations as
travelling waves whose amplitudes may v-ary in time and space. T[he growth of them-
complonents can be affected by the linear instability meehanismis and] by parametric
and nonlinear interactions, of the different components. Cross- bispeet ral anal 'v-sis and]
transfer function modelling can be used to stud 'y the characteristics of' the energy
transfer due to these interactions between the different modes in the frequency
domain. The spatial characteristics and wavenurn er frc 1ueneY matching conl-
ditions betwveen interacting waves play a particularly important role in this p~rocess.
Bretherton (1964). for example, studied wave triad resonance and amplitudec growth
in a homogeneous mediuim. For a one-dimensional nionlinear equiat ion, he showved
that wavenumber res-onance as well as frequency' resonance is important for two
modles to interact quadlratically to drive a third mode. In the case of mixing layers,
Monkewitz (1988) set the condition that the fundamental and suhhiarmioniv modies
should travel at thi same phase speed for an efficient transfer of energy to occur.
Basically, this requires, wavenumber as well as frequency resonance between the two
mod"e. This condition was also assumed in the p~aramnetric resonance model of KellY
(1967).

Different methods of extracting spatial characteristicsg from time series data have
been applied by many. investigators. Stegen & Van Atta (1970) used the signals- from
two points separated in space to measure phase speeds of the Fourier components in
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grid turbulen,,.. Beall. Kim & Powers (1982) deviwd a technique to .ompute the
local enervy p-Jectrum as a function of frequency and wavenumber. from
simultaneous measurements of the time series at two points in space. From such a
spectrum, one ,an then compute the dispersion relationship and the power spectrum
in the wavenumber domain. In the case of transitioning flows, the measurement of
the phase difference between fluctuations at two points may be random. which
results in turbulent broadening of the dispersion relation. Thus. the wavenumber
value as a function of time can be treated as a random variable with a probability
distribution about a mean for each frequency mode. Wavenumber measurements in
the present experiments were made using a two-tensor probe as described by -Jones
04 al. (1988) and the technique devised by Beall el al. (1982). Notice that the
separation hetmeen the two sensors should be suffiviently small compared to a
wavelength and coherence length to avoid spatial aliaxing an(l phase incoherence.
respo-ectively. F,,r a defined wavenumber. we have

"X(f) = A(f).cxi 1,i(k(f)r + (f)L (6)

Y(f) = A(f),.,, exp1i(k4(f ,, +0(f

Since X(f) and Y(f) are measured simultaneously, the phase 0(f) at both points is
the same. The sample cross-power spectrum is then

X*(f) Y(f) = A *(f) A (f), -, tI-l) i, ik(f) A.X)'. (7)

The sample I'tcal wavenumber can then be related to the local phase of the sample
c.ross-polve' spectrum and is given by

k(f) = \ha ' *f1 ) %tf)'/Ax. (8)

The coniputational technique for the wavenumrher frequenvy Spectrum. S(k.f). the
wavenuinber spet.rum S(k) and the dispe-rsion relationship are given by" Beall el at.
(1982). In this investigation, this technique is used to study the spatial ciharacteristics
of the transition to turbulence in plan(- mixing layers and in partivular the
parametric resonante nechanisin that results in the growth of the subharmonic.

5. Results and discussion

The results presented in this paper are based on measurements of the streamwise
velocity fluctuations at cross-stream locations corresponding to the maximum of the

fluetuation,. Miksad (1972) presented a detailed evolution of the u;,, profiles for
the various instability modes involved in the transition process. Estimates of the
growth rates of the subharmonic and fundamental modes by Miksad (1972) based on
maximnum u1. differ only slightly (10% or less) from those determined iw cross-
stream integration iof' total , Measurmemints made at the maximim u;.•, avoid
problems of ridin1 up) or down a modal profile slope, a problem encountered when
measurements are malde at a constant (ross-stream distance. ,Jones (1983) showed
that the cro.--treani location of maximum uarm also vlosely coincides with the cross-
stream location ,4f maximumn 1r3 which. according to bispectral analysis marks the
location where maximum nonlinear or parametric coupling occurs between
interacting nlodtl-,.

The variatio,- of the power spectrum of the streamnwise fluctuations in the
downstream dir.,tion. along maximum u~m,. are shown in figure 6. In Region 1. at
Rfr/A, = 1.0. th, .pectrmin exhibits peaks at the fundamental frequency. f0 =
215 Hz. and its subharnmonic. If0 . The large energy content at the subharmonic mode
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FIOURE 6. Variations of the power spectrum of the streamwise fluctuations in the downstream
direc~tion.

is due to the feedback of energy at this frequency from the vortex pairing
mechanism. By Rxr/Ao = 1.6 (i.e. Region II). both the fundamental and subharmonie
modes have gained energy. Also. the band of fluctuations centred at. 2f 0 have gained
a considerable amount of energy. The low-frequency components have also gained
some energy. Byv Ri/Ao = 2.3 (i.e. Region III). the fundamental has lost some energy.
However, the subharmnonie continues to grow and the valleys between these modes
and the other harmonies are filling rapidly.

The downstream development of the longitudinal fluctuations at the fundamental
and subharmonic frequencies are shown in figure 4. Ho & Huang (1982) showed that
the saturation of the fundamental corresponds to the vortex roll-up location, and the
saturation of the subharmonic corresponds to the vortex merging location. In their
experiment, the vortex roll-up occurred at Rxr/A 0 = 2 and the vortex merging at
Rx/A0 =-4. In the present experiments, see figure 4, the fundamental and
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subharmonic saturations occur at Rx/IA = 1.6 and 3.2, respectively. The basic: states
of growth. equilibration and decay of the energy of the longitudinal fluctuations at
the subharmonic and fundamental modes are observed and agree with the earlier
results of Miksad (1972) and Ho & Huang (1982).

5.1. Detection of coupled modesv

As the instability modes interact, they become coupled. The characteristics of energy
transfers between coupled mode components cannot be determined by linear
analysis. For example, the coherency function for a linear system. defined as

Y2(f) = E[IX(f) Y(f)12]/{EtIX(f)121 E[IY~f)I2])

where El.. . denotes an expected value, can only describe the linear relationship
between the input X(f) and the output Y(f) at that same frequency. It cannot
describe the interaction of two different frequency components. X(fl and ,(f,) at the
input, to reinforce a third frequency component Y(f.) at the output. such that

f. =f+±f,. As noted by Powers & Miksad (1987), three-wave interactions can only
be described by higher-order statistical moments. such as the cross-bispee'trum,

The cross-bispectrum. defined as
B(fj. fj) = E[ Y'{f, )X*(fj)X*(fj)|.

where fm =f+±fj is a measure of the statistical dependence tetween the output
spectral component at frequency fin. Y(f,j)-and the input spectral comnponents at
frequen.iesf1 and fj. X(fj) and X(fj). wherefro = f _±fj. The cro•ss-bislwctrum can only
be non-zero if the frequency modes at f. f,. and fm are statistically dependent. In t he
case of three-wave interact ion phenomena. this statistical dependence arises because
of the phase coherence between the interacting waves. Thus. the product of the
complex amplitudes of the three components will have a non-zero average over many
realizations. The information that can be provided by the cross-bispectrum for the
problem of subharmonic growth is of particular interest because it provides a means
for detecting the presence of coupling between the fundamental and its subharmonic.
A quantitative measure of this coupling is given by the cross-bicoherence squared

bV(f,. fj) = IB(f,.fj)Ij/{E[IX(f,)X(fj)l'] El IY,(f )1)2.

It is important to note that the estimation of cross-bicoherence {depends
significantly on the number of realizations used to form an average. Figure 7. for
example. shows that for one realization the cross-bicoherence will measure lprfect
coupling between the three modes under consideration. This is because in this case
there is no averaging and the numerator and denominator are equal. As the number
of realizations is increased. the level of bicoherence becomes lower. Finall y. it
converges to a constant value of 0.6 after 256 realizations. The results presented here
show cross-bicoherence averaged over 256 realizations, each realization consisting of
128 samples.

Plots of the cross-bicoherence. along maximum u'ms, at different downstream
locations are shown in figure 8. These locations were chosen to represent the different
regions of growth of the fundamental and subharmonic moles. The values measured
at Rx/Ao = 0.32 fall in the primary instability region or Region I. Values at
Rx/IA = 1.6 fall in Region II where the fundamental starts to saturate and the sub-
harmonic has deviated from its exponential growth, Values shown for Rx/IA = 1.9
and 2.3 fall in the secondary instability region or Region 111. The results show that in
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region I. at Rj'iA,, = 0.32. the strongest leak occurs at (f. -- fo). This shows
that the fundam-.rta! mode and its subharmoni" :'.r" plias' coherent I This early phase
coherenve is the rf-sult of the feedback of energy from the downstream posirtion where
the subharmonic i. emerging (vortex pairing is occurring), as suggested by Corke
(1987). Although the phase coherency implies the possibility of nonlinear or
parametric intera.tion and transfer of energy. we are still in the region of exponential
growth where both modes are still growing at the linear rate predicted by the linear
instability theory. The nonlinear effects are still minimal.

In Region 11. at RI/A0 = 1.6. the highest level of bicoherence apix-ars at (f0.fo) and
(2f0 . -fe) which indicates the production of the second harmonic via the self-
interaction of the fundamental mode, as evidenced from the po~wer spectra. Also. a
new bicoherence pattern emerges where the contour level bands extend, away from
(fo,.fo) and (2f0 , -f 0 ). to include fluctuations at (f,,f0-8f) and (fo+Jf,f0 ) in the sum
region and (2f.'+8f, -f,) and (2fo+4f, -f,±6f) in the difference region. These
sideband bicoherencies indicate that the fundamental is coupling with fluctuations in
its skirts to broaden the second harmonic. Note also the bicoherency b"tween the
fundamental and the subharmonic. (f. +±fo). and the fundamental and the 2
harmonic. (f,. ± -f,,). However. it is important to note that the level of I)icoherence
between the fundamental and its suhharmonie. (fo. -fo). is lower in this -egion than
in Region I. Note also that figure 4 shows that. in Region II, the suhharmonie has
deviated from exponential growth and started to equilibrate. Therefore. it appears
that this equilibration of the subharmonic is accompanied by a reduction in the
phase coherence between itself and the fundamental.

At the ',eginning of Region III. Rx/A, = 1.9. where the subharmonic starts its
second reg'on of growth. the bicoherence level at (fo. -ffo) is larger than that in
Region II. This indicates that the growth of the subharmonic. in Region III. is
accompanied by an increase in the level of its phase coupling with the fundamental.
The above bispecetral results demonstrate that the fundamental and suhharmonic
modes are phase-coupled over Regions I. II. and III of the transition. In Region 1.
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the eoupling is a result of the feedhaek of energy at the fundamental and
suhharimoic Frequenejes fromi the vortex pairing ~(CorktŽ 1087). In Region 11. the
lev-el oIf hbieoherence becomes lower as the fundamental starts to equilibrate and the
growth rate of the stibbarmionie mnode deviatets from its initial exponential growth
rate. As the ,tthharmtiic~ start-, its sevond stage of growth in Region 111. the level of
lwiiohrrence inereases again. rhe existence of phase coupling between the
fundorncntal inode. fo. and its stihharnioniv. If,1 providles a first step in establishing
ev idenve (of a nonilinevar coupl'1ing or para metrtic resonanve between the fundamenvrtal
and it,.s suarnonic.
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5.2. Linear and quadratic Pnergy transffer analy.,i8

The cro,,s-hi(.oheren.e analysis provides experimental evidence of the coupling
between the fluctuations at the fundamental and subharmoniv modes. However.
cross.-bicoherence measurements alone cannot provide information on the nature and
efficieny of the coupling and its role in transferring energy to the subharmoni(.. It
also cannot determine whether the measured three-wave couplings are due to
intcractiornv occurring at the location of measurement or are due to earlier upstream
interactions which are advected past the probe by the flow. These questions aian. to
some extent. be answered by measuring the linear and quadratic transfer functions
as shown in (5). see also figure 2. If we denote the output of the linear and quadratic
transfer funetions at frequency fm by I' and I•. respectively, the model output at
frequency f, is then given by

V(f,,) = }V(fmd)+ },(Jl)-

whre )!,(.f,) = L(f,)X}f,,,. ,(I.,) = Q '-,X(fi)X(fj).

Ritz & Powers (1986) used an iterative approach in the discrete frequency domain
to estimate the linear and quadratic transfer functions. A Inore general approach by
Kim & Powver, (1988) that does- not require iteration was used in our estimates of the
linear and quadratic transfer functions. In this appromeh. the transfer funct.ions are
(leterminel by solving two momnient equations:

El Ytf,,)X*(fm)) = L(f,,)EIX(f',)X*(.f,)I+ Q X Q•7,jEIX(.f,)X(J')X*(f,,)I
(10)

and

El Y(f )X*(fA)X*(ft)I = L(f,,)EIX(f,)X*(fA)X*(f,)l

+ J , :',.jEIX(JI)X(fj)X*(fR)X*(J,)I. (11)
fi fj- J=,,

wheref,, = ,J'i +f = f- +ft. Note that thes, two equations lp'rmit one to express the
linear transfer func tion. L(fm). and the quadratic transfer function. Qfr"'- in terms of
the various polyspeetral moments that (can be calculated from the Fourier
Transforms of the input and output signals. respectively given by the upstream and
downstream sensors of the prohe. For example. the two terms on the left-hand sides
of (14) and 0Il) are the cross-power sppectrum =xu(fm) El Y(fr)X*(fr,)] and the
c'ro.ss-i)i.jct'vtruin S41 ,(.fA...f) = E[ Y(],,,)X*(f.) X*(f,)1. The terms on the right-han(I
sides are a hierarchy of spectral moments. specificaily. the auto-power spectrum
Sr.(.L,,I = EIX(f )X*(,f,,,)]. the auto- bispeetrun In .AfA ) = EjX(f,) X*(.fA.) X*(f, )]
and a fourth-order spectral moment of the input EIX(f,)X(.j))X*(fk)X*(f 1)j.

Once the linear and (jIuaratic transfer functions are determined. one e-an predict
the output slpectrum..1 S,(f,,). as

. f,.) = El Y(f,) Y*(f,)] = EL()'(J' ) + )(.f,))()'(f.) + }q(fm))*]

= E[ t(f,, )Y (f,, )] + El }'(.f,,,) 1'*(fm )I + 2 Re E[ }',(fr,) }°(f,, )J

S'L~f,,l) + S 4 (fr,) + '"t.Q(fm) (12)
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where SL(fI.) = IL(fo)#tE[jX(fm 2 ] = JL(f,)j2'•S(fm).

ST(fY) = lf f• f ,Q.*,EIX(ft)X(f)X*(fk)X*(fl)fI
ih -f'jpf m /f-fk

and SLQ(fm, = 2Re[ Z L(fm)Qff7E[X(fm)X*(fi)X*(fj)]].

The predicted' output power spectrum is then the sum of the linear power spectrum.
SL(fm), the 'quadratic' power spectrum. SQ(fm). and a linear-quadratic power
spectrum. SLQ(fm). It is important to note here that. in the set-up of the probe used
in these experiments, the output powt. Syy(fm) includes the input power Sx(Jm)
which is advected by the mean flow . n the first sensor to the second sensor.
Because our interest is in the local characteristics of the linear and nonlinear growth
mechanisms, we subtract the input power from the output power and consider only
the change in the power spectrum. AS(f). between the two streamwise locations:

(f - )-f'x.(f) -.. (fin) •x(fm) + SQ(f + -'SLQ(f.n)

= UIL(fm).12 _ S(fm)+,SQ(fm)+"SLQ(fm)

"' S{fm) +-Q(fm) + SLQ(fm)- (13)

where Si.(f.)= [IL(f,)1 2 l-lI.,(fm). In this equation, the change in the energy
content of the mode with frequencyfm is divided into three parts. namely the linear.
quadratic. and linear-quadratic changes.

A power transfer rate. T2(f,). (van then be defined as the ratio of the estimated
change in the energy of the mode with frequencyfro and the actual input energy of
that mode over the distance Ax. AS(fm)/(Szx(fm)Ax). The power transfer rate can
then be divided into three parts. namely the linear power transfer rate, r (f")=
[IL(fm)12 - I]. the quadratic power transfer rate, -rq(f). and the linear-quadratic
power transfer rate. ,r'(f.). These are given as the ratios of '8 (fm). SQ(fm) and SLQ(fm)
over S,.(fm). respectively. For a perfect system with no errors, all the energy change
is accounted for by the three parts and the power transfer rate is equal to one. Also.
as noted in §4. the linear transfer component. 1T(fm), includes the effect of the linear
growth and the energy transfer via the parametric mechanism to the mode of
frequency fin. The transfer of energy via nonlinear resonance of two input modes f,
and fj to an output mode at fm is included in the quadratic power transfer
component, T'(fm,).

5.2. 1. Quadratic energy transfer

As noted in §4. the nonlinear transfer of energy from two input modes f and f, to
an output mode atfm ( depends on the quadratic transfer function Qtf•,. This quantity
is a complex function with amplitude and phase. From (5). it cau be shown that the
quadratic transfer function is given by

(ff7/, = (Y(f,r)--L(fm)X(ff))/X(f)X(fj). f,, =f +fj. (14)

Note that the quadratic transfer function is inversely dependent on the amplitudes
of input modes. X(fj) and X(fj). Figure 9 shows the logarithmic contour plots of the
magnitude of the quadratic transfer functions, IQff-I. measured at locations that
correspond to the four regions defined above. Note that the overall details of IQff% "f
plots change gradually in the downstream direction. For instance, the magnitude of
the quadratic transfer function is very low at (f, -1f 0 ), at each downstream
location. From (14). it is evident that this is in part due to the fact that the energy
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FIGVmE, 9. Logarithmi, co-ntour plots of the magnitude of the quadratic transfer functions., l,.II'
of the longitudinal fluctuations at different downstream locations that correspond to the different
regions shown in figure 4. ('ontour levels are set at 0.5. (.5. and 2.5. (a) Region I. Rx/IA, = 0.32; (b)
Region T'. Rx/AO = I.. (rt) Region II. RxI/A = 2.6: jd) Region IV. Rx/A0 = 3.2.

of the input modes at fo and If 0 is large. However, it is important to note that,
although the large energy levels at f,. I 0 and •f 0 are comparable, the magnitude of
the quadratic transfer function is larger at (U0, -h) and (2fo. -f0) than at (fog, -f 0 )
This suggests that the efficiency of the quadratic energy transfer via nonlinear
resonance is larger for the (1f(. -fo) and (2f0, -f 0 ) interactions than for the (fo, -I )
(i.e. fundamental-subharmonic) interaction. The sensitivity of the quadratic
transfer function to the energy level of the input modes is also apparent from the fact
that. at all downstream locations, measured values of the quadratic transfer function
magnitude are typically large for pairs of frequency components that have low input
energy. This effect stems from the fact that the quadratic transfer function is
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dlimens•ional. as evident b y (14). and is inv'er.sely depiendent on the energy hlevel of the
interac.ting mode."

Mik.ad. Haji & Po%%ers (l1989!) proposed that a g(,wi meva..ure of' the amplitude
depe.ndence of QffrT', is gziven by the magznitude of the coupled input energzy level.
I.\(f,) XU'j)I'. which will be. rt.f.irred to it., the "interaction liotentiai ". This quiantity Is
a meiasure of the potential attount (if enervyx that interacting mn(Kies have fo~r
nonlinear energy transfer. Low-energy modes have less energy" to tran.•fir to a third
,oile than high-energy modevs do. Figture 10 sho)ws. the. frequency domain distribution
of the interaction potential at four downstream locations that .orre.spond to the
dlifferent regions of the transition. as defined iii §3. 'Note that the uplier and Ilower
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interactim. inpiit modes. ).'f I.to obtain a non dimensional quadrat it t rainster
function such a-

Contour plots of the weighted non -di nensiona1 transfer funictions~. along maximumn
urm,,. are showvn in figure 11. Pairs that show high Q'"(f,.f,) charac terize those
interactions wNhich are piitentlally most e'fficient initranstlerring envrgý. Now that at
Rxr'Ao =11.32. there are no indications of any prosrx-vt for energy transfer lb'twt'i'i
an 'y vonponent,. This location corresponds to Regioni L. tilt regioin of pritaar ,
inistability. These resutts agree with the predil-tions. 4 tht- linear stabiliity theory that
all mnodes gro%% independently' in the earlY region of the transition- More important
to the quest io n od suhharnmimn vi enerat ion is the( fact that a t h 'ig~h het( nr-
lbiv'iliveeii'-i' x libt. iniciia te nionliniear couplring starting ait I?. A,, = ti :12. t.'it,
measurements Indicate that the( proispect fOr quadrat ic vnergy tranisfer to1 tilie
suhhtarionii' in this region is not significant. This demon~st rates t hat the grox t h oft
the( tibliarnion i' in Region I is noi t (iltie to a nonldinear initeract io n inechanism, The

first in vo lvement of the sulhai'miiiic in nonlinevar interacft iiin a pi a rs ain lit( stlin
regioin at Th-A,= 1 .6. at the end of Region 11 . Recall that li~x th loi I catii on the
fuinda meit al hias started to equtilibrate and t he sit' ha rim inle grou~it h ra to' ha'.
deviated frqp mi its iniit ial exponential gro wth Ii -b wi*er. t he ii vool 'inetit (it' t hc
subliar1rn114i eoinjioiieiit in nonlinear 'nei'gy transfi'. does, not lii'aona'i sigiiitivaiit
ini t i / ?,-A,, = 2.6- where the 'cointoiur levo'Is (if IQ'1'2 at (f,4 -ý J,,) anrd (If, -f,,j arc
larger than at earlier loceat ions. This indicates that. ii p to) t his I'ia tic i. the prosjn 'it

fo (ftilailat ic energy transfer to the subhharninik hueri 'cr\ 1wm lFtirther di iwnst r'a in
at Rx/A,, - :1.2 in Region Ill. the sublha inn niv. thet fundanment ail and (their harmionic'N
have enitered into a wide variet v of interact ionis with tot her fluctunat io ns and the !Q'12
(suit. iiii' iniliva te the in it iat ion of a i'edistribhtitiou'f n haio 1 i and fundiamental
i114li' energy to, the different components of' the Ham .

.5.2.2. A imv'qr upii pirametru'i- frnorg lrqii.cr

Twabhove ninasu rviint s of the quiadrat ic traianslii funi-t iin and it, weighted n. in1
dIimensio nal fuanct io n show an imiportant result. Both the qu~adra tic t ransfe'r
func~tion. IQ1j2 .and its weighted form. JQ'f' show large nmigiiittudes at (:.f,,. -f,)). This
iniieiates, eftieient transfer of e'nergy bevt ween these' modes. Onh the other hand. tithe
level of' the mawnitrnk's of these flin..ions at the fundamental subliarmonlic. (f,

-. 4)indicate that tlw( prospects for quadratic transfer of energy due to nonlinear
rsn.01a ni11 fromt the( fiaundamient al to the( subha rinon ie are li. T.llie o 1iiost iin thatt
arise~is thenivi What ks thit role if the linvai' transfer' Funct io n that includus t lii
para metrici effiects oni the grrowth of the ,4tibhtarmion ic ? Th is qiuest ii can hai e answere-fd

bY examin ining the I ino'ar tria ,isfi'r fu net ion and its role ill the( tra nsfer. ofe o'ncri v to) t lie
.siublarnionie and liv comparing it to the corresponding role oif thev q uadrat ie transfer
function.

Trhe. rovt h rate of the( fundamental. stibhharnnmnie and -1 harmioni dii 11 to l ine'ar
anol( linvar-like(' efh'i'ts at dlifferent downstream locations, are giveni by' the plot tof the
linear pmerci taiisfi-r rate. T(,).as shown iii figui'e 12. Note that. lin Region 1. the
linear po-wer tran'.fei' rates of the th""e modes are constant andI equal to the growth
rates as predicted by the linear instability theory of M1onkewitz & Hiuerre (M821. In
Revion 11. hii'tveel = 1.0 and il rA, =1.6. the level of the linear power
traii.fo'r rate. rT1,.. ). of these modes starts to decrease. This decrease inl the( growthI

of t ho-o iiiales is~ expec'tedl becaluse oif the Spireading oif the in Iix ing layer., Bcevond
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Revionl It. oilly tilt linear powv~e tran-Ai of It%% sii ajrm4nitn- ~iharmonic are
show~n. The fund~amten~tal growthI is riegat ivc and t herefore is riot shoWir. Ini Vegion

het 11( i.eeri I&x/,I,,= 1.6 amll IxA~ 2 Ai. the linear power transfe'r rate. T~f~ )Of
tilt- 4 harmonic (((it inues to dlecrease. lit cont rast. the linear poiwer t ranisfer rate of
the subliarnionij increases. ()tinlv a linear-like miechanism, such its the( para rmetrrc
mechanism. may vx plaimi the increase in th1e linear po wer* transfe~r ratev of thlt
su hharm nioni. 'I'hes-e r.*sti ts inrid eatt that thet growth Iif the( sa hharnion ic rin Region
III is accompnij~led by anl invreaseA inill( t wIinvar trianister of power ats a result of the
paranmetrire resollnarw Inechanisml.

The t( d ] entrlt chn F tift he su hhar'ron ic. AS(If,) at (1itfurrezr (lo%%st mmiii
locations is shown in figure 13 (a). Also shown on the same plot are thet port iois of'

,.(f,,) that are dime, to linear anid (puItlratie effects. 4f)adS(f.reptily
S4ink e the parametric resonancet ineehiankini is it linear-lIike imechaliarsn. its activit '
%%ill aj ipear in the linear tern- of (5). The t ransfer of energy to the( subliharmonic (tile
to) nonli near intera t ions. S,!f..is two to three oo lcrsý of magniituide less than the
energy transfer 1)'y parametric linear-like rrrl'4 han isrms. Sl,(I~f,,), .Althoimgh bothI
pmat-a etric and( nonlinear mechanismns are sniilutaneouslv intiulenieing the( stib-
harmonie. the results ;learl 'v show that the change in the power of the su hharmuonic
tiod(e is manYdeto a par-amnetric resonijanrce andI (nlY small nonlinear Oeolcs are.
present.

The nature of the energy transfer to the 4 lnarrmniv in Region Ill stands ill
conitrast to that (if the uhrlharmonriv. Figure 13(b) shoms the' total outplut energy
chiatie of the harmonic. AS(50ft) at (Ifferent downstream locations. Thev
vorit rihtrtions of *SL(f,,) andl S~ to the overall energy chanige. AS(;jf0). are alIso
showii onl the samev figure. Nowi that i6 Hxegion I thv linear energy transfer to

.1 1~). i-cian oeer sw move further dlownstream3 to Region Ill.
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Fiwi Hi. 13(rs. b). Ft~r vaiptioi we Iaevilig pajig.

juadtatit ew~t rans~fer tf X S (4f~) beet ants tille do(nli lna facto r. Th is suggest.,
that I i in i nar inlter'act ions are ma rt' imp ort ant iii 1-4-gion III iii transferrinig energy

to1ti a ah a ra mut ii or liniearl mccha iiismns.

H1w r1iflf-ert'ai- betwieei the inq'(hailisms rtspotsible for the energy transfer to the
ýu Ibharitt n iv and to the I ha rmonic are aliso evident ill t hr comnpa rison, 'if thet ratio
of the, (piadrati( teto linear f-ontribuitions. S,,/S,. for IJfh and AJI at the nijtjerni
do%%p rvtacarn beat iotsý. as shown in figure 13(r). Not iev that while t his rAti is of the
0ii let of 0.4)411 to f).01i in thlt case of' thle sIC lhhirmnon ic. J.I it is of the' orde r of 0. 1 tt)

Ill in the (-ase- of tjjl. dlependling onl the downist ream location. This agrain stigge~tsý that.
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Region Region Region
I if I III

S,

10

0 2 4 6 0 x CM

Fn~-i.ai 1:3. ((1) T'otal pmp OI ngv. £'(a,. uid lineair inod qpudrativ piluer traiii~Iii .S, (Af, wid(

(Itia(ratit- po e trans.fi-r . a',~fi nd S,(jj 'e'S1H'4ett%'PIv. rý. dt,%% iistri-am di.,taoiwi

( * .andl the b arlip'lli. 4J'. ~J CD .~ iiouw~trvtiIn l fisitaiii'.q

ill R-egion I If. n inimuIear inIteractionIs at.e pri'i Iaiil~v responib5le fill- t he gi in" of' ( ji)
and that p~arametrIic effec'ts are priniarily respo insi hie For so I harunionu gro m thI.

T1he spmat ial charac(terIistics of the transit joning 1111 xing layer i ftl obt ained itsing the
technique described1 in §4. These characteristics nre seen in the 4-st ilnate, ofli thIocal
wa Veril mher- freq t('nc 'v spetctra S(A-. f) that are shownu i', iigurv 14. Fromi ph; mits
we (-all dletec't some fvatures of the dispersion relationship. At 16-1A, = 0,.32. (,ll the
fundamental and suhhlarmonic modes have a deihnite dispersion relationship. By*
IxlrA 0, = 1.6. we notice the generation of the second harmonic. Also not ive that theI
harnionic hands,, at ,f, ijf0 all(l 2f,, art' confinaed to a relat ively narrow% raigre of
waven tmbers. By' Rx/A0, = 2.3. we notice the broadening of the specitrumn along the
harmonic componel~nts and theW valleys.

Iii order to gain be'tter insi~ght inito the spatial characteristics of thi' ilifli'rent
components of the flow. plots of the loc'al wavenumber spectra are shiown if it igure 15.
In the primaryN instabIility region or Region 1. at Jb'/A,, = 1.0. most (if the energy is,
n'ontainenl in a band~ (if Ntavenunibers cent red tit Ak0 = :3.4 raid/vin. %0him' corr'espond~s
to a wavelength of 1 .83 (-m. This value is very close to the wavelength of the
fundamental instability' . AO = 1.98 cmi. By Rx/A0 = 2.3. or in Region 11. different
wavenumber components have grained some energy. leading to b~road1enling of the
spetrum. In Region Ill. between Rxr/A, = 2.6 and( 3.2. the wavenumber spec'tra
show% that most of the energy i~s contained in a b)and of wavenumbers c('ntred at
k =1.7 i-ad/cm (= lk,) which is half the value at which the initial peak is located.
Therefore, as the maximum energy in the frequency spectrum. in figure 6. shifts from
f0, to If,. the peak in the wavenuniber spec'tra. ill figure 15. shifts from k, to .lk0 This
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Fidrist: 14. Wavaienurnber-frequenc" spectra, S(k.f). of the longituidinal fliitvations at different
downstream locations that vorrespind to the different regions shown in figure 4. Contour levels arr
set at 10-. 10-5. and 10-4. (a) Rx/A0 = 0.32: (b) 1.6; (r.) 2.3; (d) 3.2.

shift occurs after the primary instability region of the transition. and coincides with
the se.ond region 4f suhharmonic gromth. The merging of the two vortices reduces
the frequency of their passage from f, to If, and increases their characteristic size
from 1, = 2fl/k, to 21,. The shifting of the centre of the hand from k, to 1k0 represents
an increase in the eharacteristic size of the vortices and therefore provides a spatial
indication of the vortex merging process.

An important condition for parametric resonance to take place is that the
suhharmonie and the fundamental modes travel at the same pha.sc" speed. This
condition was assunmed by Kelly (1967) and postulated by Monkewitz (1988). Figure
16 shows the variation of the normalized phase speeds. (to/k)/[*. of the fundamental
and the subharmonic in the downstream direction. Notice the good matching
Ietween the two modes heyond Rx/A,, = 1.6 (i.e. Region I11). This shows that the
condition of wavenutimber resonance is satisfied beyond the initial region of growth
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Fiw-mrE 15. Waventimbwr speetra of the longitudinal flu.tuations at dohwnstream locations that
,.rre.spond to the different regions shown in figure 4.

of the stlhharmotnii. This is in agreement with the re(ltiirni.elint of the anlialysis ofi
Ke-l% ( 1967) and .nlikewitz (1988).

Mo1nkvwitz MIISS showed that the amplitude of the fumdanental node mmst
attain a critival value befotre it becomes phase locked with the s.ubbarmonie( and the
growth rate of the sutliarmonie is modified. At this location the phase speed of the
subharmonie is hlo-w to unity. i.c. the phase speed of the neutral fundamental.
Monkewitz (1989) al-i showed that when the fundamental aml)iitude is larger than
or equal to the c.ritical amplitude, the growth of the subharmonic and its phase -j.ied
are de•len(lent on the phase difference, A0. between the fundamental and the
subliharnionie (se figures 6 and 7 in Monkewitz 1988). These figures show that the
optimal conditions, for the subharmonic growth occur when the phase dif•erence
between the two modes is (.lose to zero. Monkewitz also showed that whven the
fundamental aiuplithude is decreasing. the grow th of the sul)harmnohic is enhanced
regardless of the initial phase difference (sec figure 9 in Monkewitz 1988). The results
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of our experiments show that when the fundamental reaches its critical amplitude
the growth rate ot the subharmonic is decreasing. the phase speed of the bubharmoinc
is not equal to unity and the energy transfer between the fundamental and the
subharmonic is not efficient. However. these conditions for the subharmonic growth
are met further down.stream. beyond RxI/Ao = 1.6. Figure 17 shows the variation in
the phase differewee between the fundamental and the subharmonic in the
downstream direction. At RxiA, = 1.0, where the fundamental amplitude is close to
the critical amplitude, the phase difference between the fundamental and the
subharmonic close to zero. By comparison to figure 6 of Monkewitz (1988). we note
that at this phase difference, the growth of the subharmonic is suppressed over a
small distance before it starts growing again. The reduced growth rate at Rx/A, =
1.0 agrees with the predictions of Monkewitz (1988). At Rx/IA = 1.6. where the
fundamental amplitude is equal to five times the critical amplitude, the phase
difference is still close to zero. By comparison with figure 7 of Monkewitz (1988). we
note that the subharmonic growth is reduced at this phase angle. This also agrees
with the reduced growth rate at this location as seen in figure 4. This reduced growth
is also due to the low bicoherence (figure 7) which indicates low coupling and large
phase difference variations. Further downstream, at Rx/A, = 2.3. the amplitude of
the fundamental is equal to twice that of the critical amplitude. The subharmonic
amplitude is increasing significantly. However the fundamental amplitude is
decreasing. By comparison with figure 9 of Monkewitz (1988). we note that the
subharmonic should be growing at any phase difference. This result also agrees with
the energy transfer measurements that show efficient energy transfer from the
fundamental to the subharnionic at this location.

6. Conclusions

The nonlinear and parametric characteristics that are associated with the
subharmonic generation in the transition to turbulence in plane mixing layers are
detected and quantified. In the primary instability region of the transition. all
instability modes. including the subharmonic. grow independently. No significant
transfer of energy between any modes is detected. Measurements of the power
spectra and the associated linear and quadratic transfer functions show that beyond
this initial region. the spatial growth of the subharmonic supports the parametric
approach which is described by a linear model with varying time coefficients. On the
other hand, the same measurements show that the growth of 2f0 and 2 0 is best
described by the quadratic nonlinear interaction approach. The growth rate of the
subharmonic starts modifying about the location where RxI/Ao t 1. At this location.
the fundamental amplitude is equal to 0.012r and has not yet started to saturate.
This shows that the parametric resonance between the fundamental and the
subharmonic can start to affect subharmonic growth before the fundamental reaches
its saturation amplitude. However. the most efficient transfer of energy to the
subharmonic occurs further downstream as the fundamental mode reaches an
amplitude close to its saturation amplitude. Measurements also indicate that the
fundamental, besides interacting with the subharmonic. is also engaged in
redistributing its energy via nonlinear interactions to other components such as the
first harmonic and the valleys. Local wavenumber measurements verify that
frequency-wavenumber resonance matching conditions' exist between the fun-
damental and subharmonic in regions where efficient energy exchange to the
subharmonic takes place. These results are in general agreement with theoretical
models by Kelly (1967) and Monkewitz (1988).

F ,1 236
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TWO-TONE VS. RANDOM PROCESS INPUTS FOR
NONLINEAR DISTORTION ESTIMATION

Y.S. Cho and E. J. Powers

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Electronics Research Center
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712-1084

ABSTRACT the random input approach, (c) comparing results (in
terms of Volterra kernels and distortion factors) oh-

This paper compares two methods (two-tone input tained by both approaches, and (d) discussing the ad-
approach and random process input approach) for the vantages and limitations of both approaches. Finally,
estimation of harmonic and intermodulation distor- experimental results of applying the two-tone input Wp-
tions of nonlinear systems. The random input ap- proach and random input approach to quantify second-
proach, where a nonlinear system is modeled by a order distortion of a loudspeaker are presented.
second-order Volterra series, is examined in terms of
its statistical properties, and its advantages and lir- 2. Quadratic System Modeling with
itations over the classical two-tone input approach. Random Input
Experimental results are shown where these two ap- Consider a frequency domain Volterra series repre-
proaches are applied to evaluate second-order distor-
tion of a loudspeaker and to compare the performance sentation of a quadratically nonlinear tieme-iniaiant
of these approaches in terms of Volterra kenels and system.
distortion factors. Y(fm) - H/(fm)X(fm)

1. Introduction + H2((I., j)X(Ii)X(f) + t(ImXI)

Harmonic and intermodulation distortions, which

are most significant in high-fidelity systems, usually where X(fm), Y(fm), and c(fm) are the N-point dis-
result from nonlinear input-output characteristics of crete Fourier transforms of the input, output, and
some component. The measurement of nonlinear dis- model error, respectively. The second-order factor of
tortion, which is the subject of this paper, has tra- intermodulation distortion (DIM2) at frequency f, ±f2
ditionally been conducted by applying sinusoidal sig- is defined as
nals and measuring the extent to which harmonic or
combination tones are generated in the output of the DIM2 = 20 log[IM2J = 20 log [[ V0(fI ) I 1 (d] (2)
component under test. In contrast to the sinusoidal VO U,
input approach [1), a random input approach has been
developed to analyze nonlinear distortion since a ran- where Vo(fl *•2) is the output voltage at the frequency
dom signal well approximates a frequency-multiplexed f ± f2. This term may be expressed in terms of the
input such as a speech signal [21,[3]. Now that two dif- frequency domain Volterra kernels in the form
ferent approaches are available for nonlinear distortion
estimation, the following questions arise: Are the dis- DIM2- 20 log [ I HIU IVi] [d1J (3)
tortion products estimated by the random input ap- Hi(fi)
proach the same as the ones estimated by the sinu- where 1'i is the amplitude of both input voltages
soidal input approach? If so, under what conditions? (vi(f) = Vicos2irflt + Vicos2rf2t). Likewise, the
And what are the advantages and limitations of each second-order harmonic distortion factor DH2, which is
approach? In this paper, we address these questions defined as
by (a) expressing these two approaches by a Volterra
series representation [4], (b) investigating the statis- Vo(2(f)
tical properties of the transfer function estimators in DH2 = 20 log(H2] = 201ogf [ I) [dB] (4)

U-209
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may be expressed in terms of the Volterra kernels as where Xk(m) is of matrix form consisting of various
higher-order spectral mements, up to fourth order,

DH2 = 20 log 112(-L1) I 14] [dB] (5) formed by the k-th realization. Provided that ch(m) is
2 HI(f) independent of Xk(m), it can be easily shown that

Thus, the second-order distortion factors of a compo- E[I(m)] = Him)
nent under test can be obtained easily at various fre-
quencies if the linear transfer function and quadratic Provided that Ck(m) is independent of rk,(m), where
transfer function of the component can be estimated k $ k', with variance q,, the covariance matrix of
simultaneously at those frequencies. Ai(m) is obtained as follows:

By minimizing the mean square error E[JI((m)J 2 ] M
one can obtain an optimum estimation of the trans- coy tI(m) = 47[2Z X*(m)XT(m)]-1 (12)
fer functions as follows: k=1

E[X'(m)Y(m)] = H1(m)E[JX(m)J'] The result (12) can be used to determine how the vari-
ance of the estimate decrease with the number of re-

+ 1j H2(i,j)E[X'(m)X(i)X(j)] (6) alizations. Furthermore, it can be shown that the es-
i+j=m timator in (10) is unbiased and consistent if (a) there

is no noise at the input point (b) noise at the output
EJX*(k)X*(I)Y(m)) = HI(m)E[X*(k)X*(1)X(m)] is uncorrelated (c) the system under consideration is

+ 2 H2(i,j)E[X*(k)X*(i)X(i)X(j)] (7) appropriately modeled.

i+j=m 3. Bichromatic vs. Random Process Estimates

When the system input is a zero-mean Gaussian ran- In order to calculate the response of the quadrati-
dom signal, the linear and quadratic transfer functions cally nonlinear system subject to two sinusoidal inputs
are obtained separately and determined by the various with frequency f1 and 12 (f, > f2), let the input be
spectra up to third order. However, it was shown in 2

[5] that commonly used random inputs, such as those z(t) = F, V1,. cs(2rfi + 6j] (13)
provided by a noise generator, cannot automatically i=1 .
be regarded as sufficiently Gaussian for nonlinear iden- which can also be expressed as
tification studies. Thus, a practical digital method of 2
estimating nonlinear distortion of a system without as- z(t) = I V1, exp~j2irfit] (14)
suming any particular input statistics was presented

[3],[6]. where

For non-Gaussian inputs, one has to solve (6) and
(7) simultaneously with respect to Hi(m) and H2(i,j). V1_, = V1", V10 = 0, f_. = -A•
These equations can be rewritten using vector notation The linear response to the inputs specified by (13) is
as follows: given by

E[X*(m)Y(m)] = E[X'(m)XT (m)]H(m) (8) 2y1l(t) = Y] IVz,.IIHi(f,)Icos[2wf, t + 9, + el(f)] (15)
where X(m) and H(m) are of matrix form i=(

(E[X*(m)X T (m)J consists of second-, third-, and The quadratic response to the input specified by (14)
fourth-order spectral moments, and H(m) consists of is given by
H, (m) and H2(i, j)). The optimal solution in the mean
square sense is given by [6] 2(1) f - V,,VitH(f,,f,)exp[I2i(f,, + f.)tl (16)

H(m) = E[X'(m)X T (m)]'-E[X*(m)Y(m)] (9) 2,2-2

Here, we assume we have a set of M realizations Since H2(-fl,-12) = H;(fi,f2) and H12(1f,•2) =

or records for z(n) and y(n) consisting of N samples H2 (f 2 , fl) in real systems, (16) can be expressed as

each. If Xs(m), Ys(m), and cs(m) denote the DFT's of
z5 (n), yk(n), and e5 (n), respectively, then the optimal Vi(f) IV,. '-H 2(1, f,)( I cohl2r(21.)t+20,+*0(f, f.)]

estimator of the transfer function is given by + 2tV,,IIV, II~i(1,,f2 )Icos!2w(J, +/f)t +9, + #: + •(f,,f•)l

M M + 2JVJJVhg,)v, (f,. -f1)lcJ2o(a , - 12)t + #, - #2 + # ,-M)
If(m) = [ X; (m)XT(m)M-'f[E X; (M)Yk (m)] (10) + . v,.t2 . 1(f,.) (17)

k=1 5=1 k,=

11-210



I Pfunctions are estimated according the solution givea by
SI(10). Contour plot of the estim ated H 2(i, j) (srm oothed

S4 mbg :, P over adjace-nt frequencies), accounting for econd-order
distortion, is shown in Fig.2(bottom). Note that it is
enough to plot only the upper and lower triangular re-
"gion of H2 (f•, f) in the fi and fj plane because of

I con" I various symmetry properties. Values in the upper tri-
angular region, where fi 2! 0, 1j > 0, fi _Ž 1, repre-
sent distortions at sum frequencies, while values at the

,r A k Da lower triangular region, where f, > 0, fj < 0, f 2 ifjI
S, represents distortions at difference frequencies. The

values located on the 450 line in the upper triangu-
lar region correspond to harmonic distortion while the

Figure 1: Block diagram of distortion analysis set-up others correspond to intermodulation distortions.

The first term in (17) denotes second-order harmonic To compare the proposed technique with the conven-

distortions, the second term denotes an intermodula- tional analog two-tone method, H 2(i,j) is measured

tion distortion at the sum frequency, the third term by the method described in Section 3, Two oscillators,

denotes an intermodulation distortion at the difference both of them having the same amplitude, are applied
frequency, and the last term denotes the DC compo- to the amplifier. The output of the amplifier, which

nent. Note that the output at the difference frequency, generates a sinusoidal signal at 10 W, is connected to

f, - f2, contains not only the intermodulation distor- the component under test to calculate the distortions

tion at that frequency but also the second-order har- at sum frequencies and difference frequencies by (17).
monic distortion due to frequency f2 if ft - fs = 2f2-d H2(i,j) in Fig.2(top), measured by the two-tone input
These harmonic and intermodulation distortions (or method, shows good agreement with the one obtained
These harmonic and interModulation beidistortionysu using the random input approach except for relatively
H2.(ft,-f 2) and 112(12,12)) can be identified by sup- smlfucuto.

plying only one sinusoidal signal first to measure har- small fluctuations.

monic distortion (or H 2(f2 , f2)) and by subtracting the Distortion factors of the loudspeaker zan be calcu-
harmonic distortion from the total distortion subject lated by substituting the estimated transfer functions
to two sinusoidal signals to obtain intermodulation dis- into (3) and (5). Reasonable agreement between the
tortion. two-tone input method and the random input method

4. Experimental Results is obtained except for small fluctuations. For addi-

The second-order Volterra approch described in the tion discussion see [3].

previous section has been utilized to model, iden- However, there are trade-offs between the two-tone
tify, and quantify the linear response and a second- input approach and random input approach on esti-
order distortion product of a loudspeaker in the low- mating second-order distortion. In the two-tone input
frequency region. The arrangement of Fig. 1 was used approach, it is possible to measure accurate second-
to measure the distortion performance of the compres- order distortions, although measuring such distortions
sion driver typical of those used to drive acoustic horns. over the band of frequencies of interest is a tedious and
The noise source used puts out a flat noise spectrum time-consuming job. On the other hand, the random
bandlimited to 500 Hz. A low pass filter with a cutoff input approach does not require repeating the same
frequency of 420 Hz was inserted before the amplifier experiments by changing the frequency of input since
which was adjusted to drive the compression driver at distortions over the band of frequencies of interest can
10 W. A Digital Signal Processor (DSP 56000) took be estimated with one data set. Another advantage of
98,304 data samples from the input and output signal the random input approach is that one can quantify
at a I kHz sampling !ate. These were divided up into distortion over the entire frequency band using higher-
384 segments of 128 samples each to get the spectral order coherence spectra [3]. Also, random signals are a
estimates in (10). closer approximation to actual input signals, e.g., mu-

Since the input signal from the noise generator to the sic and speech. The disadvantage of the random input

nonlinear loudspeaker system is not sufficiently Gaus- approach lies in the fact that it requires a large number
sian [5], one has to solve (6) and (7) simultaneously for (e.g., hundreds) of ensemble averages to obtain good
Hi(m) and H2 (i,j). The linear and quadratic transfer estimates.
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125 1 t I. Summary

The results of this investigation indicate that distor-
tion products of a system can be estimated with tel-
atively high accuracy by the random input approach
if there are a sufficient number of realizations of raw
data, minimal input noise, no unmodeled dynamcs,
and uncorrelated output noise. The results obtained in

6.- this paper can be also easily extended to handle highei-
order (e.g., third-order) distortion of the system Be-
cause of the generality of the Volterra approach, the
results of this investigation can be applied to measure
nonlinear distortion introduced by any type of system,
including audio systems and communication systems.
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UTILIZATION OF CONDITIONED HIGHER-ORDER SPECTRA
FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
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ABSTRACT and quadratic components of the model. Thus, the

objective of this paper is to present an approach for

For higher-order Volterra systems with arbitrary Volterra kernel estimation which is valid for general
stationary inputs, an orthogonalization scheme, based random inputs while at the same time eliminating the
upon ordered sets of conditioned orthogonal higher- presence of the interference terms commonly asoci-
order input vectors in the frequency domain using ated with non-orthogonal models.
Gram-Schmidt method is presented. A new set of non-
linear transfer functions for the conditioned orthog- The approach is based upon an extension to higher-
onal Volterra system is obtained from a coordinate order Volterra systems of the work done by Dodds
transformation of a Volterra system based upon non- and Robson[3], and Bendat[4], for the multiple in-
orthogonal higher-order input vectors. The orthogo- put/output linear system identification problem. Re-
nal model has the same minimum mean square error cently, Archer and Gardner developed methods which
as the original system but without hybrid coherences, exploit cyclostationary inputs to obtain orthogonal-
thus allowing physically meaningful interpretation of ity properties associated with the Volterra kernels[5].
nonfinearities of systems. Korenberg and Pawmann studied orthognal search

method to find significant model terms to system iden-
tification in the time domain[6].

1. Introduction
In this paper, the Gram-Schmidt orthogonaliza-

In 1961, Tick[l] developed expressions for linear tion procedure is utilized to generate conditioned or-
and quadratic frequency-domain Volterra kernels in thogonal polyspectral inputs in the frequency domain
terms of cross-power spectra and croes-bispectra, re- for arbitrary stationary inputs with arbitrary statis-
spectively. These results are valid for Gaussian excita- tics. Coordinate transformations are utilized to relate
tions only and lead to an orthogonal Volterra model, the orthogonal Volterra kernels to the non-orthogonal
In recognition the fact that many experimental signals Volterra kernels. This allows one to develop an orthog-
ued in nonlinear system identification are not suffi- onal model of the Volterra series so that each order
ciently Gaussian to make use of Tick's results[1], Kim term in the series is orthogonal to the others. Thus, a
and Powers[2] developed an approach to estimate lin- partitioning of the output power spectra and a sim-
ear and quadratic frequency-domain Volterra kernels pIe iterative representation of system transfer func-
which is valid for general (i.e., nonGaussian as well tions becomes possible without infroducing interfer-
as Gaussian) random inputs. However, their model is ence phenomena.
not orthogonal. Thus, when using the model to "pre-
dict" the power spectrum of the response of a nonlin- We derive higher-order conditioned auto- and cross-
ear physical system, one must deal with "interference" spectral moment matrices in terms of conventional
terms, corresponding to cross-product interactions be- higher-order spectral moment matrices. We also
tween the outputs of the linear and quadratic compo- demonstrate that the optimum solution for the non-
nents of the model, which greatly hinder a physical linear system transfer functions of the conditioned or-
interpretation of the model. For example, the "in- thogonal model has the same minimum mean square
terference" terms may result in a positive or negative error as the conventional nonlinear system transfer
contributic 3 the output power spectrum, depend- functions of a non-orthogonal Volterra model esti-
ing on the relative phases of the outputs of the linear mated using minimum mean square error criteria.
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where 0 < m < M, and M is the Nyquist frequency.

2. Conditioned Orthogonal Input Vector for The quadratic transfer function and input vectors can

Higher-Order Volterra System be written as

A higher-order nonlinear Volterra system can be re- H 2 (m) = ... H 2(ij)... ] (6)
garded an a multiple inputs/single-output linear sys-
tem. Partial coherence between the inputs exist since ).[ X(ij
the multiple high-order inputs are generated from a X 2(M = i0j)X( ) (7)

single input time series. In such cases, high-order non-
linear system can be partially modeled as low-order
nonlinear system, and vice versa. Thus, it hinders a where f(m + 1)/21 < i = m - j S M, r' is the
physical interpretation of the system identification. largest integer esw than 1, J(ij) = 2 for i 0 j, and

I(ij) = 1 otherwise. The cubic transfer function and
In order to remove the partial coherence between input vectors are given by[7]

the multiple high-order inputs, thus rendering them HAM) = ..- H30,j,k)-...
orthogonal, one can utilize the Gram-Schmidt orthog-
onalization procedure. Such conditioning of multiple
input vectors allows us to find the system transfer func- XA(m) = 1(i, j, k)X(i)X(j)X(k) (9)
tions straightforwardly, and the relationship between
the transfer functions of the orthogonal Volterra sy&-
tem and the non-orthogonal Volterra system can be where the indices i, j, and k span
easily found.

r(m+2)/31=mi< i <M
A frequency-domain rth-order discrete Volterra se- [(m - m1 + 1)/21 !5 j <i m, for each i

ries representation of the nonlinear system can be writ- k =m-i-j
ten as follows

Y(m) - N(m) = Ha(m)X(m) The symmetry factor I(i,j,k) is

+ H2 (i,6j)X(i)X(j) ifijik
i+ n H( i )(i,j, k)= 3 if two of three indices are same

+ Z 113(ij,k)X(i)X(j)X(k)+... 1 ifi=j=k

For the higher-order input vectors defined above,

+ • H,(ij,.-, i,)X(i,) .X(4) their polyspectral matrices are defined by
,.+-.-+,,=-nS = (xj xIN (10)

= H(m)X(m) (1) where (.) represents a expectation operator, and the

where X(m) and N(m) are the discrete Fourier trans- superscript 'A' denotes a Hermitian of a matrix.
forms of the input zQ() and the noise n(f), rerpectively.
The row vector H(m) and the column vector X(m) are The alternative orthogonal model can be con-
given by structed by replacing the original given input records

H = [H1 , H2 ,--., H,] (2) by ordered sets of conditioned input records {Zj =
Xj.j-.), i = 1,2,...,r. The dependence upon fre-

X'= [X 1 ,X 2 ,-.',X,j (3) quency f of functions is omitted for simplicity in nota-

where the superscript 't' is the transpose of a ma- tion. The conditioned input Zi represents X, in which
trix. In Eqs. (2) and (3), the row vectors HI, H 2 , the linear effects of X, to X,-1 have been removed by
and H, are linear, quadratic, and rth-order transfer the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure.
functions, respectively. The column vectors X1, X 2 ,

X. are Fourier transforms of the linear, quadratic, and Suppose a nonlinear Volterra system with multiple
rth-order inputs x1 , x2, and xr, respectively. For ex- input vectors X1, X 2 , ... , X,, which are given as Eqp.
ample, the linear transfer function and input are given (5), (7), etc. Clearly, the system can be represented
by with any linear combination of these input vectors. Let

H (m) = H (m) (4) z, = (11)
Xi(m) = X(m) (5) Z2 = X2-L21ZI (12)
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We wish to choose L21 so that Zx and Z2 are orthog- The row vectors Gi, G2 ý, and G, are linear, quadratic,
oaDl in such a way that (Z2 ZA) 0 0. Then one can and rth-order transfer functions (or components) of

show that the conditioned orthogonal system, respectively. The

L21 = (X2=Z)(ZIZA)- = S21S-1 (13) column vectors Z1, Z2 , and Z, are linear, quadratic,
and rth-order conditioned orthogonal high-order in-

where S2 1 is the auto-bispectrum and S 1 is the auto- puts, respectively.The transformation matrix L is a

power spectrum of the input X1 . Notice that the ex- block unit lower triangular matrix given by

pression given for L21 is the same as the transfer func-
tion when X2 is modeled with X1 . Thus one can inter- Ii1
pret the orthogonalized input Z2 as repr'senting X2  L21  122

in which the linear effect of X, has been removed. L = L 31 [2 13a (19)

Now, one can repest the orthogonalization proce- L[ i Lr • --- j
dure by adding a new orthogonal basis vector and ap-
plying orthogonal conditions each time. Therefore, in where J. (= Lj) is an identity matrix, and Lj, is
general, for an 9-th-order nonlinear Volterra system, given in Eq. (15). From Eq. (16), one can immediatelyJ ne can write Xj in terms of conditioned orthogonal obtain the new set of conditioned orthogonal transfer
input vectors Z,, where i,j - 1,..., r, as follows: functions G,

)

Xj= LjiZi (14) G = HL (20)
= (YZA)(ZZA)-1 (21)

with (ZjZ,) = 0 for i # j. Furthermore, one can
easily obtain where (ZZA) is a block diagonal matrix with ith di-

agonal element (Z,ZA). Now the orthogonal transfer
Ljj= (X 1Z(ZZ - (15) function G can be easily calculated using the condi-

In this alternative conditioned system, one can re- tioned polyspectral matrix.

gard the noise term N as the output Y (= X,+,) con-
ditioned on all of the input records X 1 to X, and For a cubically nonlinear Volterra system, the con-

thus, is given by Z,+ 1 . In this way, one can extend ditioned orthogonal transfer functions can be obtained

the system order to r+ 1 in Eqs. (14) and (15). Notice using Eqs. (19) and (20),
that the noise N and the output Y of the conditioned
orthogonal system remain same as those of the original G, = H, + HL21 + H3 L3 1

system. G2 = H2 + HaL32
G3 "- H3

3. New Higher-Order Transfer Functions for Note that the cubic transfer functions of two alterna-
Conditioned Orthogonal Volterra System tive systems are identical. It is also possible to reverse

order of the input vectors. Then, the linear transfer
As we he a snew conditioned orthogonal coordinate functions of the two alternative systems become iden-system with the basis of Z,, one can obtain new corn- tical, and the higher-order transfer functions are mod-

ponents of the conditioned input vectors, i.e. transfer ified successively.

functionsGi, according .o the coordinate transforma-

tion from the system with the basis Xj to the orthog- Since, Li is an identity matrix, one can rewrite Eq.
onal system with the basis Zi. Using the two different (20) for Hi,
coordinate systems, one can represent the output Y as
follows,

Y-N = GZ H,=G•-ZHL,, (22)

= HX

= HLZ (16) For a cubically nonlinear Volterra system,

where the vectors G and Z are given by H 3  = G 3

G = [Gi,G2,'",Gj (17) H2 = G 2  -H 3 L32

Z' = [Z 1 ,Z 2 ,...,Z,] (18) H, = G, - H2L21 - H3 L31
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Thus, one can find the transfer functions of the orig- The decomposition method derived in this paper M.
inal system recursively using the new set of transfer configures the partially coherent higher-order nonlia .
functions of the conditioned orthogonal system. ear input vectors of a Volterra system into a set of ma-

tually incoherent input vectors so that the total model
In order to find explicit expressions for the transfer output power consists of the sum of the outputs due to

functions of the conditioned system using Eq. (20), the each of its conditioned orthogonal input vector. The
conditioned polyspectral matrices are needed in terms advantag. of this method is that the performance of
of the polyspectral matrices of the original input vec- a system model can be improved successively by in-
tors, which will be described in the next section. creasing the order of nonlinearity of the system model

without modification of the results of previous model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Volterra models have been widely used to identify nonlinear systems. Identifi-

cation of nonlinear systems using such models involves estimation of the Volterra

kernels, which is usually computationally intensive. A simple algorithm to estimate
the Volterra kernels of quadratic nonlinear systems with an i.i.d. (independent, iden-

tically distributed) input has been developed recently[l]. But some nonlinear systems

(for example, a nonlinear communization channel(2]) can not be modeled effectively

by a quadratic Volterra series. For these nonlinear systems, Volterra iaodels higher

than second order are required. The objective of this paper is to develop a simple

algorithm to estimate the Volterra kernels of cubically nonlinear systems, when sub-

jected to an i.i.d. input. If conventional methods are used to identify the Volterra

kernels of cubic systems, estimation of higher-order correlations with various time

lags up to 6th order is necessary. In addition, the required calculation of an inverse of

the input correlation matrix is computationally intensive, especially when the system

time delay is long. By using the properties of higher-order correlations of an i.i.d.

signal, we can greatly reduce the complexity of the estimation of Volterra kernels. A

simple algorithm for estimating the Volterra kernels of cubic systems is derived and

presented. This algorithm needs neither the estimation of higher-order correlations
for various time lags nor the calculation of an inverse matrix. It will be shown that
the reduction of complexity is significant.

2. VOLTERRA MODELING OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

A third-order Volterra model can be written as follows:

N-1 N-! N-I

y(n) + h,(i)(n -i)+ h ,j)( - i)z(n -j)
inO itO jui



N-1 N-1 N-1+ h3i ,kxn-izn-j n-k) + e(n)
imO j=i k&=

Where z(n) and y(n) are the input and the output of a cubically nonlinear system,
hl(i), h2(i,j), and ha3(i,j, k) are the linear, quadratic, and cubic Volterra kernels re-
spectively, and e(n) is the additive noise. In this third-order Volterra model, although
the relationship between the input and the output is nonlinear, the relationship be-
tween the output and the filter coefficients is linear. Therefore, the Volterra kernels
can be estimated by solving the following equation[3j(47:

Rh = p (2)

where

h = (hi(O),...,a 3(N- 1,N- 1,N- 1)]T  (3)

R = E~x(n)x(n)TJ (4)
p = E[x(n)y(n)J (5)

x(n) - [z(n),...,z(n- N+ 1),z 2 (n),...,z 2(n - N + 1),

X3(n),,..,X3(n - N + 1)]T (6)

It is noticed that the input vector x(n) includes not only linear terms, but also
quadratic and cubic terms. Therefore, the input autocorrelation matrix R consists of
higher-order moments of the input up to 6th order.

3. PROPERTIES OF AN I.I.D. SIGNAL

The i.i.d. signal plays an important roll in many engineering areas. For example,
in digital communications, the input signal is usually considered to be i.i.d. Ther-
mal noise and noise generators, which are frequently used in acoustics, can also be
regarded as i.i.d.[6). For a zero-mean i.i.d. signal, the second-order correlation can be
determined as follows:

f 2 if h,=n2E(x(nl )x(n2)] = 0 otherwise (7)

where the property E[x(nl)x(n2 )] = E[z(n l )]Ejx(n 2)J if n] $ n 2 for an i.i.d. signal
has been used, and p2 is equal to E[x 2(n)]. Correlations higher than second-order
can be determined in a similar manner. Using the above properties, it can be shown
that the higher-order correlations of an i.i.d. signal up to 6th order can be completely
characterized by P2, P3, P4, ps, and P6, where p, denotes the ith-order correlation of
z(n), Efx'(n)j.

4. THE CUBIC I.I.D. ALGORITHM

In the general case, the Volterra kernels of a cubic system can be estimated by
solving Eq. 2. For a cubic system, the input autocorrelation matrix R includes higher-
order correlations of the input for various time lags up to 6th order. It is also noticed
that the estimation process involves calculation of the inverse of the R matrix, R-1,



which results in O(LW) complexity, where L is the total number of filter coefficients.
L is usually very large, especially when the order of the nonlinear system is high
(say, cubic) and/or the memory of the system is long. Therefore the whole estimation
process is very computationally intensive. Some research has been devoted to relieving
the computational burden. A simple algorithm for identifying quadratic nonlinear
systems with an i.i.d. input has been developed[I]. But in some situations, the
result of using quadratic Volterra model is not satisfactory. For example, in digital
communications, a nonlinear communication channel can be modeled by odd-order
terms of a Volterra series[2J. To takc such nonlinear effects into account, adding at
least the cubic term is required. For these nonlinear systems, a simple algorithm to
estimate Volterra kernels of cubically nonlinear systems is highly desirable.

For a cubically nonlinear system with an i.i.d. input, the kernel estimation process
can be simplified by using the properties of an i.i.d. signal mentioned in section 3.
The input correlation matrix R for such a system can be completely determined as
long as p3, 43, I4, gs, and P6 are known. In addition, since most elements of the R
matrix are actually zero, the R matrix can be reduced to a sparse matrix. Thus, with
some algebra, a simple algorithm for estimating the Volterra kernels of cubic systems
can be derived. In this algorithm, the cubic Volterra kernels are estimated by the
following formula:

h3(k,1,m) = E[y(n)x(n - k)x(n -l)x(n - Mn)I/p], (8,

h 3(k, 1,1) = {p3E[y(n)x(n - k)x(n - 1)- p2E[y(n)x(n - k)z 2(n - 1)]
+ 'Ejy(n)z(n - k))}/r, (9)

o < k, I < N - 1, k 0 1

where

" =p312 -pu(p, -I) (10)

After the cubic Volterra kernels are determined, the quadratic Volterra kernels can be
estimated as follows:

h2 (k,1) = {E[y(n)x(n - k)z(n - 1)] - P2 3[h3 (k, 1,1)
+h3(1, k, k))}/2, (•
O~k<l<N-1

Similarly, the linear Volterra kernels can be determined as long as the cubic and the

quadratic kernels are known:

h2(k) = {E[y(n)(n - k)] - P'H 3(k) -P3h 2(k,k)
-u,0h3(k, k, k) }IP2, (12)
0<k<N-1

where H13(k) is defined as follows:
N-I

0 3(k) = • h3(k,i,i). (13)
i0O5i#k
0< A< N-1



Note that in this algorithm the Volterra kernels are expressed in terms of 1#2, /13. 1.,1.

p,, ps and higher-order cross-correlations between the input and the output. There
is no need to calculate the higher-order correlations of the input for various time lags.

Futber-nore, since there are no matrix operations involved, the computational com-
plexity is greatly reduced.

S. CONCLUSION

A simple algorithm for estimating the Volterra kernels of cubic systems subjected
to an i.i.d. input is presented in this paper. One of the applications of the i.i.d.
algorithm is in the digital communication area, where the input signal for digital com-
munication is usually considered to be i.i.d.
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ABSTRACT which is valid for general random waves (ie., nonGaussian as
well " Gaussian) while at the same time removing the pre.

We present a new orthogonal approach for the estimation of of the interference associated with oce-Gaussian wave.
nonlinear FRF's which is valid for general random waves (i.e.,
nonGaussian as well as Gaussian) while at the same time re- In this paper, we derive conditioned orthogonal polyspectral
moving the presence of the interference terms associated with moment matrices of the wave excitation in terms of conventional
non-Gaussian waves. The approach of this paper is illustrated polyspectral moment matrices utilizing the Gram-Schmidt or-
by using it to quantify the linear and Quadratically nonlinear thogonalization procedure which do not depend on the wave
dynamical response of TLP's to random nonGaussian sea wave statistics. Some accounts of the useful ideas of conditioned (or
excitation, and by comparing the performance of the conven- residual) spectra and partial coherence has been given in the
tional non-orthogonal Volterra model with that of the new con- books of Jenkins and Watts (Jenkins and Watts, 1968) and of
ditioned orthogonal model. Bendat and Piersol (Bendat and Piersol, 1971). Such concepts

are generalized by Dodds and Robson (Dodda and Robson, 1975)
for multivariate stationary random procemes. Bendat (Bendat,
1976) utilized the concepts for linear system identification fromKEY WORDS: TLP's, Orthogonal Voiterra System Model, multiple input/output data. Even though they developed the

NonGausian Interference, NonlineAr wave interaction, Polyspec- ideas from a spectral density matrix from a set of mutually in-
tral Analysis coherent white noise sources, it is consistent with the ideas of

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure.

INTRODUCTION We generalize the concept of conditioned orthogonal spectra
for nonlinear system identification with higher-order Volterra

This paper is concerned with the application of digital his- system model. Such an orthogonalised model is different from
pectral analysis techniques (Powers and Miksad, 1987) to exper- Barrett (or Wiener) orthogonal series in such a way that the
imentally detect and quantify nonlinear wave interaction phe- latter is constructed from a hierarchy of functionals of inereas-
nomena associated with quadratic response of marine structures ing order that are orthogonal to each other with respect to a
such as tension leg platforms (TLP) in nonGausuian random white Gaussian (or Gausmian) input and whose sum character-
seas, without "interference" of linear wave force and quadratic ize@ the system (Barrett, 1963). In our model, an orthogonal-
wave drift force due to the nonGaussian nature of the wave ex- iation procedure is applied to the multiple order input vectors
citation (S. B. Kim et al., 1989). The presence of the "inter- for arbitrary input statistics. Using this orthogonal model of
ference" terms greatly hinder a physical interpretation of the the Volterra series, a partitioning of the response power spectra
model. For example, the "interference" terms may result in and a simple iterative representation of FRF's becomes possible
a positive or negative contribution to the power spectrum of without introducing interference phenomena. We obtain the re-
the response predicted by the model, depending on the relative lationship between the new FRF's of the conditioned orthogonal
phases of the linear and quadratic components of the model (K. system and the FRF's of the non-orthogonal Volterra system for
I. Kim et al., 1987). Thus, the objective of this paper is to general random wave excitation by utilizing the concept of co-
present a new approach for the estimation of nonlinear FRF's ordinate transformation.
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Finally, we illustrate the approach of this paper by using

it to quantify the linear and quadratically nonlinear dynamical
response of tension leg platforms to random nonGaussian sea Norfinm Sy
wave excitation, and by compaing the performance of the con-

ventional non-orthogonal Volterra model and associated *pre- X(m) N(m)
diction of the TLP response power spectra with that of the Him) "

new conditioned orthogonal model described in this paper. Of
particular importance is the fact that the conditioned orthogo-
nal model allows one to decompose the observed response into I2(mT
its linear and quadratic components without the uncertainty as- H2(

sociated with the nonGaussian interference term.

Figure 1: Second-Order Multiple Input System Model.

ORTHOGONALIZATION OF THE HIGHER-ORDER

INPUT VECTORIS Notice that Eq. (2) is linear in terms of the frequency re-

sponse functions H1(m), H 2(ij), though the equation is non-

This is a generalization of multi-input linear system identifi- linear with respect to the input wave X(m). Thus, by regarding

cation with conditioned inputs carried out by Bendat (Bendat, X(i)X(j) as a separate input, one can treat the second-order

1976), to include higher-order Volterra system with arbitrary nonlinear system as a two-input linear system, as shown in Fig.

inputs. The necessity to include nonGaussian inputs in higher- 1,
order Volterra models is discussed in the references of K. I. Kim

(K. 1. Kim et al., 1987) and S. B. Kim (S. B. Kim et al., 1989), Y(m) = k(m) + N(m)

and in the collection of works in the Area of nonGaussian sig- = H1 (m)X1 (m) - H 2 (m)X:(m) + N(m) (3)

nal processing (Wegman et al., 1989). Such generalization us-

ing multi-input system concepts is possible since one can regard where k(m) is the model output. In Eq. (3), the linear frequency

higher-order Volterra series as linear in terms of the Volterra ker- response function HI (m) and the first-order input X2 (m) are

nels (or frequency response functions), though it is nonlinear in given by

terms of the input. In our model, each higher-order input is re-

garded as an independent input so that a higher-order nonlinear Hi(m) = Hi(m) (4)

time-invariant Volterra system becomes a multiple input/output Xi(ma = X(-) (5)

system. In this paper, since we are dealing with quadratic drift

response of a TLP due to random waves, we are going to limit where 0 :5 in 5 M, and M is the Nyquist frequency. The

ourselves to second-order Volterra system, even though one can quadratic frequency response function H 2 (m) and second-order

generalize the model to any order nonlinear Volterra system. input vector X 2 (m) can be written as

Lets first consider a nonlinear, time invariant analytic system H 2(m) - .. H 2(,j) ... ] (6)

which can be described with a second-order Volterra series, [
X2(m) = I (0,j)X()X(j)] (7)

YW: - 0~) Al /h-r)z(f - rd

+ fhA 2 (r1 ,, 2)X(t-r 1 )x(t-r 2 )drc•dr (1) where r(m+ 1)/21 <5i=m-j <_M, [t1 is the largest integer

less than t, I(ij) = 2 for i 11 j, and J(ij,) = I otherwise.

where z(f), y(t), and n(t) are the time series of the input wave,

the output response, and the error (or noise) of the model, and In general, the two inputs X,(m) and X 2 (m) are not in-

h i ( r) and h2 (r 1 , r2) are the linear and the quadratic Volterra dependent, especially for nonGaussian input where the cross-

kernels, respectively, coherence between the two inputs (X,(m)X1(m)), which is the

auto-bispectrum of the input wave, is not zero. The superscript

Let's look at the system described in Eq. (1) in the frequency 'A' denotes a Hermitian of a matrix and (.) represents a expec-

domain by performing a discrete Fourier transform. Then, the tation operator.

second-order discrete Volterra series representation of the non-

linear system can be written as follows As shown in Fig. 2, the alternative orthogonal model can be

constructed by replacing the original input records by ordered

Y(m) = H 1(m)X(m) + • H 2(ij)X(i)X(j) + N(m) (2) sets of conditioned input records Z,(m) and Z2(m), where the

conditioned input Z 2 (m) represents X 2 (m) in which the linear

effects of X1 (m) have been removed by the Gram-Schmidt or-
where X(m), Y(M), N(m), HI(m), 112(ij) are discrete Fourier thogonaisation procedure.
transforms of z(t), y(t), n(f), hi(r), h2(rj,,r), respectively.

Suppose a second-order Volterra system with two-input vec-

torn X,(m) and X 2(m) which are given as Eqs. (5) and (7).
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the original mystem.

No a SConuidering the orthogonal properties of the two conditioned
inputs Z2(m) and Z7(m), one can find the new FRIF'. K(m)

+ OR and K2(vn) of thp condioned orthogonal system using least mean
K1m(in) s square criterion in terms of the original input spectral matrices

as follow.

KI(m) - Sa(m)Sj'(-) (14)K• K2(m) = i,-j(m)932(M) (15)

In Eq. (15), the numerator 9,s(m) is the wave-surge cross bis-
pectrum where the apparent contribution due to nonGausuian

Figure 2: Second-Order Conditioned Orthogonal Multiple Input quadratic wave-wave interference is subtracted. The denomi-
System Model. nator Sn(m) is the forth-order polyspectrum due to four wave

interactions where the apparent contribution due to nonGaus-
sian quadratic wave-wave interference is subtracted. Notice that

Clearly, the system can be represented with any linear combi- the fourth-order spectral matrix 922(m) consists of an element
nation of these input vectors. Let (X(i)X(j)X(k)*X(1)'), where i + j = k + I = m.

Zl(m) = XI(m) (8) Thus, K2(m) is the QFRF with arbitrary input wave without
Z2(m) = X 2(m) - L21(m)Z1(M) (9) the apparent contribution due to nonGaussian wave-wave inter-

We wish to choose L2 1 (m) so that Z, (m) and Z2(r) are orthog- ference. Also note that KI(m) is identical with the LFRF for
one winsuch a wathat (m)ZA(m)) = 0 Then one rthow Gaussian input. The QFRF K2(m) of the conditioned orthogo-
onl in Such & Way that (Z2( i 0. Then one can show nal model, which is identical with the QFRF for non-orthogonal
that model, is reduced to the QFRF for Gaussian model when the

I•(M) = (X 2(m)Z,(M))(Z 1(m)ZA(M))- 1  bispectrum S12(m) (or Sm,(m)) is sazo.

= S21(m)S11'(m) (10) One can relate the new FRF'. K 1(m) and K 2(M) of the con-

where S31 (m) is the auto-power spectrum and S21(m) is the ditioned orthogonal system with the FRF's HI(m) and H.2(m) of
auto- bispectral vector of the input wave X, (m), which are given the Volterra system with nonGaussian inputs, according to the

ags coordinate transformation from the system with the basis X, (m)

and X 2(m) to the orthogonal system with the basis ZI(m) and
S11(m) = (X(m)X'(m)) (11) Z2(M). For & quadratically nonlinear Volterra system, one can
S31(m) = (X2(m)Z•(m)) obtain the conditioned orthogonal frequency response functions

usig Es. a)- (10),[(i'j)(X)XU)X*(M)) (12) Ki(m) = Hi(m)+H12(m)L2 1 (m)

J K2(m) = H 2 (M) (16)

where i + j = m. Notice that the expression given for L21(m) Note that the QFRF's of two alternative quadratic Volterra sys-
is the same as the frequency response function when X2(m) is term are identical. Using the Eqs. (10) - (12), (14) and (15),
modeled with X1(m). Thus one can interpret the orthogonalized one can find the expression for the linear and quadratic model
input Z2(m) as representing X2(m) in which the linear effect of power s--.•-tra P,(m) and P 2(m) for the orthogonal Volterra
X1 (m) has been removed, system as follows

pF(m) = Si(M)Sj' 1 (m)Sw,(M) (17)

HIGHER-ORDER FRF'S FOR CONDITIONED P2 (m) = (rn).(in)•(in) (18)
ORTHOGONAL VOLTERRA SYSTEM The the total model power spectrum S11 (m) for the orthogonal

Volterra model becomes
Now, one can ootain the new linear and the quadratic fre-

quency response functions KI(m) and K 2(m) from the condi- Sn(m) = Pl(m)+ P2(m)
tioned orthogor.al coordinate system with the basis of Zz(m) = Hj(m)S,,(m)H'(mn)+ H(M)S23(m)HlA(m)
and Z(m), + 2RtIH2(m)Szj(m)HA(m)]

Y(m) = K I(m)ZI(m) + K 2(M)Z2(m) + N(m) (13) = PL(M) + PO(m) + PLQ(m) (19)

where Z•(in) and Z2(m) are linear and quadratic conditioned whicb is the same as the total modeJ power specrm for the non-
orthogonal inputs, respectively. Notice that the noise N(m) of orthogonal Volterra model. Thus, two alternative systems have
the conditioned orthogonal system remains the same as that of the same model error power, and both are optimum systems. In
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Eq. (19), PL(I!), PQ(m) and Pg.o(m) am the linear, quadratic, an(f) ad y-y(f) are negligble in these same frequency bads.

and hybrid model power spectra for the non-orthogonal Volterra

system, respectively. On the other hand. the Lin eer mmmce functions yl(y) of
the non-orthogona model and -4(f) of the conditioned ortbog

The moeperu functior , which ao defed a the ratsu of pe 0 GA model are c.e to unity in the waexacitatico band o-
the mode power spectra to the measured output poer - tered at approximately 0.5 Hs. However, there are frequency
trum, am then calculated using Eqs. (17) - (19), sones where -YL(f) &ad -y'(f) in Fig. $-a we larger than ane

and -2(f) is negative. Furtbermore, there is large variation
TYn2() + _Y(mI(_)+y (m) of coherence with frequency. Those behavior of the cohernce

+ -(m + y~m) (20) functions obtained using a nac-orthogonal model greatly bin-
dens physical intepretpion of the nalysio results, l the case

where -y(m) and -e'(m) are the linear and the quadratic coher- of the conditioned orthogonal model, as one can see in Fig. 3-b,
ence functions of the conditioned orthogonal system, and -'j(m)' the linear and quadratic cohere ce functions rY'(f) and -4(f)
"y2(m), and y!Q(m) are the linear, quadratic, and hybrid coh- are bounded between seo and one at all friqueNoes and there
ernece functions for the non-orthogonal Volterra system, rerpec- is n hybrid coherence due to nonGaussn te nce. Ther

tively. are also much more stable, a one can n t the figure.

Notice that the expressions of P1 (m) and P2(m) in Eqs. (17)
and (18) are positive definite so that the linear and the quadratic
coherence functions -y?(m) and "yi(m) of the conditioned or- a) 1.8
thogonal systm'n are bounded between zero and one. However,
for non-orthogonal system, the boundneas is not guaranteed so .
that the linear and the quadratic coherence functions -yj(m) and 1.0. L

"f2(m) of the non-orthogonal system can be greater than one.
Furthermore, the hybrid coherence function -y71(m) can be neg- O
ative depending upon the phase of H 2(m)S31(m)H"(m). Such

chaac.teristics of coherence functions of non-orthogonal system .(

cause great difficulties in meaningful physical interpretation of -1.0 '1)
the analysis results.

0 0.5 1.0

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS T (i-zI

In this section we co:npare the results of the polyspectral b) 1.0

analysis using non-orthogonal second-order Volterra model with "2.' v,"
the results of the analysis using orthogonal Volterra model. The .. ,•(f
experimental data we obtained from a scaled (1:54) model test of
a prototype TLP anchored in 1500 feet of water and is described-
elsewhere (S. B. Kim et al., 1989). The TLP was excited using 0.5
45) uni-directional irregular wave of significant wave height 40
feet. Waves were generated according to the Pierson-Moskowitz iv
spectrum. The wave and surge data were sampled at a rate of
17 Hz which resulted in a data record of 4260 samples. Since 0 - -

our major interest was in the low-frequency resonance drift os- 0 0.5 1.0
cillation of TLP surge, we resampled the data using a reduced Frequency (lz]
sampling rate of 2.125 Hz for the higher-order spectral analysis.

Figure 3: TLP Surge Model Coherence Functions. a) Non-
We analyzed the surge response, which contains both linear Orthogonal Model, b) Conditioned Orthogonal Model

wave response around 0.5 Hz and the response due to quadratic
difference frequency interactions at the surge resonance band
around 0.07 Hz (S. B. Kim et al., 1989), using the two alterna- In Fig. 4, we compare the linear, the hybrid and the quadratic
tive system model. In Fig. 3, we present the linear and quadratic model power spectra PL(f), PFo(f), and PQ(f) of wave-surge
coherence functions of wave-surge time series of the TLP using time series of the TLP using the non-orthogonal model (Fig 4-a)
the non-orthogonal model (Fig. 3-a) and the conditioned or- with the linear and the quadratic model power spectra P,(f) and
thogonal model (Fig. 3-b). Overall features of the two plots ame Pa(f) of the conditioned orthogonal model (Fig. 4-b). In Fig.
similar in the sense that both the quadratic coherence functions 4-s, the absolute value of the hybrid power spectrum JPLQ(f)J
7'(f) of the non-orthogonal model and y3(f) of the conditioned is plotted due to the fact that it is negative at some frequencies.
orthogonal model sre quite high in the frequency bands below The magnitude of the hybrid power spectrum cannot be greater
0.2 Hz and above 0.8 Hz, whereas the linear coherence functions than the su.m of the linear and quadratic model powers, however,

it is certainly greater than the linear model power within the
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SUMMARY

By utilizing digital polyspectral analysis technique, inccrpo-
a) 101 rated with higher-order Volterra system models, we are able to

117" po PL~f)identify the effcts on the response of a TLP due to the noeGaus-
\J~f)sian interferene of wave-wave mntieractions. This was possible

"with the new tools we have developed to remove the interference
10"! effects by conditioning the input wave so that each higher-order

input wave vectors are orthogonal eacch other. We derived the
new conditioned input vectors and their polyspectra using origi-
nal input polyspectral matrix, and the relationship between the

1 IPLQ(f)! FRF's of the orthogonal system and of the non-orthonal sys-
I _ _____ -tem is obtained using the concept of coordinate transformation.

0 0.5 1.0 The application to the scaled model TLP test experimental data

Frequency (Hzj yielded improved results over the non-orthogonal model without
ill effects due to nonGaussian interference.

b) 10 ,
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